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Abstract
This dissertationarguesthat the political, philosophical, and aesthetictheories
developedin TheNew Age, edited by A. R. Orage,provided a crucial foundation for
modernist poetry. By situating the modernist aestheticsof Ezra Pound, Wyndham
Lewis, andT. S. Eliot in tenris of the complex sceneof 1910sand early 1920s
London radicalism, this study developshistorically local theoretical terms to read
modernist poetry and also suggeststhe continuedrelevanceof modernistpolitical
questionswhen viewed frorri this perspective.The first chapter analyzesOrage's
informed
demonstrating
how
theosophical
these
sources
and
early political
writings,
the journal's interconnectedconcernswith print culture, radical politics and
literature. The secondchapteranalyzesEzra Pound's entr6einto the NeIvAge scene
in late 1911, situating the criticism and poetry of I Gather the Limbs of Osiris as an
important ideological contribution to TheNew Age's Guild Socialism movement.
The third chapter arguesthat Wyndham Lewis and Ezra Pound's Vorticist movement
was organizedas a radical mode of production along New Age lines and that
Vorticism's aestheticproducts are politically positioned againstcapitalist production.
The fourth and fifth chapterstrace TheNew Age's engagementwith orthodox
Pound
theory
economic
and
and Eliot's interest in radical economics,particularly as
they connectedto epistemology,money and representation,value, corporate
organization,consumptionand scarcity. In the final chapter, this analysisof Social
Credit is usedto argue.that the developmentof The Cawos and The WasteLaiid are
fundamentallyconnectedto the New Age's radical economic epistemology.As a
idiosyncratic
Age
T11e
New
dissertation
the
theory
that
this
political
of
whole,
argues
shapedthe production and consumptionof crucial modernist poetic strategies.
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Introduction

This dissertationarguesthat the political, philosophical, and aesthetictheories
developedin Die New Age provided a crucial foundation for modernist poetry. Die
New Age was a weekly journal edited by A. R. Oragebetween 1907 and 1922,which
brought togetherphilosophical 9peculationand argument,theorization of radical
politics, week-to-weekpolitical commentary,analysisof British media and print
culture and a careful aestheticprogram composedof artistic manifestos,original
poetry and reviews of visual art exhibitions, music and literature. For new writers
like Pound, Hulme, Mansfield and Herbert Read,the journal was a spaceto develop
their aesthetictheoriesand attract a loyal and engagedreadership,shapinga much
larger circle of modernist practitioners.At the sametime, TheNew Age servedas a
critical spacefor the exploration of political philosophy at an uncertain moment in
British politics: British liberalism was disintegrating, a strict interpretationof Tory
conservatismoffered little chanceof progressand the direction of labour and trade
unions was unsureand highly contested.Operatingin this context, Oragedeveloped
77ieNew Age as a spacefor political and economicproposalsthat transcendedsimple
party divisions or a lefthight continuum. This hybridity and larger political
complexity makes an understandingof Die New Age political vision a significant
undertakingin its own right. Still more daunting is the questionof how theseideas
might have shapedthe reahn of modernist literary practice, transferring from one
discourseto another.Nevertheless,sucha study holds out the promise of a much
more sophisticatedunderstandingof the politics of high modernist poetry than has
previously beenavailable. By situating the modernistaestheticsof Ezra Pound,
Wyndham Lewis, and T. S. Eliot in the complex sceneof 1910sand early 1920s
London radicalism, this study developsa theoreticalframework to read modernist
poetry with terms that arehistorically local to the modernist project.
A reconsiderationof the fon-nationof the Pound and Eliot line of poetic
practice is nearly a modernist project in itself, demanding engagement with an
extraordinary amount of secondary criticism. Several broad observations about the
last )5 years of modernism scholarship may help to situate the present undertaking.
-3
In the late 1960s and 1970s, a series of bold, ambitious books carved out literary
modernism as a phenomenon for scholarly study. Composed in the moment when the
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last of the major players were dying, studieslike Kenner's ThePound Era (1972),
Wees's Vorticisin and the English Avant- Garde (1972), Materer's VortexPound,
Eliot, and LeMs (1979), Davis's Vision Fugitive: Ezra Pound and Econondcs(1968)
and Martin's Pie New Age Under Orage (1967) soughtto documentand cover whole
'
literary
topics related to
modernisrn. Thesestudiesare remarkably broad, eminently
readableand get an extraordinary amount right about the history of literary
modernism At the sametime, theseworks belong to a different era of scholarshipin
which vision was backedup by generalization,bald assertion,and often long quotes
lacking any indication of how the critic interprets them.For this reason,while one
often suspectsthat the critic and his readerwould be in complete agreement,a lack
of specific citation or clear argumentfrequently makesit impossibleto pursuethe
grounds for generalization,or indeedbe certain that words mean the samething to
both parties.As a result, this model of scholarshiphas beena sourceof frustration in
the presentstudy, but also an inspiration for the underlying project to understand
how political, economic,philosophical and aestheticdiscoursesoperatedtogetherto
produce a particular strandof modernist poetics.
The 1980ssaw a transition to a model of historical scholarshipthat was much
more concernedwith the careful documentationof sourcesand pursuit of specific
intellectual questionsrelating to the politics of modernisn-LIn betweenthesetwo
periods are Levenson'sA GenealogyofModendsin, Nicholls's Ezra Pound. Politics,
Econoinics,and Writing (both published in 1984), and Gray's T. S. Eliot's
Intellectual and Poetic Developinent1909-1922,which explore the broad questions
of the ideological developmentof modernism,Pound's ideason economics,and
Eliot's philosophical thinking with a strict rigor, all of wl-iichare areasof analysis
that the present study seeksto develop. Moreover, Levenson'sgenealogical
dissertation,
insofar
be
this
a
of
methodology should seenas relative
asboth use a
framework of detailed intellectual history connectedto individual aestheticthinkers
to trace the developmentof English languagemodernism However, the precise
left
lines
disciplinary
these
a lacunathat would only grow
studiesalong
attentionof
2 Levensonfocusedon the interaction of London-based
in the next two decades.
English
form
importing
literary
ideas
to
modernists
continental
modernism to the
1 In terms of Social Credit, Finlay's Social Credit the English Origins (1972) also falls into this
categoryof scholarship,but is not particularly concernedNvithliterary questions.
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London's
Nicholls's
climate,
of
political
concernwith politics and econornics
neglect
in The Cantosled him to acknowledgebut strongly deemphasizePound's political
thought before the Social Credit 'conversion' in 1919, and Gray's study of Eliot's
philosophical thought and poetry left no room for the considerationof his early
politics. Similarly, studiesof Eliot's politics have consistentlystarted after his 1926
pronouncementof his royalism and derive most benefit from statementsmadein the
1930s,with the,unfortunate consequencethat the relationshipbetween his early
political thinking and aestheticinnovation has beenalmost unstudied.Subsequent
studieshave consistentlyMowed Levenson's,Nicholls's and Gray's lines, focusing
on continentalpolitical theory, both economicsand philosophy as safely discrete
disciplines, and the ideology of political economy as a late addition to modernist
aesthetictheory. In contrast,the presentstudy focuseson domesticpolitical and
economictheory's necessaryand continuousrelationship to modernist aesthetics
between 1911 and 1922.
Almost immediately after thesestudies,debatesbeganabout the undesirable
aspectsof Pound and Eliot's politics. In particular, works on Pound's relationship to
fascismand anti-Semitism like Casillo's The Genealogyof Dentons(1988) and
Ricks's T.S. Eliot and Prejudice (1988) were important considerationson the cusp of
an enormous,repetitive and ultimately unproductive surgeof scholarshipon specific
questionsthat cannotbear the weight of the larger questionsconcerningmodernist
literary practice's relationship to political ideology. Subsequentscholarsin this line
have producedimportant work, including Julius's T. S. Eliot, Anti-Sernitisill and
(1995) and North's The Political Aesthetic of Yeats,Eliot, and Pound
Literary F617111
(1991), both of which seekto expandthe questionof unsavoryreferencesto consider
whetherthe literary forms innovatedby thesemen might not in themselvesbe
prejudicial or fascistic. Thesedebatescontinue to grow, with little fi-eshfruit. While
this study doesnot pursuethe sametopics, it also finds that significant dimensionsof
modernist political theory are reflected in the developmentof literary forms.
The popularity of thesequestionsof anti-Semitismand fascism has
introducedtwo fundamentalmisernphasesinto scholarshipon modernist politics for
the last fifteen years.First, by drawing on the great twentieth century questionsof
fascismand anti-Semitism,most recent studieshave employed schematicstructures
2 Surettes 'Ezra Poundand British Radicalism' (1983) tried to fill in someof theseholes, but the
complexity of the issuesin questionmakesan article inadequateto the task.
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to understand modernist politics,

asking questions of whether Pound and Eliot were

more loyal to the left or right or were proto-fascists

in the 19 1Os and early 1920s. To

be sure, Pound, Eliot and Lewis expressed allegiance to opposing forces in the
1930s, but nearly every contemporary

commentator

depression, the rise of Mussolini

worldwide

polarized thinkers in an unprecedented

recounted how events like the

and Hitler and the Spanish Civil War

way. By treating political

deeply
these
studies
unhelpful
schema,
are
an absolute
understanding

the political

ideology in terms of

and often anachronistic

in

basic
in
Eliot
Pound
developed
their
and
climate
which

aesthetic ideas: neither the term fascism nor a left/right

model of politics were

seriously employed before the 1930s, to the neglect of other terms like autocracy and
oppression which were frequently
modeMiStS.

3 Complicating

conservative,

ideals
by the young
used and roundly rejected as

matters further, fundamental terms like Tory,
progress, insurgent, ideology,

liberal, revolution,

labour, collectivism

in
in
heavily
the
theorized
question, sharply
period
and contested
and socialism were
shifting in meaning and connotation

depending on the user's context. This
with 1930s constructions,

contestedness dictated that they were not safely contiguous
let alone how an intelligent

but uninformed

the ten-ns. Even more importantly,
to transcend political
political

affiliation,

contemporary

reader might understand

the discourse of The New Age was often designed
problematizing

a study of party affiliation

location for present scholars as well. Fundamentally,

or

this study argues that

the politics of high modernist poetry can be better understood as a network of
ideological

models, criticisms

and proposals rather than a pre-ordained

position.

The second consequence of these debates is more insidious: by putting ideas

and thinkers on trial, much contemporarycriticism runs the risk of never considering
have
let
did,
Pound,
Eliot,
Lewis
Orage,
thought
the
they
might
and others
way
why
in
been
have
they
the
right or their ultimate political aims
which
might
alone
ways
might be sympathetic.This approachrisks a profound falsehood about the nature of
inevitable
have
that
and
should
assuming
results
were
contingent
political activism
beenforeseeableto the actors.After presentinga paperon Pound's 191Ospolitics at
an international modernismconference,I was told by a senior academicthat certain
ideaslike Guild Socialism inevitably led to fascismand deathcamps,with the
3 Specific examplesof this scholarshipNvillbe examinedin subsequentchapters.where the particulars
Pound's
Eliot
be
in
better
have
been
interested
Scholars
and
these
explored.
also
anachronismscan
of
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implication left hanging in the air that they ought not to be considered
sympathetically.Such a scholarly approachunacceptablypreventsthe development
of a more completeunderstandingof modernist politics, precisely in the ways that
they have little or nothing to do with Mussolini and Hitler and indeedmight be
radically opposedto the curtailment of civil liberties, ideological repression,and the
centralizationof political and economic power. For this reason,otherwise important,
detailed studieslike Sherry's Ezra Pound, WyndliainLeivis, and Radical Modendsin
(1993), Ferrall's Modemist Writing tuid ReactionaryPolitics (2001), and Kadlec's
'Pound, BLAST, and Syndicalism' (1993) act as fragmentaryaccountsof Eliot,
Pound and Lewis's reception of continental ideas.Three other Pound studies,
Surette'sPowid in Purgatory (1999), Marsh's Money aiid Modenfity (1998) and
Peppis'sLiterature, Politics wid the English Avatit-Garde (2000) deservespecial
mention for their evenhandedness,
although their focus on 1930seconomics,the
American lineageof economic ideas and nationalism make them complementaryto
rather than overlapping with the presentstudy. In the presentstudy, I have found it
more useful to read with a generally sympatheticmind, which allows allows the
developmentof a more completeunderstandingof modernist political proposals.
When theseare better understood,I hope the discipline will be in a better position to
judge modernist writers' politics. While both of theselarger trends in modernist
scholarshipare difficult to chart and require close attention to individual critical
texts, they repeatedlyresurfacein my engagementwith the existing literature.
Another
development
literary
is
trend
to
the
recent
scholarly
understand
of
modernismthrough the lens of capitalist production. Studieslike.Rainey's
Institittions ofModernisin and the collection Marketing Modenlisms: Self-Pro"lotion,
Canonization,Rereading (Eds. Dettmar and Watt, 1996)generally seekto
understandthe rise of modernist innovation and print culture by exploring the
businessrelationshýpsbetweenpublishers,printers, editors, writers and the reading
public as a capitalist market, displaying the sameambivalenceto their resultant
understandingsof literary modernism as the academyfrequently does toward
capitalism as a whole. Even more robust is Cooper's Modenzisinand the Culture of
the Market Society(2004), which arguesthat the rise of modernism as an aesthetic
inner
logticof capitalism, that
to
the
strategyand model of production was connected
misog,yny and relationship to other cultures with important conclusionsand will be explored where
relevant.
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whilst its practitioners were fundamentally conservative they played into the hands of
capitalism's inevitabl e progress. This trend in scholarship plays a crucial background
to the present study, insofar as it argues that Orage, Pound, Lewis and Eliot's
understanding of their context in print culture and literary production was heavily
theorized in relationship to larger capitalistic forces. Nevertheless, this dissertation
strongly opposes the inevitability of this model for historical reasons: for the writers
in question and their larger networks, literary production was theorized precisely to
oppose the logic of alienated capitalism. To fail to acknowledge this is to misread the
political contestedness of the period and to suggest capitalism is a homogenous
inevitability rather than a historically contingent development. In both cases, this
dissertation argues this makes for fragmented, partial readings.

On the other hand, the disciplinary trend toward careful and repetitive
analysisof issuesrelated to modernismhas producedimportant backgroundsto the
presentstudy. In particular, the intensescrutiny of Eliot's study of epistemologyand
the revelation of Pound's neo-Platonic and theosophicalphilosophy form a critical
foundation for any assessmentof Pound andEliot's philosophical explorationsof
4
political theory and economics. Similarly, a much more sophisticatedunderstanding
of New Age political proposalshas emergedfrom careful studieslike Surette'sPound
in Purgatoiy and Hutchinson and Burkitt's The Political Economyof Social Credit
and Guild Socialisin (1997), which considersthe movementthrough the history of
5
ideaS.
The latter work in particular shouldbe seenas an enabling study to
economic
the presentone in its insistenceon Orage's substantialcontribution to the movement
and argumentfor the relevancyof Social Credit's ideason economicjustice. While
neither of theseworks adequatelyconsidersthe interdisciplinarity of New Age
political proposalsand, more specifically, their relationship to artistic technique,their
passion for an accurate and fair rendering of Social Credit's ideas has strongly
influenced the process of this study. 6 Ann Ardis's Modenzism and Cultural Conflict

is also an enabling study, arguing (as does the presentdissertation)that TIzeNew Age
journal
for
both
base
discussion
tistic
ai
committed to the realization of
was
a
and a

4 For an assessmentof Eliot's philosophy, seeappendix.For Pound's philosophy, seeLiegrebts,
Surette,Laughlin and Tryphonopolous.
5While otherwiseexcellent,Hutchinson and Burkitt's work significantly deemphasizesGuild
Socialism.
6Taylor's Orage and the New Age (2000) is also a useful if somewhatrepetitive study.
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certain political aims, although Ardis stressesthe discontinuity between literary
modernistsandNew Age ideologues.
Broadly speaking,the methodology of the presentstudy is to develop a more
sophisticatedunderstandingof The New Age's political philosophy as a meansof
rereadingandpoliticizing central aspectsof modem poetic technique.This method is
perhapsbest understoodthrough a descriptionof the project's outline. The first half
of the dissertationtracesthe developmentof a politicized New Age poetry between
1907 and 1915.The first chapter, 'Towards a SuperconsciousDiscourse, openswith
an analysisof Orage's theosophicalstudiesof Plato andNietzsche that culminatedin
1906 and 1907with the publication of severalbooks andhis assumptionof the
editorship of The New Age. Arguing that Orage's study fori-nedhis basic
philosophical understandingsof dialectical processand moral ideology, the chapter
usestheseterms to analyzehow Orage shapedthe discourseand print culture of The
New Age as a dialectical engagementbetweenits writers and with other print media
leading to the constructionof a new ideological order for society. Importantly, I
arguethat this basic philosophical project directed TheNew Age throughout the
fifteen yearsof Orage's editorship, allowing us to understandits continuity through
the week-to-weekflux of political crises and literary brawls. The third sectionreads
Orage's clearestearly statementof political vision, TowardsSocialism, throughhis
philosophical project. In the sensethat this conceptionof the political eschewed
parliamentarychangeand focusedon larger social processeslike labour, it belongsto
that larger eighteenthand nineteenthcentury discipline, political economy.The
sectiongoeson to arguethat Orage's pliilosophical project underlay the New Age
Socialism
for
Guild
through
alternative
and National
political economy
proposals an
Guilds, leaving off considerationof Social Credit until ChaptersFour and Five. The
final section arguesthat Orage's literary criticism was intimately connectedto his
his
the
philosophy and politics in his
of
and
politics,
analyzing
philosophy
operation
basic literary criteria. As a whole, the first chapterservesas an introduction to the
New
Age,
The
literary
basis
textual,
of
political
arguesthat these
and
philosophical,
journal's
fundamentally
for
the
writers and readersand
connected
modalities were
developsterms that will resurfacefor the rest of dissertation.
The secondchapter, 'I Gather the Limbs of Osiris: Pound's Initiation into The
New Age', arguesPound positionedhimself as a central ideologue for TheNew Age
from his first literary column in 1911.Radically redating Pound's political and
12

is
the
generally acknowledged as a central
chapter
rereads
what
economic activism,
critical text through the ideological structures of The New Age and reconnects his
embedded translations to this analysis. The historical model for Pound's 'new
method in scholarship' employed a New Age model of politicized history and its
focus
on the craft of medieval troubadours was overtly political in a
particular
journal that sought to revive medieval methods of craft. More specifically, this
chapter argues that Pound's emphasis on craft drew attention to an aspect of the
poetry beyond its direct statement: this large category of craft or technique was
politicized in The New Age so that the poems themselves encoded a revolutionary
reconstruction of modem labour that overcame alienation. The chapter goes on to
argue that Pound's translations of Daniel's poetry and 'The Seafarer' are radical in
the way they replace monetary measures of value with social solidarity through
production.
In the third chapter, 'The Vorticist Machine: Organization for Radical

Production', first the history and then the productsof Vorticism are reinterpreted
through a New Age framework. By tracing Lewis and Pound's developmentof
Vorticism out of Fry's OmegaWorkshops and Imagism, a new accountof
Vorticism's organizationas a radical alternativeto capitalistic corporatestructure
emerges.This interpretationis connectedto the National Guilds movementand is
confirmed through a reading of BLA ST's organization.The secondhalf of the chapter
considersattemptsto understandVorticist production in terms of capitalistic
commoditiesand finds that their statusas artistic objects is far better understoodas a
challengeto the materialistic philosophy on which commodity culture depends.By
readingVorticism's manifestos as texts that invoke and opposepoetic conventionsto
preventtheir alienation and appropriation ascommodities,terms are developedto
understandPound's Vorticist poetry in BLAST andLustra. This poetry modernized
the techniquesPound discoveredthrough his Osiris translationsand combinedthem
with Vorticist manifestosto form a distinctly radical poetry.
The secondhalf of this dissertationtracesthe developmentof thesepolitical
methodsfrom TheNew Age's National Guilds model of political economythrough
labour to a modem epistemologyof economics,reflected in Social Credit andPound
and Eliot's major poetic methods.Ile fourth and fifth chaptersconsider TheNew
Age's transition from the National Guild movementto Social Credit as a significant
though harmoniousideological shift in the political direction of thejournal. While
13

previous studies have been largely content to understand Social Credit's radical
engagement with economics as something tangentially and metaphorically related to
literature, both of these chapters situate the rise of Social Credit and the modem
discipline of economics as discourses that were fundamentally related to literature,
excavating such language from orthodox and radical texts. The fourth chapter
considers the general episternic shift that occurred in the very late 1800s and early
1900s from an old model of political economy to a modem science of economics,
arguing that these epistemic models were intimately connected to literary
constructions of point of view and character. The fourth chapter argues that The Neiv
Age followed this epistemic transition to economic theory but at the same time
attacked significant aspects of the orthodox model, particularly undermining the
orthodox models of the economic systern, and money's signification and relationship
to literary language. In the fifth chapter, Social Credit is interpreted as a radical
attack on orthodox econornics' models of value, specifically as it understood the
selfhood encoded in corporate production, modem consumption and the economic
assumption of scarcity. Although some elements of this analysis have been carried
out by a large body of Pound scholarship, this dissertation's more developed
understanding of the Neiv Age context of these theories allows for a number of new
connections between these theories and the aesthetics of modernist poetry. Of equal
importance, these chapters significantly shift the focus of Pound and Eliot's
adaptation of New Age economic ideas fi-orn a senseof technical incorporation to the
cross-fertilization of necessarily contiguous fields. Throughout both chapters,
connections to Pound and Eliot's own growing interest in economic theory are
developed.
In the final chapter, this Social Credit model of economics is connected to the

epistenk and ideological developmentof someof Pound and Eliot's most enduring
literary experiments,Pound's Cantos and Eliot's The WasteLand. The chapter
arguesthat Pound and Eliot's shift fi-orna model of dramatic monologuesas a way of
individual,
representing
unalienatedcraftsmento an interpenetratedset of voices
soughtto representa socialreality that was intimately bound up with economic
11'
In
'Canto
first
development
Pound's
the
the
the
epistemology.
chapter,
part of
of
is analyzedas a meansto understandthe developmentof Pound's original episten'lic
vision to the fi-amework-that structuredhis life's work. In contrastto approachesthat
have sought to trace the economic 'theme' through selectedcantos,this analysis
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suggeststhat The Cantosas a whole are structuredas a philosophical and spiritual
engagementwith underconsumptionisteconon-fics.The secondpart of the chapter
offers a sharprereadingof 77zeWasteLand, arguing that previous formal
interpretationsof the poem have misunderstoodits basic ideological and
philosophical foundation, leading to the misinterpretationof the poem as solipsistic
and undermining meaning.By interpreting the developmentof the poem through its
early fragments,the chapterarguesthat the epistemicimplications of Eliot's
techniqueled to an engagementwith the political economyof Eliot's contemporary
London. After this, the poem's emphasison fertility is explored as a structural
symbol that has a distinctly economic dmiension,positioning The WasteLand as a
radical engagementwith the underconsumptionisteconomic structuresthat inform
modem characterand counterproposing natural value as an antithesisto orthodox
value structures.
Overall, this study usesan archival approachto reconstructideological
positions that shapedmodernism.In contrast to early studiesthat soughtto build an
indiscrete, comprehensivemodel for literary modernism,this study is circumspect,
choosingparticular nodesto cover in extremedetail with the ambition of overturning
the prevailing critical accounts.Thus, The New Age is studiedrather than all
modernistjournals, the particular political movementsof National Guilds and Social
Credit and their personnelare examinedrather than a wider swath of modernist
politics, attention to Pound andEliot is privileged over a wider survey, and certain
poems are read in tremendousdetail while others are neglected.Thesechoicesmay
seemarbitrary: the Egoist, the Dial, Imagism, Futurism, Irish politics, American
economics,Yeats, D. H. Lawrence,Honzageto SextitsPropertius, Hugh Selwyn
Manberley, Cathay, 'Prufrock' and 'Gerontion' receive almost no mention, despite
7

the certainty that they impinge on aspectsof the presentstudy. However, this study
arguesthat the momentsand texts that have beenchosenare exemplary in their
illumination of the interaction betweenaesthetics,economic ideology and
philosophy. On the other hand, this study hasresistedthe temptation of becon-driga
single author dissertationor solely a theoreticalanalysisof Orage's New Age
ideology. The current disciplinary model dictatesthat previous studieshave trod the
limited ground of almost any single topic imaginable,with the apparenteffect that
7 Similarly, Orage'srole in The New Age has beenstressedto the exclusion of more understood
00
ideologueslike T. E. Hulme.
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broad
findings
the
of
other
analyses:
a
yet
their results are rarely compared with
detailed analysis of The New Age's ideological effect on literary modernism has Dot
been attempted. Such a study must begin with the philosophical basis of the journal.
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Chapter 1
Towards a Superconscious Discourse:
A. R. Orage as Editor
A. R. Orage's editorship of TheNew Age should be seenas one of the most
extraordinarymodernist projects. For the fifteen years between 1907 and 1922,
Oragebrought out a weekly journal that offered topical political commentary,rich
philosophical and political discourse,cultural reviews and aestheticcontributions
from major writers, including G. B. Shaw,H. G. Wells, Arnold Bennett, Hilaire
Belloc, Ezra Pound, T. E. Hulme, Katherine Mansfield and Herbert Read.The
immensity of the project can be glimpsed by the sheernumbers: Orage editedover
750 issuesof the journal, often stretching over 20-30 pagesof closely printed, dense
writing, with only a page or two of advertisement.His achievementbecomesstill
journal
the
that
extraordinary
ran with almost no budget:
more
when we consider
contributors were rarely paid, the issueprice was nil, and a core group of four to five
writers producedthe bulk of the content every week, without fail. Brown
University's recent online publication of the entire run of The New Age makes
anotherquestionimperative: what was the underlying ideological project of the
journal? And similarly, what intellectual control did Orage exert over the project?
Vie New Age provides an incredible, underutilizedresourcefor documentingthe
cultural position and reception of Edwardian and modernist writing, one that reaches
far beyond the present study.
In order to accessOrage's project, certain aspectsof his own vision for The
New Age must be explored. Before Oragebecamean editor, he constructeda
While
idiosyncratic
this strongly informed his
complex and
philosophical vision.
editorial work, it is best explored through biographical evidenceof his thinking
before 1907 and the three books he publishedin the year that he formed thejournal.
The first sectionof this chapter will arguethat thesematerials allow us to reconstruct
the philo sophicalproject that informed TheNew Age, and subsequentsectionswill
tracehow this informed the.discursive form of thejournal, its political program, and
Orage's approachto literature acrossfifteen yearsof topical journalism andradical
cultural change.
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New Age Mosophy:

A. R. Orage's Reception of Plato and Nietzsche

Before taking over editorsWp of 7lie New Age, Orage was deeply involved in

the new age theosophicalmovement. Oragewas on the English theosophicallecture
tour, wrote for the 77ieosophicalReview,and met Annie Besant(Adamski 7). In
Aninial Hionan Supennan,was a transcript of a
addition, his book, Consciousness
theosophicallecture publishedby the official TheosophicalSociety press.Oragealso
had a circle surroundinghim basedon his interpretationsof 771eSecretDoctrine and
Isis Unveiled, the key texts by the TheosophicalSociety's founder, Madame
Blavatsky (Jackson114). Orage's first wife, Miss JeanWalker, and secondlover and
colleague,Beatrice Hastings,were both theosophists(Mairet 14, Hastings 19). After
Oragebeganhis editorship at TheNeiv Age, he stoppedlecturing for the
TheosophicalSociety but maintainedhis connectionswith occultism. Financially,
half the money for thejournal was fronted by '... Dr. AR Wallace, a philosopher
friend of ARO's theosophicaldays; who also wrote as MB Oxon' (Mairet xiv).
Wallace continued to sendOrage E100 a month to keep the paper in print (Hastings
11) and wrote obviously theosophicalarticles that traced a genealogyof ideas
through Atlantis, Sanskrit and the Bhagavad-Gita, to Indo-Aryan roots. Colunmsby
other contributors demonstratethat mysticism was an agreedcontext for 771eNew
Age, so that an argumentover whether or not Maeterlinck was a mystic could be a
marking point for Orage'sown Readersand Writers colurrm. Around 1910, Orage
published a regular column by 'Alcofrieda' called 'Prophetic Paragraphs',which
were prophetic andjargon-filled speculationson the future of Europe (NA 27.1.1910
300-1). There were also regular promotions of other English occult writers on the
scene,such as G. R. S. Mead andJessieWeston, both of whom were praisedunder
Orage's enthusiasticrecommendationsto his readersof Quest,an overtly
theosophicalpublication. After the war, other occultists like Ouspenskyand
Mitronovic wrote for the paper (on Mitronovic, seeSelver 59), and Rudolf Steiner
personally endorsedpolitical changeon the basisof spirituality (NA 3.11.19214-5).
When Orage fimally left the journal to join Gurdjieff's occult school in Fontainebleau
in 1922, it was precededby a careerin promoting esotericreligion. 8When Orage
died in 1934, obituariesby friends and colleaguesemphasizedthe importanceof this
dimensionof his thought. While T. S. Eliot was by then a Christian, Eliot positively
later
for
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characterizedOrage's searchesas a 'restlessdesirefor the absolute' ('A
Commentary' [19351261), a word at the centreof Eliot's own philosophical
research.More importantly, Eliot claimed that Orage'smysticism 'put him in a
central position', bringing men of varied sorts together 'in loose but certain
association,(264). In short, Eliot recognizedOrage's occultism as the defming
featureof his editorial activity. 9
Just before Oragebeganhis editorship, he completed a fourteen year period
of study that producedthree books: Friedrich Nietzschethe Dionysian Spirit of the
Age (1906), Nietzschein Outline andAphorisin (1907), and ConsciousnessAniinal
Hunian Supernian(1907). Together, theseworks formed the foundation of Orage's
week to week criticism and The New Age's larger political and literary projects. All
'()
juxtaposition
Plato
Nietzsche.
turn
of theseworks
on a philosophical
of
and
Orage's interest in Plato was predictable:Plato's referencesto Atlantis, initiation, the
daimon and a higher spiritual world influenced occultists like Yeats and Blavatsky.
For theosophists,claiming Plato as an initiate allowed an argumentto be madethat
there was a central line of truth from antiquity, that was held in the very kernel of
westernthought, allowing them to position themselvesas the true inheritors of that
legacy. This was the context of Orage's sevenyear study of Plato's thought, aswell
he
in
before
formation
Plato
Leeds
the
circle
cameto London. Orage's good
as
of a
friend and collaborator also wrote of Orage's conrnitment to interpreting Nietzsche
through a theosophicaland socialist framework (Jackson114). Orage went on to
solicit critical articles and even translations from Zarathustra fi-om more or less
prominent Nietzscheanscholars,ensuring TheNew Age would be consistently
12
Taken
Orage's
Nietzschean
together,
theosophical
steeredtoward a
perspective.
conflation of Plato and Nietzschefocusedon two key ideas,that a magical, moral

9Eliot's observationalso suggestshow Orage brought together diverse Christiansand theosophists;
,
Mitronovic, Hastings,and others were most interestedin Christian mysticism, and Oragehimself
called for a 'perfect Christian fellowship' (NA 25.1.1917303) and also claimed the bible was
unmistakably"occult"' (Orage,Readersand Writers 131).'Ibis alone should suggestthe
heterogeneityof NeivAge theological thought.
ZP
") Besidesthe readings
below, contemporarysourcesargue
SeeSelver 89
C>
that he saw the two together.
t,
Zý
and 7he New English Weekly,15.11.1934215.
11Occultists madeparticular use of the Republic and Gorgias.
12Kietzscheancontributors included Oscar Levy, editor of the first English Complete Works,
translatorI M. Kennedy,Edwin Muir, an OrageanNietzschean,Janko Lavrin, a follower of
A Psycho-critical Study. London:
Mitronovic who wrote Nietzscheand Modern Consciousness:
Collins, 1922.
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ideology conditioned reality and that transcendent consciousness could recreate this
ideology.

Despite their differences,both NietzscheandPlato have a senseof a moral
systemthat permeatessociety and orders its relations.Nietzsche's Genealogyof
Morality outlines two radically different systemsof morality, historicizing noble and
priest (or slave)morality as a meansto attack the contingencyof whole intellectual
systems(10- 11). Similarly, Plato's Republic analyzesdifferent societiesasa function
of their moral valuations (Books 8-9), and his vision of the ideal Republic is intended
to construct a systemof ideal moral relations betweencitizens. Although Plato's
idealism is generally read in opposition to Nietzsche'ssenseof a constructed
morality, Plato carefully describesthe artificial constructionof the guardians'values
in the Republic, ensuring they loathe gold, are contemptuousof their own life in
battle, revere all of their classas their mothers andfathers, and so on. ReadingPlato
and Nietzschetogether, Orageinherited this senseof a constructedmoral systemas
the foundation of society. From Plato's ideal forms and Nietzsche's cultural analysis,
Orage learnedthat moral ideology was conductedthrough language: 'A democracyis
governedby words; all human government,in fact, is logocracy' (Orage, Selected
Essays10-11). For Orage,discourseis governance;and order itself is a moral
13
be
function
discourse.
These
condition which can only understood as a
of that
explanatorymethodsfit togetherinto a powerful systemof analysisthat unifies
language,power, and order.14
Nietzscheand Plato also demonstratedrhetorical strategiesfor exploring and
constructing discourse. The Socratic dialogues self-reflexively demonstrate a
methodology for arriving at this ideal truth. In the Republic, dialectic is praised as a
means to unite judge and advocate, whereas rhetoric only produces contradictions
and dissent (Plato 312). In contrast to a system that requires an external, 'objective'
judge, Plato argues that evidence, facts and knowledge emerge from subjective
points of view. By offering an inclusive framework for oppositional speakers, Plato
describes dialectic as a methodology for transcendent vision. Although Nietzsche's
rhetorical strategies have obvious differences from Plato's, Orage traced Nietzsche's

13As the author of the first English commentaryon Nietzsche,Oragehad accessto the main tools of
post-structuralism(bureaucratic,ideologgicalanalysis)a half-century before Foucault.
14Orage's sense of discoursealso lends insight into his use of 'race', which he describedas 'A people,
,
ie, many tryina' (Oraae,Nietzschein Outline 9), as a broaderterm than 'culture', which suggested
0
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similar strategyfor transcendingargumentationby assuminga super-moralposition
to opposedmoralities: '[Nietzsche's] ambition was to formulate the problem, not of
this or that systemof morality, but of morality itself' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 2).
Thus, Nietzscheis able to transcenddefendersof particular moral systemsand view
the world as 'a glorious illusion, real for men' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 124).In
this way, both Plato and Nietzschelent Orage a discursive strategythat was self15
discourse.
language-driven,
and approacheda super-privilegedunivocal
reflexive,
Orage's analysisof morality's constructionalso led him to an opposition
betweenmentality and imagination. On the one hand, ideology patternedboth mental
life and the material world, so that matter was merely 'consciousnessvisible',
althoughforms might not be themselvesconscious(Orage,Readersand Wliters129).
On the other hand, Orage diverged from Marx and materialism by claiming the
imagination createdboth the mentality of man and the empirical, passive
16
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Nietzsche.
Oragewas
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experiencingof
emphaticthat both Nietzscheand Plato's visions were imaginative rather than
technical.He dismissedNietzsche's direct political thought and insteaddescribed
him as a preacherof poetic visions and productive lies (NA 27.1.1910 304-305).
OragetracedPlato's ideal realm to the imagination, describing the Republic as
'Plato's dreamof an Endyrnion world' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 32). While
Orage'sinterpretation of Plato was unorthodox, certain passagessuggestthis
interpretation,as when Socratesspeaksof the manipulation of history and the
charactersof gods to reflect ideal values(e.g. Plato 361). For Orage,real
discursive
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an
ultimate
and
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Thus, Orageclaimed that imaginative guessesabout God were possible,but 'In fact,
intellectually, we are honourably bound to agnosticism' (Orage,SelectedEssays
15Eliot's epistemologyreachedthe sameconclusions,in no small part due to a use of sirnilar
theosophicalsources.Seeappendix.
'6 This is a fundamentalidea of Orage's Consciousness
Aninial Man Supennan.
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103). Having positioned reality as imaginatively constructed, Orage could not rely on
being
beyond man.
any
The Nietzschean and Platonic strategy of recovering ideological oppositions
to criticize society became a central strategy of New Age thought. The most famous
of these recurrent dialectical oppositions was between romanticism and classicism,
which informed the artistic criticism of Hulme and the political thought of Ramiro de
Maeztu, who progressed the National Guild movement toward Social Credit. Both
ideologues saw romanticism as a form of degenerate humanism (represented by
Rousseau) that advocated the natural goodness of man, while the classic point of
view advocated a religious belief in Original Sin, absolute values beyond man, and
had been in force between the medieval period and the Renaissance. For both Hulme
and de Maeztu, either system existed as a central, Nietzschean fact, organizing the
entirety of society. As Hulme wrote, 'It is necessary to realise that these beliefs were
the centre of their whole civilisation and that even the character of their econoinic
life was regulated by thent... ' (NA 27.1.1916 306). While the boundaries of the
17
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and overburdened, its fundamental
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Overall, Orage's sense of the discursive moral structures of society promised
New Age writers an incredibly powerftil relationship to society. First, such systems
offered a generalized, privileged, omniscient point of view. As a result, these systems
intellectual
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trends of the
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period. These systems also held out the promise of progress or even perfectibility of
the social framework. The discourse was the very nature of the society itself, and
individuals only came to know themselves through it; by acting as the impersonal
framework for consciousness, these systems think men and the objective world that
conditions them (rather than men conceiving both). At the same time, the presence of
ideology suggested a theory that ideology was artificial, leading to 'the conclusion
17Milton, Whitman, Blake
and 'romance' questnarrativesall occupy a conflicted position in this
discourse.
" Usually it is analyzedin termsHulme's French inheritance,neglecting 77teNeivAge context in
which it becameoperative.Other NeivAge writers directly sought to reconcile Classicismand
Romanticism with the Apollonian and Dionysian. SeeEdward Moore, NA 7.7.1917 238.
" An even more influential ideology was Trussianism',
which startedas an Allied justification for the
War but was adoptedby New Age thinkers as a central critical tool to attack British bureaucracy.
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that man is the creator and inventor of all humanvalues and significancesin the
world' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 121). Orage'spromise of creative ideology was
behind much of the swaggerof New Age writers. More fiindamentally, this range of
possibilities for consciousnessdependedon Orage's opposition betweenman and
superman.
Much of Orage'sphilosophical writing turns on the opposition betweenthe
consciousnesses
of man and superman.As the editor of TheNew Age, Orage
explored a number of frameworks to understandthe self, but tendedto subsumethese
to theosophy.Thus, he discussedpsychoanalysisin the context of Aquinas and the
Hermeticists(Mairet xiii) and privileged mystical evidenceover the Society for
PsychicalResearch(Orage,Readersand Writers 113). Oragealso pointed to the
inadequacyof Freud's dreamtheory: the claim that suchvisions originated in the
imagination was to explain a mystery with a mystery (Orage,Readersand Miters
126-8).Ultimately, Oragefound that psychoanalysiswas too concernedwith the
body and animal aspectsof the mind at the expenseof the soul (Orage,Readersand
Writers 168). In later years,Orage explored both theosophyand psychology with
Mitronovic, Orage's mentor who also influenced Alfred Adler (Mairet xxvi). 20When
Orageleft TheNew Age for the GurdJieff group, he was pursuing a psychological
occult systemof 'psychospiritualdevelopment' (Mairet xxiii). This ongoing
intellectual project suggestsits foundations lay in his theosophicalresearchof Plato
and Nietzsche.
The most useful documentfor tracing Orage's conceptionof consciousnessis
Orage's Conscioumess,Aidinal, Hunian aizdSuperhunian(1907). In it, he describes
consciousnessas somethingwhich precedesthe physical body, brain, and individual
character.Similarly, objects are the mere products of consciousness,and the sum of
all consciousbeingsnecessarilyequals the total world of objects of consciousness
(Orage, Conscioustiess26). This pan-psychicunity was harmoniouswith the
Nietzscheanargumentthat there was no doer but only doing, that 'The processalone
is real' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 15). This structureof consciousnessallowed
Orageto circumvent materialistic and aton-iistic:constructionsof the mind. Orage's
specific divisions of consciousnesswere indebtedto Blavatsky's description of the
sevenlevels of consciousnessand the correspondingsevenlevels of the universe
20There was someoverlap betweenthesethinkers and the ChandosGroup, which Eliot frequently
attended.
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(see, for instance, Secret Doctrine

and The Key to Theosophy), but also Plato's

tripartite division of the self in the Republic, reflected in the, three classes of citizens
(guardians, auxiliaries,

and the general population).

The language of levels or

divisions should not be taken too seriously; Plato and Orage understood these as
distinct and independent mental functions

that any serious description

of the mind

21
must accept (see Plato 438-443). Similarly, these divisions between types of

consciousness are less hierarchical or normative than structural differences in
consciousness that are present in a single being.

Orage'sdescriptionsof animal and humanstagesof consciousnesswere both
characterizedby their limitations. In an extendedmetaphorof reflection, Orage
characterizedanimal consciousnessas a single plane n1irror reflecting the natural
world: 'One plane consciousnessis awareof acting, but knows no actor' (Orage,
Consciousness41). In terms of subjectlobjectrelations, Orage characterizedthe
animal stageas wholly embodied,with the objective world all that is outsidethe skin
and the subjective world all that is inside. In animals,the body thinks, acts,and feels
(43-44). Orage's senseof the animal being tied to bodily impulse and awareness
correspondsto Plato's description of the part of the self that has passionor appetite,
the part that desires(Plato 436). For Orage,humanconsciousnesswas characterized
by the capacity for self-reflection, complicating the metaphorto describea reflective
plane folded in all directions as a rotating andrevolving polarized sphere(Orage,
Consciousness49-50). This 'polarity' meantthat humantruth was relative to space
and time and that different positions negatedeachother (50-1). It also offered a
favourite rhetorical strategyfor resolving binaries in philosophy and literature.22
More important was the senseof revolution: the ego is little more than an interpreter
of the 'transcendentalself's' reasonsfor doing things and the contentsof the mind
are merely the writings of the 'transcendentalself on the body of human
consciousness(59). Accordingly, man was trappedin Apollonian, rule-driven
ideologiesof law, duty, custorn,science,art, form matter and the human (Orage,
NietzscheDionysian 32), which could only be justified with referenceto a definitely
NietzscheDionysian 54-5). For Orage,this determinedhuman
conceivedend (Orage,
C:
21Nietzschealso employed tripartite descriptionsof consciousness,including a parable about man as a
0
camel, lion, and child in Zarathustra. Thesedo not directly correspondto Orage's levels, although
Nietzsches supermanis the clear inspiration for the book.
22Particularly in Readersand Writers. For examples,seeOrage,Nietzschein Outline 15 as well as
0
NA 27.1.1910304-305.
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consciousness was a thankfully transitory state: 'man is a bridge and not a goal, a
becoming and not a being' (Orage, Nietzsche in Outline 43). In this way, 'human'
consciousness was described as 'all too human' (Nietzsche's phrase) and could only
be understood through reference to the superman.23
Orage's sense of the superman is probably best understood as a constructed

meta-consciousposition from which the reality of the mind can be observed.By
developing another 'fold' in the mirror of consciousness,the supermancould reflect
or externalizehis subjectivereflections, such that reflections on reflections were always true (78). Oragetheorizedthis meta-consciousposition through two fields of
reference,literature and mystical experience.In ternis of literature, the superman
becomesthe artist of life, describing the evolution of consciousnessas an
'imaginative process' (68) in which he writes on the body of the human
consciousness(59). When this occurs, the superman's'body would be our mind'
such that 'he feels with all that he now thinks, and identifies his body with all of
which he can form an image' (78). In this passage,Orage'snotion of the image
anticipatesPound's Imagism, as a kind of writing that exploresthe emotional
meaning of subjective experiencethrough theýtools of the dramatic monologue,
24
higher
consecratingthe reading of suchpoetry as a meansto access
consciousnes
S.
Similarly, Oragedescribedsupermen,like writers, as cultural heroeswho tendedto
the needsof men's minds (79-80). Plato, Nietzscheand Theosophyprovided other
insight into the superman.Plato lent descriptionsof meta-consciousnessas 'standing
outsideof man' (74), or '[becoming] one of Plato's spectatorsof time and existence'
indrawing his sensesin meditation
of
method
-Socrates'
is the primary method of creating the superhumanshift to objectivity (Orage,

(Orage, Consciousness82).

Consciousness21), leading to Orage'sprivileging of 'disinterestedness'in literature.
Nietzsche's senseof the Dionysian was also a model for the inspired, intuitive,
energeticsuperman(Orage,NietzscheDionysian 32), in contrast to the rule-bound
Apollonian. Finally, the supermantook on theosophicalovertones,as a 'concealed
magician' of human consciousness(69). Accordingly, Oragecited GRS Mead,
Hermes,Plato's figure of the daimon, and 'the Bodhisattva(Easternand Platonic)'

23Oragedigressedfrom Nietzscheconcerningthe attainability of the superman:while Nietzschesaw
00
him as a far distant possibility, Oragedescribedhim as inuninently attainable.
0
24'I'hiSwill be explored in subsequentchapters.
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(Orage, Consciousness 73). 25And Orage glossed Nietzsche's relation these ideas by
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(Orage, Nietzsche in Outline 173).
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Even more importantly,

focus on Dionysus also nodded to a theosophical

Orage's theosophical

interest in vegetative rituals and the.
27

alliance of Attis, Osiris, Adonis, Christ and Dionysus as essentially the same god .

Orage's alliance of literature and theosophy suggested that the superman could metadiscursively shape human reality.
Orage regularly wrote about a number of attributes or powers that were

particular to the superman.In Consciousness,Oragedescribesthe 'organs' or
'faculties' of the superman(Orage, Consciousness76), creatinga tecLical language
for his subsequentwritingS.28First, the superman'sspiritual consciousnesswas
defined by his capacity to manipulate and createthe ideology or valuesby which
others live, unfetteredby the constraintsof past causationor morality (Orage,
NietzscheDionysian 63). Second,Orage saw the supermanas controlling the terms
of trutl-LFollowing Nietzscheand Plato, Oragereversedmodern epistemologyby
29
'external'
knowledge
objectivity. Thus, for Orage,
over some
privileging subjective
both subjectiveand objective truth should be understoodto come from the self, with
subjective truth determinedby the will and objective truth that which is subjectto
&ourtotal judgment' (Orage,SelectedEssays109-110).Oragealso rejectedthe
laborious Enlightenmentunderstandingof reasonasprocedural,arguing with Plato
30
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privilege intuition as a spiritual method of gaining knowledge with ease,facility and
speed(Orage, Consciousness80-1) that directly contrastedwith materialist
epistemologiesthat spokeof constructionor accumulation.For supermen,intuition
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favourite
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could even
prophecy,a
contact with the universal order madetimelessvision possibleand a structural
understandingof ideology meant that the path of whole racescould be predicted.
25G. R. S. Mead was a preeminenttheosophist,Hermeswas an arch-alchemistand supposedauthor of
the tarot pack, Plato's figure of the daimon was central to occultists like Yeats, and the equationof
East and West in an ur-religion was theosophy'smain claim.
0
26Of course,Nietzscheprobably did, though Orage's other observationthat Nietzscheoften
0
his own antithesesmay give his interpretation somemerit.
contradictedfor the sakeof owning
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27Seeappendix and chapteron 77icIVasteLand.
28Seealso the functions describedin Orage's 'False Mystics' (Orage,SelectedEssays113).
0
29Like Nietzsche,Plato deniedthe possibility of leamingIoutsidethe self. SeeRepublic 567.
30CharlesTaylor writes at length about the differencesbetweenthesemodels of thought in Sourcesof
the Self.
31
'Mere were even articles calling
0 for 'Schools of ExperimentalProphecy' (NA 7.7.191723 1).
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Taken together,the superman'sreordering of subject-objectrelations, intuition and
between
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a
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new
prophecy
relationship
Specifically, Orage's doctrine of the supennansuggestedthe possibility of
virtuous, heroic action in the modem world. Orage believed that the writings of
heroic societies in the past were not mere tales, but described the real possibilities of
humans when their spiritual world was properly ordered by supermen. Orage first
read Nietzsche in connection with the Bhagavad-Gita, a favourite text of the
Theosophical Society that describes how selfless action in the world can become a
32
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level:
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in the child, that shall be for me your word of virtue' (Orage, Nietzsche in Outline
116). Similarly, Plato repeatedly argued that, by its nature, real good is in the interest
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educatean ageof heroes(Plato 352). In this way, Orage's theosophicalreading of
Nietzscheand Plato lent a vision of enlightenedactivism at the moment he assumed
editorship of TheNew Age. It is unsurprising, then, that Orageshould have structured
thejournal as a heroic effort to reconstruct contemporaryideology through public
discourse.

The Discursive Form of The New Age

Orage's vision of supermenconstructingthe ideological basis of society
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Accordingly, we could trace the individual political writings of writers like Orage,
Shaw,Belloc, Chesterton,Wells, Penty or Douglas and the campaigningfor
Socialism, National Guilds and Social Credit. Similarly, studiescould explore key
texts of TheNew Age's artistic movements,including the numeroustracts and
Sextits
Mansfield's
Pound,
Properthis,
Katherine
by
short stories,
reviews written
32Mairet has interpretedOrage's discovery of Nietzsche through Holbrook Jackson as the momenthe
abandonedmysticism (20-1), but Oragecontinued to promote the Bhagawd-Gita and this teaching.
Of course,Nietzsches Puts SpakeZaradjusira is replete with mystical prophecy as well.
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Bennett's motivated reviews, Huhne's theorizations, Muir and Read's beginnings,
and Orage's own Readers and Writers column. However, such an approach misses
the way that both contributors and readers understood individual numbers of the
journal to be small contributions to a much larger ideological project. But by
exploring the way Orage used his position as editor to construct the. discourse of The
New Age according to his philosophical understanding of ideology of superhuman
action, we can begin to see the ideological foundation that shaped these texts. rhis
will make it possible in subsequent sections to describe the necessary features of The
New Age's political and literary projects as well as to understand the discursive
context of an important strand of literary modernism.

Orage'seditorship of TheNew Age was basedon a Platonic model of
dialectical disagreementleading to higher truth. This helps us to understandthe
claims of New Age writers that Oragedidn't care what his contributors wrote, so long
ashis contributors were 'competent,honestand accurate' (Norman 120) and that 'the
ginger was hot in the mouth' (Shaw 99). Other contributors who knew him well
expresseda contrary opinion: Pound wrote, 'I take it that in 30 yearsof journalism
Oragenever printed a line he didn't believe' (Pound, Orage 109). Thesecompeting
accountspoint to Orage's senseof the free press.For Orage,any point of view ought
to have a forum for public expressionbecausedifferent opinions would dialectically
createa super-discursiveunderstandingof the issue:
In the mind of democracyideasbecomeeffective in proportion as they
are expressedclearly by one or other [sic] individual. That, in fact, is the
businessof any one of us, to sayclearly and emphatically what his ideas
are, to say them on demandat any moment, and to keep on sayingthem
until they refuse any longer to be said. (NA 28-12.1907 167)
Here 'the mind of democracy' is a direct allusion to the Platonic metaphorof "the
Stateasman 'writ large"' (NA 28.12.1907 167). Orage'svision of a fi-Cepressholds
togetherthesetwo trendsof individual expressionand ultimate, sharedtruth. This
policy accountsfor one of the most remarkablefeaturesof Orage's editorship, that he
could simultaneouslyencouragepolyvocal disagreementand ideological unity.

" For example,seeRepublic 301. Platowas particularly interestedin the caseof professions.This
doctrine would find its full economicexpressionin the shift from the supply-side concernsof National
Guilds to the consumerfocus of Social Credit.
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At one level, Platonic dialectic structured Orage's editorial logic of soliciting
journal
Orage
the
to play off
arranging
articles
within
was constantly
contributors.
impartial
he
'an
to
editor
sought
appear
as
as
an
president of a
while
one another,
council'. Moreover, 'Any critic or propagandist might be allowed or even asked to
by
be
liable
be
his dearest opponent in the
but
he
to
would
contradicted
write,
following issue (Mairet 43). 'llius Orage arranged the Chesterbelloc controversy.
When Orage could not find a contributor to write a full article, a staff member would
write an attacking article, often pseudonymously. Orage also turned his hand to this
task, particularly in the unattributed Notes of the Week and the pseudonymous
Readers and Writers; as RHC: he seems to have criticized all the major authors who
wrote for him, including Shaw (Orage, Selected Essays 103-110), GK Chesterton
(94-95), Wells (99-101), Bennett and Pound. Far from being Orage's unqualified
34
point of view, such articles were often provocations designed to propel interest and
discourse. When one contributor promised to arrange a fight in his garden where
another 'pugilist will punch Mr. Huhne's right eye into Mr. Huhne's left ear and Mr.
Hulme's remains have been carried to a surgery on a stretcher' (NA 22.1.1914 382),
it was part of a much larger climate of ideological pressure within the journal. To a
large extent, this position-taking was an impersonal affair, with a core of four or five
journal
'frame'
the
the
writers creating
of
each week by writing the lion's share of
articles and regular columns, usually under pseudonym (Hastings 5). Columns under
one pseudonym might be written by multiple handS35(Hastings 17) or speak to other
New Age writers' pseudonyms, and there is even evidence that some of this group
(including Hastings and Pound) even played positions off of each other to generate
dialectic. However, it would be wrong to conclude that Orage nurtured controversy
for its own sake or that he did not 6re about the ideological direction of The New
Age. When writing, Orage viewed himself as the Socratic man expressing fallible
opinions, but when editing, Orage became the framer of a dialectic whose form held
superhuman truth. Orage's occasional column Unedited Opinions documents his
editorial role by reporting on intellectual arguments that arose during the weekly
meetings at the ABC Caf6. In his retelling, the conversations were always edited to
34'IbUSexplainingwhy Oragewas'fanatical'to neverusehis ownnameasa contributorin theNew
by other
b
Acre
(Selver29). Similarly,both 'Orage's'maincolumnswereoccasionallysupplemented
writers.
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16
Socrates.
Orage also seems to have viewed writing as a collaborative
the.glory of
process, particularly in his nurturing of young authors like Muir, Read aný Ruth
Pitter (see Martin, 276-281) and in redrafting the abysmal style of important
contributors like Mitronovic and Major Douglas. Thus, there was probably some
self-flattery in Orage's characterization of Shakespeare as an invisible hand that
occasionally raised more mundane playwrights' work to sublimity (NA 7.6.1917
37
133-134). Both Orage'shuman
'Superhuman'

articles and

editorial work

contributed to the communaldialectic of TheNew Age.
A number of aspectsof The New Age were directly shapedby an external
dialectic with other print media. Formally, The New Age rarely generated 'news' and
depended on a dialectical engagement with newspapers, particularly in the political
columns like Notes of the Week and Foreign Affairs. Hastings recounted that Orage's
routine for writing Notes of the Week would be to read all of the Sunday papers on
Sunday afternoon, and then draft the Notes into the night (Hastings 16) 38At the
.
same time, Notes of the Week frequently offered systematic critique of Fleet Street
newspapers, dismissing leading articles as irrelevant, drawing attention to accounts
of economic policy buried in the back pages, and developing a National Guild or
Social Credit point of view for understanding governmental policy. Orage's specific
critiques often emerged from a Nietzschean understanding of power: 'To demand of
strength that it not manifest itself as strength ... is absurd' (Orage, Nietzsclie in
Outline 186). This Nietzschean model led to a sustained analysis of what groups or
individuals actually had power, how alliances of power might develop, and how
these entities manifested their strength. Similarly, the regular column, Current Cant,
from
exact
other papers that were self-evidently pious, insincere
quotes
presented
and rooted in class bias. Predating Eliot and Pound's experiments in satire and
plagiaristic collage, the column is an incredibly effective satirical tool to teach
readers a meta-discursive reading position with capitalistic media. Orage also
3'5Notes of the Weekmay have beenwritten by Oraggeand Kennedy(Hastings 9) and S. Verdad's
'Foreign Affairs' was written by Kennedy and after Fall 1918 by Orazge(seepseudonymlist at
brown.edu). Seealso Hastings
wWw.
C, 17.
modjourn.
36
Hastings, 30. Hastingsintends this as a charge,but 'Socrates' was an impersonal,pseudonymous
b
1ý
role. Also seeMairet's accountof Orage's early cultivation of the Socratic method in political
discourse(11-12).
37This self-flattery also begins to explain Orage's co-option of SO Hobson's National Guilds (see
C,
Z7
Taylor, 59), as well as the 0goodideas of other contributors (Hastings 18). It seemslikely that Orage
C)
both instancesas collaborativeprocessesin which the editor played the more important role.
saw
38
0 an interest
Interestingly, in the samepassage
Hastings claims Orage
0
C, ridiculed Norman for not taking
C,
in the rest of the journal, in contrastto other regular writers like Pound.
110
I

journal's
independenceas evidencedby
the
promoted
an absenceof paid
advertisement,attackingotherjournals for economicsubversion: 'The coexistenceof
reviews and advertisementsconverts many aii honestgamekeeperof literature into an
abettor of poachers'(NA 2.12.1915 109). This becamea central method for
differentiating betweenTheNew Age's participation with the 'free
press' and the
intellectual and political dishonestyof 'the kept press'. Oragewent on to theorize
reading culture through this rubric, ambivalently complaining about the collective,
docile loyalty of the kept press'sreadersin contrastto his individualist readers
(Orage, SelectedEssays146-7). Overall, this Nietzscheanattack on the 'kept press'
allowed New Age reviewersto cultivate a simultaneouslyacerbic and constructive
approach.
Even more importantly, Orage's assertive,dialectical engagementwith other
media allows us to documentThe New Age's position in London's print culture.
Orage describedTheNew Age as an 'insurgent' journal againstFleet Streetpapers,
whose main purposewas to maintain ideological unity betweenthe controllers of
society: 'Thus the stockbrokerand the clergyman,the banker and the manufacturer,
the landlord and the profiteer, can all meet togetherevery Sundayunder the blessing
of the "Spectator" and its God' (NA 7.8.1913 414-415). Orage's referenceto God
journals;
in
the
sustained
critique
reflects a
of
philosophical position of mainstream
contrast to Orage'sown definite philosophical position, 'The Times regardsanything
exact in spirituality as fanciful and dangerous'(Orage,Readersand Writers 210). In
this way, TheNew Age's spiritual project determinedits political position in print
39
culture. Despite Orage'sdesire for dialectical engagement,he becameconvinced
that he and his journal had been blacklisted by the Fleet Streetpapers(Selver24),
40
his
in
light
deliberate
'insurgence'
In any event, Orage's
of
which seemsplausible
.
positioning of TheNew Age demonstratesit was far from conservativein the
establishmentariansense.
In 'JournalsInsurgent', Orage's primary purposewas to position TheNew
Age againstother engagedmedia.41Unlike the conservativejoui nals that sought
stasis,the insurgentjournals are characterizedby their desire for change;in a
39Pound's Studiesin the ConteinporaryMentality, discussedin the Social Credit chapter,significantly
developedthis position.
40 fhUS,
I have chosenin this study to read Pound's early Cantosinsteadof Hugh SelItYll
Mauberley, Pound's similar determination of media exclusion and engagementwith the pressin that
97
poem is directly rooted in a NeivAge experience.
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Nietzscheansense,they have a subjective will. In Orage's survey, he rejected
reformist journals like TheNation becausethey allied themselveswith the
conservativesagainstthe revolutionists. For Orage,they just wanted inclusion into
the unjust system: 'Outwardly insurgent, spiritually they are all united in their
detern-ýination
to maintain wage-slaveryas the basisof modem society'. Similarly,
Oragerecognized'scandal-mongers'like New Witnessas contributing to social
criticism but found that they ultimately failed to provide a vision of 'what a new
society can and ought to do'. Most importantly, Oragecriticized insurgentjournals
that were only concernedwith the narrower senseof politics and economicrelations.
To be productive, 'the literary work of the revolutionaryjournal, whether creativeor
critical, must cut acrossall modem canonsof conduct, of literature, or of art'.
Tellingly, Oragefound that artistic reviews and critiques 'hurt far more than our
analysisof the wage system,our attackson political parties or our advocacyof
labour monopoly'. Thus, Orageviewed the creative and critical projects of TheNew
Age asthe most important meansto revolutionize the prevailing political ideology. In
this way, 'JournalsInsurgent' demonstratesOrage'svision for Tile New Age as a
revolutionary political journal that advanceda positive political vision through
literary means.
As a result of this project, Orageensuredthere were regular reviews of
literary journals, including those subsequentlylabeled 'modernist'. The onejournal
Orageconsistentlypraised was Quest,a theosophicalmagazinehe called the literary
Platonic Academy of his day (Orage,Readersand Writers 111), with obvious
referenceto Orage'sown writing. In his severalreviews of the Little Review,(NA
6.6.191889 and NA 3.10.1918 365) Oragecomplainedof its catering to a shrinking
coterie by becomingmore clever and more unintelligible (Orage, Readersand
Writers 47). Ultimately, this was a political attack on aestheticexclusivity, in
contrastto the dialectical inclusion of TheNew Age. By the sametoken, he found
that America was regressingwhen the Little Reviewwas confiscateddue to its
publication of Ulysses,revealing a broader supportfor the freedom of the press
(Orage,Readersand Writers 207). Tellingly, Oragealso praised the Dial asperhaps
the most fully realized of all the literary journals in the world (Orage, Readersalld
Writers 199), though he was 'oppressedby disappearanceof economic articles from

41As such,the article is an invaluable reference(NA 7.8.1913414-415).
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Dial'
(NA
5.2.1920
22
The messagewas clear: literary progresswas
1).
the
necessarilylinked to a political vision. Even more forceftilly, Orage interpretedthe
Gypsyas a direct challengeto TheNew Age, specifically becauseit associated'art
with luxury, of beauty with disease'which he describedwas 'the unholy union of
god and ape that we have set ourselvesto annul' (NA 10.6.1915133). Onceagain,
Oragelocated TheNew Age in terms of dialectical opposition, connectingaesthetics
43
the
and politics under
rubric of animal and superhumanconsciousness. rhis
led
Orage
to consistentlyposition The New Age against
sensibility
also
political
Bloomsbury, criticizing Strachey'sirreligion, (Orage,Readersand Writers 64-5),
Bell's bohemian,amoral aestheticsasreproducingbourgeois values (Orage,Readers
and Writers 68,72), and Leonard Woolf's overt socialism for being undevelopedin
comparisonto New Age proposals(NA 1.6.192259). All of thesereviews
demonstratethat Orage's decision to print poetry and aestheticcriticism was
44
by
motivated a politic ally-engagedphilosophy of editorship.
Ultimately, TheNew Age was to be a forum for achieving greatnessthrough
revolutionary discourse.Oragesaw his editorial duties as a heroic project of creating
supermen:'Great editorship is a form of creation, and the great editor is measuredby
the number and the quality of the writers he brings to birth-or

to ripeness'(Orage,

Readersand Writers 153). Far from enforcing ideological homogeneity, Orage's
Platonic model allowed him to insist contributorsbecomeNietzschean'individualists
to a man' (NA 18-3.1926235). In one of Orage's Talesfor Men Only, he embellished
his circle by describing it as a group of 'initiates', 'all, asmy readersknow, intent on
creatingbetweenthem a collective soul or superman'.Thus, Orage imagineshis
editorial project as framing a spiritual project to reshape'collective' society (NA
45
2.5.1912 13). While suchgrandiosity is hardly attractive, a devil's advocatewould
point out that by his own standards,quite a numberof 'his' writers would be
recognizedas the shapersof English literary culture. Thesecontributors could not
help but recognizethe collective social project of the journal. In anotherarticle
Age's
Neiv
The
stanceagainstthe 'Official press', Hilaire Belloc again cast
exploring
42 A

prescient observation; the Dial would
43 Other attacks
led
literary
journals
to
on
in a review, they threatened a lawsuit, but
write for DieNeiv Age (Martin 282).

to print The IVa ste Land.
go
on
C,
internal dialectic. When Muir at t acked th e Si tew Ils' IWI ee Is
by the time Edith left Orage's office, she had agreed to

'" As we will see, this directly contradicts interpretations of modernism as complicit with capitalism.
See also Pound, NA 12.2.1920 238-9.
45The misogyny of this series will be considered more below.
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the conflict as h spiritual war: 'We shall enlighten, and by enlightening, destroy'.
This inspired heroic fervor, with claims that 'self-respectand honour' demandeda
campaignfor truth. But tellingly, this philosophical battle over print culture was
designedto 'affect the Commonwealth'. This polyvocal interweaving of registers
begins to suggestthe extent to which New Age philosophy and print culture were
joined
Age
The
New
As
diverse
the
to
types
of
we will see,
connected social conflict.
in the spirit of the press,stampinga political vision on modernity.
I
Orage's New Age Political Philosophy

Readersof 71e New Age were well. awarethat the journal's political program
in
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Socialism,recounted, '... I discoveredthat every political and economicdifference I
had with him was to be tracedto a philosophical difference' (Penty 113). Penty's
recollection suggeststhat Orage'spolitics and economicswere consistentlytraceable
to his philosophy, which we saw had taken its basic outline by 1907. Similarly, T. S.
Eliot claimed Orage's great contribution was to offer a 'mediating position' between
integrally
'economic
'spiritual
an
revolution',
revolution'
and
proponentsof a
Eliot
Commentary'
[
262-3).
1935]
both
(Eliot,
'A
went on
movements
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to agreewith Orage's demandfor wholesaleeconomic changebasedon a social shift
in 'the relations of man with man'. For this to be permanent,'human nature' would
have to be changedas well (263). As a regular New Age reader,Eliot's explication
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an idealism fed at the source-namely, Plato' (NA 18.3.1926235). In a nutshell,
Orage'spolitics can be understoodasthe confluenceof Victorian radical socialism,
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467he New Age's relationship to the Arts and Crafts movementwill be explored in more detail in the
'professionaleconomics' in the chapteron Social Credit.
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Vorticism chapterand Orage's
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Such a study of New Age ideology faces several related problems. First, a
nuffiber of previous commentators have sought to describe aspects of New Age
politics as separate moments, overlooking the broader context of Orage's project.
Several contemporaries understood Orage's spirituality and politics as discrete
indulgences that dragged the paper doWn.47Similarly, Wallace Martin's
comprehensive study of The New Age nevertheless treats its politics as separate from
the literary and philosophical aspects of the journal. More recent critics have tended
4'
focus
to
on a single political moment . Although both of these approaches have
yielded significant insights into particular political moments, they risk major
distortions by misapprehending the central unity and organic development that
characterized The New Age's political policy during Orage's tenure. Both the unity
and the divergence were a result of Orage's philosophical foundations: as the journal
adapted, it turned on the axis of Orage's spiritual vision. A sin-dlar mistake would be
to interpret the scope of politics too narrowly. In fact, writers for Tile New Age
consistently underriiined official Parliamentary politics, instead focusing on
econornic systems, capital ownership, labour organization, and ideology as the loci
for change.49Finally, as literary Mstorians, it would be easy to mistake 77ieNew
Age's political campaigns as secondary to its artistic output. In fact, the journal was
always conceived as centrally political, with both politics and art as a means to
spiritual and ideological development, and the organization of the.journal (headed by
the political Notes of the Week) reflected this. By pursuing Orage's ideology, we will
be in a better position to distinguish the political project of Tile New Age.
Written between October and December of 1907, the column, Towards

Socialisin, provides an invaluable lens to understandthe way Orage's philosophical
50
formed
basis
The
New
Age's
the
of
project
politics. In the column, Orage situates
his political vision in terms of his theosophicalunderstandingof ideology. The series
openswith Orage's outright rejection of conservativepolitical philosophy,
characterizedby the doctrine that 'all progressis illusion', in favour of a Socialist
life
'an
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the
the
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everlasting
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of
a
mounting
vision
world
continual
...
I/
47SeeHastings 4 and Selver 79. Neither had any real interest in Oraae,s philosophical or political
commitments.
48SeeArdis on Guild Socialism, Hutchinson and Burkitt, who subsumeNational Guilds to social
Credit, and Surette'sPound in Purgatory.
49For example,seeNA 7.8.1913415 and NA 1.2,1917313.
50For the sakeof chronological clarity and simplicity, citation of particular articles in the serieswill
be by the roman numeral that originally designatedthern.
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ladder of becoming' (NA 3.10.1907 361). This political philosophy implied that
human and natural meaning were discursively constructed by cultural heroes,
6supermen', or 'great men': 'there is no end in Nature that we do not give to her'
(NA 7.11.1907 29). For Orage, this capacity to construct reality had generally led to
literary Utopias, but the modem age politicized the superman:

Most great men have had to build for thernselvesan imaginary heaven
in the skies as a retreat from the condition of men on earth.All the
angelsand isles of Avilion conceivedby poets and philosophersare
no more than a tragic testimony to the inadequacyof earth... But, at
last, our greatmen are venturing to fix their heavenupon earth. (NA
3.10.1907361)
While past great men constructedideological worlds, the new supermenwould
consciouslycraft ideology to reconstructthe material and mental conditionsof
dissatisfied,
help
but
be
but what
Orage,
life.
For
men
could
not
great
current
charactprizedmodernity was a will to directly engagethe political. This meantthat
political philosopherswould be responsiblefor the practice of their ideas;cultural
leaderswere thosewho 'inspir[ed] great enthusiasms',and civilization was a group
Orage
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individuals
'capable
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clear that the political aims of his socialistsare really only an intermediatestepto a
religious, Utopian end:
The most daring enterprisesare openingbefore the eyesof men-the
conquestof the forces of nature, the subjectionand transformationof
all the devils and titans of earth and water, air and sky, the re-creation
of Eden, and the return of man to the primeval garden.That, at least,
is the aim that Socialistshave. (NA 3.10.1907 361)
For Orage,Socialism encompassedboth the triumph over material circumstancesand
the creationof an ideal, paradisalcommunity. As his rhetoric rises to his political
vision, it becomesovertly theosophicalin its blending of Judeo-Christianand pagan
ideology.
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self-determined, both classes revealed an obvious failure of the prevailing ideology.
Instead, humans should be 'conquerors of titans' who would also act on a 'genuinely
Christian impulse' (NA 3.10.1907 361 and NA 10.10.1907 375). Orage directly
related this religious heroisný to theosophy, claiming the 'student of traditional
wisdom' recognized 'esotericisrif as the means to understand the 'tree of man' (NA
10.10.1907 375). 51Given this philosophy, Orage rejected a political system that
would no longer seek to punish or eliminate certain qualities in man, proposing
Socialism as an ideology that would transmute man into a higher being. For this to
take place, humans would need to recognize spiritual unity:

We are yet so gross in our psychology that we still labour under the
heresyof separateness...
Yet, aspsychologistsknow, there is no real
evidencefor the theory; as moralists know, the theory is the fruitful
parent of every sort of immorality, comprising most of our current
morality; and as artists of all kinds understand,and prophetsin all
ageshave announced,the truth is ... that the individual ... is as
inconceivableapart from Mankind as an apple is non-existentbut for
a tree. (NA 17.10.1907393)
Orage's argumentis particularly revealing in its trajectory of intellectual fields: the
scienceof psychology is replacedby prophecy and art as the best meansto
understandmoral ideology. All of theseare subsumedas tools for political
philosophy,best employedto constructa socialist ideology of human unity. This
unity underminesthe utility of modem discipline: 'you do not punish your lungs for
catchingcold'. Of course,this model of the body politic is incredibly common and
productive; Plato's Republic predatesLocke and Hobbes,who also employ it. The
model also deepensthe Nietzscheansensethat society is ordered by human action;
both organsand humansperform functions which dictate their identity.52In Orage's
early political thought, this model led him to privilege ordered labour as the basis for
social cohesion.As men.contributed their heroic labour, they becameconsciousof
their position, awakeningas supermenjoined in an ideal society.

51This is a referenceto the Kabala and Eliot picks up on the subsequent
use of 'transmutation' in
'Tradition and the Individual Talent'. In the samearticle, Orage makesreferencesto folklorists who
human possibility, demonstratingthat JessieWeston's thesis was
to
arejust beginning
appreciate
00
alreadyin circulation in NeivAge circles. SeeAppendix.
52Mairet, a contemporaryof Oragge,
describedthis as 'free functionalism7(43): a statein which
freedom in particular plays a performative role.
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While previous modemist scholarshave soughtto understandthe politics of
modem literature by relating the aestheticsto generaldefmitions of political ideas,
Vie New Age is particularly useful in the way that Orageconstructedits political
position. As the primary fruit of Orage's dialectical method, 77teNewAge's politics
were characterizedby an engagementwith the broad spectrumof Edwardian and
Georgianpolitical philosophy. One difficulty of characterizingthesepolitics is the
way Orage's idealism causedhim to reject the practical immediacy of 'left' and
'right' as an ideological continuun-LAt a more theoreticallevel, bis senseof political
discourseas a dialectical processobligated him to include and 'transmute' numerous
political visions. 'Mis inclusivenessbegins to suggestwhy a right-left continuum is
singularly unhelpful for understandingNew Age politics. At a historiographicallevel,
this notion of a continuum overly simplifies a complex set of political relationships
into an anachronisticlinear model that only becameproductive in the polarized
1930s.A further difficulty of Orage's method is the dialecticalprocesscontinually
redefined andrevalued markersof discourse.For example,Oragecould praise
Nietzsche's aristocratic idealism in 1907 and deplore it iia 1910, while all the while
privileging the samevision of an ideally constructedsocietyof supermenas the basis
53
his
of
reaction to theseterms. Both of thesefeaturesof Vie New Age can be seenin
Orage's rejection of a leaguefor National Guilds: 'The right thing is to give people a
genuineidea, and they will realize it in their own way. But if you insist on having a
movement,it will probably not consist of the peoplewhoseideasare of any value or
whose action is of any effect' (Mairet 09-70). For Orage,the formation of another
discreteposition was of limited value; real changewould come from a dialectical
collaboration whose idealswould pattern.pohtical practice.The idealismunderlying
this dialectical structuresuggeststhat TheNew Age did have a fairly stablepolitical
philosophy that emergedthrough its relationship to a numberof relatedpolitical
movements.
From 1907 to the start of the war in 1914,labour was the most explosive
political question on the horizon. For this reason,Vie New Age's early poEtical
position emergedas a dialectical responseto a wide variety of labour ideas.In
Towards Socialisin, Oragerejectedtrade unionism, despitea mainstreamperception
53For Orage'sview of Nietzscheas againsttyranny in 1907,seeOrage,NielzscheDionysian 52,71
ical position,
and Meizsche in Outline 162.For Orage's attack on Nietzschebasedon the sameideolot(,
seeNA 27.1.1910 304.
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of its radicalism, on the basis that it entailed 'toil without the consent of the soul as
...
the prince of dignity and the god of utility' (NA 24.10.1907 407). For Orage, the
movement's

negative construction

of labour caused the worker to become 'a slave of

his own mind', which drew the labourer to try to extort payment to compensate for
his 'lost celestial birthright'.
title of 'Collectivism',

Orage ev4luated another potential strategy under the

which amounted to proposals whereby everyone was paid the

same, so that 'we should become our own masters-each
Unsurprisingly,

Orage calls this a 'poverty of imagination',

the rich sense of imagination
imagination

master and slave to each'.

he bad devploped earlier. Certainly

saw an alternative in Socialism:

say the only principle-of

with clear echoes back to

Socialism

'The main principle-I

Orage's
would almost

is that no man in the Socialist State shall labour

54
without delight'. In other works, Orage also criticized Marx's materialism,

claurang his reduction of history to material economics 'peculiar' (Orage, Readers
and Writers 161-163). This was an important divergence from Marx's sense of
ideology: historical and economic ideology shifts humans' relationship to the
material world, rather than material conditions determining consciousness.
Nevertheless, Orage was thoroughly immersed in Marx's writings and praised his
ability to 'prophesize' and 'his capacity for large generalizations, to describe and
construct ideological patterns. More importantly, Orage's construction of delightful
labour privileged a model of social cohesion based on the masculine performance of
individual roles that would be harmoniously orchestrated by a super-conscious will
55
its
dividends.
This philosophical
to contribute to society that would pay
own
position sharply distinguished New Age socialism from trade unionism, collectivism
and Marxism.
Orage also directly positioned The New Age as an alternative to Fabian
Socialism. 56The Webbs were statistically-based, anti-idealist, and gradualist, in stark
contrast to the artistic, idealist and revolutionary socialism Orage advocated. For a
time, Orage worked with a number of Fabians; Sbaw certainly intended for The New
Age to be a Fabian vehicle when he funded it. Orage's early invitation to Victor
Grayson to co-edit the paper was a call to attack-Grayson's

antics in Parliament

were a sign of a radical Labour the Webbs could not support. This was to be the
See also Morag Shiach's Modendsin, Labour, and Seýflzoodin Brilish Literantre and Culture, 18901930.

55Orage's interpretationsof Nietzschealso regularly cite elementsof 'gay science', or joyful work.
00
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closest Orage came to supporting the Labour party with its apparent privileging of
class; he only did so when it looked as though Labour could become a vehicle of
radical change and The New Age was poised to be in the middle of it. Grayson's
appeal soon fizzled out, and Orage returned to his guild interests as the preferable
means of revising labour relations. When Orage and Penty's movement began to
gather steam, the Webbs crushed it within the Fabian Society (Mairet 67-9), which
quickly led to the formation of the independent National Guild League. Soon after,
The New Statesnian was founded by Fabians to directly compete with The New Age
(Mairet 71). For the life of the paper, it was characterized by the setting of its own
proposals and attempts to appropriate and redirect other movements (particularly
unions), rather than a willingness to promote outside political schemes. This
antagonism toward the Fabians suggests the extent Orage sought a distinctly radical
socialism.
Starting from this rejection of collectivism, Orage explored liberty through a
dialectical engagement with anarchism and liberalism. Orage had philosophical
difficulties with both brands of hidividualism, which he defined as 'the theory that
each separate anatomical structure in the kingdom of man is complete and selfsufficient' (NA 17.10.1907 393). Employing the Platonic model of the body politic,
Orage's definition argues that individualism is inherently contradictory, suggesting
that individuals' real purpose is discovered in their functional relationship to the
57
public order. Nevertheless, Orage valued individualism's desire to remove the
4political, economic, religious and other' restraints that most limited man and called
for liberty that would allow the individual to pursue a 'definite philosophy'. In this
way, political liberty was based on Nietzschean super-consciousness: 'Liberty [is]
the will of the individual, the nation, mankind, to be responsible for itself... ' (NA
7.11.1907 29). For Orage, this ideal liberty offered a means to critique 'liberal'
doctrine, which introduced the 'incalculable element': 'You may do what you please
only on condition that in so doing you destroy nobody else's power of pleasing
themselves equally' (NA 14.11.1907 49). In contrast to tMs qualified freedom, Orage
described the anarchist position as a demand to be 'willful, rebellious and
revolutionary' and to demand 'complete spiritual rights here on earth'. Orage's

56For information on Orageand Fabianismbefore 1907,
Steele.
see
0
57This rejection of political
atomism directly stemmedfrom the theosophicalrejection of discrete
consciousnessin different individuals. Seeappendixon Leibniz.
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synthesis of these positions is Platonically 'midway between the Anarchist and the
Individualist':

both will gladly pledge themselves to the Socialist State because it

will give life, rather than take it away. Ultimately, he claimed 'We needs must love
the highest when we see it'. Tl-ýs construction allowed Orage to describe a socialist
definition of absolute, self-chosen liberty that dialectically improved on the limited
liberty of anarchism and liberalism.
Orage's political thought was also characterized by a dialectical exploration

of aristocracyand democracy.In Towards Socialisin, Orageis deeply critical of Plato
and Nietzsche's political thought, rejecting aristocracy,the 'benevolenttyranny' of
the Republic, and meritocracy as failed political systems(NA 21.11.190770). For
Orage,the only viable alternative was a Utopian democracy,with the Greek
Dionysian movement as a prototype that leveled caste,education,station,and gender
distinctions (NA 30.11-190789).58This should serveas a corrective lens to those
who have seenOrage as a proto-fascist or thought his political condemnationof
Nietzschewas a relatively late turn. Nevertheless,Orage was deeply critical of the
current form of democracy: 'Democracy in its presentform is so infinitely more
unbeautiful than Aristocracy that only sheermatemal instinct can prefer it' (NA
30.11-1907 89). For Orage,this higher forin of democracywas characterizedby a
collaborative, unified ideology that would direct society: 'Public Opinion is the mind
of democracy,all the mind it has; and governmentby democracymeansno more and
no lessthan governmentby public opinion'. This model of public opinion strongly
dependedon Orage'smodel of the free press,which would construct public opinion
through an inclusive processof public debatethat reachedtoward a consensual,
unified mind. In such a discursivepolitical system,individual self-expression
becamea duty 'to say clearly and emphatically what his ideasare, to say them on
demandat any moment, and to keep on saying them until they refuse any longer to
be said' (NA 28.12.1907 167). But for this self-expressionto foment the desired
'revolution', the public would needto develop an acute 'senseof fact' that would
lead them 'to criticize to deathevery evasionor carelessexpression' (NA 28.12.1907
168). For Orage,this political proposal was absolutelytied to questionsof literature
andprint culture: 'It will be understoodthat the foregoing is a defenseof free
thought, free speech,and a fi-eePress-and in their most absoluteforms' (NA
53The democratic, anti-hierarchicalfeaturesof Dionysianism will reappearin connectionto Pound
and Eliot's later work. The vegetativecult was heavily privile.credby theosophistsas well.
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28.12.1907 167). In this way, Orage came to seeengageddiscourseas a meansto
creatively perform this revolutionary democratic society.

'Mis context begins to explain Vie New Age's ambivalenceto budding
feminist movements.Vie New Age's interrogation of the constructedideology of
selfhood marks it as a forerunner of identity politics. Orage's early vision of
democracyseemsto have included women-59Later, Social Credit was exemplary in
its insistencethat both men and women were to be economically liberated through
the National Dividend. On the other hand, Orage'scolurnn, Talesfor Men, is
regularly misogynist in its calls for an exclusive society of men. A partial answerto
Orage's position may be found in his citation of Nietzsche: 'Only he who is enough
of a man will savethe woman in the woman' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 55). In this
way, Orage seemsto have viewed women asperforming an important social function
in childrearing; Towards Socialisin attacks the patriarchalfamily and criticizes men's
interferencein women's child-rearing labour (NA 14.11.190750). This suggeststhe
deeply conservativeelementof Orage's thought, that the statusof women depended
60
love
2.12.1915
(NA
110).
A contemporaryfeminist would quickly
on the statusof
point out women's problematic dependenceon men in this construction, but this
61
just
independent,
is
Orage's
notion of
atomic rights
what
politics sought to avoid.
For him, the spiritual path of love offered an opportunity for both men and women to
collectively better their state.In this way, Orage's genderpolitics are perhapsbest
unddrstoodas a progressiveendorsementof the doctrine of separatespheresthat was
occasionallywoefully inadequate.
Orage's sense of the inadequacy of Britain's fon-nal democracy and

dialectical engagementwith aristocracy can begin to accountfor his endorsementof
Tories on the staff of TheNew Age. In the face of the unindividuated and apolitical
mob, Orage saw that the 'harder, severer,more splendidand courageoustype of
nobility' could act as a tonic (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 174). Similarly, he was
deeply concernedthat contemporarydemocracywas becoming a plutocracy, which
connectedto a widespreadperception that a century of individual, 'liberal' economic
legislation had actually benefited an extremely small classof capitalists and
financiers with their right to organize in corporations,while consolidating the deep
59See discussion of Dimysianism above.
6()Also, see Orao-es dismissal of Lawrence's unspiritual love in the same article (NA 2.12.1915 209).
0
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economic compulsion of the greater classof people,and restricting their right to
organizein unions. Thus, G. K. Chestertonopposedthis plutocratic 'democracy' in
which the 'rich rule us', with politicians at the bidding of cosmopolitanfmanciers'
money and describedthis as against 'every tradition of honestToryism' (NA
11.8.1910343). Chesterton'sdiscourseis typical of NeIvAge Toryism in its rejection
of 'liberal' democracywhile preserving the underlying belief in social solidarity.
Such Tories sought the preservationand enhancementof constitutional and common
law protections from economic serfdom and in an important way precededthe
62
for
Left
contemporary
with calls
election refonn and an end to corporatepower.
While Orage,Eliot andPound have often beencharacterizedasright-wingg
basedon.their endorsementof T. E. Huhne, Orage's ambivalencetoward Toryism
can yield a more nuancedreading of Hulme's New Age politics. Huhne's prefaceto
Sorel's Reflectionson Violence,printed by Oragein 71e New Age, documentsthe
dialectical blend betweenconservativeToryism and revolutionary labour politics
(NA 14.10.1915569-570).Following Orage,Huhne arguedthat the working class
movementmust begin to understand'ideology' as 'fundamental attitudes of the
mind' that formed a political inevitability. Oncethis ideology had beenremoved,
Hulme claimed readerswould understandSorel as 'a revolutionary who is antidemocratic', absolutist,mystical and anti-progress,and thus an alternative to the
prevailing liberal ideology. This allowed Hulme to claim, 'the transformationof
society'is an heroic task requiring heroic qualities', positioning the labour movement
63

in terms of the heroism, ideology, and revolution suggestedby Orage's philosophy.
Orage'sresponse,'Sorel, Marx, and the Drama' (Orage, SelectedEssays110-113),
idea'
Sorel
Marx's
'poetry'
'than
connecting
a
political
rather
situated
and
work as
both to Plato's Repitblic. In Orage's schema,this elevatedPlato, Marx and Sorel

61Seealso Hastings' anti-fen-ýnistWonzan'sWorst Eneinyi-Minan, published by The New Age
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necessityof 'the subordinationof the secularaffairs of politics and economicsto the spiritual
principle', but the latter reservedthe right to chooseone's spiritual symbols, a clear nod to theosophy.
(NA 11.12.1913269).
63This also suggeststhat Hulme and Sorel's acceptanceof violence was viewed in terms of their
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above more pedestrian descriptions of the state,64while also rejecting the sense that
they should be read for direct proposals. This suggests that Huirne's political writing
is best understood as a contribution to Orage's project of joining revolutionary
politics and literature.
This set of dialectical relations between The New Age and other political

journal's
begins
ideology
to
the
the
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sense
of
give
underlying
philosophy
unifying
various political schemes.In particular, there was a direct continuity betweenthe
early Guild Socialist movement and TIzeNew Age endorsementof National Guilds.
Recollecting Orage's work, GK Chestertonrecalled that theosophycausedOrageto
reject materialist revolutionists and allowed him to bridge betweenA. J. Penty's
early craftsmanshipand G. D. H. Cole's 'bureaucracyof Trade Unions' (Chesterton
98). Chesterton'sobseryationsuggeststhat Oragecreatedan ideological unity for the
spectrumof guild proposalsduring his editorship of TIzeNew Age.
Barly Guild Socialism was the product of A. J. Penty, a close friend of
Orage's who wrote the first edition of Restoration of lite Gild Systemin 1907.Mairet
has arguedthat Orage was generally and consistentlya supporterof the movement
from this time,(31), although official editorial endorsementonly came when Orage
serializeda revised version on 31 July, 1913.Penty's rewritten version of
Restoration of the Gild Systemcontinuesto bear the heavymark of discussionsand
ideological influence with Orage:by personalizingsupply and demandforces
through the study of producersand consumers,Penty and Orage found a meansto
explore the philosophical implications of modem production.
At its most basic level, Penty's proposal for the restorationof the guild
influenced
Heavily
through
to
work.
system was a means revitalize spiritual values
by the English Arts and Crafts movement, Penty promoted the work of the individual
From
individual
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to
craftsman as a means awaken super-consciousness and
1907, Orage was in perfect agreement, claiming that work should only be chosen and
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119). Penty claimed that self-possessed labour would create joyful hyper-production
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64In M Alphabet of Econondcs, Orage connected French Syndicalism and National Guilds in their
functional definition of the state (152-3), confirming that Hulme was writing from a NeIvAge
Guildsman's point of view.
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up of the consuminglevel of consciousnessbecause'the artist is powerlesswhen
face to face with a public body whose tasterecognizesno ultimate standard'(NA
31.7-1913389). By shifting the moral ideology of consumers,they would become
loyal to 'honestproducers'.65Thus Penty's senseof economicreform dependedon
the sameideological shift Oragedescribedin TowardsSocialisni from the
'demoralising tyranny of an uninstructedmajority' of consumersto a more conscious
democracyof workers. This binary opposition betweenconsumersand producers
(who were often the same 'person') is indebtedto Orage'ssenseof the passive
66
the
consciousnessof man and
creative consciousof the Superman. At an economic
level, it necessitatedthat workers own the meansof production becauseproperty was
67
(NA
11.12.1913
170).
This position allowed for an unexpected
equal to power
alliance with radical Tories like Hilaire Belloc, who believed that property was a
condition of liberty (NA 11.12.1913171) and agreedthat the settingup of the guilds
'does presupposea sort of revolution of men's souls' (NA 4.12.1913 140-1).68Both
groups' insistenceon a distribution of property for the sakeof the individual sharply
divides New Age socialism from twentieth century movementslike National
Socialism and Russiancommunism that tendedto dismissthe importanceof the
individual and centralize,with drastic consequences.
At a more philosophical level,
guild socialism viewed the spiritual vigor of the worker, rather than material
69
force
of social change. By fbrn-ýingnon-competitiveguilds of
conditions, as the real
strong individuals, meaningful Socialism would ensue.In this way, Penty's
enlightenedworkers dependedon an Orageanepistemeof cultural ideology produced
by supermen.
Despite theseftindamentalsimilarities betweenOrageand Penty's thought,
Oragebecamefrustratedwith Penty's medievalist, anti-progressivenotions of labour,
National
Guilds. Rejecting the.feasibility of medievalmodes
precipitating a shift to
65For an early interrogation of 'economic man', see'Motive under the Guild', NA 6.2.1913318-9. It
is difficult not to notice similarities betweentheseattemptsto changeconsumersand contemporary
movementslike Fair Trade.
66For even more immediate links betweenGuild Socialism and Orage's
Zý
philosophy, see'The
Factor' (NA 27.11.1913207-8), in which the GS writers are called 'prophets' and ally
Psycholog
'ical Dionysus
themselvesto
and the Upanishads.
67TheNew Age movementsunderstood'ownership' and 'property' as distinctly capital goods,rather
C7
thannon-productive and non-empoweringconsumerownership.
68This is significantly different from the Marxist attackon commoditiesArdis has usedto understand
The NeivAge's artistic policy (166). Ardis also missesthe major shift to economicsand Social Credit
discussedin chapterfour.
69For example,seethe mechanismof changedescribedin NA 11.12.1913270.
0
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of production, Oragecameto believe that cooperativeproduction was necessaryto
allow for the major technologicaladvancesof the industrial revolution. Articles in
TheNew Age soonbeganto call for a 'State commercialisiWand an 'ideal
commonwealth', which would uphold a non-competitive guild systemof production.
Workers would collectively, privately own their factories and determinethe
but
incoherently)
labour,
(perhaps
their
they would also be responsible
conditions of
to the statefor the ultimate distribution of their goods, suchthat all people in society
benefit
from
This
labour.
shift allowed TheNew Age to hamessthe
would equally
movement of Britain's intensepatriotism asWorld War I broke, as well as the
growing force of the trade union movement, which was to be the basis of the
revolutionary guilds. This shift in focus intensified the issueof how cooperative
labour could avoid workers' alienation and allow for empoweredcooperation,which
Orage andHobson tried to solve in the formative text, National Guilds: An Inquiry
into the WageSysteinand the Way Out. 70Orageand his compatriots locatedthe
solution in an inverted Marxist economicsthat privileged the spiritual over the
47-52).
for
'spiritual
(Gary
Taylor
Hobson surnmedup
calling
a
revolution'
material,
the text as 'is the cry of the human heart for freedom in the spiritual sphereinvitiated
by material considerations,for freedom in industry measuredin the natural
democracyoffunctional values' (NA 5.6.191977). In other articles, Oragedirectly
connectedthesespiritual concernsto Nietzsche'swill to powWl and arguedthat that
'guild', 'god' and 'soul' shouldbe understoodthrough the prophetic lens of TheNew
Age.72Theseclaims ensuredthe philosophical continuity of The New Age's political
proposals.
However, Hobson's referenceto 'functional values' addeda systemic
dimensionto New Age political pWlosophy.During the height of the National Guild
movement,Ramiro de Maeztu was a key philosophical contributor, creatinga
'functionalist' dimensionto National Guilds. Arguing that individual and group
authority and identity were too vague to be meaningful, he claimed identity, rights,
be
defined
in
had
liberty
itself
to
ten-nsof performance:'Rights ariseonly from
and
function' (NA 1.6.1916104-5).Similarly, functions worked absolutely, and made
70Serialized anonymouslybetweenApril 1912 and December1913.For a diagnosisof workers'
modem alienation from their products,seeNA 2.5.191225.
71Taylor 62-3. Taylor rejectsthis claim as preposterous,but if we understandOrage to meanthe
reordering of society through its systemsthe commentbecomesmeaningful.
72Redefinition was a constantstrategyfor Orage s political writing: seeAn Alphabet.
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room for an absoluteset of values: a man is not a hero intrinsically, but functions
heroically. Oragehad laid the foundation for this position with Ws early
from
identity
human
both
Nietzsche
Plato
results
that
philosophical study;
and
argue
73
performance. In TheNew Age, de Maeztu and other writers put functionalism to a
political end by arguing that syndicates,or 'guilds', madethe most philosophical
sense,becausethey.were defined by function rather than supposedintrinsic qualities
like workers' or owners' rights. Theserights of the guilds to produce for society
could precedeall ontological considerationslike property ownership, and would
place guilds at the pinnacle of economic power in society. In direct contrastto other
twentieth century attemptsto centralize economicpower, National Guilds were
designedsuch that neither the statenor capitalistscould dictate labour conditions,
and power would be devolved to workers performing society's functions. For New
Age writers, the central preoccupationwas how to createa guild systemthat would
ensuredemocratic,distributed power and prevent autocracyin any form. With their
radical economicredistribution and revolutionary bureaucratism,National
Guildsmenwere neither classicalliberals, nor power-centralizingsocialists.They can
best be understoodasthey understoodthemselves,asrepresentinga third, dialectical
responseframed by the discourseof The New Age.
In 1916, anothershift in the political program of TheNew Age began.From
the beginning of the journal, Oragehad maintaineda generalinterest in economics,
but through the Guild days, the primary focus was on variations of the Marxian goal
of ownershipof the meansof production. But after his collaboration with Hobson,
Oragebeganto suspectthat the whole idea of National Guilds 'as formulated by S.
G. Hobson and myself was wanting in somevital part' (NA 1.4.1926258). This
...
eventually led to the formation of Social Credit, which Orage and others tendedto
describeas an epistemicleap in Orage's political philosophy. However, there are
good reasonsfor thinking that Social Credit was of a piece with National Guilds.
Despite the generaldesireto representMajor Douglas(the named author of the
movement)as a geniuswho revolutionized TheNew Age in 1919, Oragehad made
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Alphabet of Econondcs-This shift to economicswas precipitatedby the systemic
thinking of National Guilds, which sought to order the economyas a whole, and
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initially Orage met Douglas with A. J. Penty, who authored the first books on Guild
Socialism. Even in Social Credit, guilds continued to be the main mechanism of
production and much discussion was devoted to changing the nature of modem
74
production and consumer goods. Similarly, articles by 'National Guildsmen' ran in
7he New Age through Orage's tenure. While a full analysis of the philosophy of
Social Credit will be the topic of chapter four, these formal continuitiq

suggest that

Orage's philo sophy formed the basis for New Age politics as long as he remained
editor.
Those who moved in New Age circles could not help but see the connection.
Middleton Murry described the relationship between Orage's philosophy and politics
as something central to his character.

[Orage had a] substratumof belief that there was somesecretof
control over the universe: a key by which one could unlock all the
doors, and be a master of Power. There were veritable Mastersin
Tibet, for instance;or, if the great onesof the earth would adopt
Social Credit, the new agewould begin. (Middleton Murry 114-115)
For Orage,the new ageof politics and his philosophical project were necessarily
linked in their attempt to createa ftindamentalshift in human thought. Although the
term 'revolutionary' went out of fashion during the militarized period of the war and
the problemsof the Russianrevolution, TheNew Age was always basedon the
75
immediate
ideology.
possibility of the
and radical reformation of society through
This senseof hope for the future was explicitly literary. In An Alphabet of
Econoinics,Orageexploresthe classdivisions of language,suggestingthat Utopia
can be realized through unified meaning (Orage,Alphabet 159). Thus, Orage
describesutopias as complete ideological systems,dependingon discourse,and
distinguishedas either imaginative or practical.To distinguish betweenthem and
craft a realizablepolis was the job of a superman:the politically engagedliterary
critic. In this way, reading becamethe crux of revolution.

The Language of Revolution: Orage's New Age Critical Practice

74SeeMairet 76 on the 'Draft Mining Scheme'.
Cý
75For Orage's exploration of the 'dangerous' word (revolution), seeNA 3.10.1918365 andAlphabet
xiv and 131-2.
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Despite his philosophical and political projects, Orage is best remembered for
his literary criticism. A general disinterest in occultism and New Age politics has led
to a situation where Wallace Martin may claim that Orage's criticism displays 'a
logical consistency and cogency that makes one feel it is the product of a mind
disciplined by a long study of philosophy', while at the same time exorcising the
difficult subject of Orage's politics, which supposedly never 'intrude into his literary
interpretations' (Martin 264). Martin's disinterest in these dimensions of Orage's
writing leads to an amputated sense of The New Age's project. More recent critics
have begun to explore the connection between Orage's politics and his literary
76
PoliCY, but the essential relationship between philosophy, politics and literature at
The New Age has yet to be traced.
Orage's privileging of literary Utopia directly emerged from his philosophical
I
interest in ideology. Orage most likely inherited the literary model of ideology from
Plato, who claimed that poetic form actually structured society (Plato 420). Plato's
rejection of mimetic literature (as tyrannical) is well known,. but Orage would have
also been familiar with Plato's praise of literature that transmits spiritual knowledge
(Plato 335), vacillating between the sense that gods are real and that they can be
constructed to rightly order the state (Plato 3 64-37 1). In subsequent writings, Orage
tied utopian texts to theosophy, claiming 'To go back is to go forward' and that
ancient Indian texts would lead to 'the Europe of tomorrow' (NA 2.12.1915 110). In
the same essay, Orage connected this inheritance to the occult figure of the
just
hidden
the
the
text,
as he approvingly cited
centre of
unspeakable, a
mystery at
James's claim that 'A story that can be told is not worth telling' (Orage, Selected
Essays 85). In New Age circles, fori-nal constructions leading to the failure of
language in literature were a theosophical and political strategy to envision social
ideology. 77Similarly, Orage criticized literary realism's reliance on description,
instead privileging 'divination' (Orage, Selected Essays 6-8). In this way, Orage
developed an ideological basis to criticize literary form.
Orage employed this Platonic opposition between reproductive mimesis and
both
Dickens and
He
Utopianism
New
Age
to
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visionary
H. G. Wells as mimetic assistants to Nature, rather than 'as her prophet and seer',
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the
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echoing
76SeeArdis. For the period before 1907,seealso Steele.
77As Nvewill see,this occult cosmopolitanismof languageformed The WasteLand. Seefinal chapter.
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Similarly, Oragerejectedthe 'sensualism' of D. H. Lawrence for not ultimately
becoming intellectual or mystical (Orage, SelectedEssays66-7), and rebuked
Kipling for failing to attribute his theosophicalsources(Orage, SelectedEssays9 1).
This was the samecritical spirit that caysedOrage.to reject physical, psychoanalytic
interpretationsof Hamlet's characterin favour of an explanationthat exploredhis
nobility (Orage,SelectedEssays67). In anotheressay,Oragerejectedwriting that
focusedon sex and violence, claiming theseled to the debasementof 'the public
morale' (NA 23.10.1913762-763). Orage also connectedthe literary capacity to
construct a new order to Nietzsche'sDionysianism, and constructeda literary canon
around this quality (Orage,NietzscheDionysian 79). Orage's list of Dionysian
writers is striking in its inclusion of most of the predecessorsof literary modernism.
In other writings, Orageconnectedthis senseof literary utopianism.to
political ideology. As early as 1907, Cecil Chestertonclaimed he 'had been
persuadedby Mr. Orage' that the constructionof a new economicorder would
fundamentally invoke questionsof morals, art, and religion, leading to his article,
'My Utopia' (NA 28.12.1907 169). In the sameyear, Oragecalled on poetsto
foretell 'our possiblefuture' (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 67) andclaimed that
political responsibility and redress,rather than sentiment,was the right end of poetry
(NA 10.10.1907378). As we have seen,Oragethought that society was
fundamentally orderedthrough systemsof languagethat producedideology: 'A
democracyis governedby words; all humangovernment,in fact, is logocracy'
(Orage, SelectedEssays10-11). For Orage,this literary logocracy supersedesman,
forming a higher order of truth.
Orage's vision of an inclusive society ordered through ideology also
informed his critical motto of 'brilliant common sense. Claiming it was 'always
esoteric' (Orage,NietzscheDionysian 7 1), he describedcommon senseas a
theosophicalawarenessof the multiple levels of consciousnessand reality:
It is from an appreciation of the many-sidpdnature of truth, from,
consequently, an appreciation of the many faculties required to grasp
it, that the value set by the world on common sense is derived. For
common sense is the community of the sensesor faculties; in its
is
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the senses;when, in fact, it satisfiesall our various criteria of reality.
(Orage,Readersand Writers 187)
Just asPlato's Republic arguesthat unificatioia of different faculties is related to the
f6rmation of the ideal polis, Orage's critical principle necessitatesboth internal and
political order. But in contrastto Plato, Oragerejectedaristocracy,claiming 'The
days of the dictatorship of the intelligenzia [sic] are past' (Orage,Readersand
Writers 20). Orageoften describedcommon senseas 'the mind of democracy'
(Orage, SelectedEssays166) and claimed 'every conclusion should be susceptibleto
being expressedin idiom' (Orage, SelectedEssays167).Thesepronouncements
directly echoedthe utopian vision of Towards Socialisin,which claimed 'Public
Opinion is the mind of democracy' (NA 30.11-190789). Nevertheless,conunon
sensewas firn-fly the property of the unitary superman,rather than the infinite
complexity of 'the Mob' (NA 20.6.1915 133). This allowed Orage to employ
gcommonsense'in political critique, aswhen he claimed 'distortion of common
words and common senseis responsiblefor all the double entendreof economics'
(Orage,Alphabet 107-108).In this way, common senseoperatedas a critical tool that
privileged a theosophicaland politically radical method of criticizing literature and
politics.
At a deeperlevel, Orageviewed the literary project of TheNew Age as a
meansto the creationof the supelman he had describedin his philosophical and
political writing. Orage'scritical concept of 'the style is the man' bridged between
his philosophical interest in consciousnessand formal study of the text. Following
the theosophicalmethod of reading, Oragerepeatedlyprivileged intuition as a
reading methodology,exposing 'the quasi-magicaleffect of certain literature' which
brought the critic 'into direct contact' with the great minds of human history,
transcendingliteral meaningand content (NA 7.2.1918291-2). In anotheressay
Oragecalled critical intuition 'the total understanding'(Orage,Readersand IVriters
134), directly relating tl-ýsreading methodology to superhumanconsciousness.
Writing on Keats, Oragesharply differentiated betweenthis method and the
biographical detail of Keats's choice of porridge for breakfast:the works of the
author,reflected in the style, composedthe spiritual life that deservedattention
(Ofage, SelectedEssays12-14).This differentiation betweenspiritual consciousness
In
Orage.
for
favourite
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and material considerationswas a
move
he praised 'the perfect spiritualization of all the laws of Nature into laws of intuition
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and intellect' (Orage,Readersand Wilters 30). He was even more overt in his
writing on Henry James,who lived in the 'borderlandbetween the physical and
psychic worlds... he standsmidway betweenmatter and mind, and on the very tip-top
of social culture' (Orage, SelectedEssays86-87). Orage's associationsdemonstrate
the fluidity betweenphilosophical, political, and literary categoriesin his critical
method. The essaygoes on to describethe necessityto 'imagine' in reading James,
claiming his method gives accessto 'the next and imaginative form of reality' (85)
and almost 'transform reality' (86). This focus on James'sconsciousnessallowed
Orage to differentiate his critical method from both a worswp of James'sbiography
and, at the sametime, displace a materialist approachto 'the text itselp with a
spiritual senseof the force of the text on the reader.In anotherpassage,Orage
employedthe overtly magical languageof wands,magic, transformation, and
extraordinarymanifestationswith James'semphasison 'quite ordinary people' who
Martin
'up
(see
240-1). TWs conjunction allowed
to anything very unusual'
are not
Orage to theorize literary style as a spiritual force that explores the primary reality of
consciousness,combining extraordinary consciousnessand the everyman into a
radically democraticmethod of textual criticisrn. In this way, the Orageananalysisof
'style' gesturedto both New Age philosophy and politics.
This construction of style's relationship to consciousnessallowed Orageto
theorizea politically engagedmodel of reading. In Nietzschein Outline and
Aphorisin, Oragetakesfor grantedthe relationship betweenthe unity of social
ideology and art, arguing that art must be judged asto whether it advancesor
regressesculture (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 64). This is directly figured in Arts and
Crafts standardsof value: real art, asreal value, is abundant,grateful and life-giving,
whereasempty words and value are weak, decadent,and merely protect the
withering individual life, (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 63). This provided a
backgroundfor essayslike 'Ministering to a Style Diseased' (Orage, SelectedEssays
12-14),in which Orage arguedthat the analysisof style could lead to the diagnosisof
78
Thus, stylistic analysisof Landor and Wells (Orage, Selected
decadence.
moral
Essays72,102) could both reveal their lack of higher consciousness.At a different
level, Orage'stheoretical assumptionin both texts is that whole ideological modesof
I
78This essaywas likely influenced by Plato's comparisonbetweenthe physician and sick and the
artist and aestheticrninistry (Gorgias 385). There are also echoesOf Nietzsche's rich use of di,,,estion
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consciousness can be enveloped and compared through stylistic analysis. in this way,
'Ministering to a Style Diseased' develops a New Age critical project of stylistic
ministry as a means to 'healing' the ideological fabric of the author and his
79Tbus, for Orage the cultivation
readership.
of English style could lead to an
inclusive culture. 'Me political dimensions of this became overt in his call for a
universal English style which would be a service to all English speakers, in contrast
to a separate Irish literature (Orage, Selected Essays 56-64), reproducing his political
vision of an inclusive internationalism that rejected both imperial control and
nationalist disintegration. Thus the 'perfect' English style would imply a sublimation
qf the grievances of the parts of the self and the parts of the Diaspora, so that Irish
grievance (like Caliban) would be subjected (Orage, Selected Essays 56). In this way,
Orage theorized style as the universal medium for the human polis: a spiritual place
where all can have real contact, despite spatial and even historical boundaries
(Orage, Selected Essays 4). In this way, Orage's ideal of style was a theosophical
proposal for a democratic ideology in a world grown beyond the bounds of the Greek
agora.
Moreover, Orage's Readers and Writers column engaged with the immediate

political implications of literary print culture. In 'Nothing Foreign' (Orage,Readers
wid Writers 182-4), Oragecombinesa generalprotectionist policy with a
theosophicalview of internationalculture: 'the perfection of the English genius is
only possible in a spiritual synthesisof all the cultures of the world ... In general,we
should import only what we need,and export only what other nationsneed,and thus,
in the old medieval sense,traffic in treasure'. Orage'sclaim not only allied literary
print culture to medieval guilds but also privileged literature as spiritual treasureon a
different plane to material considerations.In anothercolumn, Orage attackedthe idea
that literature operatedas a commodity:
But books, it is obvious, are not a commodity in this senseof [having
diminishing returns]. They do not satisjý demand, but stimulate it, and
their sale, therefore, does not fall under the economic law of

(Orage,Nietzschein Outline 10) and the link betweenthe defectsbetweenmaker and work (Nietzsche
in Outline 65).
79A-ain, this 'healing' occurredthrough the developmentof superhumanconsciousnessvia 'abstract
OraCreclaimed was 'almost a recipe for the developmentof talent' (Orage,Readers
thou-ht'
which
010b
and Writcrs 29).
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diminishing returns, but under the very contrary, that of increasing
returns. (Orage, Readers and Writers 107)
Not only did the very nature of literature imply a different economic treatment; it
seemed to be a front on which the need for a new kind of economic valuation would
be most obvious. Unlike most commodities, the greater production of books would
lead to more and more real wealth. Nevertheless, a revolutionary change in society
would be necessary, since neither cheap means of publication nor a generous
diffusion of money had led to either more books or libraries. Ultimately, a 'Guild of
Letters' was necessary to cultivate real talent in society (Orage, Readdrs and Writers
141-143). No New Age reader could have n-ýissedthis connection between political
and literary proposal. In another article, Orage attacked publishers' and reviewers'
subservience to monetary considerations, rather than allowing the average man to
employ common sense in literary judgment (Orage, Selected Essays 115-118). In this
way, the super-conscious labour of the author and the politicized public joined
against capitalist interests. All of these articles emerged from Orage's project to
unify New Age philosophy, politics, print culture and literary criticism.
Beyond creating a space for social critique, Orage's aspiration for literature

was that it shoulddirectly create an ageof supermen.In his literary criticism, Orage
directly followed the tripartite model of self of ConsciousnessAninlal Mail
Supernian,arguing that art had to do with neither 'emotions from the
...
subconscious',nor 'ideas' from the 'conscious', but should be understoodas 'the
medium of expressionof the superconscious'(Orage, SelectedEssays152-153).This
becamea literary criterion of 77zeNew Age.
senseof artistic super-consciousness
From 1907, Oragedescribedman as the noble protagonist of the aesthetic
constructionof life (Orage,Nietzschein Outline 42). Later, Oragequipped, 'Poetry
is, in fact, the perfection of chivalry' (NA 5.10.1916 565). The languageof chivalry
Nietzschean
and virtue reflected
self-possessionand self-rule as well asPlato's myth
of the dainion, the higher consciousnesschosenby the self before birth to guide
80
did
formulation
fit with occultism, but it provided a model for
Not
such
a
only
man.
liberty and self rule, coupledwith a chosenduty, as a mode of civic life that was
much more palatablefor Oragethan the contemporaryincarnationof democracy.
Moreover, this languageof chivalry and virtue were spreadthrough the pagesof Vie
80Plato's daimon was a recurrenttrope in both occult literature and literary modernism,most directly
in the poetry of Yeats.
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Neiv Age. Huhne. claimed that the fall from classicism to romanticism first
manifested itself in the literary shift from the transcendent heroic mode to the
humanist form of the autobiography (NA 29.1.1916 307). Similarly, AE contributed
hiss
in
to
the
'Chivalry'
the
of the
nobility
of
men
was
opposed
which
a poem called
individualism
366),
heroic
4.2-1915
(NA
to
clearly
opposing
snakes of nations
ideology.
New
Age
nationalist
writers' regular citations of the
contemporary
Bhagavad-Gita, the Upanishads and medieval romance narratives invoked not just a
different set of economic relations but also an idealized, heroic consciousness in
ideology
Orage
the
the
tension
of
period.
summarized this
with
revolutionary
opposition when he prophesized that for man to reach out to the stars, he would need
'more than aeroplanes, something more, indeed, than any machine or mechanical
power ever to be invented: the development of the latent powers of the mind ... The
Superman' (Orage, Selected Essays 103). For Orage, this was directly tied to a sense
of tradition, because the immortal present of great writers was produced through
202).
Readers
Writers
This offered a
living
dead
(Orage,
and
authors
and
criticizing
direct connection to modernist theorizations of tradition such as Eliot's 'Tradition
81
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in the contemporary world.
Orage's literary principle of 'the style is the man' theorized the direction of

Selected
Literature'
(Orage,
In
'The
Utility
development.
of
political and economic
Essays10-11), Orageinvoked Plato to describehumansas 'the truth-seeking
creature' and then arguedthat the primary 'utility' of literature was to refMe
experienceinto truth, passingfrom human to superhumanconsciousness.By
employing the word 'utility', a central word from economicdiscourse,and the
theorizing of this processin terms of the labour of miners (who were at the centreof
Neiv Age political proposals)Orage connectedliterature to labour struggle.At the
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time,
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shapedOrage'sreception of literary modernism.
A number of critics have claimed that Oragewas sharply opposedto avantjournal
in
Due
Pound's
the
and
to
participation
gardeand modernist experimentation.

81Discussedin Chapter 5.
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(126) and Selver (84) have noted Orage's objections to imagism in the guise of RHC,
and Hastings argued that Orage was jealous of Pound's creativity (6-7). Most
recently, Ardis has gone so far as to claim that it is inappropriate to call Die New Age
a 'modemist'journal

(Ardis 157) and argues that Orage was deeply critical of Pound,

attacking avant-garde art in favour of an anti-progressive, anti-materialist stance
(167). Subsequent chapters of this study will explore Pound and other modernists'
indebtedness to The New Age project, but first it will be useful to trace Orage's direct
support of Pound and modernism. As I have suggested, the confusion of RHC with
Orage's editorial policy can create serious distortions. Orage continuously and
regularly printed articles by Pound for over a decade and paid him. for them while
telling other writers that Tite New Age policy was to never pay for copy. Not only did
Orage solicit criticism, but he also printed Pound's poetry and encouraged
pseudonymous columns that developed The New Age's stance to contemporary art.
Pound himself did not forget Orage's patronage: while he complained that Orage and
he never saw eye to eye on other living writers, Pound expressed deep gratitude
Orage literally kept him fed for two years, and moreover that 'in 30 years of
journalism Orage never printed a line he didn't believe' (Pound, Orage 109). Even
when RHC was attacking Pound in Readers and Writers, other articles in the same
issue would praise hirn. For instance, when RHC criticized Pound, Lewis and Joyce
(NA 6.6.1918 89), on the very next page, Paul Selver praised Pound as the standard
of modem verse (90). Such positioning would have been read as a dialectical
endorsement by The New Age's readers.
Even more importantly, a closer analysis reveals that many of Orage's
'attacks' on Pound and literary modernism Nýereactually profound endorsements.
When Orage wrote he found 'nothing very original in the creation of poetic images,
or even in the employment of irregular metric' (Orage, Readers and Wrifers 57-58),
by his own critical terms this meant that Imagism was actually following in the
tradition he endorsed. Four months later, Orage was irritated again and claimed that
Pound's perverseness would mean that he would likely have 'to wait a good fifty
be
for
floor'
before
his
he
his
threshing
the
can
corn
seen
chaff
scatters
over
years
(NA 3.10.1918 366). Orage was consistent in this belief that Pound was one of the
82There are other New Age writers of significant interest,but for sirnilar reasonsPoundrecurs as an
interestinglightning rod for NewAge debatesaccountingfor much of this study's focus on hin-L
0
C,
C,
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most talentedwriters and provocateursof his generation,part of the timelesscore of
literature, andhe also praisedPoundby claiming he was better than his theories(NA
5.8.1915332-3). Similarly, he criticized Pound for posing as though he did not have
the virtues he demandedof society, when in fact be did (Oiage, Readersand Writers
62-3). And in an anti-Vorticist polemic, Orage arguedthat Poundcould not be
considereda Vorticist becausePound was consistentlyengagedin perfecting nature
(rather than ft-ustratingit), which was a central critical principle of Orage'sown
literary vision (NA 5.8.1915 332-3). Pound andLewis were also attackedfor trying
to distinguishthemselvesfrom the crowd with tiresomeshock tactics, when they
should have been trying to becomemore like the Inob, which would require industry
and cleverness:'They will not succeedin it. Cleverness,like murder, will out. The
airn, however, of the wise possessorof either, is to concealit in subtler and subtler
forms of common senseand simplicity' (Orage,Readersand Writers 55). While
OragewantedPound and Lewis to engagewith the public, the role he envisagedfor
them was that of the supermancreating public ideology.83Ultimately, such critiques
demonstratedOrage's belief in Pound's characterand ability to live at a heroic level
in the contemporaryworld. Structurally, Orage's method of dialectical engagement
elevatedthe importanceof the participants, so that his frequent criticisms of Pound
remindedNew Age readersof thejourDal's most important poet. This would have
seemedeven more an endorsementfor an avant-gardewriter for whom notoriety
signaledsuccess,particularly when Vie New Age was the largestjournal to which
Poundhad accessfor most of his London years.As both Orageand Pound would
learn from Fleet Streetpapers,the real condemnationwas silence.
In fact, OragerecognizedPound as a comradein TheNew Age's project of
literary politics. Orageregularly praisedPound'ý call for poetic craftsmanship,which
both of them saw as a revolutionary stancefor the time.
Now this, which I call the good side of Mr. Pound's Doctrine, is
disliked in England, where it has beenfor yearsthe habit of critics to
pretendthat poetry grows on bushesor in parsley beds.That poetry
should be the practice of "a learned,self-consciouscraft", to be
carried on by a "guild of adepts", appearsto Mr. Archer, for example,
to be a heresyof the first order. (Orage,Readersand Writers 58-9)
83In anotherarticle, Orageapplied the samecriticism to Lewis and Joyce,claiming they were growing
C,
0
too clever and were in dancerof a 'brilliant provincialism' (Orage,Readersand Writers 47-9)
00
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Orage's vision for creative writing employs both the language of guild socialism
(craft, guild, learned) and the language of occultism (adepts, self-conscious, craft,
heresy). More surprising, perhaps, is his identification of his fundamental
philosophical and creative. program with Pound: Orage recognized the natural
alliance between Pound's own ideas on craftsmanship and the larger guild movement
journal.
him
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articles intensified this politicization of craft, as when Orage claimed that 'to the
extent that a writer knows himself to be original he usually elects to work within the
great traditions of his craft' (Orage, Selected Essays 35), with the alternatives in
degenerate capitalism or a financially unreformed socialism Pound and Eliot's own
privileging of craft and tradition echoed these alternatives. This became particularly
clear in the controversy surrounding Pound's translation of Sextus Propertills. When
academics attacked Pound, Orage defended Pound's poem for making Propertius
intelligible to the modem reader and claimed it was a 'higher criticism than the
factual correctness advocated by the professor' (Orage, Readers and Writers 50).
Even more importantly, Orage praised Pound's translation as exposing the political
message of the poem: 'Long before history with its slow sequence of events proved
to the gross senseof mankind that Empire was a moral and aesthetic blunder,
Propertius discovered the fact for himself and recorded his judgment in aesthetic
form of his exquisite verse' (Orage, Readers and Writers 51). This use of historical
texts to undennine contemporary political consciousness was no accident for either
Orage or Pound: it was what brought them into the same discursive field of The New
Age. With the rise of Social Credit, Orage and Pound's political interests only grew
closer. Pound recounted how his active interest in economics stemmed from
discussions with Orage and Douglas (Pound, Orage 109), and from that time began
84
his
Credit.
As we will see, Pound's
in
Social
terms of
to situate
own poetic theory
relationship with Orage created a political context for his poetry from his entr6e into
The New Age. 85

Previous critics have also neglected"RHC's" (Orage's) direct endorsements
of high modernistsand their sources.Orage's view of Pound's art was gushing: he
called Cathay 'masterly' and described 'The Sea-Farer'as, 'without doubt one of the
84Seealso Ora-e's attackson Arnold Bennett (Orage,SelectedEssays36-7) and the parallel onesin
0
C,
Hugh SelwynMauberley.
85Both Propertius and Mauberley will be treatedin forthcorningIworks.
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finest literary works of art produced in England during the last ten years the best
...
serious verse The New Age has published'. Moreover, Pound's taste was
'impeccable, ' 'pure simplicity' (NA 5.8-1915 332-3). Orage viewed Pound as just the
kind of superman who was capable of remaking the taste of the age. Rather tel&gly,
Orage also regularly endorsed modernist enthusiasms. Orage's Nietzsche says that
for the individual, the good is that which renders surplus and abundance, and the bad
is that which diminishes (Orage, Nietzsche in Outline 105), which might be described
as the root of Pound's ethics and economics. Later, Orage cited troubadours as an
example of love-mysticism (Orage, Selected Essays 197-198), an obvious reference
to Pound's New Age translations. He also reviewed Jessie Weston writing in the
theosophical publication Quest: she was refuting the Wagnerians who pretended the
German,
Lohengrin,
Parzifal,
(of
though their real origins were with
etc)
were
myths
the Provengal troubadours. Orage concluded: 'But unfortunately the present
armageddon is not literary. The next ought to be' (NA 14.10.1915 573-4), bringing
together the transplanted Englislmess, Wagnerian myth, apocalyptic theme and
occultist philosophy that formed the central tropes of The Waste Land, seven years
before its publication. In another discussion of Mead and occult psychology, Orage
followed the Frazerian distinction between the lesser mysteries of generation (e.g.
Readers
(Orage,
the
and
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and
soul
of
regeneration
and
greater
mysteries
sex),
Writers 186), further supporting the thesis that New Age readers would have
immediately recognized an occult truth in the poern.86This surprising conflation
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journalist' (NA 19.1.1922 170-1), implicitly superseding even T. E. HUlme. 87Orage.
also wrote in praise of Eliot's criticism, arguing his impersonal 'expressionlessness,
was a cultivated mask for his intense emotion (NA 31.3.1921259), directly
referencing his critical praise of disinterested style, which required a great 'amount
of feeling ... to be trained to run quietly in harness' and accounted for the successof
the Greeks (Orage, Readers and Writers 43). In the same essay, Orage identified this
style with classicism Moreover, d-lis New Age model of impersonality contained both
the theosophical message of the Bhagavad-Gita and 'the goal of human culture'
(Orage, Selected Essays 140), and led to concern with those matters of general,
public, or universal importance (Orage, Selected Essays 144), suggesting both the
philosophical and political importance of the critical mind. In this way, Orage's
editorship and criticism directly supported and developed the intellectual project that
we have come to recognize as high modernist poetry. It is precisely this spirit of
disinterestedness that differentiates the present study from one of direct influence of
Orage on modernist writers. It would be more correct to argue that a comnion,
theosophical vision formed a political model for literary activism. Orage's part in this
project was to set the ideological stage: 'Great editorship is a form of creation, and
the great editor is measured by the number and the quality of the writers he brings to
birth--or

to ripeness' (Orage, Readers and Writers 153). As we will see, the

discursive climate of The New Age bore quite a bit of modernist ftuit.

Hulmeýsinfluencein the
Oragealsoemployedthis opposition(NA 3.2.1916320),demonstrating
of Orageas 'emotionalpreviousissue(NA 28.1.1916305)andrefutingGibbons'characterization
andromantic(142-143).
expressionist'
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Chapter 2
I Gather the Limbs of Osiris: Pound's Initiation

into The New Age

In the last two decades,scholarshipon EzraPound'spoliticshasfocusedon
the 1930sand 40s. This focus is understandablebecauseit is the period of Pound's
greatesttextual output on economicsand his anti-Senýiticbroadcastsfor Italian
fascisn-LAs a rule, thesestudieshave tracedPound's politicization to his discovery
his
in
Social
Credit
Major
1918,
Douglas
earlier work as
of
with
neglecting
apolitical. In fact, Pound encouragedthis view by describing the revelation of Social
Credit as a conversionduring the 1930s,88as did Orage,despitethe fact that Tile New
Age was at the centreof a fully developed political movementwith thousandsof
followers for a decadebefore Social Credit.89In this period, both Pound and Orage
were trying to distanceSocial Credit from TheNew Age's political failures and
convince the world that Utopia could be achievedthrough a technical solution. While
Pound's statementwas good propaganda,it was bad biography. The trouble with this
scholarly approachis that it seriously elides the political dimensionsof Pound's
thinking during his most active contribution to literary modernism.This critical
paradigmis beginning to shift. Enabling studiessuch as Surette's 'Ezra Pound and
British Radicalism' have begun to explore Pound'spolitics in the 191Oswhile
preservingthis 'conversionnarrative', claiming Pound's concernwas solely artists'
fate and labouring under an incomplete senseof New Age politics.90Ardis's
Modendsin and Cultural Conflict also finds that Pound's early interest in craft was
similar to Guild Socialist proposals,but arguesthat the literary avant-gardeand Vie
New Age were ideologically opposed.91Similarly, Michael Coyle's ...A Profounder
Didacticisrif': Ruskin, Orage and Pound's Receptionof Social Credit' begins to
documentPound's early interest in Guild Socialism and toucheson the way
spiritualism and craft infom-i his early thought, concluding that 'one of the greatest
tasksfacing Pound's critics at this time is to understandin more than thematic terms
88SeePound's obituary for A. R- Orage in 7he New English Weekly.
89SeeOrag&s seriesAn Ediior's Progress (NA 1.4.1926258). Pound's feigned rejection of politics
Zý
Zý
was endemic:seePound's next series,77iroughAlien Eyes(NA 16.1.1913-6.2.1913),in which he
0 property,
offers a sustainedanalysisof English unemployment,cultural assumptionssurrounding
colonialism, psychological effectsof poverty, social order, strikes, the Liberal government,feminism
and suffra-e from an irrefutably NeivAge political position, and thenrejects any interest in voting
(324).
90Specifically, Suretteemploysa left/right spectrumto understandNew Age politics andlimits the
interest in Ruskin to his advocacyof artistic expenditure(439).
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how he combined economic and political discourses'. By directly situating Pound's
New Age critical project within the journal's intellectual trajectory, a much richer
sense of the interconnectedness between these critical, poetic, spiritual and political
ten-nscan be developed. This chapter will argue that Pound consciously wrote to Tile
New Age's philosophical and political programs from his first involvement with the
journal, allowing us to trace the political implications of high modernist poetry.
Before Pound began writing for The New Age, he was already being
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hyper-perceived',alluding to Orage's senseof superconsciousness
(NA 18.8-1910
374). Moreover, Figgis recognizedthe potential harmony betweenPound's ideasand
guild socialism's spiritual senseof labour, describingPound's refining of ideasas an
alchemicalprocessfacilitated by the 'workmanship' of 'a selecting and refining
imagination'. Figgis further praisedPound's thought in terms of Orage's political
organization: '[Pound's] essentialself is the essentialself of all other men, character
apart'. As we have seen,this model of selffiood was the basis of Orage's vision for a
socialist society. When Poundbeganwriting for TheNew Age, Orage offered a rare
editorial intrusion to endorsehis column: 'Under this headingMr. Pound will
contribute expositionsand translationsin illustration of "The New Method" in
scholarship.-The Editor'. Orageran this column, I Gather the Limbs of Osiris, from
7 December1911 to 15 February 1912, longer than important serializedbooks.
Orage's larger project to trigger a conceptualshift that would radically restructure
the cultural, economic andpolitical basesof societyrequired a new model of
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to producethis
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but
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New Age 7leory and Pound's 'New Method' of Scholarsl-til2
The argument of I Gather the Linibs of Osiris turns on Orage's reconstructed
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Nietzschean technique of criticizing epistemology, rejecting 'the prevailing mode of
today', which he describes as 'the [cumbersome] method of voluminous detail', and
91Lindberg has also written aboutPound's relationship to syndicalism, though the article is built
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'the [inexact] method of yesterday, the method of sentiment and generalisation' (NA
7.12.1911 1-30).92This move is made possible by the New Age model of ideological
criticism, which brackets products and privileges action. Such a move clears the path
for a radical method that is 'most vigorously hostile' to these modes of schojarship,
in characteristically New Age combativeness. Conveniently, this method lays the
groundwork for Pound's lifelong habit of neglecting factual details to the ire of
scholars, delight of readers and persistent confusion of both. Osiris's opening
passage also pitches his series as a struggle between ideological conformity,
signalled by Pound's opposition to 'my late pastors and masters', and Pound's wilful,
powerful individualisrri, understood as 'unmitigated gall' by authority. However,
Pound disowns the sense that the 'New Method in Scholarship', 'the method of the
Luminous Detail, ' is something he has discovered, claiming instead that it is 'a
method which has been intermittently used by all good scholars since the beginning
of scholarship'. In characteristically theosophical fashion, Pound recontextualizes his
93
hyper-truth
history.
The product of
that
transcends
method as a conservative
Pound's method bears this spiritual mark: where other models produce a
disempowered sentimentality and the materialist accumulation of detail, the
'luminous detail' creates its own consciousness, is its own spiritual force. In this
way, Pound positions I Gather the Limbs of Osiris as a radical, spiritual methodology
that is distinctly part of Orage's New Age project. This epistemology of Pound's
traditional 'method' of citation would be developed first in The New Age and then
through a decade of experimental prose and poetry.
In the same pages as Osiris, The New Age's Guild Socialist ideologues were
employing this exact historical model to argue that Britain could form. an ideal mode
of production through a radical break with the prevailing method of labour. By 1911,
Orage and others were offering guild proposals to restructure the ontology of labour
in the modem workplace, blending modern technology with medieval guild
organization. Beside the first columns of Osiris, Orage ran A. J. Penty's series The
Peril of Large Organizations. As the primary theorist of Guild Socialism, Penty
92Although though the critical sectionsof Osiris arereprinted in SelectedProse,
referenceswill be to
77zeNew Age.
93Pound's pantheonof great scholarsunited in truth and bumingato be
rediscoveredis
indistinguishablefrom Blavatsky's list of sacredbooks.Surette,Tryphonopoulos and Liegrebtshave
Zý
documentedthe occult and neo-Platonicelementsof Pound's thought during this period but havenot
traced the New Age relationship betweenoccultism andpolitics. Furthermore,to call this method
Nietzscheon The NeivAge.
merely 'occult' missesthe idiosyncratic influence of Orage
and
C
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offered a formal analysis of the modem limited liability of corporations and
bureaucratic government departments: Penty charged that both were fundamentally
inefficient because they misaligned the proper character of useful workers, building a
hierarchy around flattering managers, a technically ignorant and ineffectual board of
directors and the despotic personality of a leader. Even more damaging was the way
the Merarchical system privileged those who engaged in intrigue and sacrificed
morals for personal success, rather than those who encouraged harmonious
productivity. Following Orage in Towards Socialism, Penty also rejected
bureaucratic socialists who viewed 'the organisers of trusts as the unconscious
benefactors of mankind, who, by strangling individualism, were making possible the
Socialist state of the future'. Following Ruskin and Morris, Penty saw these
conditions as responsible for an alarming deterioration of both the goods produced
and the technical skill and economic position of the actual workers. Penty's
counterproposal depended on the analysis of 'character' to 'select the right man for
the right place and give him full responsibility', leading to 'organisation under a
system of small workshops... controlled by gilds' (NA 11.1.1912 247-9). In The New
Age, Penty's politicized analysis of organizational structures was heavily employed
94
as a critique contemporary political eConomy, but it also dictated the artistic policy
journal.
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Ruskin, attacking the modem 'mob' and claiming the world was withering for lack
of the spiritual nourishment of art (NA 30.11.1911 109). In this way, New Age
Orage
like
Belloc,
S.
G.
Hobson,
Penty
himself
theorists
and
artistic
political and
were constantly invoking the Middle Ages as a politically charged economic order
that stood in revolutionary relationship to the current means of organization. In the
autumn of 1911, Pound's critical work on the troubadours, The Spirit of Roniance,
marked him as a dedicated medievalist, gained him admission to theosophical circles
(Liegrebts 25), and allowed him to claim authority in The New Age. In this context,
Pound's 'new method in scholarship' was instantly recognizable as a revolutionary
reworking of the modem episteme.
In I Gather the Linzbs of Osiris, Pound attacks the current educational
establishment, counterpropo sing a radically egalitarian method of reconstructing

94For a political example,seethe campaign againstthe National Insurancebill during Osiris,
particularly Orage'sNotes of the WeekNA 7.12.1911 123.This preferencefor smaller groupsof
organizationdifferentiatesNational Guilds from a Soviet model of nationalized production.
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society. Pound followed Ruskin, Morris and A. R. Orage in arguing that the arts were
a means of restructuring the episten-lic basis of life: 'the Arts work on life as history
works on the development of civilisation and literature' (NA 7.12.1911 130). Thus,
the historical method of the luminous detail becomes a means for Pound to directly
engage with life and civilization through art. Despite the general scholarly consensus
that modernist poetry is tied to a natural elitism and conservatism, Pound insisted
that this method was far more egalitarian than other scholarly methods, intending it
for 'the normal man wishing to live mentally active, (NA 7.12.1911 130). In contrast
to the elitist 'production' of the contemporary educational episteme, Pound's model
was designed to foster a better society:

The aim of the right educationis to lead a man out into more varied,
more intimate contact with his fellows. The result of education,in the
presentand usual sense,is usually to rear betweenthe 'product of
education' and the unproduced,a barrier, a cheveauxdefrise of books
and of mutual misunderstanding.(NA 7.12.1911 130)
For Pound, the burden of scholarshipis to undermine,rather than create,elitist class
differences.On the samepage,he makeshis classloyalties even more explicit by
rejecting the humanitiesin their current manifestationas a meansto acquire
academictitles, as opposedto 'technical and practical education,where the object is
to make a man more efficiently useful to the community' (NA 7.12.1911 130). In
Osiris, Pound clearly rejects the titles and social power of elitist educationin favour
of a model that stressesindividual, individuated labour as a meansof contribution to
the larger community. Accordingly, Pound also describesthe luminous detail as a
method to understandpolitics, valuing the 'State papersof Bismarck or Gladstone'
95
15.2.1912
370).
Another passagein Osiris expanded
(NA
over archival research
this comparisonbetweenscholarly and industrial production, arguing that the
scholarly method of voluminous detail was directly comparableto the director of a
mining companythat 'shipped all the mud and uncut stonesnorthward' and dumped
them 'in someinaccessiblespot, we shouldnot considerhim commercially sound',
concluding that scholarshipshould be more accessibleto the 'intelligent, over-busy
public' (NA 12.7.1911130). In essence,this was an underconsumptionistmodel of
95This also showsPound's early propensity to leadershipby personality, as when he approvingly cites
Machiavelli: The life of the race is concentratedin a few individuals' (NA 8.2.1912344). Although
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scholarship influenced by Victorian underconsumptionist economics: both argued
that there was already plentiful production of knowledge or food, but that theýcurrent
system was unable to rightly distribute it. The relationship between Pound's analogy
and New Age distributive politics is made overt in the passage: intellectual
scholarship, like other forms of industry, produced goods only insofar as they were
96
had
direct
distribute
thein Another
useable to the public, and
a
obligation to
example of the luminous detail is even more directly ideological: 'In this year the
Venetians reftised to make war upon the Milanese because they held that any war
between buyer and seller must prove profitable to neither' (NA 12.7.1911 130). For
Pound, such economic and political detail revealed the ideological shift in a whole
culture: 'we come upon a portent, the old order changes, one conception of war and
the State begins to decline' (NA 12.7.1911 130). Tellingly, both of these examples
had nothing to do with poetry and everything to do with The New Age's production
of an empowered polis reconstructing their ideology. Thus, the luminous detail
becomes the means to 'produce' an educated, politicized society of individuals in
'intimate contact with [their] fellows'. In this way, Pound positioned himself as an
educational theorist of Guild Socialism.
I Gather the Linibs of Osiris connects poetry with this ideological model of

history by positioning poetry in terms of the.translation of tradition. Hugh Witemeyer
has convincingly demonstratedthat Osiris lays the fundamentalcategoriesof
Pound's belief that existing works form a completeorder which is changedby the
introduction of really new work, which Poundheld into the 1930sand Eliot
describedin 'Tradition and the Individual Talent'. For both Eliot and Pound,there
are really new works, but theseonly becomemeaningful when they arejuxtaposed
with tradition, shift that tradition, and ultimately becomea part of it. In Osiris,
tradition rejects a scholarly model of translation in which one discrete languageis
97
detail.
In its place is the luminous
painstakingly shifted to anotheras voluminous
detail, which allows the translator to intuitively reconstructthe traditional text in
translation,basedon a theosophicalbelief in the fundamentalunity of meaning: 'All
fascism took this form, so did Gandhi and J. F. Kennedy;Pound's anti-collectivist argumentssharply
him from a fascist at this point.
distinguish
0
96The irony, of course,is that it is precisely this methodof working that has earnedPound the
inscrutably allusive, necessitatinga Pound industry to annotatehis
elitist
and
reputation of being
I.P
0
references.For a succinctversion of this argUment,seeWiterneyer 11.
97The distinction reproducesBlavatsky's attack on the non-intuitive scholarshipof philologists (see
appendix).
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luminous detail (NA 12.7.1911 130).98Thus Pound describes Arnaut Daniel's poetry
as a 'luminous detail' based on his engagement with a specific poetic tradition: 'To
be bom a troubadour in Provence in the twelfth century was to be bom, you would
say, "in one's due time. " It was to be bom after two centuries of poetic tradition'
(NA 21.12.1911 179). In the context of tradition, all good poetry becomes
translational, because it is recovering and reconstructing the ideal order, and the
question of different languages is subsumed to the overarching question of tradition.
As has often been remarked, Pound tended to view languages as natural
developments rather than discrete entities. This gave him the courage to read the
Provengal. languages as though they were merely dialects of a single source, to view
the Chinese ideogram as an absolute rendering of physical objects, and as we will see
below, to read 'The Seafarer's' Old English as contiguous with modem English. In
Osiris, Pound frequently connects this historical model to esoteric science, claiming
that '-science
romanticisin-the

is unpo etic only to minds jaundiced with sentiment and
great masters of the past boasted all they could of it and found it

magical... ' (NA 21-12-1911 180). Tryphonopoulos has demonstrated that 'Pound's
use of scientific terminology and scientific analogies in his prose belongs to the
tradition of "occult science"' (Tryphonopoulos 80), further connecting Us model of
tradition to the New Age episteme. Of course, this belief often led to mistakes in a
scholarly sense,but it also allowed him to compose an ideal order of poetry. The
more original this updating of tradition the better, but originality itself only had
meaning with reference to tradition. In this way, Pound's sense of translation is the
act of bringing the light of tradition to shine on the contemporary ideological scene.
For this reason, Pound's translations in I Gather the Limbs of Osiris are not mere
representations of a literary tradition already expired, but examples of radicalized
99
in
the contemporary moment.
poetry
Pound's series is most clearly a contribution of Guild Socialism in his
theorization of 'craft'. A number of other New Age writers were already describing
98Maerhofer's description of Pound's 'translation theory' agrees with this account, describing it as a
'carrying over', but has little to say about the theosophical basis or political import of this aesthetic
a
and so misses the subtlety of treatment between the categories of poet, author, translator and reader.
99Here we might distinguish between translation and allusion: although Witemeyer sees Pound
0
Ignotus'
(15), 1 would argue that it
'Scriptor
in
the
texts
strategy
as
already using
of allusion
as early
should be considered under the broad rubric of modernist translation from a single source, reserving
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craft as a means of politicizing literary practice. In the same issue that commenced
Osiris, Huntley Carter described 'drama as a moral and political instrument' and
claimed that style (e.g. craft) rather than content ought to be the basis of any
censorship (NA 7.12-1911 132). Another anonymous article. opposed the Edwardian
search for literary innovation to a guild model of literary tradition: 'The wonderful
medieval stories were woven from songs and tales of many nations', claiming the
modern tendency was a 'rejection of the treasure of the past for the small coin minted
new to-day' (NA 7.12.1911 131). These articles set the stage for Pound's own
political theorization of troubadours and craft, which claimed that the power of lyric
and narrative poets was due to the conjunction of a poetic tradition and their
organization: '... one guild [that] presided over them-not

a formal guild, that is, but

the same people purveyed them' (NA 21.12.1911 179). While honesty compels
Pound to admit that he has found no actual evidence of a poet's guild in twelfth
century France, he cannot resist appealing to the political organization to which 77te
New Age was dedicated. In other passages,Pound heightens this sense of
apprenticeship, referring to the process of completing a first book as becoming an
'initiate', 'licensed', though not yet a 'master' and emphasizes the 'masterly use of
words' (NA 25.1.1912 298). Later, when Pound goes to justify his study of Amaut
Daniel, he places it in the context of an apprenticeship and masters (NA 15.2.1912
370). Pound understood this sense of craft within the context of The New Age,
particularly when he lambasted poets in comparison to musicians, for whom
technique was more acceptable (NA 25.1.1914 297). Even more importantly, Pound
subsumed all other aspects of poetry to this sense of craft, as in Amaut Daniel: 'this
fineness has its effect in his style, his form, the relation of his words and tune, and ill
his content' (emphasis mine, 4.1.1912 225). The important distinction to make is that
craft is the category which contains all other conditions of the poern, including
content and even extending to the unwieldy construction of a poet's message.
Pound's call to technique was not an isolated movement within The New Age, but
rather an attempt to align the practice of his specific art to the already moving train
Guild
National
the
movement. In this context, Pound's technical manual of poetic
of
composition is a manifesto for a modern guild of poetry.

"allusion"for thelater,multiple-sourced
compositions
suchasthe Cantosand77icWasteLand,
discussed
in thefinal chapter.
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This modem guild of poetry was predicated on The New Age's conflation of
theosophy, science and politics. By invoking modem science, Pound distanced
himself from what he considered the superstitious elements of Victorian medievalism
of 'magical ships, praising Arnaut Daniel's and Browning's writing of the 'medTval
life as it was' (NA 28.12.1911201). WWle this structure still leaves room for
'initiates' and 'masters', it also allowed Pound to praise poets who, like scientists,
understood the 'ultimate sources' of power (NA 12.21.1911 178-9). In another
passage,Pound uses a 'cumbersome shiiile' that tangles mathematical signs,
electrical engineering and a theosophical understanding of mental energy, which is
finally employed to define poetic power:

This peculiar energywhich fills the cones [words and seriesof words]
is the power of tradition, of centuriesof race consciousness,of
agreement,of association;and the control of it is the 'Techniqueof
Content', which nothing short of genius understands.(NA 25.1.1912
298)
In the samepassage,Pound differentiated this senseof techniquefrom 'techniqueof
manner', which was 'reducible almost to rules'. In this way, Pound positions the
higher form of craft as a meansfor the geniusto reconstructsocial ideology through
100
directly
himself
Orage's
to
poetry,
allying
artistic superman. In this way, Pound
usesthe register of scientific discourseand precision to representthe crucial
relationship betweenthe craft of poetry and the New Age revolution.
In other passagesof Osiris, Pound describedcraft as the basis for a new
social order. Necessarily,'teclmique' was a meansto unify men:
We are neverthelessone humanity, compoundedof one mud and of
one aaher; and every man who doeshis own job really well has a
latent respectfor every other man who doeshis own job really well;
this is our lasting bond; whether it be a matter of buying up all the
little brassfarthings in Cuba and selling them at a quarterper cent.
[sic] advance,or of delivering steam-enginesto King Menelek across
three rivers and one hundredand four ravines, or of conducting some
insurance,
liability
or of
new crotchety variety of employers'
does
head,
the thing well,
the
who
really
man
punching anotherman's
10'This doesnot preclude a consensualdimension to language:'A word exists when two or more
C, Cý
peopleagreeto meanthe samething by it' (NA 25.1-1912298).
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if he be pleased afterwards to talk about it, get always his auditors'
attention; he gets his audience the moment he says something so
intimate that it proves him the expert; he does not, as a rule, sling
generalities; hq gives the particular case for what it is worth; the truth
is the individual. (NA 25.1.1912 298)

Pound's 'lasting bond' betweenworkers is distinctly New Age socialism. What
distinguishesit from fascismor Marxism is the way it eschewsclass and national
lines while simultaneouslyprivileging 'the individual'. Through consciouslabour or
'technique', all men can be unified. For Pound, this senseof techniqueis also
socially-minded in its products:becauseonly a man who is devotedto truth 'will
work, year in and year out, to find the perfect expression... techniqueis thus the
protection of the public, the sign manual by which it distinguishesbetweenthe
seriousartist and the disagreeableyoung personexpressingits haedinus[sic]
egotism... ' (NA 25-1.1912298). This idea of craft as socialprotection only makes
sensein a guild economy,in which the guild acts as the social clearinghousefor
products,establishingtheir quality for the benefit and protection of the community.
Following economicradicals,Pound also claimed that 'technique' protectedworkers
from becomingsweated:'[technique] is no less a protection to the artist himself
during the most crucial period of his development' as an artistic thinker rather than
an imitator of other artists' forms (NA 25.1.1912298). Unfortunately, this industrial
pan-humanismprivileged masculinelabour in a way that did not easily extend to
101
women. For Pound, this construction of craft was a meansto revitalize and
modernizepoetry by making the poet talk about his.craft as the content of poetry. In
this way, poets would always find willing auditors when they becomecraftsmen,
becausea guild conceptionof labour and craft form the universal lingua fi-anca.102
Rather surprisingly, Poundclaimed that it was precisely this craftednessthe general
public was craving: 'The very existenceof the "descriptive writer" showsthat the
peopleare not without somevague, indefuied hunger for euphues,for the decorated
"Elizabetbaif' speecif (NA 25.1.1912 297-8). Thesetwo functions of descriptionand
decorationare fulfilled in craft and are the key to standingfor the people. In the

lc)lThough we will seebelow that both Pound's poetics and Social Credit at times soughtstrategiesto
include them.
102This sensibility would only grow in importancefor Pound's poetic practice, offering the seedsof
modem 'directness' over 'florid adjectivesor elaboratehyperbole (NA 15.2.1912370).
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From 1911, Pound's contact with New Age politics radicalized his
understanding of craft and technique in the poem itself Whether the poem was
produced by himself or was already part of 'tradition', the craftedness of poetry
becomes a marker of the poem's radical antagonism to the alienated workers and
alienated commodities of the capitalist order. The radical possibilities for craft
depended on its transcendence of earlier standards of poetic excellence. In terms of
the poetics of earnest expression, Pound argued that only those who truly and
consistently believed in what they were expressing would work for years to develop
the craft to say it (NA 25.1.1912 298). Craft also made possible the classical (and
later New Critical) standard that form should mirror content, as when Pound praises
the 'inner form of the line' (NA 8.2.1912 344), or Arnaut Daniel's 'precision' in the
relationship between his style, form, words, tune and content (NA 4.1.1912 225).
This is one reason that New Critical dealings with the poem itself have been so
successful with Pound and literary modernism, but if we stop at this, we are Rely to
miss the central meaning of the craftedness of Pound's poetry. In Osiris, Pound
begins to recognize the possibility of technique, or the craftedness of a poen-4as a
means to sign-post an extra-significatory event in the language. This extrasignificatory quality of poetic language was possible because of the way that it
transcended verisimilitude: 'call[s] a spade a spade in form so exactly adjusted, in a
metric in itself so seductive, that the statement will not bore the auditor' (NA
15.2.1912 370). This suggests that 'craft' is placing an extraordinary burden on
language. On the one hand, crafted poetry is as successful as any language in that it
properly signifies reality: it calls a spade a spade, and the signified spade is
recognized. But on the other hand, crafted poetry is able to resist perfect
transparency, remaining recognizable as a language-object apart from its
significatory function. Thus crafted language both effaces itself and asserts its origins
at the same time.
In the translations of I Gather the Linibs of Osiris, Pound carefully teaches
his readers to read this quality of craft. 103By repeatedly interjecting observations

103Of course,Pound's translationsof the troubadours,tradition andpoetic craft have all beenstudied
but this serieshas not beensituated
and
subsequent
scholars,
comprehensivelyby McDougal
Zý
politically or ideologically in termsof The New Age.
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about the poems, Pound privileges their crafted construction, rejecting the
translational aesthetic that the poem should speak for itself for one that forces the
104
At times, Pound even offers radical
their
production.
reader to rethink
modifications to the poems to heighten this effect: ' the poems in the old
...
manuscripts are written straight across like prose. I print the verses in this form only
better to indicate the rhyme scheme' (NA II-1.1912 250). This attention to the
craftedness of the poems further intensifies the historicity of the poems selected for
Osiris. In the translations of Arnaut Daniel, Pound seeks to reproduce the technical
mastery of rhyme despite the fact that the specific rhymes do not carry over to
English, even drawing attention to the comparable levels of mastery:

The original rhymes in two placeswhere I have used soundshading,
but I did not notice the rhyme until I had finished making my
translation. I am not surethat I shirked a difficulty, for it would have
beenobviously less difficult to find a secondsix rhymes in "e!' than it
was to get the first six in "oughs." (NA 11.1.1912250-1)
Pound's comparableattention to Arnaut Daniel's techniqueof rhyme reproducesthe
historicity of Daniel's original technical masteryover and above a content-driven
translationthat used the iambic pentameterquatrainsor blank verse that were the
standardof the late Victorian and Edwardian era. In 'The Seafarer',Poundpays a
similar degreeof attention to the formal devicesof Old English poetry, reproducing
the alliterative lines, caesurae,andkennings that characterizethe original. Moreover,
Pound's 'translation' deliberately uses as many words aspossible that were
impulse
Old
Ws
fi-orn
English,
to
the
that
more
of
an
extent
signifies
work
preserved
to modernizationthan translationproper. Indeed,Pound's aspiration to reproduce
his
begins
to
texts,
translate
them,
than
explain
proclivity
and carry over
rather
toward false friends and 'howlers' both in 'The Seafarer'and Hoinage to Sextus
Propertitts. As a model of creation, Pound's translationreplacesthe Edwardian
into
This
inspiration
tying
of
tradition.
practice
the
poems
with
recycling of
poetry of
their tradition through the specificity of craft createsa kind of poetic object that is
diametrically opposedto alienatedcommoditiesand inspired poems: theseguild
poemsreconstructtheir conditions of their creation.

104SeeespeciallyNA 11.1.1912249-251.
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In the context of Guild Socialism, poetic craft becomes a theorization of
superconscious producers who are unalienated from the goods they produce. Unlike
the other poetic forms in which the identity of the author is often obscured by a kind
of universalized speaker-figure, is masked by another personage (e.g. Browning's
dramatic monologues), or is defined by their emotional expression, the poems Pound
chooses to translate for Osiris are striking in the way that they force the reader to
connect the poem to the labouring poet. For instance, Arnaut Daniel's concluding
stanzas often name him as an integral part of the poem and also make references to
his fellow craftsmen:

1, Arnaut, love the wind, doing
My hare-huntson an ox-cart,
And I swim againstthe torrent (NA 18.1.1912275)
Arnaut would have his song offered up somewhere
where a sweetword endsin "Agre." (NA 15.2.1912370)
Sir Bertrans sure,no pleasure'swon
Like this freedom... (NA 28.12.1911202)

The song asksyou to sayhe hath not failed.
Arnaut careslittle who shall praise or blame
If only you welcome the song and the saying. (NA 22.2.1912392)
Thesenamedself-referencestic the poem to the poet andhistorically ground the
moment of composition in a way that is different from expectedmeditationson
composition. Often, poemsabout poetswriting are read as theorizationsof written
languageor the authorialposition, but theselines are striking in the way that they
resist generalization,particularizing the moment of composition for this particular
is
Contrary
to
there
expectations,
no poet/speakerdistinction in thesepoems.
poem.
As a result, they cannotbe properly read as a statementof the nature of love-making,
nor experimentsin the nature of composition. Rather, Pound selectspoemsthat
embedtheir authority in the specifics. As with the aestheticimage,Pound argues
meaningful craft is discoveredin the details.
Underlying this intenseparticularity of the author-craftsmanin translation is a
New Age vision of heroic consciousness.In a whole number, Pound explainsthe
733

implications of 'Virtue' or 'virtit', arguing that it particularizes and identifies specific
poets and their compositions.

The soul of eachman is compoundedof all the elementsof the
cosmosof souls,but in eachsoul there is someone elementwhich
predominates,which is in somepeculiar and intenseway the quality
or Waft of the individual; in no two souls is this the same.It is by
reasonof this virtet that a given work-of art persists.It is by reasonof
this WWI that we have one Catullus, one Villon; by reasonof it that no
amountof technical clevernesscan produce a work having the same
chann asthe original, not though all progressin art is, in so great
degree,a progressthrough imitation. (NA 4.1.1912 224)
This passageshows the samefundamentalindebtednessto neo-Platonicidealism and
Leibnizean monadology that shapedtheosophy.`5 In essence,the cosmosis
composedof souls, monads,or points of view (in the sensethat the latter
encapsulatesthe viewer and the viewed), eachof which is a microcosm with a
completebut unclear view of all reality. However, the nature of the systemmeans
that eachmonad will be unique basedon the mannerin which it approachesthe point
106
of view that containsall other points of view,
called the ideal by Plato, God by
Leibniz, and Parabrahmamby Blavatsky. This epistemologysimultaneously
approachessolipsism (Leibniz's 'monadshave no windows) and the possibility of
universal knowledge, sinceevery monad has 'all the elementsof the cosmos' and can
also refine its perceptionsby sympatheticcontact with other monads.This tension
explainsPound's paradoxthat every author is original and yet all artistic progress
occurs 'through imitation. For Pound, asfor occult philosophers,the 'substance'of
the universe is not describableby a mind/matter or subject/objectopposition, but
must be understoodthrough 'experience' that precedesandjoins the two. This being
the case,the reading of points of view or monadsbecomesa meansto encounterthe
fundamentalsubstanceor reality of the universe,as well as to becomecloser to God
oneself.The great work of art 'persists' becauseit is the basisof the real, preceding
even the fictions of identity that modem man assumesto be the self
Pound's occult senseof virtii also allows us to understandthe apparent
opposition betweenthe historical particularity of the poemshe translatesand the way
losSeeappendix.Eliot and Yeats were also influenced by thesesources.
106Platonic epistemologyclaims that men alreadypossessall knowled4ge
but have fortgottenit.
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they operateasmasksor 'personae'.As luminous details, the poerrisare monadsof a
unique cultural consciousnessthat can only be understoodin referenceto (but not as
causedby) the material, cultural, and spiritual conditions of their creation. At the
sametime, their very existenceas monadsmeansthat they are not 'owned' by a
personality, whether Amaut Daniel, Pound 'himself' or the,namelessauthor of 'The
Seafarer'.On the contrary, thesemonadsor points of view precedethe artificial
constructionof the author or translator. As Pound said of luminous details, they are
'the permanentbasisof psychology and metaphysics'(NA 7.12.1911 130). In this
sense,they composeboth an individual's psychology and, aswe will seebelow, the
conditions of the material or objective world. Thesepoems are traditional, or
'permanent',becausethey are a primary 'element' of the 'cosmosof souls'.
According to Pound's epistemology, any individual is able to rereadthesepersonae,
becauseevery soul has the elementsof all the others.The usual senseof 'virtue',
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theorizeda Guild meansto createhistorically specific, unalienatedlabour joined in
the political unity of Guild Socialism.
In addition to thesetheorizations,Poundpoliticized his own poetic
translationsin Osiris. Other critics have indirectly suggestedelementsof the New
Age context of Pound's troubadourpoetry: JamesWilhelm has sought to situate
Pound's interest in troubadoursas medieval rebelsparallel to modem rock stars,and
Nicholls has describedhow 'The Latin tradition of Europe thus offered Pound a
welcomerefuge from contemporarymaterialism' (Nicholls 5). By situating Pound's
troubadourpoetry more direýtly in tei ins of New Age philosophical and political
informed
become
Pound's
historically
translations
possible.
readings
of
rebellion,
'Of the Trades and Love' (NA 18.1.1912274) particularly demonstratesthis
interfacebetween a political senseof 'craft' andNew Age spirituality. The first
stanzagives a senseof its form:
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Though this measurequaint confine me,
And I chip out words and plane them,
They shall yet be true and clear
When I finally have filed thern.
Love glossesand gilds them knowing
That my songhas for its start
One who is worth's hold and warrant. (NA 18.1.1912274)
In the.first four lines of each stanza, Arnaut Daniel describes both his self-mastery
and creation of love in the register of different trades' technique. Pound describes
each of these quatrains as rooted in the situation of a particular kind of labour: the
shop of the joiner and finisher, the metal-worker's shop, the church (with the sacred
labour of listening to long masses), low-lying fields and agriculture, the empire and
Papal seat, and a farm hand working in a barren stretch of field (274). Arnaut
Daniel's own craft of language pervades the descriptions of all of the other ones,
positioning the poet as both a craftsman amongst others and the key of unification. In
each case, the situation of labour provides a register for understanding the self, so
that the joiner chips and planes his words to be 'true and clear', the metal-worker
refines himself, and the mower experiences the pain of his longing in terms of the
pain of tiring 'work'. This repetition is mirrored in its form: the poem is a series of
107
line
length,
and textual spacing. In
six stanzas with a repetitive rhyme structure,
Pound's translation, the lack of rhymes within each stanza except the repetition of
'them' in lines two and four, coupled with the exact rhyme scheme and typographical
form suggests the repetition of a thought pattern carried through six successive
permutations. This form, along with Pound's title of 'The Trades', indicates a nonhierarchical equality between labourers: carpenter and metal worker, farmers of rich
and desolate earth, the bored worshipper and the Pope and poet and emperor are all
In
Pound's
technique.
the
through
medieval
category
of
craft
or
analysis,
unified
wh,ýt makes this equality possible is the spiritual unity of the craftsmen's virtit:
Arnaut Daniel, as a man with all elements within him, perceives the cosmos of souls
through his own position as a poet. The conflation of poetic and craft language
demonstrates the personae he employs as well as the consistent soul or monad
beneath: 'And I shall chip out words and plane them'. As in National Guild ideology

107And a concluding three-line envoi, discussedabove.
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and Pound's analysis, craft is the great leveller and shaper of men. This message is
shaped both by Daniel's technical form and the crafted argument of the poem's
meaning.
In ten-nsof the wider medieval economy, the labour of each is shown to be a

for
but
the ultimate goal of production. This
condition
sufficient
necessary not
inadequacyof labour is demonstratedthrough its blending with the register of love,
joiner
is able to preparethe chair by shapingand smoothing its form, but its
the
so
ultimate gloss or gilding comesnot from him, but love. Even the position of emperor,
as the ultimate arbiter of social and political form, and the Pope as the ultimate
arbiter of eternal salvation and damnation,cannot necessarilyorder other human
beings in an acceptableway; Amaut Daniel is danmedand burning without 'her'
love. This fundamentalfailure of any human being to order others without their will
amountsto a profound equality of the labour of each,resulting from labour's value in
a basically pre-monetarysociety. Gold is not the standardof value; it is merely the
finish for chairs. More recurrentis the concernwith weatherand agricultural
production, which dominatesthree stanzas,and the production of religion, which
dominatestwo. Pound's translationpresentsa luminous detail, a time when
production was not donefor the exchangeof monetary symbols, but for the sakeof
consumption.Unlike the profit motive of modem society, Amaut Daniel's medieval
society is a contribution-orientedeconomy.As we have seen,for fifty yearsbefore
Pound,radical, underconsumptionisteconornistshad beenpointing to medievalguild
labour asprecisely a model of a better order of production, in which labour could
only be theorized in terms of its fulfilling a real, rather than financial, need.In
Pound's luminous detail, this economy is vividly presentedin terms of the consumer
of Arnaut Daniel's poen-4his provisional love. In every stanza,the poet's efforts are
uselessunlesshis love acceptshis words. The political messageis clear: production
is uselessunlessit is gearedtoward human consumption,rather than profit-making.
'Of the Tradesand Love' also follows New Age feminist discourseto
politicize the constructionof female consciousness.In a letter to TheNew Age that
ran with Osiris, R. B. Kerr described'SouthernEurope from about the time of the
Troubadoursto the end of the Italian Renaissance'as a great movementof female
emancipation,claiming that in this society women's, emancipationand rights were
taken as a matter of course: 'The educatedwoman,no less than the educatedman,
strovenaturally after a characteristicand completeindividuality. As a result of this
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individuality, or as Pound would say, 'virdi, ' both genders tended to ignore the
108
141).
Pound's troubadour translations
(NA
7.12.1911
obligations of marriage
politicize women's consciousness in the same way. In 'On the Trades and Love',
Arnaut Daniel and the men experience a sense of masculine solidarity through their
participation in labour, but it is a crucial point of the poem that the ideology does not
suppress women's will. On the contrary, the very form of the poem marks the extent
to which Daniel's love must have her own will in order to construct a loving
partnership. While craft betters Daniel in the first four lines of each stanza, the last
109
lines
three
point to the meaninglessness of his effort without the woman's will to
love hirn. As a result, Daniel rejects amorous manipulation ('Craft and wine, I have
exiled them'), suggesting that lovemaking is meaningless unless her will is engaged.
Thus, Daniel's lovemaking powers are sharply differentiated from a masculine
omnipotence over a love object. Instead, his continual recognition of the ontological
division between himself and his love and his powerlessness to bridge this divide
through his own will serves as the crux of Pound's New Age love poetry. Moreover,
in these same poems, Arnaut Daniel thwarts readings of her as an idealized
'Woman', individualizing her through careful observation. In Pound's translation,
Daniel seesher through the open window of the metal-worker's shop, or in the
church, '-with

the light of the altar candles about her, paying dues to the

ecclesiastical suzerain... ' (274). Moreover, his descriptions further particularize her
as a real individual: 'Rather see her, brown hair glowing; /And her body fine, frail
art, /Than to gain Lucerna for rent'. Both Daniel's individual description and rejection
of the mythical beauty show how his eloquence depends on her historical and
physical uniqueness. Certainly, Daniel's idealistic depiction of this woman could be
argued to misogynistically heighten real women's shortcomings, but in the broader
context of Pound and Daniel's work in Osiris, it is clear that this idealism is directed
'
10
both
While this brand of expectation may have the seeds
toward
men and women.
of misanthropy, it is also deeply hopeful of humans' capacity and would not seem to
be particularly blarning of women. Although there are other clear examples of
Pound's disinterest in female political power, these troubadour translations may
Seealso NA 7.12.1911227-8, in which Hastings employsthe guise of Roman dialogue to argue
C,
t,
C,
basedin material wealth, slavery and service to the State,A of which were
the origins of marriage
are
0
diametrically opposedto New Age values.
109Unlike the discipline of sonnetforms, the reversalmeandersbetweenthe fourth
and fifth line.
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begin to qualify the widely held assumptionthat Pound's aestheticsopposed
feminism.
Pound's exploration of craft in Osiris
also revealsthe political dimensionof
high modernist self-reflexivity. Before writing for The New Age, Pound was writing
self-conscioushomagesto other writers and imitating Browning's dramatic
monologues.But NvhenPound developedhis understandingof literary craft as a
political quality of texts that transcendsparticular formal or technical considerations,
the self-consciousartistry of his poetry begins to becomecentral to its meaning.In a
certain sense,this self-conscioustextuality was alreadypresentin the troubadour
poetry. In 'Of the Tradesand Love' (NA 18.1.1912274-5), a number of lines draw
referenceto the poem itself.
And I cWp out words and plane thern,
They shall yet be true and clear (2-3)
my songhas for its start (6)
And her body fine, frafl art (20)
Lo, new versesprouts in the current. (28)
See,my songshave beamedand tiled thernYes, love's work is worse than mowing, (39-40)
In eachof theselines, craft becomesthe sign through which the poem becomes
awareof itself. Line twenty is of particular interest,when the poem addressesitself
and its 'frail art' as the auditor of the poein This is possible, as we saw above,
becausecraft exists as an extra-significatory event in the poem: through it, the
meaningof the poem becomesentangledin its own self-reference.'Of the Trades
and Love' is particularly striking becausethis modernist rhetorical form is so central
to the content of the poen-LThis content, accordingto Pound, is reconstructed
through craft as well, so that craft becomesthe ordering principle of the entire poem.
More to the point, craft becomesthe sign through.which the poem developsitself,
just as the speakerwrites, 'Each day finer I refine me' (8). In essence,the text, as
object, takeson subjecthoodand becomesa consciousentity in its own right. The
centrality of the political quality of craft in this poem is particularly interesting
insofar as it is one of the earliest examplesof this self-consciousnessin high
modernism.As we will seein subsequentchapters,this relationship betweenthe self110A more precisecategorizationwould be a
revulsion for this life in contrastto an ideal order, an
idea elaboratedboth by NewAge Platmists and Catholics (under the rubric of Original Sfn).
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modernist poetic object might be considered.
The self-reflexivity of Pound's poetry of the period is also deeply indebted to

the figure of occulted language.In Pound's translationsof the troubadours,the
speakeroften refusesto namewhat is most important to him:
That wMch befalls me in my Lady's presence
Bars explanationsintellectual, (Ballata V', NA 14.12.1911155)
In my marrow flames [of love] are rooted.
I'd not quenchthem. See,they've lasted,
Are profuse,
Held recluse
Lest knavesseeour hearts aremet. (Autet E Bas, NA 11.1.1912
249)

Arnaut love.s and ne'er will fret
Love with speech... ('Autet E Bas', NA 11.1.1912250)
For ne'er shall sheknow it from open song
(Sols Sui Que Sai', NA
Unlessmy heart yield up his secreccies;
22.2.1912392)
Daniel's purportedreasonfor the suppressionvaries from the inability of the intellect
to expressanotherlevel of himself, the fear of gossips,the problematic natureof
languageitself, and as an expressionof his own truthfulnessor sincerity-all of
which were employedby late nineteenthand early twentieth century occultists to
When
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truths.
these
their
own
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spiritual
are placed
regarding
explain
together,occulted languagebegins to emergenot just as a responseto an outside
force but as a rhetorical figure in its own right that is strategically employed for
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Theosophical Society's claims of superiority to the academy (and vice versa), but
also, in 'For Right of Audience', to distinguish between the public discourse of the
crowd and the private discourse of the bedroom (NA 28.12.1911202). In this poem,
public discourse is constructed based on legal language such as 'court', 'pardon',
'right', 'thief', 'mercy', and 'legal lien, in opposition to the private language of love,
as when Daniel/Pound puns on 'lien': 'Pray to her thus (until she lean/ Toward me
and make her mercy plain)'. In this case, the pun's effectiveness depends on the
different moral worlds of the courtroom and the bedroom, which suggests a third
feature of occulted language, its capacity to theorize the relationship between
discourses. In this poem, Daniel ultimately desires private, amorous discourse,
privileging its ability to create intimacy between human beings, but is frustrated by
its inability to compel: 'Hath a man rights at love? No grain, fYet fools think they've
some legal lien. Thus, Daniel finds the need to resort to the discourse of the court
judicial
New
'the
In
Age
the
and of
crowd.
structures of
context of
attacks on
morality, Pound's translation iterates the privilege of the private and the intimate.
Daniel's final lines bring to a climax both the sense of the occultation of language
and the conscious engagement between the two discourses: J may not name her, cry
known.
At
Arnaut
his
heart
is
'
That
to
the crux of the matter
came
court,
ye all aloud/
is the failure of legal language to produce intimacy and the failure of love language
to compel resolution. In the case of 'For Right of Audience', occultation acts as a
figure to cobble the qualities of two discourses into a single one through Daniel's
real, extra-textual existence, which justifies his application of legal rights to a private
situation and his crooning about private matters in court, by testifying in both
contexts. In this way, Pound situated occulted language as a politicized figure for the
superman to reconstruct ideology.
In Pound's Osiris translations, the status of political economy depends on the

figure of occulted language.In terrnsof the economicconcept of production, it is not
merely that Pound's translationsprivilege craft, but that they attempt to reconstruct
its value and meaningin modein society. This reconstiuction is achievedthrough the
juxtaposition of labour and love. For Daniel, pained labour lacks real force: 'Save
'neath Love's thong [indent] I move no thing' (NA 28.12.1911201). Love's harness
is the structureunder which all real movementis accomplishedand also echoesthe
humans.
force
higher
belief
than
that
spiritual
all
originateswith a
power, rather
Under the pressureof Pound and 77zeNew Age's context, 'thing' expandsto
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discursive dimensions,including material work and literary prosody but also human
emotion, opinion, and consciousness.In one of Pound's favourite lines from Arnaut
Daniel, he adds, 'It restsme to think of her' (VI, NA 14.2.1912369). Daniel's
argumentis not a simple binary opposition betweenhis love and craft; as he also
writes,
Yet her high heart's overflowing
Leavesmy heart no parcUd part;
Lo, new verse sproutsin the current. ('En Breu Brisaral Temps Braus'
NA 15.2.1912275)
Not.only does love allow for an unpainedversion of creation, but this creationis
directly comparedto the most important model of pre-industrial production, in which
grain is producedby the forces of nature rather than those of man. As early ashis
Socialist manifestosof 1907, Oragebad begunthis reconstructionof the cultural
conceptof labour as toil, going so far as to the supposednecessityof 'toil without the
consentof the soul' and to conclude, 'The main principle-I
only principle-of

would almost say the

Socialism is that no man in the Socialist State shall labour without

delight' (NA 24.10-1907407). Orage's own commentsshow the extent to which
Pound's project of reconstructinglabour through referenceto a higher spiritual
discourseof love was indebtedto the political direction of The New Age.
From a broader view, TheNew Age's positioning of labour was part of a
larger strategyto reconstructeconomicvalue in the modem world. "' In political
economy,value operatedas the epistemicnexus for crucial historical shifts in the
discipline. While classicaleconomistshad found that the key to market -ýaluelay in
the amountof labour exertedover goods,Victorian economistshad shifted the sense
of value to include other, financial factors of production, essentiallyincluding
capitalist profit-making mechanismslike the cost of machinery,rent of the land and
the needfor capital to yield interest. In the 1890s,Marshall had paved the way for
the modem understandingof value, in which it was understoodto be the result of
thesesupply-sideconsiderationsand also the marginal utility factors of both supply
and demand,effectively including consumerbehaviour in the equation.Before Social
Credit, New Age political movementswere rooted in Victorian conservatives'
rejection of capitalist profiteering as the basisof value and sought to reorient value in

111This issuewill be treatedin much more detail in cbapterfive.
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temis of the living force usedto creategoods(as in Ruskin's appreciationof gothic
artisans' work) and the life goods gave in consumption(as in Unto this Last).
Moreover, British radicals in The New Age and elsewherewerejust beginning to
challengeclassicalassumptionsabout monetaryvalue in ways that would lead to
Keynes's General 77ieoryof Einployntent,Interest, and Money.112At a more
leading
Hulme
level,
T.
E.
a sustainedattack on the issueof
was
philosophical
modem philosophical valueswhen Pound beganwriting Osiris. Hulme sought to
refute mechanicalmaterialism's rejection of eternalvalues,denouncingboth the
relativistic, mechanicalconsciousnessand the unresponsive,unaestheticworld it
created(NA 30.11.1911111-2). Instead,Huhne privileges a religious view of the
world, characterizedby absolutevalues that are not 'merely personaland relative to
man'. This amountedto a fundamentalchallengeto the scientific and economic
claim that there existed autonomous,inert objects and self-driven and self113
independent
responsiblesubjects,
of eachother. Far from being a complacent
otherworldliness,Huhne identified theseabsolutevalueswith saintswho struggled
with the existenceof good, identifying himself with Orage's social vision of
supermenstruggling toward the ideal. As Huhne's good friend, artistic collaborator,
and publisher of his 'Complete Poetical Works', Ezra Pound was finding promising
sourcesfor the project of reconstructingmodem values.
Pound's troubadourtranslationsemploy the strategiesof luminous detail and
occulted opposition to develop a radical ideal of economic value. Amaut Daniel
repeatedlyreconstructssystemsof value as the crux of his poems,and Pound
recognizedthe immenseresonancethis would have for New Age readers.By
carefully selectingand translating luminous details from a medieval understandingof
worth basedon the force of life and spiritual love, Pound suppliesa radical
alternative to orthodox assumptionsabout the natureof economic value. Specifically,
Pound repeatedlysuggeststhat love is the real basisof value:
Yet, reckoning how sheis the peak of worth... ('Rica Conquesta'NA
22.2.1912393)
Love glossesand gilds [my words] them knowing
112Despite descriptionsof the Social Credit revolution of 1919,radicals associatedwith the New Age
were alreadyanalysingthe financial system;in an issuethat ran Pound's Osiris, seeCP Isaacs'sletter,
(NA 7.12.1911 140) and advertisementsfor Kitson's radical treatmentof currency (144). Kitson is
cited by Keynes as a predecessorof the General Theory.
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That my song has for its start
One who is worth's hold and warrant. (NA 18.1.1912274)
For Pound,love offers a higher standardthrough which all other questionsof worth
may be judged. To a certain extent, this is the strategyof occulting economicvalue
with the different register of love language,but it is not a rejection of the question.
Rather, there are a seriesof direct comparisonsbetweenmetal and love as the basis
of value. At times, the propertiesof both are held together, simultaneously
developingthe senseof value and love: 'Good gold I got in fee, /Not copper,when
we kissed at that day's end' ('Bird-Latin' 111,NA 22.2.1912393), or the evenmore
direct, 'And if I know her treasuries...' ('Sols Sui Que Sai' V, NA 22.2.1912392).
At other points, this occulted considerationof the relationship betweenmonetaryand
amorousvalue developsinto sustainedconsiderationsof the nature of money itself.
Sure as I can tell gold from brassyearth
She is without alloy...
My faith and I are steadfastin her train
Until her lips invest me, past all feigning. (Rica Conquesta'II, NA
22.2.1912393)
In this passage,Pound's contemporarytranslationinvokes the sensein which money
simultaneouslydependson the senseof being purity or value itself, as she is 'without
alloy', and also in which money only operatesby virtue of 'faith' and the final
fulfilment of expectedacts.This meditation on basesof value is not conductedat the
level of metaphor,in which aspectsof two different reah-nsare held together;Pound
interrupts this reading when he analyzesDaniel's 'metaphor that is scarcemetaphor'
(NA 18.1.1912274). Rather, it proceedsbasedon the suppositionof a real, esoteric
identity betweenthe two elementsheld together.This explainsDaniel's vehement
resistanceto someof his readersat a discursivelevel: 'A cursed flame eat through
your tonguesand targes,/ Sick slanderers...' (Rica Conquesta'VI, NA 22.2.1912
3)93). While the expressionof slander is neverrevealed,the context of gold and love
makesthe implication clear: 'she' is emphaticallynot a prostitute. At a ruetais
is
level,
her
for
for
his
love
she
so
emphatically not exchangeable gold;
economic
ideal that it mediatesall value, including gold's. This differentiation dependson

113Long before Social Credit, Hulme is also compelledto use metaphorsfrom monetaryeconomicsto
describethis strugglein values, including 'effective demand' and 'credit' (NA 30.11.1911111).
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replacing the conventional conceptualapparatusof metaphorwith an occult
114
understandingof esotericunity.
'niis occult understanding of the relationsNp between love and economic

value allows for a reconstructionof both concepts.Love disablesthe stablestandard
of value that gold (and to a lesserextent, labour) offers: 'Whom ... PH take a cuckoo
for a swallow, /If she say so ('Lancan Son PassatLi Giure', V., NA 28.12.1911
...
202). By ceasingto be a material, stableentity, value's basis in aestheticappreciation
is revealed.Daniel's appreciationof her consciousnessoffers a non-competitive
alternative to the social value createdby the marketplace(where valuesare bid rather
than agreedupon). In effect, love offers a radical extensionof the possibilities of
value:
As thou'rt above worth's eaves,
Mail-clad
Herds
Of close prayers on drill
Will render fee, (VAura

Amara' IV, NA 11.1.1912 250)

On the one hand, Daniel's love is understoodto be beyond 'woi th', invoking a
heavenlysenseof love, but the army of prayersrendersfee. In effect, the conceptsof
worth and payment are extendedto include thosethings closest to the heart. Classical
economics' failure to do just this was seenasone of its central failings by
generationsof British economic radicals. In anothersense,the passagesuggeststhe
radical possibility that love can order economicandpolitical behaviour. For
'Daniel's' readershipthere exists an army, reciting and drilling the new systemof
value Poundproposes.This senseis intensified when Daniel attacksthe 'sick
slanderers',demandingwhat 'blighting-star' 'kill[s] in you th' effect of all our
training?' ('Rica Conquesta'VI, NA 22.2.1912393). With love as the pinnacleof
value, Daniel's poemsare a kind of . training' or ideological construction to order the
evaluativeprinciples of others.That Daniel locatesthe causeof dissentin a blighting
star further intensifies the senseof the spiritual, rather than material basisof value.
Thus, spirituality and politics are at play in this reordering of value through love.
1141 suspectthat the fact Pound is able to follow the occultedthought of Daniel lies in the relationship
betweenthe medievalunderstandingof holy signaturesin all worldly things, leading to the ideal of
God, as well as the fact that modem occultism is to a large extent the repopularizationof this
episternicmodel. There are a number of texts aboutthesedifferent epistemes,perhapsthe most
accessiblebeing Foucault's Vie Order of 77fings.
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Mystical vision and the politics of labour againcome into play in Pound'sprose
translation of anotherDaniel poem: 'Love is the garden-closeof worth ... whenceall
good fi-uits are bom if there be one to gatherthem faithfully; ' ('En Breu Brisaral
TempsBraus' II, NA 15.2.1912369). In this model, love moves far beyond
interpersonalinteraction and becomesa transcendentforce, the basisof natural life,
human survival, worth and thejustification of labour.
Another passagefrom 'L'Aura Amara' demonstratesthe way in which the
reconstructionof value and craft are fused in Pound's troubadour translations.Daniel
begins and ends the passagewith self-reflexive referencesto the poem as a
conscious,volitional being.
My song,prepare
To meet king's brows,
Forone
Will judge thee grain and sheaves;
We've had
Tbirds
Of worth here, its fill
Is there; you'll see
Shed
Gold, and fed
You'll be...
...............................
Tell him:

"Arnaut's scarce'live
Except in Arago." ('L'Aura Amara' VI, NA 11.1.1912250)
Daniel's addressto the personifiedpoem invokes the sensein which it is a
nionadological entity in its own right. As we saw in the discussionabove,this also
points to the conditions of the craft's origin in Arnaut Daniel the craftsmanand
political subject. If the poem is valuabledue to its own self-consciousnessof its
is
the grain, which as a seedis both the completion and origin of the life
so
origins,
cycle. Daniel himself is on a similar footing by acknowledging the centreof his own
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discoversis the basisof both monetary andnatural value: shedgrain and shedgold.
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Like luminous details, both grain and gold are selected for their ability to stand alone
but evaluate the world through their own value, and in this sense, they mirror the
power of the king and his power of fiat. All of the entities in the poem are particulars
with their own concerned point of view: the king for political form, Daniel for craft,
the poem for conceptual unity, gold for economic value and grain for organic value.
As in other poems, grain, gold, craftsman and king are not metaphors of each other:
the self-conscious, self-crafting poem both feeds and is fed by its encounter with the
king. The poem then becomes the basis for an occulted conceptual space in which
each is held in union with the rest. Thus, for Pound, the poem becomes the mystical
basis for a system of value that includes the previous registers of politics, economics,
aesthetics, and life. The poeff acts as a living, luminous commodity, reordering the
political economy of the ideal world it inhabits.
At last we are in a position to begin to understand 'The Seafarer', which

openedI Gather the Linibs of Osir.is. In 1915,Oragepraisedit as 'the best... work
Mr. Poundhas yet done' and 'the best seriousverseThe New Age has published'
(NA 5.8.1915 332).115The poem has also attractedthe most sustainedcritical
examinationof the series,although its New Age context has often beenneglected.
Critics seemto be most interestedin questionsof Pound's translationalchoices
between Old and Modem English, engagingwith the almost permanentdebateover
Pound's 'howlers' and generatingevaluationsof the poeiWs worth and meaning
basedon their answersto this question.116Indeed,the seriesitself mentions the
commencementof the debate: 'I have beenquestioned[in regard to 'The
Seafarer'] how much of this translation is mine and how much the original. 'The
...
Seafarer' was asnearly literal, I think, as any translation can be' (NA 15.2.1912
369). One contemporarydevelopmentregardingthis approachis McNichols's
'Survivals and (Re)Newals:Pound's 'The Seafarer", which suggeststhat Pound was
most interestedin the old English cultural context of the poem 'rather than slavish
attemptsto literally provide a translation along the lines of scholars,or evena
gpoetic'attempt at literal meaning' (121). With this approach,McNichols discovers
for Pound an interestin the political history describedby the poem but makeslittle
suggestionas to the specificsof these interestsor how they relate to a contemporary
scene.Perhapsthe most recent developmentof this concernwith translational
115Ora-e alsonods to Hastiýgs's poetry.
116For 0a useful summaryof this debate,seeGooch 167-169.
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practice is Michael Gooch's 'Authority and the AuthorlessText: Ezra Pound's "The
Seafarer"', -whicharguesthat Pound's approachto his sourcewas more concerned
with authority than accuracy.According to Gooch,Poundviolently removesthe
polyvocality of the original interface betweenpaganand Christian voices 'through
the expungingof all possiblereligious references'(Gooch 174). TIlis causesPound
to miss 'the Old English poerWsgreateststrengthand sourceof interest' and leadsto
a 'monologically paganpoem that lacks the dialogic ambiguity of its Old English
source' (Gooch 167). Thus, Gooch's thesisis consistentwith much recentPound
scholarship,finding proto-fascist roots in Pound's early poetry and amountingto an
accusationof Pound's translation as authoritarianand violently suppressive.
Without detractingfrom. the importanceof this scholarship,theseapproaches
have neglectedthe way in which New Age readerswould have encounteredthe
poern.As Osiris statesso clearly, Pound and Oragepositioned 'The Seafarer' aspart
6f a larger translationalproject to empower a wider readershipof precisely those who
had no Provengalor Old English. Read in the context of TheNew Age, 'The
Seafarer' acts as a luminous detail demonstratingthe unity of the mythic past and the
political present,and dependingupon a pagan,theosophicalconstructionof the past.
In this context, it seemsrather to miss the point to deny paganismas a religion: a
sizeableportion of Pound's readers,including Orage,would have identified
themselvesas such.In fact, theosophywas explicitly attacking the allied forces of
political colonialism and Christian missionary work that had as its end the
elimination of religious difference, largely on their recognition of the philosophical
importanceof 'pagan' Hinduism to a Westernaudience.Modem paganismfocused
on the individual self as a site of conflicted entities and meaningsand basedtheir
interpretive apparatuson this model. Pound's 'pagan' translation of 'The Seafarer'
developsthis conflict. In fact, the drama of the poem revolves around the speaker's
powerful urges to different ends: the 'lovelieth' living on dry land versuslife on the
sea,wanderingpoverty versusthe wealth of the 'burghers', the,solitude of the seaas
opposedto both the 'winsomeness'of wife and the desirefor his kinsmen. These
termsdo not act as a simple opposition but developa complex, polyphonic picture of
different wills preventing a unified, monological self for the speaker.His mourning
over the lack of clarity for his life is indeedthe occasionfor the sad and frustrated
lyricism of the poem. In this context, Pound'srejection of the medieval Christian
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additionswas precisely an effort to relieve the text of an authoritarian structurethat
tried to clamp down on polyphony.
Orageand his readerswould likely have developedthe senseof a dialogical
self a stepfurther. One basic conflict for the.speakeris betweenthe world of landdwellers and the ascetic,painful world of the sea.The speakerdescribeshow he is
drawn to the seadespitehis land-loving selfNathlessthere knocketh now
...
The heart's thought that I on high streams
The salt-wavy tumult traversealone.
Moaneth away my mind's lust
That I fare forth... (NA 30.11.1911107 lines 34-8)
Interestingly, the speakerinstrumentalizeshis mind and conflates it with 'lust',
undoing the rnind-body duality expected.As we have seen,Orage repeatedlyclaimed
that consciousnesscould have three levels, in which the superconsciousness
controlled both the mind and the body as instruments.Thus, the speaker's
enlightenedheart steershim, despitethe much more compelling world desiredby his
humanconsciousness.For Orage,this superconsciousness
was abovepersonality.
Accordingly, 'heart' lacks the personalpronoun, 'my'. The will of this
metaconsciousness
representeda kind of destiny for the self, setting a goal for the
most radical and antithetical development.When the destiny is fulfilled, the heart is
repossessedin ecstacy:
So that but now my heart burst forth from my breast-lock,
My mood from mid the mere-flood,
Over the whale's acre would wander wide. (59-61)
The speakeroffers three signs of transcendence:his heart transcendsthe confinesof
his body, his mood transcendsthe surroundingsthat usually flood his concern,and
his consciousnessis now free to 'wander wide. This specific model of different
levels of the self was a commonplacefor occultists of the period, and no
theosophically-n-lindedreaderof TheNew Age would have missed Pound's odd
constructions.Familiarly, the seahere is both real and symbolic, operatingas an
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Despite Gooch's authoritarianreading, Pound's translation invokes political
and economic hierarchiesonly to counter-proposea radical order of value. The
speakerdirectly defines himself against the 'wealthy' burghersassociatedwith
'bussiness'or business(29-30), as well as his lord, earls and 'kings [and] Caesars'.
However, the speaker'ssenseof his mystical purpose,symbolizedby the will toward
the sea,enablesthe repeatedtranscendenceof political authority: 'For this there's no
mood-lofty man... But shall have his sorrow for sea-fare/Whateverhis lord will' (4244). This mystical path amountsas well to a rejection of the materialism and material
terms the lord dictates: 'My lord deemsto me this dead life/On loan and on land, I
believe not/that any earth-wealeternal standeth' (66-68). Rejecting the financial
term dictated by the lord amountsto a rejection of the importanceof his
constructionof 'weal, or wealth. The basisof this is the speaker'sawarenessof a
transcendenteternity which is unavailable to those concernedwith dominating
others: 'But agefares againsthim, his face paleth, /Grey-haired he groaneth,knows
gone companions,/Lordly men are to earth Wergiven' (93-95). Lordly men
experiencetheir worldly power slip with their ageing and then experiencethe final,
'earthly' death that was, ironically, their ambition. The speaker'srejection of earthly
power is enabledby his vision of a mystical alternative.
Specifically, the Seafarerenvisions a fellowship of enlightenedand self-less
men serving eachother as a radical alternative to the political and economicorder. It
is the speaker'sutter loneliness,as well as his knowledge of himself, that leadsto a
senseof desire for others: 'List how 1, care-wretched,on ice-cold sea/... wretched
outcast/Deprivedof my kinsmen' (14-16). The speaker'stranscendentspeech
becomesthe occasionto bridge the gap betweenhim and the society of Ids readers.
His experiencehas renderedhim impervious to the traditional seivices of the
superior and also freed him from that dependence:'Not any protector/May make
merry man faring needy' (26-27). Theseodd lines would have had particular
resonancefor New Age readersat the time, engagedin a furious campaignto reject
the dependent-makingschemesof the National InsuranceBill (seeabove).Basedon
the brutality of his experiences,the speakerwould hardly seemmerry, but the
connotationssuggestthe mystical ecstasyto come.His freedom from compulsive
for
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anotherpossibility:
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And for this any earl whatever, for those speakingafterLaud of the living, boastethsomelast word,
That he will work, ere he passonward,
Frame on the fair earth...
So that all men shall honour him after. (73-78)
The languageof the mystics becomesprophetic: they are able to speakin the ternis
of the 'after', which is intensified through its repetition. The vehicle for his solidarity
with other men is, unsurprisingly, the man's will to work.
Work, in this sense,is the revolutionary form of craft. Whereasthe
compulsionsof Ws lord are designedfor profit, the mystic's work is for the benefit of
the living and his real profit is 'honour'. This amountsto a radical revaluation of
labour as a meansof social cohesionrather than a meansto financial wealth. As we
saw above,the speakerrejects the temporary 'earth-weal' for this solidarity. He is
proposinga revolutionary reordering of the impulsesof society, in which authority's
role is not to appropriateand accumulatewealth but to distribute it:
Days little durable,
And all arroganceof earthly riches,
There comenow no kings nor Caesars
Nor gold-giving lords like thosegone. (82-5)
Unsurprisingly, even in the translation of the original, the speakerprovides a
'luminous detail' of a time when his ideal society existed. This senseof the past ties
in with the speaker'sthesis-those of today are alreadyrejected,but he and the
implied readerbear the memory of the great leaderswho ruled for the sakeof the rest
of society,distributing rather than hoarding wealth. While the abovelines act as an
elegy, the conclusionPound choosespromisesa new form of wealth for the mystic:
And though he strew the grave with gold,
His born brothers, their buried bodies
Be an unlikely treasurehoard. (99- 101)
The treasurehoard is not found in the financial standardof value but instead,the
brotherhoodof thosemen who work and boastwith the speaker.Essentially, this is a
life
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socialist,
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beyond provides treasurein the present:it is the brothers' bodies,rather than souls,
that are treasure.It is their bodies that work for him, as he works for tbern, and their
bodies are the recipientsof his treasuredcraft. For the speaker,this social
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brotherhoodis available to all who have had the spiritual vision and are willing to
work for selfless,rather than selfish ends.In this way, Pound's luminous translation
brings the Seafarerto call for the mystical socialismdescribedin Tile New Age.
In particular, Pound's translational method in 'The Seafarer' demonstratesits
political meaning. As a luminous detail, 'The Seafarer' acted within the New Age
in
for
idealistic
the present.Poundwas
an
socialism
context as a powerful precedent
absolutelyclear that his interpretive choicessoughtto intensify this comparison:in
his 'Philological Note', he rejects 'Angels' for 'Angles' and then translatestl-dsto
'the English'. This choice is not, as we have seen,a rejection of spirituality, but
rather a demonstrationthat that a spiritually heightenedcircle of beings is not aloof
and otherworldly, but presentand palpable for his New Age readership.Analogously,
Pound's interpretation of the poems meaning is not a philological curiosity but
located in a languagethat is indeed the sourceof contemporaryEnglish
Accordingly, Pound usesa diction that is both deliberatelyold Anglo-Saxon but also
readablefor a contemporaryaudience.Similarly, key words such as 'bussiness'and
cweal' suggestmodem resonancesin political economy,asbusinessand wealth.
Other words are reappropriatedand revaluedbasedon the luminous detail, so that
boastingis a central aspectof the culture of social contribution and gold is distraction
from the real basisof value. This amountsto a powerful reorientation of values
embeddedin the English languageitself, such that it calls for the recovery of a
radical, craft-basedsociety.
'Me politicized craft of 'The Seafarer'becomesmost clear in Pound's use of
alliteration. In Osiris, Pound's dismissal of end rhyme is telling: '[Rhyme] tendsto
draw away the artist's attention from forty to ninety per cent of his syllables and
concentrateit on the adrnittedlymore prominent remainder.It tends to draw him into
prolixity and pull him away from the thing' (NA 15.2.1912370). In contrastto
rhyme, which tendedto pull attention away from both the words and things at the
centerof the poet's craft, the Seafarer'salliteration demonstratesthat
simplicity and directnessof utterance,which is different from the
be
directness
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As we have seen, this sense of the 'art of the verse structure', the poet's craft,
provides an extra-referential marker of its 'fineness' that indicates an exalted
existence beyond capitalist-alienated production. In the following passage,
alliteration is the technique that achieves this effect, intensifying the language
without dependence on 'florid adjectives' or a rhyme scheme that draws attention
away from 'forty to ninety per cent of his syllables':

Chill its chains are; chafing sighs
Hew my heart round and hunger begot
Mere-weary mood. Let man know not
That he on dry land lovelieth liveth,
List how I, care wretched,on ice-cold sea,
Weatheredthe winter, wretchedoutcast
Deprived of my kinsmen;
Hung with hard ice-flakes, wherehail-scur flew... (lines 10-17)
While end rhyme tendsto develop anticipation of the following end word, which
leadsto the concentrationof important words at the end of the line, Pound's modem
employmentof the Old English caesuraslows the line down. This allows for the
alliteration in eachline to intensify many more words than rhyme. For example,in
the first line, the [ch] sounddraws attention to 'chill', 'chains', and 'chafing', with
the [s] of 'sighs' both a slant alliteration and providing interest through variation.
The first half of the line is not ignored, but rather its contribution is echoedthrough
the repetition. Similarly, in line 17, the aspirated[h] mimics the hardnessof the iceflakes as well as the soundof the wind and hail. In both cases,the emphasizedsound
acts as an onomatopoeiaandbrings the readerinto the physical experienceof the
lines: the [ch] of line 10 causesthe physiological effect of the chatteringof teeth and
the [h], the simultaneousexperienceof frozen wind and breath. Theseeffects create
in the physiology of the readera sensuous'contact' with somethingarrangedmore
finely than the commonplace.
But it is in the longer units that alliteration's greaterpossibilities are
developed.Due to its focus on consonantsalone, alliteration allows for much more
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117
the
consonantsand
samevowel sound. In this way, alliteration createsan
intensification of languagethat is impossible in both spokenEnglish and mainstream
poetic models which are largely basedon romancelanguages.The greatest
developmentof thesepossibilities comesnot within the single line but asPoundjoins
togethersequencesof lines, eachdominatedby its own alliteration. The effect of this
is that the non-alliterative words in each line are intensified through their relationship
with other lines, so that the [1] of 'let man' (12) anticipates'land lovelieth liveth'
(13). Both of theseset up for the extremephonetic and discursive pressureplacedon
the command, 'List' in the following line. The speaker'sinjunction to listen is
reinforced by the alliterative technique: as Merent alliterative soundsbuild up in
successivelines, evenunalliterative words in a single line becomealliterative and are
intensified with other lines. Even when this is not the case,when the soundsare not a
clear repetition, the absenceof a matching soundservesto heighten the line's
meaning. In the odd line, 'Deprived of my kinsmen', (16), which neglectsboth the
caesuraand local consonance,the absenceof both theseechoing mechanisms
intensifies the isolation of both the line and the meaning.Thus, alliteration becomes
the technical double for the mystical union betweenmen, and when it is absent,the
poem encodesa deprivation that is both heardand felt. In this way, Pound's
luminous reinvention of the craft of Old English verse exists as a tangible, visceral
sign of the consonancebetweenkinsmen. By demonstratinghis inheritanceof craft,
Pounddemonstratesthe radical possibility of entering this ideal social order.
Through 'The Seafarer' and the Amaut Daniel translations,Poundbeganto
demonstratehow ...The New Method" in scholarsMp'could act as a radical political
praxis designedto reconstructan ideal fellowship in society. In the New Age context,
the luminous detail method of translation offered radical alternativesto Britain's
contemporarypolitical economy.From TheNew Age's philosophical background,
Poundused the figure of occult relations as a theoretical alternative to metaphoror
simile, as a meansof reconciling binaries in terms of an underlying, esotericunity
rather than in tern-isof semblanceor opposition. Pound's developmentof craft is a
similar innovation, operatingas an extra-significatory marker of the political import
of the poenYsexistence,pointing to its exemplification of unalienatedgoodsand
117Alliteration's privileging of a few consonantsover the much more diverse and diffuse possibilities
C,
of vowel combinations was even more true of Old English verse,in which 'a vowel was consideredto
alliterate with any other vowel' (Abrams 7). The analysisof alliteration's wider effectsis mine.
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labour in the modem world. 11rough Pound's engagement with the philosophical
and political issue of valuation, these theoretical techniques merged with the content
of the translations to produce a vigorous, engaged poetry that both portrayed and
sought to reorder key aspects of the modem economic and cultural episteme.
At the centre of this reorganization was the repositioning of the artist as the

ideal economic man for the modem world. In just one of the Osiris issuesof The
New Age, no fewer than five authorstook as a central concernthe role of the artist in
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He expressedhis own intentions in theseterms:
As far as the 'living art' goes... it is not until poetry lives again 'close
to the thing' that it will be a vital part of contemporarylife. As long as
the poet saysnot what be, at the very crux of a clarified conception,
means,but is content to say somethingornate and approximate,just so
long will seriouspeople, intently alive, considerpoetry as
balderdash-a sort of embroidery for dilettantesand women. (NA
15.2.1912370)
In a single quote, we can seePound's will to reinvigorate an esoteric,living tradition
through craft into a medium that was simultaneouslymore expressiveand closer to
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reality, as a meansto better engagewith 'seriouspeople' and shape'contemporary
life'. Moreover, the passagebearsthe mark of Pound's anxiety that, in a hierarchical
economy,his alliance with producersbrought him dangerouslyclose to
disempowermentand feminization. Theseelementsof Pound's thinking were
important not just for his own poetic craft, but evenmore as they shapedhis guild
organizationof Vorticism.
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Chapter 3
The Vorticist Machine: Organization for Radical Production

After Pound completedI Gather the Minbs of Osiris, he continuedto write
for TheNew Age, growing more and more politicized. In the 1912 seriesPatria Mia,
Poundcalled for a 'Risorgimento', a term which politicized the Italian renaissance
with TheNew Age's call for a radical model of 'organization'. For Pound,this
Risorgimento would 'have its effect not only in the arts, but in life, in politics, and in
economics' (NA 3.10.1912539). The next week, Pound further exploredhis
political vision, rejecting both the impracticality of statesocialism and the
centralizedpower of Dante's holy Roman Empire, but at the sametime claiming that
'any body of a few thousandsof men who really wish independence,liberty with
responsibility, can achieveit under any systein--under any feudalism-whether of
am-isor money' (NA 10.10.1912564). Directly speakingagainstmilitary and
financial oppression,Pound followed Orage and Belloc in the argumentthat
centralizedpower could never dictate independencefor individuals, though they
118
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feudal lords and suggeststhat workers should own factories in the sameway that
burghers(or guildsmen)owned their meansof production. In a slightly later article,
Pound arguedthat 'a sincereGovernment' would try to give the,lower classes
facilities for acquiring an education in tradesand industries,demonstratinghis
awarenessof the New Age proposalsfor the State's contribution to guilds for
society's own benefit (NA 23.1.1913 276). Patria Mia further differentiated between
cpropertypassive', which was consumedor usedby its owners (e.g. food or a house)
and 'property active', whosevalue dependsupon the labour of others (e.g. a factory)
(NA 10.10.1912564). This was the samedistinction madeby Belloc and other New
Age theoriststo arguethat the distribution of (capital) propel ty could create
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By early 1914,Ezra Pound andWyndham Lewis had begun to turn Pound's
theoriesto accountby constructing a revolutionary arts movement shapedby The
"' Sharply differentiating Pound's early politics from fascism.
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New Age's National Guilds movement. While both artists emphasized that Lewis was
the leader of Vorticism, Lewis claimed that Pound was responsible for its political
content. In his retrospective Blasting and Ronibadiering, Lewis was sure that
Vorticism's artistic proposals were political in their core: '... there was a tidy bit of
in
tucked
our technical militancy. But I was not the
away
political contraband
responsible party' (253). Through Vorticism, Pound expanded his senseof the
radical potential of craft (or technique) to construct a modem, guild-like
organization. Lewis also recalled how Pound was responsible for Vorticism's radical
organization: 'It was Ezrawho in the first place organized us willy nilly [sic] into
that. For he was never satisfied until everything was organized.' (252). While it is just
possible that a na7fveconcern with art itself allowed Lewis to overlook Pound's
politicization of craft, we will see that he was also immersed in New Age circles and
119
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proclaimed themselvesabsolutelywithout party and dissociatedthemselvesfrom any
reforinist program whatsoever' (215), but contradictorily notes 'disturbing likenesses
to Fascism' (227). Similarly, Wees (1972) claims that Pound's desire to be more
rebellious and revolutionary drew him to Vorticism (Wees 122,13 1) and describes
Lewis's activities as 'artistic power politics' but never seriously engageswith the
politics of the Vorticists' rebellion. More recent scholarshiphas soughtto orient
BLAST's politics in terms of a right/left continuun-LKadlee (1993) usefully tracesa
number of political influenceson the movementbut concludesthat medievalismand
syndicalism are incompatible (1028), and similarly that Pound's aestheticand
political languageis a 'false bridging of terms and sympathies' (1027). Vincent
Sherry's Pound, Leivis and Radical Modendsm offers an even more sensitivereading
of modernist aestheticsin terms of right and left continental ideologies.Peppis's very
recent work (2000) understandsthe trade union movementas either violent anarchosyndicalist or simply ameliorist, wanting better labour laws and workers' rights (89).
However, Kadlec, Sherry and Peppisneglect the reception of thesepolitical ideasin
London's intellectual climate, and particularly in The New Age, and as a result
gravely mistake the direction of Vorticism's political ideology. While not following
this model, Ardis has also soughtto situatethe politics of Vorticism, claiming they
are distinct from New Age politics (145). Other critics, including Sieburth and
Nicholls, have documentedspecific economic dimensionsin Vorticist writing, but
Vorticism's position within London's radical political scenehas yet to be situated.120
By reading BLAST as the manifesto of an artists' guild within the larger field of New
Age political theory, Vorticism's politics can be located.
This chapterwill seekto excavatethe New Age 'political contraband' that
Lewis claimed was tucked into the formation of Vorticism. The first sectionwill
arguethat the politicized organization of Voiticism was designedto re-order the
structureof production. In the secondsection,this will provide the basisto explore
the theoretical and technicalcreation of the Vorticist art object, arguing that Vorticist
art actedas a counter-commodityto blast the capitalist material order.

120In particular, seeNicholls's claim of Ruskin's unacknowledged
influence on Pound and Lewis,
0
Guild Socialism (168), and Sieburth's argumentthat Imagism
which was mediatedthrough Orage
and
00
and Vorticism figuratively invoke economic structures(146-7,151).
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The London Vortex:
Constructinu and Financing a National Guild for the Arts
Vorticism was born of Lewis's and Pound's deep frustration with other arts
organizations that purported to be radical. Lewis's experience in Roger Fry's Omega
Workshops and Pound's loss of Imagism to Amy Lowell proved to be bitter lessons
that shaped the formation of the London Vortex. Fry's 'Workshop' and Lowell's
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Guild movement. As a result, Lewis and Pound's experiences in these movements
determined that the eventual shape of Vorticism would match the National Guilds
model for the revolutionary organization of production.
On the surface, the Omega Workshops offered a progressive, socialist
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Fry describedthe Workshopsas a meansto free artists from the stifling market
forces at work in the art world by providing artists with a living wage in exchange
for design work threemornings per week (Woolf 188-9). Fry's article, 'The Artist in
the Great State' (1912) is a useful documentfor situating the politics of Omega,as it
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New Age, he positioned Omegawithin a fifty year tradition of English socialism that
challengedcapitalist production and viewed art as a spiritual meansto advance
society.
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paternalismand benign socialism of the Workshopswere a far cry from a radically
equitableorganization.
Immediately after Lewis organizedthe secessionfi-om the Omega
Workshops,he sent a letter to Omega'spatronsand customersreporting the poor
organization,unfair management,and favouritism.paid by 'the Directioný (Spalding
186).This languagedirectly attackedThe Workshops' claims for socialistic
justification
for
its
existenceas marketing
exposing
and
ethical
political
organization,
veneer: 'The reiterated assurancesof generosityof dealing and care for art, cleverly
been
interest,
have
think,
then,
to
outside
we
conspicuouslyabsent
stimulate
used
from the interior working of the OmegaWorkshops' (Woolf 191). In settingup the
Rebel Art Centre,Lewis offered a strict professionalismas a meansto reengagewith

121Seealso Spalding's characterizationof the Workshopsas a club for his friends (191).
122SeeSpalding 179,182,,.vho is much more sympathetic.
0
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the economic order and its relation to art. "

Fry himself knew this was more than an

attempt to be as successful as a high-street shop, noting that by March 1914, Lewis
and company were using T. E. Huh-ne to promote their work through Tli e New Age
(Woolf 194). This is likely the beginning of the split in London's high modernism, in
which Lewis, Pound, Huhne and the Vorticist crowd sided with revolutionary values
124
Bloomsbury.
Although the Rebel Arts
against the more establishment socialism of
Group failed ahnost immediately, Lewis' challenge to the capitalistic, nonrevolutionary, alienated hand-labour of Omega would fundamentally shape the
direction of Vorticism-

Pound's loss of Imagism to Amy Lowell also shapedVorticism's radical
organization.In the brief period betweenthe first Imagist propagandain January
1913and Lowell's appearancein the summerof 1914,Pound organizeda loose
associationof friends from his University of Pennsylvaniayears,writers he had met
125
in
both
London
Atlantic.
Rather
more recently
and editors on
sidesof the
cynically, Pound encouragedLowell to take part due to her ability to finance the
movement,but shequickly restructuredImagism in ways that were disastrousto the
radically-minded Pound. Her insistenceon forming the imagist anthologyby vote
was sharply denouncedby Pound, whoseNew Age politics led him to mistrust
126
collectivist organizations' perceptionsof art. Even more disastrously,Lowell
understoodherself as a businesswomanand saleswomanfirst and treatedImagism as
a brandedcommodity (Bradshaw 141-2). Although Bradshaw seeksto rehabilitate
Lowell through a capitalistic feminism, her characterizationof the pre-war London
artistic scene'as a capitalistic marketplacein which poetry is a commodity' (142)
andPound commodified himself as a marketing strategy(160- 1) ignoresPound's
sharplypoliticized New Age propaganda.On the other hand, Bradshawusefully
demonstrateshow easily Pound's informal network of artistic friends was subverted
by a capitalist with a will to expressherself in the marketplace.Lewis and Pound's
twin dispossessionsby establishmentsocialismand entrepreneurialcapitalism led
them to a radical theorization of the productive organization: the London Vortex.

123SeeWees's description of Lewis's efforts, 146-7.
124At a biographical level, this argumentalso seemsto have had to dowith the bridge in classand
t7
Vorticists.
social power betweenthe Bloomsburiesand the New Agers
and
tp
125For more details on the fate of Imagism, seeLevenson's Genealogyof Modernisn?and Wees 122127.
126SeeWees 127. Usually Pound's mistrust has beeninterpretedas anti-democratic.
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While it has been argued that Orage was hostile to Vorticisn-4 the

movement's relationship to TheNew Age is much more complex than this would
suggest. Despite Orage'sgeneralsupport for aestheticinnovation, Orageread
Vorticism. as a political movementthat threatenedto distract from the National Guild
127
movement. In the sameissue,Orageran a political critique of Vorticism. as
hierarchical and a piece that recognizedLewis as an ally againstthe 'Naturalist or
Realist school' (NA 29.7.1915320). 'Me difficulty lay in the complicatedpolitical
position of artists: on the one hand, they were to be social prophets speakingfrom the
margins, but on the other, they were exemplarsof healthy production. Orage's
rhetoric vacillated betweenthe two positions: in 'A Short Catechismof National
Guilds', the anonymousauthor claims art and literature were insusceptibleto guild
organization (NA 2.4.1914 691), but in Readersand Writers Orageregularly toys
with the idea of a Writer's Guild, rejecting it only due to writers' need for financial
independence(NA 26.7-1917289). But if Oragehad reservationsabout Vorticism,
he gave the Vorticists amplespaceto develop their audiencein TheNew Age.
Specifically, Oragelent colurrmsto Huhne, Lewis and Pound to develop a
theory of Vorticist organization. Before the official movement had even been
declared in late 1913, T. E. Huhne started a public relations campaign in The New
Age attacking Fry, Grant and Bell and the decadence of medievalist socialism (at the
same time Orage was growing frustrated with Penty's medievalism) and defending
Lewis and the proto-Voiticist group as an alternative (Wees 81) (NA 15.1.1914 341).
Lewis himself continued Hulme's campaign with three letters in The New Age that
defended Hulme, allied the new art to Nietzsche, and described himself as 'a great
adn-drerof the New Age' (NA 8.1.1914 319, see also NA 2.4,1914 703 and NA
12.2.1914 479). By sensitively pitching the new art in terms of its concerns with
Nietzsche, socialisn-4 and aesthetic pWlosophy, Hulme and Lewis began constructing
128
Age
for
New
VortiCiS111
From a different angle, Pound began
readership
a
constructing central Vorticist language in The New Age as soon as Osiris was
completed. In Patria Mia, Pound wrote about how 'you must gather such dynamic
particles together; you must set them where they will inter-act, and stimulate each
127SeePeppis 128,who claims Orage rejectedmodernists' grandioseclaims (despitehis own
.,
influence in fostering them). However,
other critics Ne)vAge critics did object: seeC. E. Bechofer's
parodic comparisonbetweenBLAST and 77zeNew Age (NA 30.7.1914308).
128Lewis's recollections suggesthe was awareof the political dimensionsof Hulme's New Age
Hulme to Ruskin (Lewis, Blasting and Boinbadiering 100)
campaign,comparing
C,
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other'. This language would be applied to Pound's Vorticist theory of 'primary
pigment', but at this point, the 'dynamic particles' were artists organized by a patron,
creating the Risorgimento (NA 17-10.1912 588). Similarly, Pound's Vorticist image
of iron filings beautifully patterned by electric force was first conceived as a
theorization of the nation in a discussion concerning economic order, unemployment,
129
issues
Age
New
Pound even used the
of
wages, and suffrage: the crucial
Politics.
terin 'vortex' as a political theorization months before he suggested it to Lewis:
'London

is like Rome of the decadence, so far, at least, as letters are concerned.
...

She is a main and vortex drawing strengthfrom the peripheries' (NA 1.1913300).
After the first issueof BLAST, Pound continuedto use The New Age to promote
Vorticism in the seriesAffinnations, redefining the movement and contrastingits
organizationto unconsciousautomatism,situating it as a reasonedengagementwith
the spiritual and political group as a modem alternative to crowd mentality.
Similarly, Poundpraisedboth BLAST and TheNeivAge asrare spacesfor free
expressionthat were not constrainedby a dogmatic editor (NA 14.1.1915277).
Following on Hulme's defenseof Epstein,Poundreinvoked the Ruskinian call for
craft in all industries(including column-makers)and made the characteristicOragean
move of positioning artists asboth the spiritual leadersof labour and at the sametime
in
as workers a distinct industry in its own right: 'I do not mean that I would make
Epstein an inspectorof buildings, or that I would set hirn to supervisearchitects'
plans... I meansimply that a contemplationof Epstein's work would instil a senseof
form in the beholder' (NA 1.1915 311-12).In this way, Pound reintroducedhis
politicized New Age readersto the London Vortex as an exemplary organization
130
in
its
own right. More broadly, aUof thesearticles
capableof producing
demonstratethat Vorticism was first a New Age theory of political organization, and
only subsequentlyan artistic praxis.
The subtitle of BLAST, the 'Review of the Great English Vortex', applied the
organizationalprinciple of the Vortex to the presentgroup of London artists.This
organizationaltheory is frequently developedin the first issueof BLAST, as when
one of the manifestosclaimed, "17hisis a great Vorticist age,this is the great still age
129In fact, Poundfirst used the image as a description of the way 'To someextent life is conditioned
by matter... ' (NA 19.9.1912491), then as a political theorization (NA 16.1.1913252), and finally in
connectionto Vorticism (NA 14.1.1915277).
130Epsteinwas ambivalent about Vorticism, though this did not keep Pound from including him in his
organizationalenthusiasms.
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of artists' (BLAST 148). By invoking the ownershipof 'the age', the manifesto
suggestsmore than dominanceof one arts organizationover the other-it claims for
Vorticism a meansof restructuring society and its production accordingartists at the
centreof the Vortex. As we have seen,Poundhad pioneeredthis fon-naltheory of
organization in TheNew Age and had alreadyapplied it to artists and the
'Risorgimento' as a contribution to New Age political theory. BLAST's long lists of
the blasted andblessedhelpedposition Vorticist radicalism within London's arts
economy.Capitalistic arts organizationsand their affiliates were repeatedlyblasted,
including theatremanagerslike Hawtrey, Grossi-nithand Harvey131and the British
Academy (which was even more heavily criticized in BLAS72 as the largest
independentsociety in England). New Age readerswould also have immediately
recognizedthe blasted Sidney Webb and Annie Besant as representativesof defunct
Victorian socialism and spiritualism. On the other hand, individual agentswho
provided capital for artistic production were blessed,particularly Lechmere,Haber,
DeWalden and Rutter, all of whom had helpedVorticists. 132Another nexusof
creation was framed by the ABC teashops,which, according to Lewis, offered many
opportunitiesto the modem painter, but also were where Orage would hold court
with the New Age writers, including Pound. Taken together,this seriesof enemies
and alliancesdemonstratesthe way in which Lewis and Pound were situating
Vorticism as a radical arts organization in London's wider political economy.133
As the 'Review of the Great English Vortex', the forrn of BLAST structured
the organizationof the Vorticist movement.By 1912,Pound took it as a matter of
coursethat New Age readerssaw magazinesas the necessarydistributive mechanism
for artists and sharply distinguishedbetweenradical and profitable magazines(NA
3.10.1912539-40). In the samearticle, Pound arguesthat these 'media of expression'
are the primary meansfor developing and circulating ideology. Similarly, Pound's
Patria Mia situatesimpersonalwriting for editors within the rubric of factory owner
134
Selected
111).
(Pound,
Prose
This political analysisof print media
and worker
shapedthe form of BLAST, holding in tensionopposingtheoriesof individual and
"' This rejection of the political economyof mainstreamLondon theatreswill becomeeven more
important in the discussionbelow on Eneiny of the Stars.
"' Rutter sponsoredthe RebelArtists' exhibition in May 1914 at the LeedsArt Club, which Orage
had helped found.
133Weesprovides full identification of thoseblastedand blessed,to the relief of subsequentscholars.
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135
collective production. Formally, the title page's announcementof the London
Vortex and the collectively signedmanifestoesexpressedan organizationalunity
throughout Vorticism. The principle of collectivism is heightenedwith the
manifestos' use of the collective 'We' and in their emphatic statementsof
interdisciplinary aesthetics.In contrast,the boldly printed signaturesof those
Anglophone
history
individual
draws
long
of
to
the
on
a
manifestos
subscribing
136
consent, and the fact that contributors were not forced to sign it suggeststhe nondogmatic natureof Vorticism's organizing principles. Organizedindividualism
journal,
in
in
bulk
the
the
of
which writers are given sectionsto
material
patterns
developand presenta rather completebody of work, whetherLewis's seriesof
At
West's
Pound's
Hueffer
the
of
stories,
poems.
and
or
grouping
articles,
review
end of thejournal, Pound and Gaudier-Brzeska's'Vortex' articles suggestthat
different individuals contribute-tothe organization's self-definition. This strategyis
importantly related to the troubadourpoemsin I Gather the Limb of Osiris: in both
identity
literally
integrating
is
its
tied
the
to
of
the
name
and
producer,
cases, work
the producer into the work and blocking the consumptionof the work as an alienated,
137
journal
Seen
different
the
the.
amounted
sectionsof
as a whole,
anonymousgood.
to a material theorization of the sharedpower betweenindividuals operatingtogether
to producethe Vortex.
Other individual articles in BLAST usedchargedlanguageto protest capitalist
control and create solidarity with Britain's labour movement. In 'Salutation the
Tbird', Pound attacksthe Thnes' 'smugness'and calls it a 'slut-bellied
obstructionist', personifying the organizationas an entity in its own right in which
individuals are 'gagged' (BLAST45). Pound's further denunciationof 'jobbery', the
making of improper private gains from public business,intensifies this senseof
133
discourse,
positioning BLAST'asa radical
private profit's exploitation of social
alternativeto the hierarchical and alienating political economyof mainstreamprint
production. Another manifesto claims that 'engineeror artist might conceivably
becometransposableterms', describingthe artist as a workman and relating art134Wolfe has also read Patria Mia in terms of the Taylorization' of literary production but arguesthat
the work is 'inextricably weddedto his reprehensibleobsessions'(27) rather than the contemporary
Guilds.
National
of
context
For an analysisof the New Age synthesisbetweentheseterrns,seechapteron Orage.
Here the manifestois connectedto the contract of a collective declaration.
`7 'Ibis point is developedmore fully below.
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production to boot-making and joining (BLAST 135). While advancing the combative
stance of Vorticist artists, another passage describes them as 'mercenaries,
emphasizing the wage that distinguishes the radical labourer from Omega's idea of
anodyne, amateur artists (BLAST 30). In a third article, Lewis's elegy for Frederick
Spencer Gore (BLAST 150) praises him heavily in terms of his labour, which
becomes a positive value because his 'dogged, almost romantic industry' is selfaware and chosen. For Lewis, Gore's work is both leisurely and self-possessed in the
present and future because of his own sense of sureness and purpose. In this way,
Lewis implicitly positions Gore's own craft as an antidote to the imposed, externally
directed, and alienated labour that characterized work for most British men in
industry. Gore's painting, reproduced in BLAST, represents the fenced backyards of
individual homes in Richmond, juxtaposed through the picture frame to illustrate the
larger public system. This scene offers an interesting alternative to the anonymous
streets favoured by Impressionist paintings, aestheticizing individual, privately
owned spaces interacting collectively, a powerful image of the Vorticist theory of
organization (BLAST xx, 152-3). In 'Vortex Ezra Pound', (BLAST 154) Pound
attacks other arts movements as corpses of vortices. Particularly singled out are
Impressionism and Futurism because their ideas are already widely held popular
beliefs. The implication is that Vorticisrn, in contrast, is contributing to the
production of social ideology and extending its capabilities, rather than following it.
Pound's attack suggests that arts organizations have a unique social function as
would any other industry, allying the Vorticist view of industrial organization to
Ramiro de Maeztu's functionalisn-4 which was so popular in National Guild circles
around the time, of BLAST's production. All of these individual pieces contributed to
the individualized structure of Vorticism as a radical organization.

Through their theorization of the machine,the Vorticists positioned
themselvesasboth industrial workers and the ideologueswho organizedlabour at
large. By connectingVorticism. to industrial, mechanicalproduction, Lewis broke
fi-ornthe hypocritical craft of Omega's aestheticand sided with the potential of
modem industrial production: 'Machinery is the greatestEarth-medium:incidentally
it sweepsaway the doctrinesof a narrow and pedanticRealism at one stroke'
(BLAST )9). At the sametime in The New Age, de Maeztu was refuting realism by
-3
138Unfortunately, the prejudicial anti-Semitism of the poem works againstPound's critique of
0
collectivism by employing the sameideological structure.
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elaboratinga theory of Functionalism that subsumedmatter and energyto process.
This allowed him to mount a Platonic and Nietzscheancritique of social morality:
labour was responsiblefor providing particular goods to society at large and its
power was derived from this responsibility. In this way, Functionalism theorizedthe
139
Guilds'
National
self-righteousnessof
self-ownershipand contribution to society.
From this, it was a short stepto view both art and industry as individual machines
allied aspectsof the larger social machine.'Mis point of view openednew
possibilities for the artist:
But our industries,and the Will that determined,face to face with its
needs,the direction of the modem world, has rearedup steeltrees
where the greenoneswere lacking; has exploded in useful growths,
and found wilder intricacies than those of Nature. (BLAST36)
The functionally-minded Will has createdthe modem world and with it a new
landscapeto be painted. But while naturalist paintersmerely had to depict the surface
of the tree, the Vorticist becomesresponsiblefor the function of the object, for the
constructionof 'useful growths'. Vorticist painting often organizesscenesof labour
in this way, so that workers' limbs or marching men are mechanicallyrelatedby
angleand distanceto the others, figuring the social as a machineinsteadof the
reviled crowd. At the sametime, BLAST's manifestosarguethat the London Vortex
performs a unique function in theorizing the machine: 'We invent [machines)and
hunt them down' (148). In the conjunction of hunting and inventing, the Vorticist
position is akin to that of a Greek god, engagedwith the world but aboveit. New Age
readerswould have recognizedthe spiritual dimension of this argument:Orage's
defined super-consciousness
basedon an individual's awarenessof shapinghis own
mental life. By theorizing production, the London Vortex claimed this super-human
role: 'A work of art could not start from such a purpose asthe manufactureof nibs or
nails. Thesemysteriousmachinesof modem art are what they are TO BE ALIVE'
(140). The new machinesare art becausethey have an ego, and so the Vorticists
140
both
constiuct
matter and mind. This conceptionof the Vorticist project applies

139As early as Osiris, Poundhad describedartistic systemsfunctionally through the
an
of
metaphor
Zý
engine.
140This spiritual dimension was reaffirmed through the rejection of the material dimensionof
machines,particularly the Futurist's love of the material machine as 'automobilism', as well as in the
claim that the best art would be the result of dirdct transmissionof ideaswithout matter (30). '
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the mechanizedview of political economy to the,whole of society and figures the
organization of the London Vortex within that larger structure.
Vorticism's radical organization was also indebtedto the contemporary
suffragemovements.In her excellent 'Militant Discourse,StrangeBedfellows:
Suffragettesand Vorticists before the War', JanetLyon arguesthat Vorticism sought
to occlude 'the historical presenceof competingradical groups and movementsSuffragettes
figured prominently' to bolster its avant-garde
the
Militant
amongwhich
position (101-102). Lyon's thesis dependson an opposition between the Militant
women's movement, which made real attacksagainstthe basesof private property
and soughtreal political change(103), and the Vorticists as a pseudo-political avantgarde arts movement that was confined mostly to the page (109). However, this
reading of Vorticism dependson the impoverishedsenseof Vorticist politics that has
beenthe critical norin for severaldecades.In fact, Vorticism's preoccupationwith
labour and production meant that the movementwas both genderedmale and allied
to the militant suffragemovement. At a moment when class identity was primarily
structuredaroundwork, the larger capitalist movementto render labour collective,
anonymous,and alienatedwas intensely destructiveto working individuals. Fry's
initiatives in the OmegaWorkshops were part of this larger strategy, and Lewis
positioned himself as an artistic radical when he stageda walkout and founded first
the Rebel Art Centre and then Vorticism with Pound.Lyon is correct when she
claims that Vorticists were seekingto de-aestheticizeanonymous,collective art
(suffrage art often fell into this category) (I I 1-112).However, shemissesthe central
movementof Vorticism to politicize individualist art as an unalienatedalternative.
Before the war (and of courseto a large extent after it), labour was strongly gendered
masculine,and men's accessto political volition was being destroyedalong with
their position in labour. There are real examplesof Pound's misogyny and desireto
excludewomen, as when he contemplatedan all-male review with Quinn (Pound,
Letters to Quinn 4 1) and consideredthe provisionaljournal's banner as 'No won-Ian
shall be allowed to write for this magazine' (Pound,Letters to Quinn 53). This
be
interpreted
through the samelens-that women's comparative
could
moment
financial independencein writing (not being the primary breadwinnersof a
household)excludedthem from the worst exploitation of print production and also
for
to
them
their
willing
settle
an
more
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in
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wage,
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bolsteredby Pound complaining of gynocracy, that be felt ruled by women. In fact,
most of Pound's literary outlets, including BLAST, The Little Review, TheEgoist, and
Poetry were financed and run by women, and Pound often had strong disagreements
with the editors in question.While Pound's political and representationalconcerns
were valid, his uncritical misogyny remains inexcusable.
Despite this genderingof Vorticist manifestosasmale, their larger project
was sympatheticto the suffragettecauseof attacking the allenating basesof modern
power. So while Lyon reads 'To Suffragettes' (BLAST 151-2) as a condescending
appropriationof feminist vigour, a more sympatheticreading would note their open
admiration of the movement,calling them 'Brave Comrades', admiring 'their
energy', and claiming that Suffragettesand artists 'are the only things... left in
England with a little life in them' (15 1). The manifesto's open presentationof the
Vorticists' votes in exchangefor the art held hostagetakesthe feminist aims
seriously and at the sametime offers a political alliance and exchangeof political
objectives.This seriousconsiderationled the Vorticists to include suffragettesin
their wider circle of the blessed:Freda Graham,the suffragettewho destroyed
paintings at the Tate, Lillie Lenton, the militant suffragetteand arsonist,and Lady
Aberconway, the outspokensupporterof the suffrage movement, are all blessedin
BLAST (Wees222,224). In particular, their celebrationof Grahambelies Lyon's
claim that the Vorticists sought to patronizeher attack on art. On the contrary, they
wanted to ally themselveswith women in the larger cultural project of blasting the
establishedsystemsof power. In an earlier article in The New Age, Poundhad
expresseda similar sympathywith the Suffrage cause,suggestingthat 'the
suffragettesare losing'much valuable time by their method of niobilisation' and that,
rather than 'breaking windows, burning mails, and heaving rocks' they would be
better off organizing their own assemblyto discussmatters of national economy,
I
'in
have
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Chamber.
time
to
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of
a
would
come
prestige
or
which
am much mistaken if the Commonsat their inception had much more weight than
sucha feminine assemblynow would have' (NA 6.2.1913 324). Pound's
counterproposalof radical organization as a meansto make immediate demands
follows ThelVeivAge's templateimpatiencewith the vote and belief that radical
organization(i. e. of National Guilds) had far more power to shift the direction of the
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forn-iing
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political advice to the Suffragettes,demonstratingthe extent to which he saw the
movementsas fundamentallycompatible.
At a more structural level, Vorticism's celebrationof political radicalism and
binary conflict tendedto celebrateempowered,consciouswomen. In the first number
of BLAST, both RebeccaWest and Ford Madox Ford explore the failure of weak,
ineffectual men to subjugatepowerful female figures. In West's 'Indissoluble
Matrimony', it is Evadne's wilful, assuredSocialist activism that precipitatesthe
husband's
her
patriarchal power (102).
conflict
ultimately
undermines
violent
which
Sirnilarly, in Ford's 'The SaddestStory', the narrativerevolves around the weakling
narrator's failure to speakthe story, and sex and politics are the tantalizing, forbidden
subjectsthat are most pointedly excluded (9 1). In tern-isof Pound, Ws first
advertisementof BLASTrejected the exploitative, masculinegaze, declaring 'NO
PORNOGRAPHY' (BLAST Advertisement). As we have seen,Pound's troubadour
translationstendedto celebrateand even worship the woman's gaze and will as a
central elementof love, and Ford's narrator rather incongruouslyrelatesa long story
1).
While
it
be
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his
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a
actions
could
courtship
as
own
mythical,
of
arguedthat other formulations (such as Lewis' celebrationof boxers in 'The New
Egos', BLAST 141) ritualized heroism, the documentedfact remainsthat these
formulations attackedother men (i. e. the modem civilized town dweller) and
included women when they acted as wilful agents.On the contrary, the Vorticist
desireto instigate and then occupy both sidesof a binary opposition, aswell as their
emphasison genderas a performative role, allowed them to recognizeimportant
141
feminist
connectionswith radical
activists.
Vorticism also theorizedthe financial aspectsof production. SinceLawrence
Rainey's Institutions ofModemisin, the financing of literary modernism has been a
question of considerable interest, with most critics following Rainey's argument of
artists' complicity with capitalism. Similarly, Cary Wolfe has argued that Pound's
proposed system of patronage in Patria Mia amounts to artistic flattery of
millionaires and 'has little to do with basic structural changes in an economic mode
(40).
formulation
Such
Pound's
of the
neglects
radical
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of production'
position
Risorgimento and his insistence that individual contributions would hardly 'blind the

141It alsoprefigures certain elementsof contemporaryqueertheory.
ill

142;
lay
in the same period, Pound
587)
(NA
17.10.1912
of things'
people to the
supported overtly redistributionist plans like a tax on unearned increment (NA
16.1-1913 252). Moreover, such an approach neglects the deeper threat New Age
artists saw in a bureaucratic approach to arts finance (i. e. the British Academy),
because only repetitive, bureaucratic works would be funded instead of those works
to which individuals had a passionate relationship. For these reasons, Vorticism's
radical patronage can better be understood by tracing a particular relationsMp
between patron and artists.
John Quinn's correspondence with Pound and Lewis tells a story of a
143
London
Vortex.
In contrast to London-based
the
complex collaboration with
patrons like Kate Lephmere, Quinn's New York residence necessitated a detailed
correspondence, and the fact that his dictated letters and financial records moved
through his law office meant that a relatively exhaustive record of his support has
been preserved. Quinn was a talented, hardworking corporate lawyer in New York
who used his earned income to fund modem artists and collect masterworks from the
likes of Picasso, Matisse, Yeats, Pound, Lewis, Eliot, AE, Brancusi, GaudierBrzeska, and others until Ms death in 1924. Politically, Quinn was a devout and
immersed Democrat who loathed the trusts taking over America. When he was
eighteen, he bet and lost $500 on a presidential election and soon after served as a
private secretary to the Secretary of Treasury in Washington, and throughout his life
he toyed with pleas to become a politician. 144In Quinn' S College years at Harvard, he
studied under Santayana and William James and continued to be interested in James'
ideas on psychical phenomena (Reid 6,26,114). These thinkers would prove to be
deep spiritual influences On Eliot as well, over a decade later. Quinn's biographer
indirectly suggests a New Age mentality, identifying a strong Platonic element in
Quinn's character and claiming that 'Nietzsche gripped him for years' (Reid 357,6).
At the same time, Quinn was ambivalent toward the faerie side of Yeats and Moore,
and dismissed more overt occultists like Aleistar Crowley (Quinn, John Quinn
Papers 26.8.1915) and Kandinsky (Quinn, John Quinn Papers 14.2.16). This suggests
that, like Pound, Quinn had mystical interests but was eager to distinguish between

142Similarly, Pound's damnation of JP Morgan's politics in a discussion of patron age hardly amounts
to flattery.
143Dated references to the correspondence between Pound and Quinn are stored in the Berg
collection, New York Public Library.
144For details on Quinn's American political activity, see Reid.
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them and superstition. Certainly Pound was sure to inform him of a poem's basis in
Roman pagan ritual (Pound, Letters to Quinn 126), and Quinn could polytheistically
swear 'by all the Gods and Goddesses' (Quinn, John Quinn Papers 24.3.16). Both
Quinn's political and spiritual interests predisposed him to a long-time devotion to
77zeNew Age.
In fact, 77ic New Age formed the ideologi cal background for Quinn's

patronageof Vorticisn-LWhile Pound and Quinn had met through Yeats severalyears
earlier, their active relationship only beganwhen Pound obliquely attackedhim in
AffilMations as an exampleof the failure of the plutocracy and 'the remainsof an
aristocracy' to supportliving art, preferring to collect copies and manuscriptsof dead
authors(NA 21.1.1915312). The woundedQuinn replied with a letter demonstrating
his New Age credentials,claiming he had read thejournal 'from its beginning' and
everything Pound wrote and then told Pound that his agehad shifted away from
Morris's socialism (Quinn, John Quinn Papers25.2.1915),which again followed
Orage's inclination around 1913-14in looking for a modem meansof production.145
Quinn was evenmore careful to refute that he was an aristocrat or plutocrat: 'Every
dollar that I spendis taken out of my earningsfrom week to week and month to
month'. This announcementof Quinn as a working man would be repeatedendlessly
to Pound,Eliot, and Lewis throughout their correspondence,often in pointed
complaints about the relentlessnature of his own work, serving the function of
situating both himself and the artists in termsof a model of industrious, masculine
labour that transcendsthe particulars of class.146Reid's biographer emphasizesthe
extent to which Quinn's idea of himself asa labouring man' was a core part of his
identity (Reid 132). After locating himself as a labourer, Quinn demonstratesthat he
is interpreting Pound as a reformer of artistic production, proclaiming his own efforts
147
laws
importation
States.
United
to single-handedlyreform the
on original art to the
For Pound, Quinn's first letter had more than enoughcuesto read Quinn as a
potential memberof the London Vortex.
In his reply, Pound immediately proclaimed that anyonewho funded artists
Vorticist
implicitly
Quinn
invitation
himself,
become
to
a
a
offering
creator
an
was
(Pound,Letters to Quinn 16.1.191521-24). While Pound's gesturehasbeenread as
143

SeeReid 97,113.
146Seealso the Eliot/Quinn correspondencein the Berg and Reid 132.
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flattery, it was already in line with National Guild models of production in which
administrators and labourers were accorded the same status. Almost immediately,
Pound's proposals to Quinn followed this model, calling for 'state pensions for
decent authors

Or better, since one is touched with syndicalism, which publishers
...

of dead authors might be compelled to spend on living authors, thus getting the
competition of individual taste instead of the probable badness of government taste'
(Pound in Quinn, John Quinn Papers 10.10.1915). 148Pound's characteristic
balancing of individual taste with a collective industrial system of finance makes it
synonymous with National Guilds. Shnilarly, the title of patron conceals Quinn's
different motives for financing art. As Quinn came to support the Vorticists, he
shifted from collecting living or dead artists' work he appreciated and giving money
to artists he liked to focusing on the legacy of the art itself. Lewis received
significant support from Quinn (with Pound acting as intermediary), but most of the
support was framed in terms of buying work. When Gaudier-Brzeska was killed,
Quinn immediately sought to collect the entirety of his works. However, with Pound
he was careful to differentiate himself from capitalistic dealers who sought a profit
(Quinn, John Quinn Papers 14.2.16) and explained his motives in tenns of
developing Gaudier-Brzeska's patchy oeuvre by keeping the works together. 149In
other acts, Quinn acted as much the advocate as the patron. He single-handedly
lobbied Congress to repeal duties on art by living artists as a means to help them and
the culture (Reid 157,159). In terms of literature, Quinn acted in opposition to
dealers who hoarded first editions to inflate their value, 150often buying ten or twenty
copies of works to help the author, distributing them to his friends as gifts, and
151
Similarly, Quinn regularly acted as a promoter and
promoting the material.
negotiator with publishers, advised on copyright issues, and praised authors' work,
but gave little or no money to them directly; even his purchase of the books did little
to help their real income. 'On February 14,1916, Quinn wrote that he felt the 'debtor'
147'IbiScampaignwould continue through the late 1910swith Pound,Eliot, Orage, and Quinn all
0
deeply exercisedabout the tariff and copyright laws on new fiction.
148In the sameletter, Pound acts as an agent for Quinn to publish his own proposalsin 77zeNew Age.
C,
There is somedifficulty dating the year of this letter, which may be from 1918, which would suggest
that Pound and Quinn's political concemscontinuedin the samevein.
149On 26.8.15, Quinn wrote to Pound 'There is no dangerof my cornering the market againstmyself',
meaningthat he wasn't worried to pay more to completethe intact, whole collection of GaudierBrzeska's works.
150For descriptionsof this practice, seeRainey, bistitinions.
151Quinn told Pound that he gave away copies of BLAST (Quinn, John Quinn Papers26.8.15), Cathay
(Quinn, John Quinn Papers13.5.16)and Distra (Quinn, John Quinn Papers10-6.16).
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to Pound, both for acting as Quinn's agent in London and for not 'joining the ranks
of people who want money' (Quinn, John Quinn Papers14.2.16).In this way, Quinn
consistentlydevelopeda productive friendsWPand exchangeof agencywith artists,
rather than a one-way flow of capital.

Pound and Quinn's greatestsharedinterest focusedon the political economy
of publication. Much of Quinn, Eliot, and Pound's correspondencerangesover the
capacities,shortcomings,and in particular the faults and strengthsof format and
journals
different
including the Dial, Atlantic Monthly, Egoist, Little
of
personnel
Review,Athenaeum,andPoetry.152IA7hilesomeof this was generalizedinterest,it
beganto form the outlines of a new journal. Quickly it was agreedthat guarantors
would have no control of the magazine(Quinn, John Quinn Papers9.2.16), freeing
the literary editors from ideological control. Pound was insistent that the magazine
153
depend
income,
to
was not
on advertising
nor to have a businessmanheadingit
(Pound,Letters to Quinn 47), explaining his reticencetoward accountingand profit
in National Guild terms: 'My whole distrust of businessmen in connectionwith
literature is that they care for the businesspart and NOT for literature' (Pound,
Letters to Quinn 50). Unlike businessmen,Quinn and Pound were caring for
literature and its production, not the return on a financial investment.Poundintended
for thejournal to have a political component,to be dictated by Quinn (Poundin
Quinn, John Quinn Papers21.5.15) (Quinn later declined). There followed detailed
conversationsover periodicity, the -numberof pagesthejournal was to have,paper
stock, and the way price might be used to createdistinction (Quinn, John Quinn
Papers26.8.15). Although this schemeeventually draggedinto other projects, it was
important insofar as it demonstratedQuinn's very particular involvement in the
material production of literary space.Like other New Age readersof the time, Quinn
saw publications as material structuresthat createdpsychic spacesfor a culture, and
it was toward the creationof a new psychic spacefor Pound and his friends that
Quinn becameso excited. But all of this discussionpresupposeda radical, political
theorization of the art object. This theorizationhad beenprovided by the first issueof
152Seeespecially the Quinn and Eliot letters 1919-1922in the John Quinn Papers the New York
at
Public Library.
153In 1920,Pound elaboratedthis distastefor advertisement,describinghow 'radical'
newpapers
becamevaluable and were passedon to conservativeheirs so that advertisershad free reign and an
organ for radical writing00was lost (Poundin Quinn, John Quinn Papers21.10.20). 'Ibis pitting of the
social function of radical papersagainstthe capitalist function of conservativeonesbeganin
Vorticism.
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BLAST and, as a devotedNew Age reader,Quinn rushedto the London Vortex to
participate in its creation.
Throughout Poundand Quinn's correspondence,they continued to write
favourably about TheNew Age's political progran-LQuinn followed Orage'spolitical
journal
in
139),
The
Masses
1912-3
(Reid
funding
the
and then rejecting
socialist
arc,
Morris's medievalismas well as socialist collectivism, calling parades'infantile' and
hating that for which Germanystood (Quinn, John Quinn Papers13.5.1916).By
1917, Quinn complainedabout bohemians,socialists,and the IWW (Quinn, John
Quinn Papers12.1.17).Pound assumedQuinn's loyalty to the New Age cause,
Quinn
Orage's
Letters
in
(Pound,
to
commentary
even
political
pique
respecting
152), sendinghim Social Credit materials and informing him of the -movement's
developmentsin 1920(Pound,Letters to Quitin 185).Eight months later, Quinn
demonstratedthat he had absorbedDouglas's generaleconomic critique by applying
it to Pound's proposalto return to America:
this country is the most backwardeconomically, the most provincial
socially, the most reactionary,the most capitalistically controlled, the
most influencedby money, has less fi-cedom.of the press,less of the
in
democracy
freedom,
less
than
country
senseof
real
any civilized
the world, with the possible exceptionof Germany.(Quinn, John
Quinn Papers21.10.20)
Taken in the reverse,Quinn clearly advocatedeconomicrestructuring which took the
power out of capitalist's handsand destroyedplutocracy, international
cosmopolitanism,and the establishmentof a free pressas the meansto a real
democracyand meaningful social progress.In outline, this was TheNew Age's
political program, andPound and Quinn sharedits praxis.
Vorticist literature also followed National Guilds in situating its
organizationaltheory in relation to nationalism.In the observationof the nationalistic
elementof Vorticism, Paul Peppis's Literature, Politics and the English Avantý
Garde is extremelyuseful, particularly ashe describesVorticism's goals to become
England andEurope's premiere arts group, revitalize the declining British Empire,
English
art commensuratewith England's statusas the greatestworld
make
and
85).
By
(Peppis
situating Vorticist nationalismwithin National Guilds,
power
Peppis'smodel of the opposition betweennationalism and the avant-garde(89-91)
Just
before
Vorticism, Pounddevelopedan artistic theory of the
be
can complicated.
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through
nation in TheNew Age by engaging with questionsof national consciousDess
the rubrics of literature and economics.In Patria Mia, Pound claims that literature is
often used asa tool of exploitation (NA 5.9.1912445) and promotesthe study of
businessand politics for those with mental energy(NA 26.9.1912 515). On another
interest
in
he
describes
the
politics, the processesof trades,
natural
occasion
artist's
in
7.11.1912
12).
Similarly,
77irough
Alien
Eyes,
(NA
finance
the
techniques
and
of
Poundtirelessly examinesthe English senseof property as a cultural preoccupation,
ideology
between
the
the
of political economy, morality and
relationship
exploring
declare
635).
Such
him
31.10.1912
(NA
to
exploration
allowed
an
character
national
that the Risorgimento, which would becomethe Vortex, 'will have its effect not only
in the arts, but in life, in politics, and in economics' (NA 3.10-1912539). A year into
the GreatWar, Pound intensified the argument,claiming national relationshipswere
built on the exchangeof cash,credit, gold, and literature, and selectingthe latter as
the most important for international relations: 'Ultimately, the impressionof national
literary
impression' (NA 16.9.191547 1). In this
honesty
is
a
characteror national
way, Pound laid the New Age theory for Vorticism's politically and artistically
radical nationalism.
'Vortex GaudierBrzeska' exploresthe relationship betweenVorticist
in
define
that
technique
theory,
shifts
artistic
and
arguing
organizational
nationalist
the consciousnessof different cultures, with the artistic 'vortex' as the centreof a
nation and its ideology. According to the manifesto,the organization also deterniines
the nation's energy,which is figured in termsof its productive economy: 'Tbough
they were not so dependentupon animalstheir expenditureof energy was wide, for
they beganto till the land and practice crafts rationally... ' (157). In tl-dsway, the
point of the vortex as an organizationalforce reconstructsother theoriesof
154
nationalism. Far from the totalitarian, homogenousmode of nationalism, GaudierBrzeska's model of culture necessarilyleadsto an argumentthat the nation is made
strong through diversity and dissent. In tem-is;of diversity, Gaudier-Brzeska's
manifesto developsa non-Euro-centricmodel of history, in which the Renaissanceis
given no more attention than a number of non-Westemtraditions and the importance
Greece
to sculptureis almost wholly dismissed.Moreover, this useof
of classical
154There is also a theosophicaldimension to Gaudier-Brzeska'smodel of a vortex as a point Nviththe
large circle of nations surroundingit; Blavatsky's SecretDoctrine openswith this fig Ure.Seealso
0
,
Liegrebts on the neo-Platonicorigins of Vorticism.
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other traditions is not a simple appropriation of a broad 'primitive' style, but evokes
'specific primitive styles and contexts' (Dasenbrock83), which amountsto a real
respectfor the craft of non-Westemartists. Similarly, Vorticism's rivalry with
continental arts movementsdid not preventLewis from invoking their contribution to
the presentmovement;he went so far as to blessFrance(27) after blasting it.
Similarly, Lewis insistedthat art should be understoodas a critical, dissenting
responseto individual cultures (BLAST 137). In this way, BLAST chaUengedbasic
assumptionsof acceptednationalism.
Pound first developedthe national dimension of the London Vortex through
New Age political theory. As early as 1913,he describedthe vortex as a
cosmopolitanforce that explicitly refuted nationalist racism and homogeneity,
claiming London's literary strength stemmedexclusively from its foreign authors
(NA 30.1.1913 300). In anotherarticle he rejected the idea that London's power
existedthrough homogenization,clairning culture was permanent(NA 14.11.1912
34).155Together, Pound's claims refuseda surrogateEnglishnessand at the same
time claimed a vital stakein the nation's discourse.Moreover, Vorticism was first
theorized as a radical patriotism basedin a powerful new myth of production. In the
samearticle that PounddescribedLondon's diverse, cosmopolitanVortex of authors,
he arguedthat racist pride should be replacedwith an order formed from productive
dissent:
If anything were calculatedto give me faith in the future of England
and a belief in her presentstrength,it was your coal strike-which
your papersmisrepresented... A million men going out of their work
and keeping perfect order. No! The thing is stupendous;it is of far
greatersignificance than this archaicrow in the Balkans. (NA
30.1.1913300)
For Pound, nationalist pride is to be found in the workers' revolt, not international
militarism or disordered anarchism. In the context of the National Guild movement,
the workers were demonstrating their preparedness for collective self-detem-iination
by asserting their own, innate power to dictate the conditions of production. For
Pound, as for all National Guildsmen, the productive strength of political economy
far surpassesthe formal show of Parliament (NA 30.1.1913 301). The order of a
155Seealso Pound's connectionbetweenthe decline of nations and the*riseof mindlessnational
rhetoric, understoodin literary terms (NA 11.2.1915410).
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whole industry striking together amounted to a proto-guild-by

no longer competing,

the men were agreeing to take responsibility for a critical function of the nation,
radically refiguring it in the process.

In this context, the London Vortex's organization sought to undenninethe
basesof establishmentnationalisn-LLewis, Pound, and Gaudier-Brzeskawould all
follow Pound's pattern of cosmopolitandiversity as the basis for national strength,
56
'
foreigners.
ideologues
London
Vortex
of the
were
since all three primary
Accordingly, while the first manifestosworryingly invoke the powerful creativity of
the Anglo-Saxon,BLAST describesthe physical racism of Saxonblood as 'heavy
later,
distinctly
32).
Several
(BLAST
the
refutes that
manifesto
stagnantpools'
pages
Vorticism is nationalistic: 'We have made it quite clear that there is nothing
Chauvinistic or picturesquelypatriotic [about Vorticism]' (34). BLAST also attacks
Class: 'Curse abysmalinexcusablemiddle-class(also Aristocracy and Proletariat)'
(18), which 'produc[es] the most intensesnobberyin the world' (32). By blasting
ideology
in
Vorticists
the
the
turn,
the
economic
criticize
embedded
eachof
classes
that determinedindividuals in Britain and weakenedcollective cohesion.The very
organizationof the London Vortex, coupledwith its promotion in TheNew Age,
designed
it
be
to
that
organization
of
production
meant
would read as a revolutionary
reconstructthe nation as a cosmopolitan,classlesssociety of creative workers.
The Products of the Vortex

Despite VorticisIns design as a counter-capitalist,anti-corporate
organization, there is a recent critical trend to understand literary modernism as a
capitalist production. Partially led by the project of ModendsinlModemity and
Lawrence Rainey's Institutions ofModenzistn (199g), 157scholars have seen exciting
by
interrogating
how
history
the
modem
of
reading
of
modernism
new prospects
artists and their work were fmanced, marketed, situated against other literary trades,
distributed, and consumed. This approach has gone so far as to produce an edited
collection, Marketing Modernisins: Self-Pronzotion, Canonization, Rereading (Eds.
Dettmar and Watt, 1996), with essays such as Timothy Materer's 'Make It Sell! Ezra
Pound Advertises Modernism' and Jennifer Wicke's 'Coterie Consumption:

156

Lewis was bom in Canadaand spentmuch of his young adulthoodoutside of Britain.
157
Also, seeRainey's 'The Cultural Economy of Modernism' and North's Reading 1922, which
focuseson marketing and fashion.
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Bloomsbury, Keynes, and Modernism as Marketing'. This critical paradigm depends
on a foundational assumption that the modernist poem is a commodity whose
production and reception is best understood through laws of supply and demand,
businessmen and consumers. Thus, Bradshaw's 'Outselling the Modemisms of Men:
Amy Lowell and the Art of Self- Commo dification' interprets the power of canonical
figures like Pound and Eliot in temis, of 'a capitalist marketplace in which poetry is a
commodity' (141), interpreting modem poetry as a commodity designed to turn a
profit (141-146). Such studies appropriate the language of capitalist economics to
describe the writing and reading of modernist texts, alternately praising the relevancy
and resourcefulness of modernist finance and condemning modemisiWs complicity
with capitalist structures. Often these contradictory stances exist within the same
critical text: Lowell is celebrated as a liberating feminist-capitalist while writers who
refused to compromise on the integrity of their work (like Pound) are accused of
developing a 'marketing strategy' in which the poet commodifies himself and erases
evidence of the act (149,160). The trouble with this approach is that the assumption
of a hegemonic, uncontested capitalistic order ignores modernistwriters'

overt,

strident attacks on precisely this order. Specifically, to read the products of Vorticism
as capitalistic commodities is to misunderstand their fundamental challenge to the
158
commodified world.

In particular, Vorticism! s manifestosmount a number of strategiesto attack
the capitalistic readerwho would seekto assimilatethem as aestheticcommodities.
Despite the generalcritical assumptionof Vorticism's elitism and thus connectionto
luxury commodities,BLAST was positioned as a direct attack on both luxury goods
and the public tastethat enabledit. Vorticism,was founded on a rejection of
Futurisn-4attacking its picturesqueromanticization of motor omnibuses,cars,lifts
and aeroplanesas Automobilist. In BLAST's openingmanifesto, this rejection spread
into an explicit attack on English luxury and with it the id6e fixe [sic] of Class,
producing the most intensesnobberyin the world' (32). A number of Vorticist works
developedintensesatirizationsof the market's hunger for luxury, such asPound's
'Women Before a Shop' who gape at 'The gew gawsof false amber and false
159
false
Even more
(BLAST
49).
turquoise', revealing their equally
nature
"' There is a related caseto be made about Vorticist painting, but the present %vork'sfocus on poetry
precludessustainedconsiderationof this issue159Sinfflarly, Lewis's Timon seriesdraws on Shakespeare'ssatirical attack on flattery and luxury.
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fundamentally, in 'The Exploitation of Vulgarity', Lewis attackedcommodities'
monetaryvalue as an inadequatestandardof value: 'Rare and cheap,fine and poor,
thesecontrastsare the male and female, the principle of creation to-day' (145). Lewis
inadequate.
both
Even
dichotomy,
BLAST
terms
this
as
rejecting
positioned
outside
more stridently, Pound arguedfor a radically new understandingof class,rejecting
the old categoriesof 'boheme' and 'bourgeois' in favour of a new division between
creatorslike engineers,artists and entrepreneurs,againstmimetic workers like
unoriginal artists, factory workers and thosewho dependedon an unearned
increment(Pound, Gaudier-Brzeska122). Quinn's patronagewas solicited on this
basis,with Pound claiming that those who funded active artists were creative, in
sharpdistinction from 'the rank of the consumer' (Pound in Quinn, John Quinn
Papers9.3.1915).Pound was quick to apply this criticism of consumptionto other
print media, attacking the pandering of Vanity Fair to its luxury readers: 'If they
onceconceiveda paper in which they defined their own thought, insteadof trying to
suit their conceptionof the reader,we should,or might seea change,and find writers
wherewe have here to fore seencerements'(Pound,Letters to Quinn 36). The wellknown luxury magazineis flawed just becauseit puts a public construction of taste in
front of the writers' own thought. Similarly, Pound complained to Quinn that the law
supported(non-creative)publishers and printers againstthe creative author (Pound in
Quinn, John Quinn Papers9.3.15), pitching the Vorticists' creative output against
their profit-making. Together, thesecriticisms were designedto blast the complacent
consumptionof art as a luxury commodity.
At a more philosophical level, Vorticist manifestosrepeatedlyposition
themselvesagainstthe materialism of capitalist commodities.This critique
developedin the New Age theosophicalclimate that led occultists like Blavatsky,
Orageand Poundto describea pan-psychicalworld and human consciousnessas
160
mechanicalas a meansof pointing to superconsciousreality. In Affininations,
PounddescribesVorticist art's energyto differentiate it from inert, materialist forms
161
like
impression
349).
28.1.1915
(NA
the sketch,vignette, epigramor
of writing
Similarly, Lewis praisesRubens's imitation of life in contrast to Leonardo who made
(BLAST
132).
beings
In anothernumber,Pound connectsthis artistic energyto a
new
(NA
7.1.1915 246-7), arguing that the revelation of a god
gods
of
real
vision
160Seeboth the previous chapteron Orageand appendixon Eliot and Blavatsky.
C,
161Dasenbrockis in near agreementon Pound's imagism (70,97).
Z;
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amountsto contact with a higher consciousnessthan the perceiver's own, and that
this contact is affected fl-n-oughthe material world. 162Accordingly, 'Before Sleep'
invokes Annubis and Pallas as well as his 'financial good', again linking non-human
163
(Pound,
While thesereferencesto a
Personae
77).
consciousto the material world
polytheistic reality seemstrangely anachronistic,they informed Vorticism's
relationship to machines.Rejecting Futurism's optimistic worship of material
developmentas 'Automobilism, the Vorticists abstracted'the human figure in order
to shift our focus from the persondepictedto the activity that the personis engaged
in and to the pattern or form of that activity, portraying the human figure 'as a kind
164
38).
'Great Preliminary Vortex, Manifesto-11'lays out
(Dasenbrock
of machine'
this relationship in languageby relating the 'machinery, trains, steamships'invented
by England to 'the Art that is an organism of this new Order and Will of Man'
(BLAST 39). For the Vorticists, art is the outgrowth of the modem, industrial 'Order',
which proceedsfrom the (super) consciouswill of collective 'Man'. 'Machinery' is
an 'Earth-medium' which 'sweepsaway the doctrinesof narrow andpedantic
Realism at one stroke, breaking the philosophy of materialism. This aestheticlens
encompassesthe aestheticizationof nature, becausethe forms of machinery,
factories,bridges and works are like a primitive, naturalist Jungle (40). This posits
human will and consciousnessas trappedin the materialjungle, although
superconsciousartists createboth. Poundhad beendeveloping this languagein
Affirmations, describingthe artist's emotions as a 'voltage' driving his formal craft,
or 'machinery'. Thus, Pound argued 'The best artist is the artist whosemachinery
can standthe highest voltage' (NA 28.1.1915 350), repeatingOrage's structureof the
superconsciousness
operatingpassivehumanmachinery.In this way, Vorticists
invoked both machinesand gods as extra-humanexamplessuggestingthe
inadequacyof non-creativeconsciousnessand the material order.
If anything, Pound and Lewis's intentions for Vortices were that they should
operateasmeta-commodities.By describing machinery as a template for art,
Vorticists claimed their art was a capital technologycapableof producing.
162In the samearticle, Poundpushestoward organizationaltheory, suggestingthat theseexperiences
'1
0
C,
lead to myths, artistic cults and then, catastrophically,religion.
C
163
Also seethe humorous 'The Lake Isle' which invokes godsand begsfor a tobaccoshop (Pound,
t7
Personae 121),juxtaposing commerceand ancient1ý,
Ods.Severalcritics have written very thoroughly
on the connectionsbetweenPound's Vorticism and spirituality. SeeespeciallyRae and Liegrebts.
Neither seriously considersthe political ramifications of theseideas.
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Accordingly, Pound describedVorticist art as 'the picture that meansa hundred
poems,the music that meansa hundredpictures, the most highly energized
statement'(BLAST 153).Thus the Vorticist art object was connectedto Pound's
retheorizationof class: 'Vorticism meansthat one is interestedin the creative faculty
asopposedto the mimetic' (NA 4.1.1915 277). 'Alhile repetitive workers and
identical commodities do not develop, the Vorticist art object allows for more
creation,contributing to society. Inherited from Orage's spiritual socialism, this
allowed Pound to theorizethe Vorticist art object as the expansionof human
faculties, giving peoplenew eyes,rather than making them seesomenew particular
thing (Pound, Gaudier-Brzeska).This desire to develop society's-creativecapacity
through art inflected Vorticism's print culture. Pound had beendeveloping these
critiques in The Neiv Age, taking for grantedthat 'art and prosperousmagazinesare
eternally incompatible' (NA 3.10.1912539-40) and the way America's 'better
magazines'stifled thought with disastrousconsequencesto the nation (NA 16.9.1915
471).165Poundpositionedhis contemporaneouscollection, Lustra, againstthese
magazines,invoking 'lustrum' as 'an offering for the sins of the whole people, made
by the censorsat the expiration of their five yearsof office' (Personae80). This
inscription arguedfor a conceptionof art asboth public contribution and moral
reconstruction,in direct contradiction to commodities' purposeof individual
advancementand private profit. Similarly, the title 'BLAST' promisesto criticize
society and revitalize its creative output, seekingto explosively expandsociety's
capacityfor production and the genius that had produced 'machinery, trains, steamships, all that distinguishesexternally our time' (39). At the sametime, BLAST
refusesprivate ownershipof Vorticism's fi-uits, arguing that 'this consciousness'will
be 'the legitimate property of Englishmen', rather than that of an individual (41). The
Vorticist intention that their works be public, collective gifts to a specific society
166
luxury
positionedthem as a polar oppositeto the
commodity. While BLAST's
reproductionsand idiosyncratic use of typefacesheightensits statusas a material
object, BLASTwas printed with the cheapestpaper and type available and its
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inexpensiveproduction. Vorticism's reliance on patronsmeant that the editions of
167
beneath
distributed
thejournal were actuafly
CoSt. Similarly, Vorticism's
privileging of prints undem-linedthe unique statusof the art object: unlike singular
journal
'original',
the
the
the
reifying
unprofitable
paintings,
prints of woodcuts are
Vorticist
This
the
the
allowed
art to be
movement.
medium
as
primary medium of
both fine and rough, supersedingmodem alienation as an object directly subjectto
'Man' (BLAST 136). In this way, Pound and Lewis positioned the products of
Vorticism as an antidote to the privatized materialism of luxury goods.
As aestheticproducts in their own right, BLAST's manifestosexemplified this
strategyof positioning Vorticist art as a meta-commodity.Thesemanifestos
demanded a poetic attention to language by employing a similar textual structure,

diction:
and
rhythm
BLESS the.HAIRDRESSER.
He attacksMother Nature for a small fee.
Hourly he ploughs headsfor sixpence,
Scourschins and lips for threepence.
He makessystematicmercenarywar on this (5)
WILDNESS.
He trims aimless and retrogradegrowths

(6)

Into CLEAN ARCHED SHAPES and
ANGULAR PLOTS.

BLESS this HESSIAN (or SILESIAN) EXPERT
correcting the grotesqueanacln-onisms
of our physique.(BLAST 25)
Reproducingthe careful line breaksof poetry, the manifesto draws attentionto the
arc of its argument,gatheringmomentum and force from the first line's trimeter,
lines
beyond
lines
familiar
to
three
the
spatial
expanding
near-pentameter,
of
moving
in five and six to becomewholly distendedin the final line. Rhythmically, the early
lines are rather flat, with the capitalization of 'Mother Nature' lifting the tone into
The
building
'WILDNESS.
to
the
capitalization
trochees,
two
contrastingrhythm of

167Even more so NvhenQuinn would distribute copiesfor free.
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of 'CLEAN ARCHED SHAPES' and 'ANGULAR PLOTS' createsa forceful,
monochromaticemphasismirroring what is described,petering into unstructured
assertionin the final line. In terms of meaning,the manifesto is made Vorticist
through its adjectives:the hairdresser'sbasic labour is understoodthrough the
privileged words of 'Systematic' and 'mercenary', with the former referencing the
visual rhetoric of machinesand Vorticist painting and the latter invoking another
celebrationof mercenaries'professional,combatativeeffectiveness(30). In this way,
the hairdresseris annexedto Vorticism through extremely compressedarguments.168
VVhileinvoking poetic strategies,the Vorticist manifestosultimately construct
an anti-poetic speaker.Rejecting a theoretical speakeras a meansof open, emotional
connectionfor the reader,Vorticist manifestosexpressa point of view that is
endorsedby actual artists through their signature(43), hermetically enclosing the
'we' of the Vorticist group (as did Pound's radical translationsof Daniel). In contrast
to the inert poem that lies open to interpretation,the manifestosstateda will to
reshapethe world. Even more combatively, the Vorticist manifesto underminedthe
substantialunity that is assumedof a poetic speaker:'We start from opposite
statementsof a chosenworld. Set up violent structuresof adolescentclearness
betweentwo extremes We dischargeourselveson both sides' (BLAST30). Through
...
this formal structureof violence, the Vorticist refusesa singular position,
constructinga wilfully engageddialectic within the larger aegisof the self A critique
of Vorticism's violence would ahnost certainly seekto defendthe vulnerable,but the
manifestospresentviolence as a meansto increasestrengthand diversity by
renderingopposingpoints of view and allowing for the seizureof self-possession
(with the implication that the modern suppressionof conflict ultimately led to the
169
destruction
individuals)
(BLAST
34).
In'BLESS
emasculationand
of marginalized
the HAIRDRESSER', this violent opposition appropriatesthe mundanehairdresser
as a committed Vorticist, with the radicalized languagepuncturing the description of
his labour, shapingit in terms of his own sharpattack on naturalisrrLThe Vorticist
fragmented,
manifesto's
confrontational,historical speakerwho makesspecific
demandson a real audience,amountsto an anti-poetic literary device.
168In discussingthesemanifestos,I have preferred to avoid referenceto a single author.Although
AI
tý
had
Lewis,
Pound
handalmost certainly
a
authorshipof thesemanifestosis usually attributed to
in BLAST 151 and NA 6.2.1913324.
Cý
comparethe attitude to suffragettes
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The manifestos' engagedspeakersalso placed the poem in a presenttense
that was sharply differentiated from poetic time. A number of critics have described
the growth of Vorticism's engagementwith history, originating with Pound's I
Gather the Liinbs of Osiris (Schneidau223), bringing the past to bear on the present
(Dasenbrock78-9), and seekingto reconcile a mythologized past with a celebration
170
future
initiation
(Peppis
92).
At the sametime, these
of the
of modernity and
observationsneglect the way manifestoslike 'Our Vortex' reject past and future:
'Our vortex is not afraid of the Past: it has forgotten it's [sic] existence./Our Vortex
both
Past'
Lewis
Future
(BLAST
147).
the
the
sentimental
as
as
as
rejects
regards
modalities on the basisthat they are intellectual constructionsthat lead to
disempowerment:'Everything absent,remote,requiring projection in the veiled
weaknessof the mind, is sentimental.' ExpandingLewis's analysis,the past is a
by
influence
it,
is
inability
defined
that
the
to
expression
speaker's
while
structureof
the future is characterizedby intentions and unfoundedbeliefs which arenot
171
producing action. This privileging of the presentshapesthe tensesof Vorticist
is
Previous
temporal
space
carving
out
a
where
action
arts
possible.
manifestos,
movementsare rejectedasunworthy combatants:'Impressionism,Futurism... are the
CORPSESOF VORTICES' (Pound,BLAST 154).Here, both the past andfature are
deadly, and their literary movementsare rejectedasunable to act in the present.At
other points, the Vorticists cite previous artists aspart of a living tradition that is still
exerting a force in the present,as when Pound invokes Pater and Whistler as
Vorticism's 'Ancestry' (154). Similarly, Gaudier-Brzeska'shistory of sculpture
flattens time into a schematicdiagram, with all momentsexerting force on the
(155-158).
immediate
The
with
an
self-declaration:
manifesto
concludes
present
'Will and consciousnessare our VORTEX' (158). By bending time, will and
into
its
Vorticism
inseparable
is
from
the
tense
the
consciousness
of
manifesto,
made
demandto reshapethe present.This violently engaged,fragmentedbut present

"' The more seriousquestionis whether Vorticism confusesdissentwith physical violence, the
answerto which would require a detailed examinationof mentality and physicality in Vorticist
philosophy.
170On the other hand, Cooperexploresthe modernist strategyof excludina.or flattening history (5876) and will be discussedin subsequentchapters.
171Similarly, the ideological constructionof life is rejectedas 'the Pastand the Future', while the
for
light
indifference
'life'.
Vorticists'
is
to
shedding
art,
violent
on
reserved
present
0
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speakerconfronting the presentaudiencewith real demandscreatedthe basisof
Vorticist poetry.172
Specifically, the construction of the speakerof Vorticism's manifestostaught
Poundhow to modernizethe politicized speakerof I Gather the Linibs of Osiris. In
Osiris, Pound becameinterestedin the troubadourconventionof the coda as a
radicaked poetic spacethat referencedthe conditions of the poeas production, in
contrastto the detachedvoice of contemporarypoetry and its associationwith
alienatedliterary labour. Tluough the early poemsof Lustra, which were composed
during the sameperiod asBLAST,173Pound modernizedthe techniquehe had
discoveredin the troubadourpoemsand fashionedit into a weaponagainstthe
for
'the
Lustra's
'Coda'
link
times.
the
of
missing
provides
productive alienation
this evolution. Borrowing the name of the structurewhereby troubadourswould sign
their namesand personalconcerns,Pound turns the structureinto the entirety of the
poem:
0 my songs,
Why do you look so eagerly and so curiously into people's faces,
Will you find your lost deadamongthem?(Personae106)
Strippedof the contentof the original troubadourform, 'Coda' becomesabout its
temporalreference:while encoding the time of its composition with the songs' 'lost
dead', it eagerlyurgesengagementwith the living contemporary.Just as the
troubadourcodasnamedthe poems as Arnaut Daniel's, the prime speakerof 'Coda'
174
Pound,
his
'my
remains
who exerts continued presenceover
songs'. This
unalienatedstructureencodesa luminous detail, still looking eagerly into the face of
the living, penetratingthe masksof the present.
This troubadourianself-reflexivity becomesa central trope of Lustra,
marking the historical conditions of composition. Often, this comes as a poetic
contemplationof the speaker'sworks:
Will people acceptthem?
(i. e. thesesongs).('Tenzone, Personae83)
172Schneidaualso tracesa line of developmentin Pound's poetry 'of techniquesof statement' (226),
which implies this questionof tense.Ibis chapteris in generalagreementwith Schneidau'sthesis and
arguesthat a central momentin this processis Pound's encounterwith the Vorticist manifesto.
173in the 1926edition of Personae,Pound went so far as to intermix many poems from BLAST and
Lusira, despitethe separatecategoryof 'Poemsfrom BLAST 1914', suggestingthe extent to which he
0
saw them as contiguousprojects.
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0 my fellow sufferers, songs of my youth,

A lot of assespraise you becauseyou are "virile! ' ('The Condolence',
Personae83)

You were praised,my books,
becauseI had just come from the country; ('Salutation the
Second', Personae86)

I join these words for four people,
Some others may overhear their4 ('Causa', Personae 89)

Go, my songs,to the lonely and the unsatisfied('Commission',
Personae89)

Go, my songs,seekyour praisefrom the young and from the
intolerant ('It6', Personae96)
In all of theseexamples,the first lines act asthe codasof Arnaut Daniel, setting up a
historical, though imaginary relationship betweenthe songsand the poet, disallowing
the alienation betweencraftsmanand product. This iteratesthe fundamentaltenet of
Vorticism. that the creativeproducts of the artist be themselvesalive and in motion.
In eachof the poemsabove,Pound setsa task to his poetic children, instructing them
to becomeactivists with 'the people' at large.
In other poems,Pound positions this radicalized poetic voice against
capitalistic materialism. In 'The Rest, Pound cries for the 'helpless few in my
countryj 0 rernnant enslaved', describing the artists and 'lovers of beauty' that are
'Thwarted with systems/Helpless against the control' (Personae 93-4). This directly
invokes the economic 'system' as a force of alienation, indicting it and calling to the
artists who are paradoxically too strong to succeed:

You who can not wear yourselvesout
By persistingto successes,
You who can only speak,
174In 'A Pact', Pound acknowledgesthe connectionbetweenthis self-reflexive voice and Whitman,
tD
reserving for himself the craftsman'stask of carving the wood Whitman collected (Personae90).
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Who can not steel yourselves into reiteration; (93-4)
In Pound's model, to succeed in the current system of print production is to become a
mimetic producer, with 'wear yourselves out', 'steel' and 'reiteration' emphasizing
the unnaturalness and mechanical quality of modem production. The poem concludes
with another three-line troubadourian coda, in which Pound proclaims, 'I have beaten
out my exile', marking him as unalienated smith, rather than modem machine.
Similarly, in 'Ortus' Pound repetitively invokes how he has 'laboured', connecting
poetic praxis to modem labour. But in this poem, his labour is understood as an
alchemical process of bringing the poem to life: 'To bring her soul to birthfro
175
'
(Personae
85).
In contrast to inert,
these elements a name and a centre!

give

capitalistic production, Pound seeks for his creation to become 'a being' that can
'learn to say "I.. (86). In this way, Pound is positioned as a mythical, superconscious
artist who stands in radical contrast to modem, alienated labourers. In 'Salutation the
Second', paganism is used to blast the alienation of modem media like The
Spectator:
Dance and make people blush,
Dance the dance of the phallus

and tell anecdotesof Cybele!
Speakof the indecorousconductof the Gods! (Personae87)
In theselines, Pound politicizes both the self-reflexivity of the poem and the
theosophicalpaganismthat allows for joy in the face of a repressive,bureaucratic
order of labour. The final couplet intensifies this insurgence,demandingfreedom
from economic compulsion: 'Say that you do no work/and that you will live forever'
(87). By reftising labour altogether,Pound's pagansongpositions itself with Orage's
founding vision 'that no man in the Socialist Stateshall labour without delight' (NA
24.10.1907407). Thesetropes of machineand divinity are united in Vorticist poems
like 'Before Sleep', when Pound comparesPallasAthena to a rocket and follows her
to the shapeof the vortex (Personae77). As we have seen,both the mechanicaland
divine consciousnesses
were regular strategiesin Vorticist manifestos.
The overarchingpresentismof Vorticist manifestosalso becamea
foundational feature of Voiticist poetry. Pound's politicization of Arnaut Daniel's
fi-om
method
a luminous detail to a radical focus on The Tinies (with
self-conscious
175

' This languageof elementsand 'centres' is characteristicallyalchemical,invoking a neo-Platonic
and Leibnizian metaphysic.SeeAppendix.
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the pun certainly intended)madethe project's contemporaryactivism more overt,
privileging it over the historical. Accordingly, Pound's Vorticist poem, 'The Game
of Chess', restructuresthe chronological progressionof game-play into a structural
break
living
in
fbM4/Their
living
'these
and
are
pieces
moves
motif of
conflict:
(BLAS72
Mate!
Centripetal!
King
down
in
Whirl!
the
the
vortex'
reform
pattern...
19; Personae124). Here 'living' is not that the pieceshave a pulse or an established
narrative,but that they participate in a machine-like order of forms that is structured
Pound,
is
For
interesting
the
this
conflict
the
of
players.
will
around
conscious
into
is
depends
it
long
tense:
the
the
energy
on
poem's
closed
past
as
not
precisely as
its immediate,presentverbs creating action, and the poem endsnot with 'mate', but
'Escapes.Renewalof contest.' But in far more Vorticist poems,Pound takesthe
position of one of the chessplayers, initiating structural violence on the social
his
frequently
'go'
Pound
is
This
to
the
and
so
enjoins
songs
case
when
system.
'speakagainstunconsciousoppression' ('Commission', Personae99). In thesecases,
the songsbecomeconsciousagentsof Pound's will in an immediate, ritualized
conflict that can only be conductedin the present.
Pound's implementationof the manifestovoice begins to explain why his
Vorticist work readslike such bad poetry.176Certainly this is the fundamental
is
Pound's
ire
'The
Thnes'
'Salutation
Third':
the
embarrassing
against
problem with
in its direct, violent ideation. Worse, lacking a nuancedsense.of Pound's historically
juxtaposition
the
of the poet going mad againstthe enraged
engagedpolitical project,
adjectives(smugness,gagged,slut-bellied, pauper's) seemsadolescentand
disgustingly self-indulgent. Without the senseof a constructedspeakeror mediation
of his will, the poem doesn't just seembad-it fails to be poetry in an important way.
But perhapsan even clearer exampleof Pound's Voi ticist developmentis Lustra's
177in,the
'Commission', which also employs the troubadourianself-consciousness
modern struggle:
Go, my songs, to the lonely and the unsatisfied,
Go also to the nerve-wracked, go to the enslaved-by-convention,

176To someextent, this follows from Dasenbrock'sargumentthat 'Game of Chess' is neither Vorticist
t,
Vorticist
is
h
(89),
I
Pound's
thouc,,,
take
that
the
poetry
more
much
of
radical position
nor a good poem
precisely becauseit is not 'good poetry'.
177FolIowing on 'A Pact', the poem borrows Whitman's form of repeatedinjunctions that hold
r,
togethermetrically flexible lines.
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Bear to them my contempt for their oppressors.(Personae89-90,
lines 1-3)
As the.first grammaticalsentence,'Comn-iission's' first three lines employ the coda
to position the poem as a confrontation againstbonds,unconsciousoppressionand
the tyranny of the unimaginative (6-9). This allows for the self-reflexive injunction,
'Be againstall forins of oppression' (24). This languageis designedto politicize
private relationships: 'the women in suburbs', 'the hideously mated', 'them whose
failure is concealed, 'the adolescentwho are smotheredin family' (10,11,12,28).
All of theseare in somesense'enslaved-by-convention'(2). In the poem,politicized
languageacts as a powerful framework to problematizerelationships that are often
family,
in
the married couple,
thinking:
child
and
conservative
and
naturalized poetry
unsuccessfulworkers, and the individual in relationship to community. Moreover,
lovers
figures
distinctly
they
or
these
not
ageless
modem;
are
certainly
seems
eachof
historical personages.Following the strategyof the manifesto,Pound is developinga
real audiencerooted in the contemporaryscene,rather than a theoretical audience
his
formulation
development
In
fact,
this
to
of
shows
significant
a
open posterity.
doctrine of the luminous detail: Pound is searchingfor a meansto invoke and fuse
178
is
This
between
that
strategy
the relationships
people
constructmodem society.
fundamentallypolitical, publicizing the ideology that liberal theory claimed was
179
private. In the last two stanzasof the poem, Poundjoins the voice of the agitator
with the nature poet:
Oh how hideousit is
To see three generations of one house gathered together!
It is like an old tree with shoots,
And with some branches rotted and falling.

Go out and defy opinion,
Go out against this vegetable bondage of the blood.

Be againstall sorts of mortmain. (29-35)
In the first four lines above, Pound employs an elegant natural image against the

joins
he
family.
Then
the
the
to
of
naturalism
emphatic
repetition,
returning
supposed
"' Pound's list is not far from the residentsof 77zeWasteLand.
179Pound's New Age series,Studiesin the ConteniporaryMentality (discussedin subsequentchapters)
further explored the disseminationof ideology concerningthe family, love, etc.
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modem, political languageof 'bondage' to the natural: 'vegetablebondageof the
blood'. At the sametime, Pound's willful engagementin the lives of his subjects
violates the central naturalist tenet of objective observation.In the final line, the
perfect word 'mortmain' conflates all of thesemeanings.As a technical legal term
for property held by a corporation beyond the period authorizedby law, it continues
the distinctly political register. Similarly, the exact translation of the word, dead
hand, invokes a hauntedforce controlling the living, perhapsthe nlotjuste for the
kinds of relationshipsPound is describing. Both sensescome together when it is
realized that mortmain is usually applied to the church and corporationsholding back,
developmentfor generations.Finally, the word acts as a meta-poeticattack on
outmodedtechnique,with a demandthat the modem poet be freed from dead
convention so that he can becomeproductive for a living, contemporaryaudience.
This can be taken still further: before the industrial age, land was the first form of
capital and through the modem period it continuedto be privileged as 'living'
capital-the only capital that could producevalue from nothing. The 'dead' hand of
mortmain operatesby contrastto the wish of living people to develop this living
capital, just asthe Vorticists sought to blast British aestheticproduction from the
confines of a deadtradition. Thus, 'mortmain' ftirthers the Vorticist project of
bringing the meansof production to the oppressed.Viewed as a whole,
'Conm-ýssion'acts as an open deed,protecting againstboth mortmain and
commodification. Pound's injunction that his songsgo to the oppressedacts as a
permanentstripping of vestedinterests and a refusal for his production to be
180
from
his
intended
alienated
audienceand circulated as a passive,open commodity.
Thus, 'Commission's' resistanceof poetic expectationsis a direct product of its
wilful, Voiticist attack on the Edwardian terms of generativeand aesthetic
production.
All of theseelementsare unified in 'Further Instructions', perhapsLustra's
most subversiveattack on the structure of labour. The opening lines repeat
'Salutation the Second's' self-reflexivity and contemporarylabour situation even
more forcefully:
180Perhapsanothercontemporaryanalo
'Commission' existsNvithMTV, which tendsto turn
to
'gue.
lyrics toward corporateends,developing a commodity in the process.I see
politically engaged
0
tý
Pound's poetry as importantly different from this processprecisely insofar as it attacksthe terms of
establishmentprint production (i. e. 77zeTinies) while continuing to call to the 'adolescent'. In this
0
and record labels.
sense,Vorticism might be seenas a precursor of independent[maga]'zines
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Come, my songs, let us express our baser passions,
Let us express our envy of the man with a steady job and no worry
about the future.
You are very idle, my songs. (Pound, Personae 95)

Here the poet's precariousposition in the labour market is invoked, but the security
of being included in 'systems/Helplessagainstcontrol' (The Rest', Personae93) is
exorcized as a 'baserpassion'. Becausethe 'idle' and 'loiter[ing]' songsperform no
work, they act as capital that doesnot alienate,causingthe poet both pride and
anxiety. With the poet doubling as both irresponsiblefather and charmedman and
the poemsdoubling as naked street urchins and living nymphs, Pound once again
combinesmodem and mythical temporalitiesto understandhis relationship to
production:
I have gone half-cracked,
I have talked to you so much that
I almost seeyou aboutme, '
Insolent little beasts,shameless,devoid of clothing! (Personae95)
Ultimately, the poemsare the progeny of Pound's unemployed imagination. But
anxious for their fate in such an economic world, he promises to dressthemup in
Chineseand troubadourtraditions, in 'a greencoat out of China' and 'scarlet silk
trousers' from 'SantaMaria Novella'. The poet takesthis step, 'Lest they say we are
lacking in tastej Or that there is no castein this family'. Tradition is seenas a means
to rememberthe historical lineage of a productive relationship that is discredited
within the modern economic systern.For Pound,this model of production is
historically linked to the great Vortices of the past.
This relationsl-ýpbetween the unemployedpoet and his progeny operatesas a
templatefor Lustra's dialectical engagementwith the structuresof class.In a number
of poems,Pound depicts a world in which the structuresof class are disintegrating,
with the poet playing a mediating role betweenclassesand temporalities. In 'The
Garret', the speakerinvites others to pity 'the rich (who] have butlers and no friends'
'we
[who] have friends and no butlers' (Personae 84). The speaker
celebrate
and
juxtaposesthe social worlds of the rich and the creative class, with clear alliancesto
the latter. 'The Garden' (Personae85) developsthis order. The speakersituates
himself betweena rich woman who 'is the end of breeding' (with 'end' doubling as
'filthy,
infants
the
tem-iinus)
and
sturdy,
unkillable
of the very poor', who
goal and
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'shall inherit the earth. Ironically, it is the poor who will 'inherit' and the aristocratic
woman who is dying from a lack of blood, an 'emotional =pnlia'; Pound's
ambivalencetoward both parties demonstrateshis middle position betweenthe two
economicorders. In 'Salutation' (Personae86), he again usesthe structureof
happinessto invert typical responsesto classrelations, where Pound is happierthan
the 'generationof the,thoroughly smug/andthoroughly uncomfortable', and
'fishermen picnicking in the sun with untidy families' are happier than Pound,
...
finally implying that the happiest are the fish that 'swim in the lake and do not even
own clothing'. In all three of thesepoems,Pound is not of the working class,but
midway betweenthem and an aristocracy.While none of thesepoemsopenly discuss
the craft of poetry, they dependon the economicposition of-the historical poet to
constructtheir view of different classes.The position of the happy, sexualizedfish is
further developedin 'The Study in Aesthetics' (Personae97-98), in which Pound
observesItalian children who bear a lineage to his songsin 'Salutation the Second',
due both to their 'patchedclothing' and the way many of them bear the namesDante
and Catullus, evidenceof a living poetic tradition. The poem is madeup of Pound
studying the children learning aesthetics,first when they are 'smitten with an unusual
wisdom' and cry 'ch' ý be'a 1' to the beautiful woman, and three years later, when
one of the boys is fascinatedby a great sardinecatch:
He strokedthose which were already arranged,
Murmuring for his own satisfaction
This identical phrase:

Ch' ý be'a.
And at this I was mildly abashed.
Pound's bashfulnesscould be a sign that he takesthe boy's praise as excessive,but
the boy is namedDante andPound shareshis excitement when he 'leapt about,
snatchingat their bright fish'. Thesedetails suggestthe speakeris rather embarrassed
to observethe boy learning to seebeauty in the world, poetically expandingthe
meaningof the phraseand at the sametime spontaneouslyreaching a universal sign
18
1
This
fertility.
revelation is inflected in the structure,recognizing the meaningof
of
the fish after the woman, and also coming after the 'naked' fish of 'Salutation'.
Moreover, the lessonis connectedto economics:the old order, representedby poor
181Universal, that is, to Pound's thinking. More broadly, the episodeechoesthe Fisher King jvho Nvill
C,
be of such mythological importanceto 7he WasteLand.
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'elders' who are concerned about 'the market' conunand the boy to be still, and the
new generation (tied to the medieval world of Dante) find wealth in their capacity to
perceive beauty. This is further bolstered in 'The Tea Shop', in which the beautiful
waitress with 'the glow of youth that she spread about us' is made 'Middle-aged' by
her need to work (Personae 120). In this poem the economic is the marker of the
aged, and the girl the perpetual, self-renewing force of beauty. Importantly, in all of
these poems Pound carefully notes his mediating distance between old and new
orders; the poems are certainly not a luxurious mirror of aristocratic or bourgeois
values. Rather, Pound employs the aesthetic as a sign of the radical reconstruction of
the capitalistic order.
When read as a factory for poetic commodities, Vorticism seems like a series

of reductive borrowings from the Suffrage movement,Futurism, Imagism, and the
industrial revolution. Like metal filings, the Vorticist allusions to machinesconstruct
a hard, shiny fashion but bear only a parasitic resemblanceto the productive forces of
modernity. In this reading,Vorticism is not unlike automaticwriting , in which the
writer labours accordingto the will of an absentdirector. But Pound explicitly
rejectedthis mode of production, and automaticwriting with it (NA 14.1.1915277).
The problem is that suchmarket-basedhistoricism tends to position texts without
ever reading them; the words themselvesbecome 'meaningless' or 'inexpressive', as
Pound wrote of the iron filings. For Pound, writing becameart when it was shaped
with a consciouswill (NA 14.1.1915277), and the Vorticist project openedthe
possibility that this will could shapewhat was produced,ensuringthat it could never
be alienatedfrom the conditions of its production:
If you clap a strong magnetbeneatha plateful of iron filings, the
energiesof the magnet will proceedto organiseform. It is only by
applying a particular and suitable force that you can bring order and
vitality and thencebeauty into a plate of iron filings, which are
otherwiseas "ugly" as anything under heaven.The designin the
magnetisediron filings expressesa confluenceof energy.(NA
14.1-1915277)
In reading the poetry of Vorticism, it has beennecessaryto reconstructthe particular
force of BLAST, tracing its political position and designson the larger systemof print
done
Having
so, the poemsand manifestosbegin to act not aspassive
production.
commodities,but asmachinesreconstructingthe will of the London Vortex. While
5
13)

the biasesof the men who producedthe movementare deeply problematic at times
(particularly with regard to their occasionalmisogyny and anti-Semitism), they are
not particularly fascistic: fascism is said to hide the use of force behind aestheticsbut
Vorticism.expressesits power openly, using it toward aestheticends.The beauty of
this project remainsopen to valuation, but Pound and Lewis's will to contribute an
alternativemeansof print production can still be read in the poems themselves.
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Chapter 4
Economic Epistemology and Representation:
Orthodox and New Age Theories
In 1914Pound and T. S. Eliot's first meetingslaid the ground for a friendship
Americans
developed
implications.
The
literary
two
young
poetic
with permanent
experiments,wrote private poetry for eachother, read eachother's public poetry in
proof, and 'boomed' their work to the English readingpublic. TIlis period hasrightly
beenthe subjectof intensivebiographical and formal analysis,as it led to the
formation of literary strategiesof both poets' maturework. In the early 1920s,both
Eliot and Pound found the voice to composefoundational works with epic scope.For
Eliot, The WasteLand was gestatingfor over half a decade.Eliot sentfragmentsof
the drafts to Conrad Aiken in 1914 (Eliot, Letters 40), composedimportant partsof
the poem by 1917 (seeYWLF'I), and was directly referring to the poem in his
correspondenceby 1919 (Eliot, Letters 3)44), though the final poem was completedin
early 1922.Shililarly, Pound published Three Cantosin 1917, first in Poetry and
then in revised form with the American Lustra, but they would not find their final
form until 1922.
Eliot and Pound's long gestationperiod closely correspondsto a crucial
transition in The New Age's political program from the National Guild movementto
Social Credit. Often this shift has beendescribedas a revolutionary moment in late
1919when Oragewas introduced to Major C. H. Douglas's ideas.This accountwas
createdby Pound and Orage's hyperbolic propagandaafter the fact, calling Social
Credit a revelation.182In fact, from the war yearsOragehad beenrekindling TheNew
Age's attentionto explicitly 'economic' forms of radicalism and reading up
economicliterature (NA 1.4.1926258), which led to a critical treatmentof economic
theory and the book An Alphabet of Econonficsin 1917, which becamethe
foundation for the Social Credit movement's simultaneouslymagical, social, literary
and economicideas.
The official founding of Social Credit is traced to a year after the Armistice,
November 1919, when Orage's good friend Holbrook Jacksonbrought Major

'82For example,seePound's account (Pound,Orage 109) and Orage's The Douglas Revelation' (NA
1.4.1926258).
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Douglas to the offices of The New Age. 183There is no biography of Douglas, and he
had a passion for secrecy which has obscured all but the barest details of his life. He
was born in Stockport on 20 January 1879 under humble circumstances, became a
member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers by 1904, and then went up to
Cambridge in 1910 to study science, but left without taking a degree. He acquired the
title of Major at the Royal Aircraft Factory in Farnborough from 1916 to 1918
(Hutchinson and Burkitt 10). According to Orage, Douglas removed three 'illusions'
in Orage's thought: the spectre of limited production blocking all reforrn, that wages
were the only way to dispense purchasing power, and 'that economically there is any
magic in ownership' (NA 8.4.1926 293). In short, Douglas undermined the
assumption (shared by Vic torian economists and Marxist radicals) that production
and capital ownership were the wellsprings of economic power. After a year of
study, Orage and Douglas collaborated on a New Age series and then the volume,
Ecoiiondc Deniocracy (NA 1.4.1926 258). Although Douglas was frequently the
named author for these endeavours, Orage's contribution to the movement is
corroborated by the style of the writing and political analysis of capitalism, both of
184
distinctly
Orage's.
This collaboration largely ended in 1922, when
which are
Orage left London and The New Age to join Gurdjieff's occult group. At this point
The New Age was in serious decline and became a much narrower Social Credit
organ. So between 1917, when Orage published An Alphabet of Econoyidcs, and his
departure in 1922, Orage drove The New Age to a distinctly economic solution to
Britain's social and economic ills and in the process reconstructed 771eNew Age's
radical political program.
In terrns of politics, Social Credit was very much a development from Vie

New Age's other political interests.Absorbing personneland ideas fi-ornother radical
British political movementssuch as guild socialism,distributism, and Ruskinian
underconsumptionism,Social Credit createdconsensusamongstNew Age radicals by
reconstructingthesemovementsthrough a new economic framework. Social Credit
also inherited TheNew Age's generalantagonismtoward the mainstream
183Holbrook Jacksonhad originally beenfriends with Oragein Leeds and had introducedhim to
Zý
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Nietzsche.
and Orageco-edited the first severalissuesof 77ieNew Age in 1907,until by
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year, seeNA 1.4-1926258.
184After Oraue's departure,Douglas championedthe movementand both his notoriously poor prose
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parliamentaryparties, whether conservative,liberal or labour, as well as the Fabian
labour movement. Of equal importanceis Social Credit's explicit rejection of other
nascentpolitical forms, particularly bolshevismand fascism (Douglas, Ecollonlic
Dentocracy29 and passim).185At the sametime, Social Credit inherited the National
Guilds movement's desireto reconstructthe organization of production and specific
proposalsof how this would be achieved.
Social Credit also distinguisheditself from National Guilds and orthodox
economicswith a novel and compositehistoriography.From Adam Smith on,
orthodox economicshad dependedon an optimistic narrative of historical progress,
in which serfs and town-dwellers had progressedfrom unpropertied slaves(Smith
488,496) to free citizens who could own property. The driving forces of this rise in
individual liberty were mercantilism and specializationof labour, which necessitated
'order and good government' (507-8). In contrast,early New Age political writers
sought to underminethe orthodox history of economicprogressby invoking a
radicalized medieval history that demonstratedeconomic freedom for the masseswas
a realizable goal with a precedent,and that the forces of history could be shapedby
individuals.186Social Credit positioned itself betweentheseearlier New Age
movementsand orthodox economics.Characteristically,Orage andhis writers found
teleological and ideological issuesin the question,describing Social Credit as 'UltraModernist' (Douglas, Econoinic Deniocracy 100). First, Social Credit was to reject
the nostalgic aspectof the Guild Socialist andDistributist historiography almost
entirely. In Econoinic Deinocracy, OrageandDouglas label this trajectory
'Medievalism' to stressthe historical elementof the movement, and find such an
understandingof time to be ultimately unsatisfactory.After reviewing the
comparisonon the points of environmentalissues,working conditions, and the
generalquality and availability of goods,they '[appreciate] the temptationto
comparethe two periods to the very great disadvantageto the present' (98-9).
Nevertheless,Social Creditors consideredthe refusal of technology decadent(99)
and believed in technologicalprogress.The relationship betweenthe amountof
goodsproducedand the amount of time and energytaken to producethem, however,
'is clearly dependenton process' (102). In this way, Douglas is most concernedthat
185Social Creditors often employedBelloc's critiques of state-ownedorganizationto distinguish the
movementfrom both fascism and bolshevism.
116For an exampleof this historiography, seeBelloc 163.
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humansshould 'liquidate [their] debt to nature in respectof food, clothes,and
shelter' (102), privileging efficiency in a way that Morris or Ruskin would never
have countenanced.As a result, both Douglas and orthodox economistsprivilege
methodsof organizationand machinery that create 'progress' in the form of
increasedoutput per unit of human labour. In termsof Smith and Clay, and so
Douglas, this notion of a quantifiable increaseof production equatesto a scientific
description of the historical narrative of progress.The positioning of itself at the
theoreticalmidpoint of this advanceof progress,rather than trying to go 'backward'
toward a guild structure,is what def-mesSocial Credit as a 'Modernist' system.
As we have seen,Pound and Lewis had introduced this teleological model to
London's radical readershipfive yearsbefore, in 1914.A central pillar of Vorticism
was its relationship to historical time: by breaking with the OmegaWorkshopsLewis
rejected the impracticableremainsof the arts and crafts movement,which had been
trying with National Guilds to preservethe aestheticveneerof undivided labour. On
the other hand,Pound andLewis's attack on Italian Futurism was precisely an attack
on an inevitable, unconscious,materialistic model of progress.By welding historical
consciousnesswith a modem, industrially-inspired aesthetic,consciousprogress
could be won. In this sense,the radical economicmovementof Social Credit was of
a piece with earlier modernist experimentsin radical organization.
Social Credit's radical economicswere directed toward an economic
orthodoxy whose ideaswere not particularly dictated by political party, but
increasingly provided the universal languagefor political and social debate.The
major issuesof the period between 1918 and 1925were ahnost exclusively
economic, including'strikes, unemployment,money"shortagesand the sensethat
economicpower was shifting from Britain to the US. With regard to Germany,
Keynes's widely influential Econoinic Consequences
of the Peacearguedthat the
Versailles Treaty was Clemenceau'svindictive effort to crush Germany's ability to
fight by crippling its economic systems.Judging by the book's reception,for a
majority of the British intellectual population economics had becomethe languageof
power. Economicswas also becoming institutionalized, with Cambridge's first
in
economicsfounded in 1903.Alfred Marshall (1842-1924)was an
course
general
important figure in this institutionalization, exerting a measurableinfluence over the
English field as a professorof political economyat the University of Cambridge
from 1885 to 1908,and through his Principles of Econondcs(first edition 1990,
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eighth edition 1920), which pioneereda number of significant economicadvances
and introduced a generationof econorniststo the field. Marshall forcefully arguedfor
econon-Acs's
statusas a science(240), initiating a larger disciplinary pattern in which
the social sciencesestablishedtheir academiclegitimacy while marginalizing non187
academiccontributors. As economicsconsolidatedauthority in the academy,
economic 'orthodoxy' becameever more important, which makesMarshall's
Principles of Econoinicsextremely useful for documentingSocial Credit's
188
relationship to econoinic orthodoxy.
Marshall's economic orthodoxy is thrown into sharperrelief in comparisonto
Henry Clay's Econoinicsfor the General Reader.Clay's textbook was hugely
popular, acting as both the acceptedtextbook for university coursesand also a
bestseller(A. Taylor 268). Clay's book promisesto teach the primary principles of
the science,minus mathematics,to the generalreader.ne very idea of the 'general
reader' suggeststhat economicswas simultaneouslybecoming more important to
citizenry at the sametime as increasedprofessionalismand mathematicaltheory was
making contribution to the discourseimpossible for the uninitiated layman. Clay's
intellectual lineage emergesfrom the Frenchphysiocratsto Ricardo and Bentham,
stressinga belief that the natural laws operatingunderneaththe economicsystemare
fimnutable and beyond human intervention, On the other hand is a counter-lineage
that can be traced through Malthus, Marshall, and Keynes, all of whom considered
economicsto be a moral science,dealing with issuesof humanbehaviour which
18'
be
by
forces,
could altered monetary, technological, and social
amongstothers.
The implication of this is that while Marshall would stressthe future elites' use of
economicsto shapeBritish society's wellbeing (Marshall 45), Clay describes
concreteand impersonallaws to which the generalpublic was subject.This discord
on the scienceof economicshelps to understandthe incredulity met by an
ideologically conservativepublic when faced with Social Credit's critique
economics' morality and proposalsto reconstructthe science.At the sametime,
Social Credit is far better understoodin relation to this orthodoxy of the 1920sthan
to a left-right continuum that emergedin the 1930s.
187See appendix.

1881borrow this distinction of the econon-de"orthodoxy" from Surette'sPound in Purgatory, who
useufully expandsKeynes's description of the discipline in the period (35-7).
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During the war, both the National Guilds movementand Vorticism became
insolvent. By its end, Orage,Lewis and their colleaguesbecameunwilling to pursue
their original project or even affiliate under the samebanner.In a crucial sense,the
National Guild movementwas inadequateto the epistemicchallengeof World War I.
The movement's episten-iicpreferencewas for the smallestunit, the individual,
subjective worker, and was designedto constructa new order of labour through
guilds. It was best at addressingindividual sectorsor plants (i. e. coal or textiles) and
the particular problem of employer-employeerelations.The systemwas weakestat
the macro level, with all industry organizedaround a loose idea of the nation;
National Guilds do not seriously engageeither international trade or the national
economy.
Insofar asEzra Pound's early London aestheticsgrew out of his engagement
his
New
Age
political
proposals,
poetry reflected thesesevereepistemic
with
limitations. Pound's troubadourOsiris translationsdependon the privileging of the
actual,historical self as an individual craftsman.In Vorticisni, Pound's speakers
becomeconsciousof wider systemsof production (the oppressiveorganizationof
The Thnesand the liberatory organization of the London Vortex), but refusedto
liberal
is
In
Pound's
both
the
totality
crucial
sense,
of society. a
refusal
comment on
andradical. lt is liberal in the sensethat it insists on the unique subjectivity of
individuals as the only rational basis for collective organization, insisting that any
precedingsenseof social reality is a faulty construction.It is radical in the sensethat
it deniesthe legitimacy of both the political and economicdictation of a hierarchical
systemas well as the literary analogue,the dictatorial narrator. This radical political
position producedan aestheticcul-de-sacfrom which Pound would only emergewith
the help of Eliot's careful studiesof epistemologyand Orage's Social Credit
movement: togetherthe poets and Social Credit economistsproduced a meansto
construct social consciousnesswhile maintaining this critique of totalitarian
organization.This developmentdependedon a fundamentalunity betweenthe
epistemologyof economicsand Eliot and Pound's model of modern poetry: while a
number of previous critics have seena metaphoricalrelationship betweenmoney and
language,for instance,the ways in which thesediscourseswere fundamentally
""Ibis
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unified have beenunavailable without a deeperappreciationof econonidcs'sstatusin
the period and the connectionsbetween Vie New Age's political and literary projects.
This chapter will pursuetheseconnectionsby tracing Eliot's increasing
involvement with Pound's New Age projects and then by arguing that economic
epistemologyand literature were fundamentallyconnectedin this period. Next the
chapterwill argue that Social Credit soughtto disrupt fundamentalaspectsof
economics'smethod of building systemsof knowledge and to reconstructmoney's
technical meansof representation.In the following chapter, economictheory's
accountsof characterand social reality through supply, demandand credit will be
explored. By tracing the ideological trajectory of Social Credit againstthe emergent
discipline of economics,we will seehow TheNew Age's shift to economicsand the
innovation of The WasteLaiid and The Cantoswere fundamentallyrelated.
Eliot's Arrival
Upon his arrival in London and fast friendship with Pound, Eliot quickly
establishedhimself as a major player and promoter of Pound's poetic guild. On the
surface,Eliot was more interestedin continuing his philosophical studies,crafting his
dissertationfor Harvard and contributing a number of articles and reviews to The
Monist, ajournal for the philosophy of social sciences.But after contributing to the
secondissueof BLAST, Eliot beganpromoting New Age political theoriststo a wider
audience.In a July 1916review for TheMonist, Eliot stressedthe importanceof
Sorel's Reflections on Violenceand praised its translator,T. E. Huhne. Huhne, of
course,was the pugilistic darling of TheNew Age, where he picked critical fights and
publishedhis introduction to Reflectionson Violvice. TheNew Age was a uniquely
suited context for Hulme's combination of revolutionary aestheticsand
conservatism.Pound annexedhis completepoetical works in Lustra and Orage
assuredthe posthumouspublication of his critical and political writings, edited by
Herbert Read, in The New Age. Eliot's promotion of the translation demonstratesnot
just an awarenessof Hulme but also dateshis willingness to promote New Age
politics and to associatethem with his own philosoplfical projects. With closer
scrutiny, Eliot's other articles for TheMonist, particularly those on Leibniz, reveal
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the extent to which his epistemologyof sciencewas indebtedto the sameeclectic
'90
informed
The
Age
New
that
occultism
project.
Moreover, Eliot familiarized himself with Pound's New Age projects by
writing the promotional book, Ezra Nun& His Metric and Poetty. The book was
191
by
Quinn,
Age
New
himself,
solicited
a committed
and dissociatedPound
reader
from the narrow concernsof TheNew Age by citing complementarycritics and
attacking others from a wide variety of sources,an important task for creatinga
wider sympatheticreadership.At a certain point, Eliot takesissuewith a reviewer
who describesPound's New Age context but claims this must result in excessive
formalization. The reviewer claims Pound desiresto make poetry, 'a learned,selfconsciouscraft, to be cultivated by a guild of adepts,from whose austerelaboratories
spontaneityand simplicity are excluded' (Eliot, Ezra Pound 2 1). In this case,Eliot
carefully diffuses the venom of the chargewhile not disagreeingwith the political
and philosophical implications of the 'guild of adepts'. In fact, Eliot's narrative of
Pound's art is in substantialagreementwith the presentstudy, stressinghis transition
fi-omhis American poetry to Ripostes(1912), the volume that resultedfrom Pound's
move to London andI Gather the Dinbs of Osiris (16). Importantly, Eliot also
demonstratesknowledge of the accessibility of the luminous detail, arguing that to
display scholarship 'is not the samething as to expect it on the part of the reader;and
of this sort of pedantryPound is quite free' (8). Eliot is arguing with Pound that his
use of political detail can result in an accessiblepoern-Continuing the narrative of
Pound's craft, Eliot praisesthe innovation of Lustra over Cathay, quoting the radical
'A Commission' at length and exploring the chargeit was not poetry (23-4).192Even
more important is the way that Eliot promotesPoundbasedon New Age criteria. The
theosophicalsolidarity is just under the surface,with citations of the theosophical
Quest(16) and Ford's praiseof Pound's 'natural magic' (6). But Eliot's central
praiseof Pound is that he is a craftsman,repeatedlystressingthat Pound's
developmentis a product of 'work' and allying his art with the hardnessof industrial
production. ElsewhereEliot differentiatesPound's innovation from the empty
progressof Futurism: 'Pound has perhapsdone more than anyoneto keep Futurism
out of England... Futurism was incompatible with any principles of form' (19). Eliot
190
Forfurtheranalysis
of thesearticles,
seeappendix.
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For moreinformationon QuinnandTheNewAge,seechapteron VorticisrrL
192
For a political analysisof this poem'santi-poeticism,
seechapter3.
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is well aware of the patriotic quality of National Guilds, and already suggesting that
Pound's craft-based progress is the result of a firm reliance on tradition. And at the
for
first
Cantos
book,
Eliot
the
to
the
claims
a new importance from the
conclusion
lyric to the epic. This development in point of view from the single to the multiple is
the central episternic development to be analyzed in this chapter.
From this period until after the publication of The Waste Land, Eliot spent the
back
in
1931,
learning
Looking
Eliot
his
time
about
economics.
of
wrote
majority
scathingly of the economic orthodoxy and described his own economic
apprenticeship:
I am not even convinced that the accomplished economic specialists
of the Harley Street of finance always know what they are about
themselves. I have served my own apprenticeship in the City;
endeavoured to master the 'classics' of the subject; have written (or
compiled) articles on Foreign Exchange which occasionally met with
approval from my superiors; and I was never convinced that the
authorities upon whom I drew, or the expert public which I addressed,
did
better
I
than
the
myself-which
matter
any
understood

is not at

all ... but how the [economic] machine came to be, or what it was
ultimately called into the world to accomplish-of

that no one seemed

to know more than I did, and they differed from myself chiefly in
their unquestioning loyalty to it. (Eliot, 'A Commentary' [ 1931] 3 10)
In his retrospective, Eliot positions himself as someone who was deeply interested in
loyal
himself
from
differentiates
but
those
to the
who
were
carefully
economics
'machine'. Eliot's strong suspicion that there is something unknowable or even
i1rational about economics admits a sense of orthodox versus unorthodox economic
ideology, rather than progressive scientific truth. The young Eliot's irritation with the
his
his
interest
in
and
unorthodox
approaches
growing
so-called specialists signals
frequent conflation of economics with anthropology (discussed below). While Eliot's
work at Lloyd's Bank has been persistently read as a kind of forced and distracting
labour, his contemporary letters reveal a deep concern for economics. Eliot's
mordant complaining in the early 1920s contributed to this reading, which seen-isto
have been driven more by illness than actual hatred of the bank and still more by
Pound's agitation to set Eliot up in his Bel Esprit scheme. In fact, Eliot was
(310)
'master
"classics...
his
the
to
economics
of
work, endeavoring
passionate about
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and describing 'the scienceof money' as 'an extraordinarily interesting subject'
(Eliot, Letters 174-5).In unguardedmomentsEliot wrote that he felt important at his
job (see,for exampleLetters 189) and that his work was very interesting (Letters
184). However, Eliot's increasinguncertainty about the economic orthodoxy jarred
with his financial vocation.
At the sametime as his work at Lloyd's, Eliot was teachingthe Victorian
seedsof economicdissent.In a letter he describedthe classpolitics of his course:
I have an evening class in English literature (mostly social and
religious topics, Arnold, Ruskin, etc.) under London University, a
classof working people, which I enjoy very much. This classof
people is the most agreeablein England to me-you seeI am by way
of being a Labourite in England, though a conservativeat home. The
middle class-including most of the people one knows, or at least
their families, is hopelesslystupid. (Eliot, Letters 23.3.1917 171)
Eliot's descriptionsof the studentsmake clear that his studentswere precisely the
samesort asNew Age readers,working classpeople interestedin the new age,
Nietzsche,and political philosophy (168,176). While Eliot's teaching engagement
has usually beendescribedas literary, his descriptionsof it suggestthat he saw
himself as a political and religious activist.193Eliot's description of himself as the
conservativeLabourite encodesboth the desirefor tradition and the sensethat this
was the best protection for the people, and closely follows conservativeNew Age
ideologueslike Hulme who borrowed heavily from radical socialists. In a 1917letter,
Eliot wrote of the English working classes' 'fundamentalconservatism', suggesting
how he saw conservativeand labour causesasrelated (Eliot, Letters 168). As late as
1936,Eliot recognizedthe tendencyto paint his political position 'as bigoted
reactionaries,or asrecklesssocialists' (Eliot, EssaysAncient and Modem 139).
While Eliot recognizedthe possibility of mistaking New Age politics as occupying
either end of a political spectrum,they were intendedto speakto a commonground
that incorporatedboth political ideals and radical, active engagementwith working
Britain.
Eliot's radical conservatismled him to NeivAge economic radicalisn-LIn
anotherletter, he describedthe radical conservativeandNew Age writer Hilaire
193Asher concursthat Eliot's teachingwas highly politicized but focuseson a coursein Yorkshire that
coversFrenchpolitical thought (37-9), while this study finds the British context much more important.
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Belloc as 'a distinguished predecessor' on the lecturing circuit (Eliot, Letters 144).
Similarly, Eliot's rejection of the middle class is not simple class-hatred; he is
willing to defend his friends and recognize that members of the middle class
produced important ideas. But politically, the middle-class at this time was the
bastion of the Liberal Party and economic liberalism in particular. Eliot's attack on
liberal stupidity is specific: a central frustration for political activists was the refusal
of laissez-faire liberals to acknowledge the effects of radically individualistic policy,
which amounted to an ignorance of social consequence. In this context, Eliot's
course seems an antidote to Victorian laissez-faire ideology: he described his course
as The Makers of 19"' Century Ideas', and included Ruskin and Morris, forbears for
New Age ideologues. John Stuart Mill, the Victorian economist who tempered the
extreme liberalism of Bentham and James Mill, was also included (Eliot, Letters
194). In a letter to his father, Eliot described in the same breath how he had been
teaching Ruskin and bad 'to read up economics' for his working class students
(Letters 176). More than once in this correspondence, Eliot turns from. his teaching of
economics to the technical aspects of his bank work at Lloyd's and his excitement to
learn. 'something about the theory of banking' (174-176). Eliot's particular interest in
banking, the 'science of money', and 'Foreign Exchange' (176) were actually rather
unorthodox economic interests that would be picked up by radical economists as
194
in
With the publication of The Waste
exposing the cracks the economic orthodoxy.
Land 1922, Eliot would reveal the deep divide between his thinking and the
economic orthodoxy on these subjects, offering a different explanation of his
frustrations with Lloyd's.
While Eliot's interest in economics remained, his disloyalty to the economic
orthodoxy only deepened. Just after the war, Eliot found himself centrally embroiled
in German debts at Lloyd's, 'trying to elucidate knotty points in that appalling
document the Peace Treaty' (Eliot, Letters 22.2.1920 368). Eliot's frustration shows
agreement with his Bloomsbury acquaintance, John Maynard Keynes, whose
Econondc Consequmces of the Peace advanced the thesis that the 'appalling
document' amounted to economic warfare designed by Clemenceau to cripple

For another surnmary of Eliot's work at Lloyd's, see Rainey, Revisiting 54.
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Germany for generations. '95 Five days later Eliot's economic frustrations led him to
lash out against artistic philistines in a letter to the editor of The Athenaeuin. In it,
Eliot threatened that if certain works were not better received, '... I shall no longer be
able to stifle my suspicion that the Civilised Class is a myth' (Letters 369-70). Eliot,
like Pound, was becoming convinced that the old economic structures were wholly
inadequate to provide necessary elements for society. T'his was to be a revolutionary
stance. Within a month Pound had introduced Eliot to Major Douglas and Ecollonlic
Detnocracy. 196Eliot promoted Douglas and claimed the book was interesting, though
he had reservations about the book's style and complexity (Letters 376). But by 10
September, Eliot was willing to state his political allegiance: 'Certainly there is no
other political weekly [than The New Age], at any rate, that is anything but
dormative' (Letters 405). Eliot, like Pound and Orage, had awakened to the critiques
of Social Credit.
Judging by his later political writings, Eliot seems to have fully accepted 77ze

New Age's economiccritiques but remained somewhatskeptical of Social Credit's
positive proposals. A long review article in 1927 showsEliot's depth of knowledge
about New Age radicalism (Eliot, 'Political Theorists' 73). The very conceptionof
the article demonstratesa sophisticatedawarenessof the New Age political scene,
grouping together 'the Belloc-Chesteitongospelof Distributive Property',
Ludovici's attempt to found a Sorelian 'myth or idea for the Tory Party' (69), the
anti-capitalist economicsof J. A. Hobson (72-73), and the Social Credit tract Coal,
written by membersof the ChandosGroup. For Eliot, all of theseworks areuseful in
attempting to elucidateand provide solutions to the spiritual and economicproblem
of the time, but he reserveshighest praise for Coal, a tract preparedby the religious
Social Credit think tank, the ChandosGroup.197Like New Age thinkers, Eliot agreed
that economic,spiritual and artistic matters shouldbe consideredtogether,praising
the book's connectionsbetweeneconomicsand politics and the 'developmentof the
soul' (73), and claiming that 'the politics of the future' were determinedboth by
'blind or unconsciousforces' as well as by 'scientists,artists and men of thought',
19'Keynes, of course,would go on to develop an unorthodox systemof his own, progressively
tD
for the importanceof monetary issuesand credit through the 1920sand 1930sand eventually
arguing
0
being recognizedas largely correct.
C,
C,
196Carswell claims that Eliot also attendeds6ances;
with Ora'ge,Herbert Read and P.D. Ouspensky
(Gurdjieff's representative)in 1920-1(171-27).
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while politicians merely followed 'these currents' (7 1). As we have seen,Orage,
founded The New Age on this ideological axis that balancedradical politics and
literature. While Eliot appearsto have had certain reservationsabout Social Credit's
positive proposals,thesearticles demonstratehis fundamentalagreementwith the
New Age episteme.More immediately, they suggestthat Eliot's various specialtiesas
a philosopher of science,teacherof economic thought, and literary artist combinedin
his theorization of modernistpoetry.198
For a trainedepistemologistof the social sciences,Eliot's interest in the
'science' and 'theory' of economicswas not incidental. In his dissertationon
Bradley, Eliot had offered withering critiques of psychology and sociology's
foundational assumptions.Elsewherehe held up Frazeriananthropology as a model
discipline, precisely for its refusal to constructbroad theoriesof human behaviour in
favour of the 'facts' of collected mythological detail and formal descriptionsof
199
ritual. Eliot persistentlyused the epistemicfoundation of his thesis in the analysis
of contemporaryissues.In 1920,Eliot wished for a Frazerian'study of the spiritual
decadenceof England which should [be] a skilful collocation of facts' (Letters
...
10.9.1920405), conflating anthropology and economics.Eliot's ideal study would
have beenequally anthropologicaland economic.As late as 1931, Eliot applied these
dialectical tools to Economics,applying a Bradleyancritique of its epistemological
exclusion of morality and calling for a moral economics(Eliot, 'A Commentary'
[1931] 309-311). Eliot's critique of economicsechoedOrage's own demandsthat
economicsbe temperedby 'the religious, the artistic, the humane' (Orage,Alphabet
171): both men demandedthat the epistemologyof economicsbe orderedby spiritual
principles. Eliot's late article demonstratesthe extent to which his economic thinking
was shapedby a philosophical perspectivethat was harmoniouswith The Neiv
200

Age.

197Coal advocatesthe A+B analysis(58-9), a ne%v
financial systemwith costsdivorced from
production (64), and describesthesechangesas 'ýrevolutionary""in a technical sense7'(66). Moreover,
major Social Creditorsincluding Mairet, Reckitt and Symonswere contributors.
198In a 1931colurnn,Eliot was conditional in his promotion of the movement,agreeingthat
'conventional practice is all wrong' but uncertain if Douglas's prescriptionswere right (Eliot, 'A
Commentary' [1931] 309). In letters, Eliot agreedwith Pound that the financial systemneededto be
(Eliot in Pound,Ezra Pound Papers5.3.1934)and was willing to sign a petition on credit
chancred
C7
0
reform (Eliot in Pound,Ezra PoundPapers23.2.24).David BradshawbelievesEliot was a fully
fledged supporter.
0
199Seeappendix,Gray 127-8.
200For more on Eliot's epistemologyseeappendix.
0
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There is ample evidence that Eliot and Pound actively discussed and agreed
on these epistemic considerations. Before he had met Eliot, Pound discussed poetry's
'fact' and rejection of 'theory' (NA 2.10.1913 622), the same terins that Eliot
201
After Pound met Eliot, he began invoking Frazer
in
his
employed
epistemology.
(see NA 3.1-1918 194 and NA 29.7.1920 204), just as Eliot invoked the Arthurian
legends and the myth of Atys [sic] five years before his footnote on Weston and
Frazer in Vie Waste Land (9). By 1917, Pound had developed their understanding of
anthropology into a critical method of aDalysing texts that was capable of 'searching
for the psychology of the nation' (NA 1.11.1917 10). The result was Studies ill
Conteinporary Mentality, 'a long running series in The New Age that repeatedly
invoked the anthropological method (NA 11.1.1917 10; NA 20.9-1917 446). Pound's
schema reproduced Eliot's rather perfectly, privileging anthropology over the
'theoretic sociologist' (NA 18-10-1917 527). This attack on sociology followed
Eliot's epistemological attack on materialist social theory: 'No medheval writer ever
thought or wrote of any man as 'a unit' in the modem sociological or statistical
fashion' (NA 11.10.1917 507). Similarly to Eliot, Pound saw this anthropological
epistemology as a means to study human society without applying the interpretive
compulsion of overarching theories: 'As an anthropologist starts without a sense of
"ought" he has one more chance, or several more chances, of making head or tail of
it, than has the theorist who wants to fit mankind or "future society" to a model' (NA
18.10.1917 527). In this way anthropology acted as an institutional exemplar for the
occult scientific epistemology that Pound and Eliot sought to make the basis of their
literary method. The same epistemology would lead Pound and Eliot to excitedly
embrace economics.

Economic Epistemology: System and Character
The epistemology of orthodox economics held out great promise for New Age
radicals like Orage, Pound and Eliot. Unlike the social theories Eliot and Pound
attacked, the epistemology of economics employed much the same strategy as
Frazer's anthropology. Between 1890 and the end of the war, Alfred Marshall was

201This similarity can be explainedby their sharedinterestin occultism. For Eliot, seeappendixand
Childs. For Pound,seeSurette'sBirth. Pound's statementof the limits of knowledce also match
Eliot's thesis (NA 12.1.1921225-6).
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recognized as the preeminent English economist. In Principles'of Econonlics,
Marshall described economics in nearly identical terms to Frazer:
Economic science is but the working of common sense aided by
appliances of organized analysis and general reasoning, which
facilitate the task of collecting, arranging, and drawing inferences
from particular facts [Thus] it enables common sense to go further
...
in difficult problems than would otherwise be possible. (38)

Eliot and Pound's preferencefor an epistemicfoundation basedon collected and
organized 'facts' simultaneouslyprivileged the disciplines of anthropologyand
economics. The Social Creditors' excitementabout the epistemicpotential of
economicswas related to its employment of the samedisciplinary model.
The Social Creditors were not alonein their excitement.By the end of the
war, economicshad becomea foundational explanatorymodel for the social sciences
and was quickly being applied to anthropology,sociology, and indeedliterature.
While the successof the discipline can begin to be explained by institutional factors
such asnew chairs and a similarity to hard sciences,economics'spersuasiveness
shouldbe traced in large part to the amountof intellectual work it could perform.
The power of this discourseled to the tremendoussuccessof books like Henry
Clay's Econotnics:An Introductionfor the GeneralReader.Clay describeda
discipline that produceda complex but orderedview of society by relating the
myriad of opposedand allied parts of the exchangemarket in a systemthat was
ultimately regular, constrainedby law, and fundamentallyunified: 'The economic
system,in fact, operatesas a unity, although its unity is madeup of lesserunities'
(15). Thus, 'unities' collaborated through an ultimately comprehensibleeconomic
systemwhoseprimary and remote effects could be traced (14). It was this capacity
for a systemic,totalized view that madeeconomicssuch a compelling explanatory
model. '17hismodel of the inteffelated systemwas enabledby the mathematical'model
of direct and inverseproportionality. Clay's rhetorical structurereflects this model,
artificially isolating generaltopics (e.g. labour) and demonstratingthat values
increaseor decreasedependingon other variables,eventuallyjoining the subtopicsof
the chapterand chaptersubjectsin its systemicweb. More than any other, it is this
comprehensivedescriptionthat gives Econonficsfor the General Readera scientific
claim to its systemicrepresentationof the economy.
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Economics also fundamentally depended on models of characterization.

While orthodox practitioners sought to representrelationsliips betweeneconomic
phenomenawith mathematicalformulae, political economywas foundedon the
2(12
his
the
characterof
subjects. In
scientist's ability to observeand generalizeabout
Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations, characterizationtranscendsrhetoric and
illustration to act asthe epistemicbasis for economicobservation.For instance,when
Smith wants to demonstratethe principle that wage-ratestend to 'naturally overvalue' the chanceof gain, and 'that the chanceof loss is frequently under-valued'
(Smith 2 10), he is arguing that mathematicalprobability must be adjustedfor
character.As proof of the principle, describeshow 'young volunteers... figure to
themselves',or understandtheir own character(Smith 211-212). As early as Smith,
economic characterizationdependson three interlocking strategies.First, Smith's
charactersare anchoredby their vocation: bankers,lawyers, teachers,students,
blacksmiths, miners, grocers,farmers, tailors, weavers,factory workers, day
labourers,sailors, and their wives and children populate Tile Wealth ofNations, with
further subdivisionsbringing even more specificity. Vocation plays such a heavy role
becauseit allows Smith to suggestthe social and economicposition of the character
at a number of levels, including purchasingpower, relative security, concernsfor
health, hopesfor advancement,relative influence in society, political agency,in a
kind of shorthand.Smith's secondstrategyis one of novelistic generalizationthrough
the indicative presenttense: 'A tendermother, amongthe inferior ranks of people, is
often afraid to sendher son to school at a seaporttown, lest the sight of the ships and
the conversationand adventuresof the sailors should entice him to go to sea' (213).
By the time the tensehasdone its work, abstractingone specific mother to standfor
tender,inland mothersat large, the economic theorization was more than half done.
Finally, novelistic motive acts as the driving force of Smith's economictheorization.
In the descriptionof wagesfor sailors above,Smith skillfully encodesthe various
subjectivities of the sailors with their wild self-aggrandizement,the son's ilaYve
her
them
the
of
of
son's indirection and hinted
and
appraisal
perception
mother's
sacrifice to pay for schooling. At the sametime, Smith's adjective, 'tender', lends the
mother sensitivity, care and devotion to her son, andprotects from a senseof her
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being overbearing.Her love, her worries, her hopesand her attachmentsall operate
to createthe motive force to prevent the boy from ever coming in direct contactwith
the sailorsby keeping him away from the seaporttown. By creating a subtextand
using understatement,Smith's charactersbecomemore eloquent and also retain a
senseof the general,allowing for individual readerresponseand imagination. By
representingthe complexity of the mother's motive, Srnith developsan ally for the
economicprinciple which underpins it, ensuringthe reader's assentthat young
people naturally overvaluetheir chanceof gain. In this way, Smith develops
economicknowledge through the characterizationtechniquesof vocation,
generalizationand motivation.
Over a hundred yearslater, characterizationremainedcritical to economic
proof For Marshall, economic characterwas developedthrough historical process,
and he claimed that certain 'modem' changesto the self were critical for economics
to exist as a discipline: 'a certain independenceandhabit of choosing one's own
coursefor oneself, a self-reliance; a deliberation and yet a promptnessof choice and
judgment, and a habit of forecastingthe future andof shapingone's coursewith
referenceto distant aims' (Marshall 5). All of theseideasrevolve around an evolved
sensethat the self as a construction exists and must be taken care of through its own
action. At the sametime, there is a new privileging of knowledge which seemsto
originate from the self-it is the only reliable guide for choosingone's course,or
finding resources,or making decisionsor judgments,or forecastingthe future.
Marshall observesthat this is not an eternaltruth of man, but only a relatively recent
'habit'. For Marshall, self-reflexive characterwas the basisof modem economic
behaviour.
For Marshall and his colleagues,it was precisely this attention to modern
characterthat defined economicsas a science.Marshall excoriatesearlier economic
theory that 'regardedman as a constantquantity, and they never gave enoughtrouble
to study his variations' (762). In place of that simplistic construction, economicman,
Marshall erectsa sciencefounded on character:
in detail and all improvementsin
and
over
above
all
changes
...
scientific accuracyand reasoning[in economicsof the last century],
there is a fundamentalchangein treatment;for, while the earlier
economistsarguedas though man's characterand efficiency were to
be regardedas a fixed quantity, modem economistskeep constantly in
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mind the-fact that it is a product of the circumstancesunder which he
has HvecL(MarshaR764)
Fundamentally,Smith's tools of vocation and generalizationare broadenedand
joined with Marshall's use of 'circumstance'. In Principles of Econonlics,this theory
is expandedto the level where whole groups can be generalizedbasedon their
demograpl-dcinformation, so that Marshall arguesadult males can be equatedfor
economicpurposesif they are engagedin the sametrade becausethey are
'presumablysomewhatsimilar in sensibility and temperament,in tasteand
education' (19). Marshall describedthis attention to varying types of characteras
critical in the scienceof economics.
For Marshall, motive was even more important in modem economics.
Marshall claimed motive was the.essentialelement 'by which men's lives are
fashioned' (39). Motive's ability to make changeopeneda possibility for scientific
study: 'We cannot indeedmeasuremotives of any kind, whether high or low, as they
Marshall's
force'
(39).
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economicforces combine like physical forces, allowing for prediction (771). For
both sciences,accuratepredictions only dependon a proper assessmentof the forces
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individual to resolvethe forces into a unified direction of motivation. Thus, the
'certain independenceand habit of choosingone's own course for oneself' and
'deliberation and yet a promptnessof choice andjudgment' is actually a weighing of
different and at times variable forces into a unified movement of the individual. In
this way, motive becomesa meansto trace the complex economic forces that shape
character.

203lbeosophists were also interestedin this relationship betweenhuman behaviour and physics, and
Vorticisrif s theory of human wills aperating,systemicallyis connectedas well.
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This epistemicuse of motive is fundamentalto the discipline of economics,
but Marshall explains how motives themselvesare factored out of the science.
Marshall arguesthat motives are fundamentallyunknowable, but their effect is
measurablethrough money: 'An opening is madefor the methodsand the testsof
scienceas soon as the force of a person's motives-not the motives themselves-Can
be approximatelymeasuredby the sum of money' (Marshall 15). This meansthat the
primary measureof economics 'does not claim to measureany affection of the mind
in itself, or directly; but only indirectly through the effect' (Marshall 15). In this way,
economicsfollows money in acting amorally: 'In short, money is generalpurchasing
power, and is sought as a meansto all kinds of ends,high as well as low, spiritual as
well as material' (22). In this way, Marshall's economicsprivileges 'effects' over
'affectations of the mind', making effects real and quantifiable while rejecting
experience.Within the episternicframework of economics,the monetarylanguageof
power supersedesand dominatesboth the mental and spiritual on the onehand, and
the physical on the other: force of motive is a way of describing vectors of power in
the social world. In Marshall's conception, then, the study of that systemcan be
properly said to be amoral, in the sensethat it doesnot register the quality of the
forces, or even super-moral,in that it holds a privileged position to view systemsof
forces as they interact. NietzscheanNew Agers like Orage were particularly
interestedin this super-moralposition of analysis.
For Marshallian economists,this conceptionof characterwas the basisof its
in
Marshall
described
this conception of the self-reflexive economic
rise power.
agent, determined by vocation, acting via motive and measurable through money, as
the basis of economics's rise to power: '... it is this definite and exact money
measurement of the steadiest motives in business life, which has enabled economics
far to outrun every other branch of the study of man' (Marshall 14). Marshall argued
that economics would always be character-driven, demanding 'the faculty of
sympathy, and especially that rare sympathy which enables people to put themselves
in the place, not only of their comrades, but also of other classes' (Marshall 45). This
understanding of character suggested the means to an unimpeachable epistenlic
foundation for the most complex theories. Pigou and Keyn eS204even argued that

204Both Keynes and Pigou were studentsof Marshall; Pigou succeededMarshall whenhe stepped
down from his chair at Cambrid-e.
a
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economic theories' 'correspondencewith fact is not open to question' (Keynes,
Treatise74):
The Quantity Theory is often defendedor opposedas though it were a
definite set of propositions that must be either true or false. But in fact
the formulae employed in the exposition of that theory are merely
devicesfor enabling us to bring togetherin an orderly way the
principal causesby which the value of money is determined.(Pigou in
Keynes, Treatise74, n. 2)
VA-fflePigou and Keynes's explanation suppressesthe individual minds doing the
determining, the theory's basis is shifted from that of a proposition to a self-reflexive
descriptionof how decision-makingis undertaken.This self-reflexivity createsa
unity betweenthe proposition and the economic facts beneathit: they are
indistinguishable.In this way, the epistemologyof economicswas founded on
character.Even mainstreameconomistsdescribedthis epistemic theorization of
characterin literary terms:
No one, unfortunately, can lift himself into a position to take an 'airship' view of society; so that the economist,and other studentsof
society,have to construct their 'airsMp' view of society by collecting,
comparing and relating a large number of street-doorviews. (Clay 8)
A truly omniscient point of view had becomeepistemologically impossible,whether
a social scientist like Clay, an isolated anti-heroPrufrock who quivers at the edgeof
a higher understanding,or Pound's struggle to discovera lyric voice to describe
political expression.As Clay suggests,the solution was to be found in the collection
juxtaposition
of 'street-doorviews', embeddedpoints of view looking onto the
and
social and political real. For New Age political theorists,this economicepistemology
and
promised an escapefrom the solipsism of individual workers' consciousnesses
suggesteda vision for a new social order.
The epistemologyof economicsalso held forth promise for literary radicals
like Eliot andPound. In Eliot's graduatestudy of the epistemologyof the social
sciences,he had reachedthe conclusion that Leibniz and Frazer held the key to
constructinga scientific view of society. At the time, Leibniz was experiencinga
led
in
by
in
Bertrand Russell's positive study.
epistemology,
scientific
part
vogue
Leibniz arguedthat substance,or reality, was not to be found in either subjective
consciousnessor objective matter (or, asDescarteswould have it, the distinction
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between them), but instead in 'monads' or 'finite centres' which preceded both.
Thus, 'experience' was more real than either the fiction of the perceiving subject or
the continuous, inanimate object. This constructed the possibility of a metaphysics
that was both spiritual in that there was no material reality apart from consciousness
and empirical in that it argued for the primary reality of perception and that these
monads preceded any subjective sense of self. In Frazer's later work, Eliot found a
perfect example of a theoretical system that resisted the secondary fiction of
interpretation while giving primacy to the form of experience itself. 205An article
from 1924, 'A Prediction with Regard to Three English Authors', shows Eliot
employing this epistemology in a literary framework. Comparing Bradley, Frazer
and Henry James, Eliot praises their capacity to move from 'a mere collection' of
data to 'a positive point of view, a vision'. Clay's description of economic
...
in
'street-door
for
Clay's
interest
the
offered
same
promise
economics.
epistemology
views' is parallel to Frazer's interest in 'the actual ritual': both are formal
descriptions of roles people play in a general social interaction, while suppressing the
contents of particular views. And like Eliot's understanding of Henry James, Clay's
airship views are explicitly constructed in terms of novelistic point of view. For
Eliot, as for Frazer and Clay, the juxtaposition of these forms held forth the hope of
approximating the social real independently of a totalized, 'airship view'. As we will
juxtaposing
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Land
both
The
this
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method of
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structures of character to develop a scientific vision of social reality.
Eliot's epistemology also became the basis of his politicized critical practice.

In 'The Function of Criticism' (1923), Eliot attackedtwo critical impulses.The first
fiction'
Eliot
'interpreting
'a
claimed
an
author,
a
work',
which
was
produced
'insteadof insight' (Eliot, SelectedEssays32). Fiction, interpretation and insight
invoke the samelanguageof Eliot's dissertation,amounting to a rejection of a
literary method related to French sociology. But in this essay,Eliot decriedbroad
interpretation's tendencyto becomeracist, attackingMurry's desire to racialize
interpretationsinto English and Teutonic categories(28). Eliot also observeda
countervailing critical tendencyto reject the categoryof collective interpretation
altogether,relying solely on a solipsistic 'Inner Voice'. Eliot rejects this tendencyas
it
it
George
'Whiggery'
it
Lloyd
(29),
to
saying
and
as
connecting
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205Seeappendix and Piers Gray, 127-8.
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amounts to no more than doing what one likes (27). In contrast to both of these
critical methods, Eliot proposes an episten-iic basis in which the critic views literature
in
individual
find
'organic
(23-4):
their
texts
relation to others
meaning
wholes'
as
but avoid proscription by organically and uniquely contributing to the whole.
Although Eliot's 'Function' does not describe the poUtical position it advocates, his
inclusive
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individualism
liberal
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of
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yet
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Age's
is
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New
propolitics
of
socially
with
of
a
piece.
collective, society
worker idealism. Moreover, Eliot's episteme is strongly related to Clay's economics,
insofar as it organically creates a view of the system through knowledge of its
individual parts.
For Pound as well, economics's means of understanding social character had
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2.9.1912515). Already Pound describeda situation in which businesswas the
primary forum for the intelligent, subsumingpolitics with economics.Pound
expandedthis point of view into a rich analysisof the different charactersnecessary
for different stagesof enterprise:
'The type of man who built railways, clearedthe forest, planned
irrigation, is different from the type of man who can hold on to the
profits of subsequentindustry. Whereasthis first man was a man of
dreams,in a time when dreamspaid, a man of adventure,carelessthis latter is a close person,acquisitive, rapacious,tenacious.The first
The
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type
present
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person
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personality-The
...
first man dealt with men, the latter dealswith paper. (NA 26.9.1912
515)
Pound's analysisis powerful in the way that it subsumesthe direction of the
determining
literary
that the economy's
to
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expansionor conservationis due to whether its leading men benefit from the force of
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neutral; by privileging the 'dreamer' over the rapaciousand tenaciousprofit-maker,
Poundexplicitly valuesthe leader of 'men' over the masterof bureaucraticand
financial texts. More surprisingly, Pound's analysisof businesscharacteris in
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complete harmony with mainstream economic accounts of character. 'niat Pound
could have shared such a point of view with the economic orthodoxy demonstrates
the ftindamental unity of literary and economic means of representing character. The
power of this epistemology begins to suggest the importance of Pound and Eliot's
poetic analysis of economic character.

Social Credit and the attack on the economic systern
Although New Age radicals like Orage and Douglas realized the strategic
values of economic epistemology, Social Credit was ultimately an attack on the
economic system The economic model of algebraic relatedness confers very
independent
equilibrium through the
of
automatic,
and
qualities
natural,
particular
market systerrL Smith's concept of 'the invisible hand' was a metaphor to describe
the naturalness and inevitability of this process, superseding and working against any
kind of planned intervention into the economy. This led to the policy of 'laissezfaire' which not only suggested that markets should be left alone, but also that any
attempts at intervention would leave the market and its participants positively worse
off for trying to contradict its forces. Although by the 1920s certain exceptions on the
part of child and sweatshop labour had been made, economists like Clay maintained
a deep-seated resistance to economic reform due to the natural, impersonal nature of
the systern. So while Clay will invoke Marx and other critics of capitalism, his
defense of child labour laws are telling: they are necessary to protect the next
generation's workforce, and so.child labour should be moderated not for the sake of
the children but of the systen-LFrom laissez-faire apologists to Fabian socialists, the
doctrine of 'natural' equilibrium of the economic system was self-evident, but to
Social Creditors it obscured the coercive nature of modem capitalisIrL
In particular, Social Creditors sought to attack the foundational assumptions
of orthodox price and value theory. Price theory attempts to describe the
interrelationship of different forces that account for prices in a market. It is a critical
nexus for economics because all economic valuation hinges on it. Moreover, it
explains the way in which humans and goods are recognized within the financial
systern. When a price is determined for labour or goods, a measure is established for
is
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effect,
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which
numerical name for any object as it relates to the financial order. As we have seen,
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economic theoriesof value were not mere n-ýimeticpredictions: economistsviewed
value theories as the basis for peoples' most basic actions in the economy.Oragehad
had the basic theoretical tools to historicize and criticize modern modesof valuation
from 1900 with his study of Nietzsche,and Victorian economistslike Ruskin had
long arguedfor the needof a different systemof valuation along cultural lines. For a
long history of British radicals, attackson the relative pricing of goods operatedas a
nexus to point to moral failings of the system:whether of the lack of demandfor
living art, the paltry wagesof workers in regardto a living wage, or the false
economyof creating second-rategoods for cheapsale. But what Douglasbrought to
TheNew Age was a critical analysisdesignedto destabilizemodem economicprice
theory.
At its most basic, price theory dependson the automatic adjustmentbetween
supply and demand.Supply here meansthe possessor(s)of goods, and demand
meansthose who wish to buy them The relationshipsstretchbeyond end-consumers
to include different stagesof production, in which a merchantor producer will seek
to buy at the lowest possibleprice and sell at the highest, forming the most basic link
of the entire economic system In price theory, a supply scheduleor curve describes
the amountof goodsthat will be producedfor a rangeof prices, given a stable
productive industry. The usual assumptionis that as the price is raised, it will be
more profitable to producethe goods and more will be produced-a direct
relationship betweenrate of purchaseand price. A demandschedule,
complementarily,describesthe amountof goodsthat will be purchasedat any given
price by a particular market, and usually tendsto decreaseasprice increases-an
inverserelationship betweenrate of purchaseand price. What allows for the
interdependencebetweenthe two 'lesserunities' of any given supply and demand
conununitiesis the point of intersectionbetweenthe curves.For orthodox
economists,all prices tend toward this natural price level. Adjustments to the entire
supply curve, suchas a new manufacturingprocesswhich makesit cheaperto
produce shirts at any level of production, or the entire demandcurve, such as an
increasein the demandfor black material at any price causedby a public grieving,
but
intersection
between
the
the
two
curves,
will still tend
change
point
of
will
toward a new natural level. Clay summarizesthis by saying that supply always
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Thus price operatesas
is
242).
monetary value abstractedout of the equation(Clay
a natural, invisible function determining economicrelationships.Orthodox
economiststook theseclaims a step further, arguing that the natural price was both
equitable, in that it resultedfrom a negotiation betweenbuyer and seller, and
democratic,in that priceswere collectively decidedby communities of buyers and
sellersin a market.
While Douglas's A+B theoremhas beenunderstoodas a proof of the
importance of credit, it was most basically an attack on this ftindamental aspect of
orthodox, price theory. In Econontic Deniocracy, Douglas observed that any
has
ftinctions.
in
First, it operates within the
two
engaged
organization
production
economy to produce goods or services. Second, it has a 'financial aspect': it acts as a
means to distribute purchasing power to individuals through wages, salaries, and
dividends, and simultaneously sets prices of the goods it produces (Douglas
Econondc Deniocracy 22). The A+B theorem is an observation about the interrelated
quality of the 'financial aspect'. It describes the state of accounts of a single firm,
and then generalizes the picture to the whole of society. A firni makes two kinds of
payments: (A) those that are made to individuals and distribute purchasing power to
them and (B) those that are made to other organizations with respect to raw
materials and costs. However, under the current system the price of all the goods
produced by the firm must be at least A+B for the firm to even break even. By
generalizing this situation to all firms, Douglas's theorem made a rather simple
observation. 'Since A will not purchase A+B,

a proportion of the product at least

equal to B must be distributed by a form of purchasing power which is not comprised
in the descriptions grouped under A' (Douglas, Econoynic Denlocracy 21-4). This
meant that across the economy, there was a gap between the purchasing power
distributed to individuals and the total cost of the,goods on the market. A steady
stream of credit made up the gap: bank loans, overdrafts, and export credit. 'Money

206Clay's assertionthat supply and demandare "in terms of eachother" refers to Say's Law,
discussedbelow.
207As we will see,this accountsfor orthodox econornists'substantialdisinterestin the subjectof
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is constantly created to finance future production so that goods manufactured in a
208
be
43).
(Hutchinson
Burkitt
previous period can
exchanged at present prices'
and
It is important to distinguish what the theorem doesn't say before exploring
what it does. It doesn't say that the system is headed for an inevitable and final
breakdown, although Douglas did use other evidence to argue that it was. It also
doesn't say that there is an inability of consumers to buy consumable goods, since
many firms only produce goods that are useful as capital products to other fimns. The
theorem does show that capitalists will always maintain control of the systen-4
because there will never be enough money distributed for individuals to buy the
capital goods that would allow for power to be distributed over the population. 'It
was an argument devoted primarily to showing the inevitability of servility, for since
the people could never buy the whole product, the plant owners retained power'.
Again and again, consumers pay for both plant and product but only get delivery of
the product (Finlay 108).
At a more critical level, the theorem shows that the assumption of the
invisible hand is fundamentally flawed. The invisible hand posits that prices will
naturally adjust to the purchasing power available, so that the market will clear at any
time. This allowed for the balancing of supply and demand and the assumption that a
'science' of economics could describe automatic forces. The A+B theorem showed

that there was no real equilibrium price possiblebecauseprice was held at an
artificially high level by firms anxious to recoup expenses,and that A payments
would always be under this amount. Thus, there would always be overproductionof
goods in comparisonto the amount that could be bought. The only thing that allowed
the systemto continue was a continual influx of credit by bankers,who actually
owned the majority of the meansof production and distributed enoughcashto allow
209
be
bought.
In other words, supply and demand
the productsthat were producedto
only functioned when banks choseto cooperate.The impossibility of obtaining credit
in the postwar climate showedthat suchcooperationwas not at all a foregone
conclusion.But evenmore importantly, the A+B theoremunderminedthe central
orthodox belief in the automaticfunctioning of the system,opening its separate
conceptsof money, supply and demandto critical attack and visionary
208The entire accountof the technical workings of the A+B theoremand much of the language
:ý
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Lthis paragraphis indebtedto Hutchinson and Burkitt.
209This point is discussedin more detail below.
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reconstruction. 'Mese theories of money are discussed below, and the attack on
models of supply and demand will be traced in the following chapter.

Money, Credit and a Linguistic Tbeory of Economics
Most often Social Credit has been described as a movement of economic
radicals that happened to be seized upon by several poets like Pound, who
210
between
Even
language
money and
obsessively sought metaphorical relations
.
when these readings express sympathy with Pound's general project, they often
describe money or language as systems that have a natural, real operation that can be
obJ.ectively studied. For instance, Surette has tended to critique Social Credit's
economics from the point of view of the implicitly 'correct' position of
contemporary economic theory, and approaches to Pound's use of economics in The
Cantos often depend on a model of language that is anachronistic to the texts in
21
1
queStion. As such, these approaches tend to neglect the historical contingency of
both theories of language and the economic models that are described, despite the
fact that the capacities of representation are most defirted. by users' expectations of it.
In the case of Social Credit, to argue that Pound or Orage saw a metaphorical
language
between
and money is to miss their fundamental, theoretical
relationship
identity. Long before Social Credit, Orage was elaborating a publication in which
literary aesthetics and radical politics were seen as two aspects of a central project to
reconstruct an ideal society whose primary domain was discourse. Perhaps more
importantly, to describe a metaphorical relationship between stable categories of
money and language is to miss the ways in which New Agers purposely challenged
assumptions of representation's capacity, seeking to extend its power in idiosyncratic
and historically contingent ways. For this reason, an understanding of the
relationship between Social Credit's financial theories and modernist aesthetic
theories demands an understanding how Orage and Douglas sought to extend the
power of representation as a tool for financial and social revolution.
In the nineteen-tens and 'twenties, economists of all stripes were united in the
certainty that money was of little importance for economic questions. As Douglas
observed,
210For example,Sieburth and Suretteboth operatefrom this perspective.
211Seeel Monicef and Sieburth's use of Derrida.
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It is significant that the peculiar brand of economicspopular amongst
Marxist-Socialists and Communistic propagandistsis at one with
apparentlymore orthodox economists,in suggestingthe comparative
unimportanceof money in the economic system;that it is nothing but
a reflection of the economic facts beneathit. (Douglas, Social Credit
149)
Douglas understandsthe orthodoxy to describemoney as a reflection of fact and
reality, a reflection that effacesits own importance.Douglas was quite right; there
was a profound agreementamongsteconomiststhat money was a perfectly operating
representationalsystem Paradoxically, Social Credit emergedjust before a
disciplinary reconsiderationof money and credit. In 1923,Marshall wrote a major
work on the topic, and Keynes' writings through the late 1920sand 1930Swould
revolutionize the orthodox evaluationof money's importance.However, early Social
Credit wasjust slightly too early to benefit from either the orthodoxy's renewed
willingness to considermonetary issuesor the rich discussionthat was to emergein
academiccircles. At the sametime, Social Credit was far more socially radical than
thesestudies,making it unlikely that Social Credit's analysiswould be fairly
analyzedby academiceconomists.
Money simultaneouslyacts as a tool for exchangeand a unit of account.'ne
orthodoxy described money's unimportance in these two functions with two related
theories. First, orthodox economists from Adam Snýiithto Clay based all exchange on
212
barter.
According to this theory, the basic state of economy is one in
a theory of
which two people directly exchange their products for each other, and money merely
facilitates barter transactions by extending chains of exchange. If A gives to B, B
gives to C, and C gives to A, all parties both receive and give. Money facilitates this
by existing as a good which everyone knows the next person will accept. Money,
then, is the sign of proper participation in the set of exchanges: B pays A, C pays B,
and A pays C. The theoretical model of baiter provides Smith's metaphor, which will
be repeated countless times: the 'great wheel of circulation' (Smith 395). The second
theory, Say's Law, was an expression of the first, claiming that aggregate (total)

212SeeSmith 126-7,Clay 163-4.Orthodox monetary theoristsoften still presumebarter as the basic
form of exchange.OccasionallyPound is assumedto have this position: seeSieburth, 152.
0
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213
is
description
demand.
Clearly,
this
to
of barter
equal
a
supply was
aggregate
exchange. The theory does not suggest that goods can not be over or undersupplied,
in the sense that more of a particular commodity may be developed than is
sustainable, but the result of this is that the commodity will not fetch a high enough
rate of exchange and will naturally decrease in production. This mechanism 'ensures
that whatever the quantity of output it will all be demanded'. Supply creates its own
demand. Moreover, if Say's Law is correct, money is just a 'veil' hiding the real
forces of exchange that determine the movements of the economy. Say's Law and its
implications were incontrovertible for mainstream econornists in the early 1900s
(Pierce 106-8).214

For orthodox economists,the gold standardwas a natural developmentof
Say's Law. Simply, the gold standardstatesthat monetaryinstrumentslike bank
notes ('bills' in the US) and chequesare redeemablefor actual metal. For orthodox
economists,thesetexts actedas an entitlement to an actual commodity, guaranteeing
the statusof the exchangedue to their own utility (Clay 164). Government-issued
currency might be subjectto 'seignorage', a chargefor declaring the authenticityof
the gold, but ultimately gold was a commodity. TMs theoretical insistenceon barter
led to the condernnationof 'fiat' money, which is given value by the declarationof
the stateor monarch:Ricardo's oft repeateddescriptionof flat money as money
whose seignoragehad reached100% preservesthe barter logic of the gold standard.
Clay goes so far as to describemoney as 'good' or 'bad', notjust in the eyesof the
25
but
by
(Clay
175)
This insistenceon
also people who use the currency
economist,
.
the gold standardand the theory of barter revealsthe orthodoxy's metaphoricalview
of economic language.Just asmetaphor createsmeaningby exploring a relation
216

betweentwo defirtedterms,

economic exchangeis basedon values between

concretecommodities:gold's relationship to wheat, wheat's relation to coal, and so
213It is worth notin- that Say's Law treats "aggregate' demand. This is a crucial move in Douglas's
A+B theorem as well, and it was theoretically admissible for the orthodoxy.
214While Say's Law is still used, it is limited by two conditions, that the cost of producing the output
a
incomes
aggregate
and that incomes must equal demand. These are not necessarily the
equal
must
case (Pierce 107), as Social Creditors observed.
215Clay is undoubtedly right that people prefer different currencies for their perceived stability
(particularly in countries with unstable domestic currency), though 100 years of experience has shown
Lý
that this stability is not based on the 0
-old standard but institutional authority. See below.
216Mile the tenns of metaphor are usually objects (your eyes are like deep pools of water) they can
also be between actions or abstract, though they are still made concrete in the comparison (my love is
like swimming). Similarly, in addition to valuing material goods (binoculars, a swimming pool),
0
t,
C,
economics regularly values actions (labour) and abstract terms (the value of freedom, etc).
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on. By including money in this metaphorical schema, economists denied its unique

position.
In addition to its function as an instrumentof exchange,money also servesas
a unit of account.In earlier chapters,we have analyzedthe basic mechanismsof
commodities,in which historically locatablegoods are alienatedand made
217The secondstep was to numerically value the commodity in
interchangeable.
terms of money, replacing descriptive elements(location, quality, type) for numerical
orders of magnitude-obviously, the higher the value, the greater the number.For
orthodox economists,the Quantity Theory of Money was a meansto demonstrate
money's unimportanceas a unit of account.It held that as the amount of notes in
circulation was increasedor lowered, prices would increaseor decreaseat a directly
218
implication
Quantity
Theory of Money was that
A
the
of
crucial
proportional rate.
an actual number of monetaryunits had little importance.This theory was of critical
importancefor orthodox economiststo begin to show that earlier economists'
insistenceon a fixed rate betweengold and currency was arbitrary. Gold constrained
the number of units that could be created,and it also gave consumersenough
confidenceto use paperunits, but money's value actually had little to do with the
costsof production or commodity value of gold. Inflation and deflation of the money
supply would raise and lower prices in such a way that they would be at the same
proportionatelevels as they began,assumingthat the relative percentagesof money
219
stockswere not affected. According to the Quantity Theory, it makeslittle
difference whether a price or wage is E15 or E150.What is important is, first, the
relation betweenthis and other prices and incomes(for instance,the cost of rent as
coinparedto ivages),and by extension, the amountof total money available (e.g. one
distinction
is
in
This
the
total
to
supply).
wages
relation
money
particularly
person's
important in a market economy,becausethe market works on the principle that
people will competeby bidding for availableresources.Those who are successfulare
those who commandthe greatestmoney supply. When Clay wrote that the most
important relation was the supply of gold versusthe supply of other wealth in the
215-216),
(Clay
this was implicit, becauseit demonstratesa consideration
economy
217
Seechapters
commodity.
alienated
onOsirisandVorticismasbothchallenged
as
an
poetry's
status
0
218Tbe
Theoryalsoheldthevelocityof moneyandthenumber
Quantity
constant
of transactions
here.
(Wisely,44),although
theimplications
of thiswill notbeexplored
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for the aggregatemoney supply, rather than a particular quantity. Social Credit made
it even more explicit that the relation to the aggregatemoney supply was what was
ortant: 'So long as this defmition holds good, it is obvious that the possessionof
money, or Financialcredit convertible into money, establishesan absoluteEenon the
servicesof others in direct proportion to the fraction of the whole stock controlled... '
(Douglas,Econoinic Deniocracy 31). Thus we can summarize,that money was a
numerical languagesystemwhich weighed value basedon proportion to the whole.
Clay was typical in combining The Quantity Theory with Say's Law. His insistence
that, 'The level of prices is the value of money' (Clay 215-216) shows a belief in the
arbitrarinessof monetary units traceableto the Quantity Theory, in conjunction with
the certainty that supply and demandoperatedin terms of eachother, from Say's
Law. In the orthodox description, money is a transparentand wholly passiveunit of
accountthat arbitrarily representedeconornicfacts without affecting them.
In response,Social Credit mounteda multifaceted attack on the orthodox
model of money, arguing in essencethat money was the languageof power in the
modem world and exploring the moral and philosophical implications of this system,
This project was enabledby Orage's early privileging of discourseand the
application of his critical vocabulary to economics(seeAn Alphabet of Econoinics).
Through collaboration, Orage and Douglasrealized that the symbolic structuresof
money could be criticized as a text, suggestingthe meansto reconstructBritain's
importance
life.
In
for
to
the
social
order
and
real
argue
of money, Social
political
Creditors first attackedthe Quantity Theory of Money's insistenceon the
unimportanceof the unit of accountby observingthe cruelties of inflationary and
deflationary policy. m In terms of inflation, Douglas attackedthe proposalto rid the
fixed
of
war debt by inflating the currency by arguing this inflation would
country
also raiseprices and crush the bereavedwives and disabled servicemenwho
dependedon already feeblepensionsfor survival, awardedat a steadyrate of a
221
Credit
Social
(Douglas,
117-118).
The Social Credit
number of poundsper year
analysisof deflation was even more significant. Under the guidanceof the Quantity
219However,whena government
debases
thecurrencyby releasing
of
quantity
new
a
major
money,
C,
therelativevaluesareaffected,bothin termsof numericalbankbalances,
andthepercentage
now
government.
controlledby the 0
2,('Douglastracedtheoriginsof SocialCreditto a controller-general
Indiawho mentionedflaws
of
tý
tD
with theQuantityfbeory(Finlay97).
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Theory, the British governmenthad pursueda policy of deflation with the
expectationthat prices would fall with it. Social Credit was one of the first to observe
that this lowering of prices almost never followed, becauseless money leadsto
depreciationonly if there is a willing seller, and yet 'when prices are reducedto
approximatelythe equivalentof costs,the willing seller disappears'(Douglas, Social
CreditIll-112).

Facedwith the prospectof doing businessat a loss, businessmen

would use their greaterfinancial reservesto sit out, whetheror not the business's
goods were essentialto society.The very nature of profit making demandedno less.
This acted as a strict, systematicveto over lowering of prices, leading to a decrease
in total economic activity rather than a numerical decreasein prices. By attacking the
Quantity Theory's insistencethat money was a numerical, descriptive systemto
reveal economicreality, theseobservationssuggestedthat money had the power to
changerelations of power.
Social Creditors undem-Anedthe insistenceof Say's Law that money was an
indifferent meansof exchangebetweenparties. Technically, they recognizedthat
Say's Law could not hold in times of expansion,becauseprofits cannot accruein
advanceof sales,disconnectingthe distribution of purchasingpower from the costs
222
of production. While this critique of Say's Law is now generally acceptedby
orthodox economists(for example, seePierce 107), in the 1910s and 1920sSocial
Credit's observationmarked the movement as dangerouslyirrational.223Instead,
Social Creditors describedmoney as a powerful permissive systemthat controlled
supply and demand,and with them the production and distribution of physical
objects in society. Orageand Douglas came to this conclusion separately:Douglas
observedthat a superfluity of credit enabledeasycivil production during the war,
though the wartime demandson material and labour shouldhave made the opposite
true (Finlay 97), and Oragedescribedmoney as a 'command' over 'cornmodities
in
already existence' and 'over that which brings commodities into existence,
namely, Labour acting upon tools' in 1917 (Orage,Alphabet 89). Oragedeveloped
this understandingof money through the interlocking New Age schemasof power,
221in times of rapid inflation, homebuyershave profited from a similar logic, creating a mortgage
b Z7
which was quickly renderedmeaninglesslycheapas the value of the house and the relative cheapness
of currencyrose and the numerically fixed price of the loan becameeasierto bear.
222This critique was expandedinto the A+B theorem,discussedbelow. SeeDouglas,
Econoinic
Zý
Deniocracy; Social Credit 99.
223Surettehas commentedon Social Credit's relationship to Say's Law and the Quantity Tbeory but
in less detail (Surette,Purgatory 53-54).
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magic and language.First of all, the demandof money implied a Nietzscheanpower
structure:demandcontainedboth 'a will to buy and an ability to buy; a will and a
power, in fact' (Orage,Alphabet 29), allowing the capitalist to grant 'permission' to
labour to produce(10- 11) and dictate 'the direction of labour' (143), ultimately
controlling society. For Orage, this monetarypower renderedthe econornicsystem 'a
vast magical machine,operatedon by labour, and capableof turning out on demand
224
is
(Alphabet
At the sametime,
143).
anything that within the capacity of man'
Orageinsists that theseprocessesare consciouslycontrolled: those who hold money
magically discipline human reality. Social Creditors maintainedthis description that
money was best understoodas power, claiming '... rnoney is nothing but an effective
demand.It is not wealth, it is not production, and it has no inherent and indissoluble
connectionwith anything except effective demand' (Douglas, Social Credit 150). For
Social Creditors, money already operatedas a magical key, creating the material
world and compelling society.
In direct contrastto the orthodoxy's view of money as a descriptive and
metaphoricalsystemof language,Orage's magical analysisof money led him to a
different understandingof its linguistic properties.In An Alphabet, Oragerepeatedly
describesmoney (and indeed economics)through a linguistic and literary framework.
Money is not just a 'means' of exchange;for Orageit 'signifies' (87) and 'demands'.
Differing from a barter systemin which commoditiesare exchanged,a monetary
systemfacilitates the creation of goods. Unlike metaphor,money's signification is
open and powerful, expanding to invoke whateverthe user wishes.For this reason,
Oragedescribedmoney as possessing'power' and being a 'symbol' (90). The
operationbetweenthe symbol and the concretecommodity is 'the Ron-linalizationof
225
liquefaction
(5-6)
Orage's analysisof
real capital; or again,the
of solid capital'
.
money also shifted the orthodox understandingof money as an objective commodity
to money as a text, describing money 'title-deedsto commodities' (Alphabet 49) In
direct contrastto the orthodoxy's barter-informed,gold standardparadigmof money,
Orage'sdescriptionof money as a text emphasizesits existenceas simultaneously
material (located in spaceand time, unique, discreet,able to be possessed),and
(lacking
'read'
language
that
the
can
significance
community
conceptual
without a
... This magical Ian1ýguage
4P recurs throughoutAn Alphabet: seealso 89-90.
225Orage'suse of liquefaction is pejorative but embeddedin standardeconomic language,while also
hard and solid forms over 'ooze' and 'slither'.
to the high modernist privileging
of
parallel
running
t, C,
t7
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text). In this way, Orageunderstoodmoney as a symbolic and textual metalanguage,
controlling and ordering the concreteworld of commodities.
This linguistic analysis also expanded money's temporal implications. In the
economic orthodoxy, money was most often described first through gold and second
through government currency. Social Creditors like Orage and Douglas were far
more interested in credit, which is primarily issued by banks. Orthodox economists
finance
importance
in
facilitating
industry
because
it
to
able
credit's
was
recognized
production in anticipation of demand (Clay 194-206), and also described it in the
linguistic terms of tense, as 'the exchange of "present" goods for 'Tuture! ' goods'
(Clay 203) but tended to ignore it in monetary discussion because it did not have a
necessary relation to real commodities and did not discharge a debt. If a bank issued
credit, the bank simply bought capital goods and allowed the capitalist to use them
in
debt
the
was
repaid,
which case the goods were transferred to the capitalist
until
and the credit ceased to exist. Thus, credit did not have a stable existence in the way
226
future
did. But for Social Creditors,
to

credit actedas a means

curTency

control

capital: by issuing credit capitalists were appointedwith the meansto control
industry. In this way, credit acted as a powerful meansof controlling the future, and
Orage,
28),
future
itselP
Alphabet
(see
'only
the
which was
speculative
as
as
was
analogousto money's capacity to control what was produced in the presentas a
meansto control material relations in the ftiture. In this way credit addeda prophetic
elementto the magical qualities of money.
This analysisof the symbolic, textual, permissive,and prophetic dimensions
of money put Social Creditors in a unique position to understandthe actual operation
of Britain's monetary systen-LTheir analysisof the creation of credit was in
Despite
the existenceof the gold standard,
the
agreement
orthodoxy.
substantial
with
credit instrumentslike bills of exchange,bank notes,and chequeswere (and continue
to be) the primary meansof exchange.Theseinstrumentsnearly eliminated the need
for actualgold:
[Credit instruments] are transferredfi-ornone person to anotheruntil
the clahns which a inan createsagainst hintself by buying and the
clahns which he acquires over others by selling are brought together

226SeePierce's discussionof credit, chapter 1.
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and cancelled,the difference only, and usually not even that, being
paid in gold. (Clay 191)
Since the credit instrument is almost never directly brought to bear, the economic
systemis savedthe expenseof mining real gold to facilitate transactions.In Clay's
history of theseinstrumentsof exchange,bills of exchangeemergedfirst as a method
through which merchantscould use their reputation to promise payment, and then
banks emergedasclearinghousesand guarantorswho could better bring credits and
debtstogether,and also have a more widespreadreputation (Clay 182-3).By the end
of the Victorian period, not a single sovereignwas exchangedbetweenbanks, with
all reconciliations made through the privately held Bank of England balancing
227
(Clay
184-5).
The Bank of England in turn held proportionately
accountson paper
large reservesand also usedother banks' reservesas its own, ensuringthat it was
almost impossiblefor a run on a single bank to bankrupt it. Certainly, this was a kind
of institutional cooperationand mutual supportthat would almost certainly be
228
in
unprecedentedand attacked other economic endeavours. Banks are not
trustworthy becausethey hold a person's money, but becausethey can almost always
cover it by virtue of their privileged ability to cancelliabilities with other banks and
the size of their reserves. As Clay argued, 'The net result of the use of chequesand
bills of exchangeis to substitittean institittion-the Money Market, which includes
banks,discount merchants,andbill-brokers-for

a connnodity-gold-as

the

medium of exchange' (Clay 188, emphasishis). Social Creditors agreedwith this,
pointing to the failure of the Bank of England within the first few days of the war.
This was triggered by a seriousrun on gold, and the gold standardwas quickly
suspended.The governmentsteppedin to guaranteethe banks and printed an
enormousamountof extra notes (which were now fiat currency) to stemthe flow
(Finlay 8). Theseeventsdemonstratedthe basisof currency was private institutional
decree,which the public government would uphold by law if necessary.
At the sametime, bank credit was intimately tied to faith. Contrary to popular
imagination, when an individual depositscurrencywith a bank, the bank doesnot
hold it. Clay and Douglas were substantiallyin agreementwith the methodby which
bankscreatedcredit:
227The Bank of England was also privately owned until 1946,when the existing shareholderswere
bought out by the governmentand it was nationalized (Seddon,138). Sirnilarly, the US's Fed is
r.)
ZI
theoretically controlled by the Federal Governmentbut insuresprivate banks.
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The bank makes an advance to a client of [f: 10001; this means that it
undertakes to meet the claims for gold on its client to the amount of
flOOO, and this will appear in its balance sheet in the form of an
additional f-1000 added to its Current and Deposit Accounts, while
there is a corresponding increase in its assets appearing in the balance
sheet in the form of E1000 added to its Advances to Customers on
Security. (Clay 191)
The bank's 'undertaking to meet the claims for gold' was a nearly insubstantial duty.
The amount of actual gold it needed was much less than f-1000, and probably, on
average, worked out to be around 10%. Most of the 'claims' would merely be
bank's
deposits,
between
bank
transfers
this
and
another
which would cost
numerical
neither bank anwhing. Evefi the gold did not have to be paid at any one moment, and
the vast majority of it that was paid would inimediately go back into the banking
system. In return for the network of self-protection that the banks enjoyed with each
other, they collectively gained public trust and were further able to expand their
credit outlay. However, this level of deposits only held when the public had faith in
the institution: in the 1800s the public would often catch wind that a bank was in
trouble and for fear of their savings would immediately try to withdraw their cash,
creating a 'run' on the bank, forcing it to go bankrupt and taking the public's paper
savings with it. Clay was not alone in observing that if banks were always 'trusted'
there would be no limit at all to the amount of credit that banks would be able to
extend (Clay 192). The proportion of reserves that banks had to keep was not a fixed
ratio at all, but directly varied in relation 'to the state of confidence in the money
investors
194).
Clay,
had less faith in the state of
(Clay
According
to
when
market'
the money market, money would be pulled out of it to be held for security or invested
elsewhere, requiring banks to hold a higher proportion of reserves and draining them
of assetsto create credit. When investors had more faith that the money market was
going to go up, currency would pour into the banks, people would trust them to pay
their debts, and they would need a very limited level of reserves. Thus the regulatory
shifts of money acted as a collective barometer of faith: 'A credit system is a system
based,' not on gold, but 'on trust' (Clay 194). Since the money market is the dealing
basis
facilitate
implements
the
that
was
of
can
of all
exchange, and since exchange

228It was attackedin the Populist movementin the US. SeeMarsh.
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the socially mediated valuation of reality, people's confidence in the money market
was actually an expression of their overall confidence in the institutional control of
reality. Thus Orage was in substantial agreement with the orthodoxy when he
claimed '[credit's] associates and kinsmen are belief, faith, confidence' (Alphabet
27). Both the orthodoxy and Social Creditors understood collective faith as the real
basis of the money supply.
However, the gold standard did have implications for international finance. A
reserve of gold was a physical analogue that measured the degree of collective faith
invested in the institution. Particularly for the Bank of England, their willingness to
pay debts in gold acted as a mechanism to assure investors and helped British
banking become an 'invisible'

export that accounted for a

status as an economic superpower, despite the fact that the

major part of Britain's
gold was an infinitesimal
The collective

(rather than commodity)

fraction of the accounts held with the Bank of England.

treasure held by the bank acted as a kind of reservoir of power, a

material manifestation

of the index of faith in the nation. This reservoir created an

ability of those who received credit from the bank to aggressively pursue deals,
attract investment,

and make the contracts which create physical exchange, lending

the heroic merchants of the British economy their strength. The real movement of
gold occurred with power shifts between international
and policy makers in the post-World
role for international
unfavourable

to bankers

War I arena, gold played a critical equilibrating

trade, so that if prices rose unduly in one country, the

balance of trade would drain the country's

foreign debts, again contracting
equilibrium.

banks. According

gold reserves to cancel

domestic credit and currency and restoring price

On the other side, if too much gold was imported into the country, a rise

in prices would result, which would then counteract the further import of gold
(Wisely

101). At the international

enough proportion

to seriously affect the monetary situation of a country. After the

war, the run on the Reichsbank's
offering

level, these movements of gold could be in great

reserves depleted them to the point of no longer

a solid backing for their currency, forcing them to issue an inflationary

229
Similarly,
destroyed
Germany's
basis
for
exchange.
paper currency that quickly
The British Treasury had its eyes on the Reichsbank gold reserves and went so far as

229British policy makerspreferredto ignore that the Bank of England had also effectively failed in the
Z7
first daysof World War I, indicating that in a crisis convertibility would be suspendedand gold would
ID
tD
not be paid out anyway.
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to impossibly demand that paýments for desperately needed food be made in gold,
which counterproductively increased the demand for gold as a financial tool and led
to extreme problems of solvency with public and private debtors who couldn't obtain
it. Shifts in the possession of gold were also central to the US's emergence as a
superpower. By the end of the war, a third of the world's existing money stocks had
gone to the US and weren't to return. The 250% increase of gold stocks in the United
States from 1914 to the end of the war 'symbolized the basic change that had
occurred in world power relationships' and '[gave] the United States a decade of
comparatively easy money'. Thus the US's gold became the 'symbol' of increased
economic and political power. With this sMft in relative power, the dollar became the
hardest currency in the world until 1925, and international bank accounts shifted to
United States banks. By understanding the movement of gold fi-om one central bank
to another to be scientific and natural, economists created a kind of absolute index of
the fortunes of national, cultural power. 230

This set of relationshipsbetweendifferent currencieswas theorizedthrough
PurchasingPower Parity. It arguedthat the exchangerate betweendifferent national
currencieswas ultimately basedon how many goods eachcould produce in the home
country (Keynes, Tract 87-88). Oyerall, the theory of PurchasingPower Parity
illustrates that orthodox economiststhought of econoinic systems:first, as
correspondingto national organization, asdo languageand culture; second,as
relative within their own sphereand unsusceptibleto external expressionsof absolute
value; and third, as capableof being bridged by comparisonof the mechanisms
231
their
within
respectivesystems. Gold reserveswere not an absolutemeasureof
wealth, but followed the collective purchasingpower of a nation's monetary system
translatingbetweencurrenciesas a catholic treasurethat underlay them all.932
Epistemologically, this was almost identical to Eliot's Leibnizean view of monads,
insofar as it expresseda senseof discreteunits of subject-objectrelations (monadsor

230Cultural economicpower was often understoodracially: see,for example,Keynes's Consequences,
Chapter4. This idea of cultural power is elaboratedbelow.
2317hus a price index, which lists the costsof a large number different goodsin severalnations, is
of
importancefor determining
critical
often
of
t, the purchasing
0 power of respectivecurrencies.
232
Ratherthan being a truly automatic systemof balancebetweennations, economichistoriansnow
recognizethat currencylevels were significantly manipulatedby central bankers,and that 'the gold
standardwas merely a pretext usedin 1922by central bankersanxious to fail politicians who were
seekingto interferewith their deflationary policies. (Wisely 101-102).When Social Creditors made
precisely this accusation(seesection on deflation above)it was predictably decried as economic
insanity.
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nations) that could only be bridged through subjective transmutation or translation of
similar interior relations. In his epistemological work, Eliot described this as the
fundamental movement of the SOU1,233
bridging his philosophical work and his
fascination with international exchange at Lloyds Bank. In fact, Eliot performed
exactly this function at Lloyds, tracking the 'progress' of foreign banks through their
balance sheets so that Lloyds could understand their relative power (Eliot, Letters
176). After describing the minutiae of this work to his father, Eliot wrote excitedly,
'All this has made me want to find out something about the theory of banking, and
doggedly
he
Eliot
interest,
Foreign
Exchange'.
by
1923
this
pursued
especially
and
was writing a daily sheet of commercial and financial extracts from the foreign press
and 'a monthly article on foreign exchange, ' acknowledging that he was an authority
for Lloyd's (Eliot in Quinn, John Quinn Papers 4.10.23). As we will see, the theory
of foreign exchange, and with it the interlocking themes of national treasure, faith,
basis
form
the
cultural
economic
of The Waste
and
exchange
would
production,
Land.
Returning to Social Credit, the A+B theorem demonstrated that the larger

influx
Banks'
dependent
the
to
circulate
extremely
on
of
credit
goods.
public was
inhibit
that
they
to
could
simultaneously
power
meant
restrict
purchasing
ability
production and restrict the flow of food, clothing and shelter to the public while at
the sametime increasingthe scarcity and value of credit and consolidatingtheir
is
based
between
Moreover,
the
the
since
money's
value
on
proportion
power.
amountcontrolled and the whole stock, banks' position to control and createmoney
meantthat they exerted 'an absolutelien on the servicesof others in direct proportion
to the fraction of the whole stock controlled' (Douglas,Econoinic Deniocracy3 1).
The exampleof wartime finance convinced Social Creditors that this power was
neverbenevolently exercised:during the war, the central governmenthad created
this credit by issuing treasurybills to banks,who createdcredit ft-omnothing by
writing up their own balancesand then transferring them to the treasury.In effect,
the creationof this credit was a massappropriationof goods for the war effort,
though whoever had the goods was duly paid (and often handsomely).After the war,
the war debt meant that the governmentpaid intereston thesedebts,ensuringa
from
dividends
before
bank
the governmentcould
taxpayers
to
payment
continual

233

Seeappendix.
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provide services, with the war debt really a method of redistributing and
cconcentrating financial power' (Douglas, Social Credit 164,170). According to
Social Creditors, 'The repayment of this credit is only justifiable on the assumption
that the banks own Public Credit' (Douglas, Social Credit 160). Insofar as banks'
ability to create credit was purely a function of their institutional position and the
collective trust of the nation, Social Creditors considered the private interests of
banks a wholly inadequate motivation for such an important function.
As a counterproposal, Social Creditors looked to the example of wartime
finance. Contrary to the basic mechanism of supply and demand, they discovered
that costs were never recovered in prices during the war. According to Social Credit
analysis, the government paid 1/6 of the price of war through taxation, and 5/6
through credit granted to the public. This meant that the vast majority of the
governiiient's purchasing power was not due to its current cash holdings but to some
future pron-iise. These numbers indicated that the basic economic formula of prices
equaling costs plus a margin of profit tremendously limited the productive
capabilities of the nation (Douglas, Social Credit 153-160). The fact of the matter
was that the goods had been made and used, regardless of the financial settings that
had allowed permission for production to be granted. The breakdown of the normal
assumptions of the profit system suggested that a new system of credit could lead to
a much higher level of productivity. With the soldiers back at work, and a
restructured financial system that encouraged production rather than restriction,
Social Creditors envisaged a utopian era of popular wealth. As early as 1917 Orage
was claiming that the State should own the tax called Interest (Orage, Alphabet 89).
By 1919 he and Douglas had expanded this into Ecoiionzic Deniocracy's vision of
credit in the hands of the democratic state, directing production for the general wellbeing. The basis of this utopian vision was the system of money and credit, a
symbolic system that offered a means to exert magical control over the productive
future of the nation. It should come as little surprise that poets were at the centre of
such a radical reconstruction.
in the same period that Orage was exploring money's role in the economic system,
Eliot was undergoing an apprenticeship at Lloyds Bank. Eliot's first job was to track
foreign banks' balance sheets (particularly the relationship between investments,
cash in hand, advances and discounts), which taught him the basic mechanism of
how banks create credit. In detailed letters home, Eliot described how banks
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controlled capital and real estateand cooperatedwith governinents(Letters
18.4.1917176). After a short time at his work, Eliot wrote of his excitementto 'find
out somethingabout the scienceof money' and 'the theory of banking' (Letters 1746). This perspectiveled Eliot to have very similar intereststo those that would
emergein Social Credit. As Eliot's work progressedat the bank, he also became
absorbedin banks' role in international relations. Early on, Eliot wrote, The foreign
work is I believe the most interestingpart of banking, especially at the presenttime,
when one can from tijrneto time seevery big things happeningin which one plays a
small part without really knowing what is going on' (Letters 184). Like Social
Creditors, Eliot saw banks' foreign exchangeas a machineof the 'very big'
movementsof internationaleconomic power. Not long afterwards,Eliot found
himself balancing debtsand credits for foreign banks, tracing both flows of money
and goods basedon ratesof exchange(Letters 184). But Eliot was soonembittered
by the economic power strugglebetweennations that had resulted from the war,
implicitly endorsingKeynes's thesis that economicshad supplantedphysical warfare
(Letters 22.2.1920 368). By the time Eliot read Douglas's Econonlic Denlocracy,he
was in the unusualposition to verify its description of banks' method of creating
credit and controlling national and international fortunes from firsthand experience.
By 1921,Eliot had begun to trace the financial system's influence on the
aestheticworld. In his 'London Letter' for the Dial, Eliot attackedthe effect of the
'hideous banks and commercial houses' on the 'businessquarter of London', finding
that the neighborhoodwas only redeemedby soon-to-bedemolishedchurches.Eliot
offered a Social Credit analysisof the situation:
As the prosperity of London has increased,the City Churcheshave
fallen into desuetude;for their destructionthe lack of congregationis
the ecclesiasticalexcuse,and the needof money the ecclesiastical
reason.The fact that the erectionof thesechurcheswas apparently
paid for out of a public coal tax and their decorationprobably by the
parishioners,doesnot seemto invalidate the right of the True Church
to bring them to the ground. (Eliot, 'London Letter' 690- 1)
As Cianci has observedof this passage,Eliot follows Ruskin in equatingeconomic
decline
(140- 1). However, Eliot pressesthe
and
religious
affluence
underconsumptionist,Social Credit argumentmuch further: an apparentlack of
demandmasks the real causeof a scarcity of money, both of which obscurethe real
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deprivation and inspiration of workers and the dictatorial control over resources
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then-LAs Eliot had read by 1920, this disconnection between supply and demand was
at the root of the Social Credit indictment of the financial system.
Pound's interest in monetary issues also began before Social Credit. In
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dividends before Douglas, dating his commentsas early as 1917 or 1918. In fact,
Pound expressedhis interest in money in Tite New Age as early as 1915,mentioning
intei national movementsof gold and governmentalbankruptcies(NA 9.9.1915449).
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Pound was convincedthat monetary policy and literature were the driving forces in
internationalrelations: 'Two large, arrficablenations,once allied very closely by
blood, exchangenot only cash,credit, gold, etc. but they also exchange[literary]
impressions'.By 1918,Pound was analysingthe effects of plutocracy's failed
languagein tei ms of the Great War. In a seriesof articles for Vie New Age, Pound
discoversthat there can be little hope of lasting peacewith a military-industrial
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234In a letter to Orage,(Pound,Ezra Pound Papersbox 38, folder 1615,29.1.1932).This accountalso
documentsPound's hyperbolic claims to be one of Douglas's original influences on questionsof
credit.
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3-1.1918 193). While any Marxist might have provided such an explanation,Pound
Alewed
already
monetary issuesas the root of the problem, claiming that 'England
herself must answerthe questionsof international finance-whether or no Frankfort
still works againstNew York in international banking'(NA 5.9.1918297).
Furthermore,the 'swifter understandingbetweenfinanciers' necessitateda 'new
systemof balancings' betweennations (NA 5.9-1918298). Situating himself against
the financiers, Pound claimed Marx had 'gone into desuetude',suggestingthe need
for a new form of economicradicalism. In its place, Pound proposedliterature asthe
new 'medium for the exchangeof ideasbetweennations' (NA 22.8.1918266). Of
course,money was almost always describedas 'the medium of exchange'. Pound's
proposaldirectly replacesmoney with literature as a better meansof exchange
betweennations.
Theseinterestsled Pound to becomeone of the first adherentsof Social
Credit's monetary analysis.235As early as 1915, Pound complained of the
'plutocracy' and its effects on money, demonstrating his early interest in money and
its pen-nissive effects (NA 21.1.1915 312). By 1920, Pound was writing New Age
articles that explored historical currencies, charting the European mistake of a gold
standard and the more accurate understanding that paper money's value was based
on governmental control of credit (NA 20.5-1920 37). Like other Social Creditors,
Pound saw this use of credit as magic or 'alchemy' both in the way that it could
command labour and resource and for the way that it controlled the apparent basis of
value in gold. Pound also followed the Social Credit analysis that financiers should
not control the productive capability of the nation, invoking Vienna as afimancial
centre that had restricted currency speculation on the principle that the community
236
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the
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should not
profit of small minorities
Douglas also taught Pound to distinguish between real and financial capital: 'There is
no need to confuse the constructive manufacturer with the usurer' (NA 4.3.1920
287). WWle financial capital concerns itself with the linguistic control over reality,
is
the material means to produce goods that are of direct benefit
capital
constructive
to society. In the. 1930s this distinction would become the linguistic centerpiece for a
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Chapter 5
Economic Valuation and Models of Selfhood:
Supply, Demand and Scarcity
Although most commentatorshave beendrawn to considerthe A+B
theorem's effects on Social Credit's theoriesof money and credit, New Age writers
were particularly interestedin critiquing orthodox modesof valuation. By unhooking
Say's Law and the necessary,automatic relationship betweensupply and demand,
the A+B theoremclaimed that financial value did not in any way match material
economic reality. Not only did this suggesta problem in the theory of price, but it
also drew attentionto value as an ideological construction.Orage's definition of
production as 'the creationof market values,reckonedin Price' (Orage,Alphabet
105) was both true in the strictest economic senseand radically undermining of value
as anything inherent to the commodity itself or asa 'good' to real people. This
suggestedthat value, as a discursive function to createand distribute goods in
society, neededto be reconstructed.
Starting with Marshall, modem economistsunderstoodeconomic value as a
function that took into accountboth production and consumption.Underlying these
orthodox theorieswere complex models of the economicself, both as a working
in
the
the marketplace.Orage and
of
corporation
as
a
consumer
modem
and
member
Douglas's engagementwith theseconstructionsforced a rethinking of the National
Guild movement's supply-side,labour accountof value and askedhow they might
forge a new systemof economicpower. This project would entail a reconstructionof
economic values,production and consumption,and the economic structuresof self
and society they implied. As we will seein the final chapter,7he New Age's
engagementwith thesevalue systemsand their underlying models of characterwould
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nature.For early theorists from agrarian societies,value and economic power
emergedfrom the ability to produce food. As a result, land becamea basic
expressionof value. In the medieval period, power was essentiallyexpressedthrough
ownershipof land, with the manpowerof serfs included in the land. The
philosophical implication of this theory was that all good things, all wealth,
originated with the earth and that nature,rather than man, produced wealth. For
economistsfrom Ricardo to Clay, the theory of land was an important structurefor
understandingsuch economic conceptsasproperty, rent, profit and distribution (Clay
350-372).The landed aristocracy sought to preservethis model of value againstthe
rising tide of financial property. In a slightly contradictory way, economicradicals
like Hilaire Belloc and Henry George238privileged this systemof value asa meansto
effect a radical redistribution of property andreducegovernmentcontrol. Similarly,
Orageclaimed that land was the primary tool even while promoting a new systemof
industrial organization (Orage,Alphabet 7-9). Surprisingly, such radicalism was
often read as 'conservative' insofar as it soughtto preservea natural basisof value.
Moreover, anthropologistslike Frazer saw in this theory the basic stateof man's
value, a view which was to be centrally employedin The WasteLand.
The rise of industry suggestedthe labour theory of value, which statesthat all
value is measuredby the amount of human labour investedin the production of a
particular object (Clay 261-6). The implication of this theory is that humaneffort is
the basisof all exchangeand that there is a quality of intentionality that is central to
value. Clay tracesthis theory to a period when there was little machinery or
advancedtrade (291), associatesit with Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Karl Marx, and
finds that it is ultimately circular becauseit is rather impossible to comparedifferent
costsof different labour: while a stone masoncouldn't do the work of a barrister,
barrister
do that of a stonemason.A more developedsupply-side
could
a
neither
accountof value is the cost of production theory, which finds the natural value of
objects in the cost of production including profit under most disadvantageousof
existing circumstances(Clay 267). This theory is better able to accountfor the cost
of goodswhich are producedby complex industrial processes,and also takesaccount
interest
the
on loans, and profit necessaryto undertakea modem venture.
of
rent,
238Surprisingly, Clay offered a qualified endorsementof Henry George's theory of land-based
instability of economicsas a discipline as late as
the
taxation (375-377) which may begin to sug
est
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While Clay finds that this is a much better theory of value, modem value theory

required a demand-sidecomponent.
To a large extent, early New Age radicalism was driven by supply-side
accountsof value. Like Marxist theoriescentredon the,worker, the medievalist
theoriesof Guild Socialism arguedthat all social value was producedby the working
class and thus privileged the worker as the primary force in the economy.As such,he
should be protected from the alienation of a division of labour and financial
profiteering. Orage's attemptto modernizethe movementthrough National Guilds
was basedon the recognition that the productive power of modem industrial
processesfar outstrippedthe medieval modesof production and arguedthat
industrial workers shouldbe adequatelycompensatedfor their labour. T'hisshift
shapedhow New Age radicals understoodmodem production as a collective
economic system.
While The New Age had startedwith hopesfor individualistic modesof
production, Orage's interestin economicsbeganto make systemic analysisof
corporationspossible.Throughout the Victorian period, developmentsof the
corporatestructurerevolutionized the way that businesswas conducted.The joint
stock companywas createdas a meansto raise money not through trade,but by
selling stock. In effect, the corporation createscredit basedon the reputation of the
institution and issuessharesas a security on its name.239Clay was particularly
interestedin the meaningof various financial instruments,such as generalshares,
imply
debentures.
Different
fmancial
instruments
different
shares,
and
preferred
features:a debentureor a note meansthat the instrumentmay be redeemedfor cash,
whereasa sharehas the tremendousadvantage(for the company) that it doesnot
needto be paid back (Clay 106). The modem sharechangedthe nature of
investment. First, it allowed for liquidity, meaningthat an owner of sharescould sell
them to anotherand get cash.Second,it allowed for smaller investments,sincea
corporation could sell relatively cheapsharesin varying denominationsat the level
that the investor wished.Third, it provided for the successof managerswho lacked
capital, since they could be paired with other sourcesfor capital (Clay 108). Thus the
joint-stock companyallowed for modem speculativeinvestment.The right of fi-ee
trade of shareswas originally granted in the seventeenthcentury, revoked after the

239-lbiS is a related processto the way in which bankscreatenotes,analyzedin Chapter4-
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rebuilding through the nineteenth century (Gower 30). These developments radically
altered constructions of the economy, especially with regard to the ontological,
epistemological, and ethical structure of personhood, though the effects of this
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The modem joint-stock corporation is a legal fiction. In ten-ns of legal

ontology it exists as a 'person' in its own right. This is different from a partnership,
in which a small group of people could bejoined together, and (from 1890)each
member could be an agentof the other, but without a unique point of view (Gower
3). By contrast,thejoint-§tock corporation is
a more complicatedform of association,with a large and fluctuating
membership,requires a more elaborateorganization which ideally
should confer corporatepersonalityon the association,that is, should
recognizethat it constitutesa distinct legal person,subjectto legal
duties and entitled to legal rights separatefrom thoseof its members
(Gower 3-4)
At a certain level, the idea of a company as a legal personis quite strange,since it
recognizesno difference betweenan organism and an organization,despitethe
apparentlytremendouscategoricaldivide. Central to the notion of the corporation as
a personis the assumptionthat it has a will. In its inception, the will of the company
is formed as a common object, 'that object normally being the economicgain of its
members' (Gower 8). Tbeoretically, this object is limited and describedby one of the
articles of incorporation (one of the documentsthat must be filed in the registration
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that case,and in the eyesof the law, the will of the corporation is distinctly and
solely to make a profit.
In legal terms, the corporation's will possesseda morality that was distinct
from the individuals who composedit. Gower finds that, Me difficulties of suing a
fluctuating body and the evengreater difficulties of levying execution madethe
limited
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240This section,analyzing the philosophical underpinningsof the modem corporation, will be of
particular interestto those,Nvhofollow discussionsof corporater-lobalization and corporate,
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liability was embedded into company law (Gower 32). This was and continues to be
a crucial reason for forming a corporation. Thus the notion of liability is ultimately
traceable to its personhood, attributing culpability to the fiction. In that sense,
corporations have a unique, distinct moral identity, and are designed to be moral
structures. Of course, this complicates the issue of personhood, since the corporation
tends to complicate the issue of who is actually in control. This indeterminacy is
what gives rise to the widespread expression, 'the corporate veil', which encapsulates
the problematic relationship between the personhood of the corporation and the
human managers and owners that may have more or less agency in what the
corporation actually does.

The corporatestructurewas also of particular interest to modem economists.
The formalization of corporatestructure was madepossibleby a larger theory of
human production, in which people were defined by a hierarchical continuum of
productive fanctions. Although a diagramaticset of functions is never listed in
orthodox literature, a prejudicial hierarchy informs Marshall's Principles of
241physical labour requiring a only a 'poor physique', physical labour
Econonzics:
requiring a 'strong physique', repetitive handwork, physical labour which requires
judgment, and thenjudgment applied to human (management)or discursive(legal,
financial, scientific) objects,242and finally the leadingof men and the control of a
formed business.Only higher than this is the creatingof a new business,which still
involves the control and leading of men, but also the highest functions: creation and
forecasting.During this period, functions were becomingincreasingly specialized
and fragmented,with 'managementengineers'such asF. W. Taylor andFrank
Gilbreth finding that more and more production could be wrought by farther
differentiating levels on the shop.floor, 243and Social Creditors recognizedthis trend
(Douglas, EconondcDentocracy33). Increasingdifferentiation of function allowed
more subtlegradationsof hierarchy. This was consistentwith the argumentthat a

betweenSocial Credit and thosecontemporarygroups that would
a
connection
suggesting
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problematizethe power of major corporations.
241Hierarchiesof function were,however, clearly set out in the theosophicaland occult literature of
the period, and thesediagramswere central to their understandingsof man and the universe.See
appendix.
242For example,seeMarshall's argumentthat Darwin's mental %vorkcannot be comparedto any
amount of manual labour he might have accomplished,andno degreeof loss to the mental work
should be lost for any amount of the manual (Marshall 252).
"' Ibis mannerof looking at functional levels, rather than crafts,is only intensifying: witnessthe rise
of the skill-basedcurriculum vitae.
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human,like a powerful turning lathe, should alwaysbe used for the highesttask
possibleif there was to be any sort of economy(Marshall 265). For economists,a
clear and increasingly elaboratedhierarchy of function existed.
For orthodox economistslike Marshall, the tasksof work are prized not just
for what they will create,but also for the kind of selfhood that they are able to
inculcate in the individual organism. It is on this basisthat Marshall prizes machine
work:
But the machine is intricate and costly, and the person who minds it
must have an intelligence, and an energetic sense of responsibility,
which go a long way to making a fine character; and which, though
more common than they were, are yet sufficiently rare to be able to
earn a very high rate of pay. (Marshall 258)

Machines are powerful structuresof morality, and through contact with them the
organism's characteris made fine, rare, andmore powerful. As early as 1917,Orage
made a similar point, arguing: 'A classification of human psychology is at the same
time a classification of industries' (Orage,Alphabet 55). Orage's critique.suggested
that there could be no study of modem consciousnesswithout examining the
industrial machine.As Pound grew more radical, he demandeda revision of the
labour,
labour-we
labour:
do
'We
or
cheaper
want
of
not
want
more
construction
more intelligent labour' (NA 19.9.1918329). While Pound's first two demands
reveal his underconsumptionistperspective,his insistenceon 'more intelligent
labour' is central to Marshall's program for a moral scienceof economics.At the
sametime, Pound's insistenceon intelligence for all workers underminesthe
hierarchical structureimplied by the orthodoxy: while for Marshall work will always
be characterizedby different levels of ability, Pound insists that the capacity should
be developedfor all to hdve a hand in steeringthe economy.Still, both Marshall and
Poundbelievedthat the primary benefit of technologyand economic development
was a psychic reconstructionof character.
The joint stock companywas the bloom of the orthodoxy's hierarchy of
function. Writers like Clay and Marshall tirelessly catalogued the way in which the
joint-stock company defined rigid functions for different parts of its structure. In
outline, directors defined the overall policy for the 'person' and managers saw to its
implementation (Marshall 302). Managers engineer and superintend the business,
consolidating people under them and competing with others, with a premium placed
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on serving the needs of the corporation over his own. Similarly, Clay observed that
managers lacked agency and were rarely as responsible as owner-managers (Clay
108). The general shareholders are a third group, generally ignorant and powerless
about the business (Marshall 303), hoping for a return on investment 'without any
effective control over [the corporation]' (Gower 9). Workers were the main
producers of value, but were 'freed' from having to think or assume the risk of
business. By separating the human functions of policy-making, implementation, risk
and production, the critical elements of human agency and morality are dissociated;
no single group has real agency or knowledge of the corporate actions. They are
simply done, and the blind motive of profit is the driving force.
Limited liability was not necessarily associated with the formation of a

company; it was a 'right' that was consciouslysought and won over the courseof the
Victorian period. The CharteredCompaniesAct of 1837first grantedthe possibility
of the limitation of liability for certain typesof corporationsunder comparatively
strict guidelines.The law was regularly expandedin a mood of laissez-faireuntil
1856,when nearly all constraintswere dropped.By 1858, evenjoint stock banks
could acquire limited liability (Gower 46). This legislation was introduced with
claims of social amelioration, supposedlyopening investment up to the lower classes,
but even at the time it was recognizedto be rather the opposite (Gower 45). Of
course,to a certain extent, this legislation was an extensionof the 'personhood'
theory of the company,but it specifically codified the moral paradox involved. When
acting, directing or profiting on behalf of a company,a person in the characterof a
manager,director, or generalstockholderwas no longer morally responsiblefor his
actions: only the companywas. Moreover, the disintegration of functions madeit so
that no individual could play a trýly moral role, since agency,decision-making,and
244

rewards are all dissociated.Since the ideal of the companywas exclusively profiIt ,
it allowed for a different level of aggressiveaction behind the corporateveil.

The implications of this structurewere not iTiissedby the economic
orthodoxy. Marshall gave the rise of the corporationcentral importance: 'This form
of division of labour is at once characteristicof the modem world generally, and of
the English race in particular' (Marshall 745). Certainly ambivalent, Marshall found
that it was no less than the essentialconundrumof modernity: '-for

the presentit

244Charitableinstitutions are treatedas a specialcasein contemporarylaw and were hardly mentioned
at all in economicliterature of the period.
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stands out for good and for evil as the chief fact in the form of modem civilization,
the kernel of the modem economic problem' (Marshall 745). Similarly, Clay was
deeply concerned with the way the corporate structure could lead to 'absentee
capitalisrW, in which the.general shareholder profits by an evil situation (Clay 103),
and Marshall observed that the very structure of these positions created a constrained
epistemology tempting leading officers with fi*aud (Marshall 303). He further hoped
that 'collective and democratic forms of business management may be able to extend
themselves' (Marshall, 303-304). Nevertheless, these barriers proved to be embedded
in the integral structure of the corporation. After another century of experience,
Gower admits that the question of corporate morality is more of a problem: 'One of
the main problems facing company law is to provide in relation to public companies
an adequate system of checks and balances between various organs' (Gower 17).
Social Credit distinguished itself by providing an early, radical critique of corporate
organization.
As a precursor to Social Credit, National Guilds called for the abolition of the

corporation's right to a unique, private will. The very idea of the guild was a direct
challengeto corporatestructure,becausethe joint-stock corporation was seenas the
end of a long evolutionary processwhich had begun in the middle ages.Guilds had
beenthe principal medieval associationsand many obtainedcharters.Charterswere
245
incorporation,
first
and as late asthe seventeenth
also the
meansof general
century, chartersowed much to the practicesof medieval guilds (Gower 19,23).
Mainstreameconomistsunderstoodguilds to be in continuity with modem
corporations,but found they were incompatible with modemity: 'The trade customs
and the gild regulations,by which the weak had beendefendedin past times, were
unsuitableto the new industry' (Marshall 748). Similarly, Marshall claimed that
efforts to reinstateguilds and trade customs'could not but fail', becausethey were
the outward manifestationof a moral and social systemthat preventedprogress
(748). In the modem world of the corporation, a legal personcould be formed
through a simple act of registration, though the legislation that permitted this was
little more than half a century old for New Age writers (Gower 7). One of the critical
National
Guilds
into
forward
Social Credit proposalswas
that
of
carried
proposals
that corporationsought to be defmed in terms of the social function they performed
245Also, thesecharteredcompanieswere largely developedfor the purposeof piracy and exclusive
trading rights, including the East India Company.
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for the state rather than the ambiguous and destructive desire for proflt. 246In this
sense, guilds provided a model of productive organization that would be accountable
to the state and thus the collective good of people, demonstrating the possibility of
247
In particular, craft guilds created a larger
equitable, cooperative production.
economic system with almost no involuntary poverty or unemployment, a direct
(rather than inverse) relationship between the standard of material comfort and total
production, and craftsmen with a pride in their work and considerable independence
(Douglas, Econoinic Deinocracy 43). Douglas and Orage wrote about guilds as
though they were arcadian corporations whose strengths could be integrated into a
new system.

Social Credit literature simultaneouslyattackedthe joint-stock company's
fictional personhoodand its hierarchical structure.Social Credit challengedthe
corporatestructureby trying to dissolve the different, structuredpersonalitiesof the
corporatesystem.This was accomplishedby drawing attention to the very existence
of ýorporate 'Personhood':
The point which is so hard to make clear to the massesaffected,is that
a group is an entity which has a life of its own; it is the body corporate
of an "interest," not of the myriad interestsof the humanunits
composingit, and the surrenderof volition to a group means,quite
inevitably, a surrenderof the very things for which in most instances
the individual is struggling. (Douglas, Social Credit 38-39)
For corporationsto accomplishthis, it was necessarythat all groups surrendertheir
'volition' (will, agency)to the corporation. Social Creditors noticed that all classes
had to dependon con-unercialemployment (Douglas,Social Credit 174), including
the so-calledmasterclasses,and even increasinglythe old aristocratic class.They
arguedthat asking for a simple changeof heart was sentimentalism:no one could
have a changeof heart when it meant that they would be put out of businessor not
cam the wagesthat fed their children (Douglas, Social Credit 7). This critique was
tied in with Belloc's criticism of the centralizationof property and power: 'servility
246De Maeztu was an important New Age theorist who steeredthe debatetoward organizations'
function and arguing that this, rather than profit or workers' enjoyment, ought to
social
of
perfoniing
00
be the main criterion of productive organizations.
In this way, national oversight of collective organizationwas seenas a meansof inculcatin,,
C,
moral
,
responsibility in capitalist corporations.Pound and Eliot's focus on a national literature rather than
private competition betweenindividual authorswas a parallel proposal,remuneratingworkers first
and recognizing social benefactionas the measureof utility.
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is a definite component of a system having centralized control of policy at its apex'
(Douglas, Econoinic Dentocracy 18). The difference between the Distributists and
Social Creditors was a much more specific critique of the way that power was
centralized through corporate structures in the modem world. The financial
equivalent of this was the means by which pay was distributed. By noting the unity
of plight between workers and managers, Social Creditors entered a humanist plea to
the participants of the labour system.
The Social Credit literature explicitly argues that the corporate construction
of individual identity is at fault. The transition from largely independent craftsmen to
financier-owned machinery to a modem corporate structure was 'logical and rapid',
but had disastrous results for all involved (Douglas, Econoinic Denlocracy 43-44).
And the final stage of 'the large limited liability company or Trust' offered a change
that was 'fundamental in character', because 'the craftsman, the management, and
the direction of policy, became still further separated' into different roles (Douglas,
Econondc Detnocracy 44). The Social Credit literature stressed the limitations to
24'
lent
that
these
to
epistemology and agency
roles
each class. Douglas found that
individuals from all groups were for the most part 'completely ignorant' of the
corporate aims for which they were being used. This was accomplished 'by the
separation of large classes into mere agents of a function' (Douglas, Econonlic
Deniocracy 44). Thus, by participating in the corporate system, the individual was
blinded and disempowered.

Social Creditors also directly problematizedthe position of the managing
In
class. traditional radical discourse, the bosses or managers tended to be demonized
as sadistic masters who individually chose to oppress the working classes. By
contrast, the Social Credit movement tried to show the inherent weakness and
subservience of the upper classes as well. In a 'pyramidal' structure, people in power
were forced to view the individual as material for policy (Douglas, Ecoiiondc
Deniocracy 46). The structure was more powerful than the individual, because the
individual was created within the structure: 'Even the leaders of a group are only
leaders as long as they serve the interest of the group a fact which it is well to bear
...
in mind when attributing to captains of industry qualities which belong rather to their

2"8Oracredescribedthis before Douglas's arrival: "Ibe whole systemof industry is thus seento
dependupon an associationof claýsesof persons,eachclassholding some elementnecessaryto total
production" (Orage,Alphabet 39).
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office than to the individuals themselves'(Douglas, Social Credit 39). The
constructedselfhood of the office was more powerful than any other personalitythat
the individual might have. Thus, a bad 'system' was bad regardlessof the
'personality' involved (Douglas, Econoinic Dentocracy46), and personalitycould
never fix theseproblems as long as the corporatesystempreventedreal agency.
Moreover, Douglas sympathizedwith thosewho wished to withdraw completelybut
could not. Unlike the ideology of laissez-faire,which claims that there is freedomof
associationand the ability to sell one's labour where one will, in the modem system
there was no freedom of associationbecausenearly all labour was constrainedby the
corporatesystem.No matter the businessman'ssympathies,'modem business
acumen' dictated that profit should be achievedby charging the highest price
possiblewhile producing the goods for the lowest cost. TMs effectively decreasedthe
purchasingpower distributed through the wagesas much as possible while constantly
increasingthe central power of the corporation (Douglas, Social Credit 53). And
since the corporation could never meet its own costsin this way, it would always
turn to the credit makersto finance production. At his most provocative,Douglas
argued, 'It is of course true that "head" or supervisingslavesare generally strong
supportersof slavery as an institution' (39). The structurewas more powerful than
the individual, becausethe definition of the individual was createdwithin the
structure.
In this way, the.disciplinary breadthof economicsallowed Social Creditors to
make penetratingattackson the social framework. Exposing the limitations of the
labouring individual as an ontological and epistemic structure, Orage andDouglas
offered a compelling view of modem productive characteras fundamentallylimited
in its capacity for agency.For Social Creditors, the real vehicle of power was the
corporation, whoseorganizationdeterminedsocial value and powerfully constrained
social epistemology.
From his discussionswith OrageandDouglas, Pound also shifted his analysis
from the organizationof specific industriesto the organizational structureof
In
he
like
1919,
described
from
Vorticism
this
transition
radical
projects
production.
to his Social Credit analysisof economicproduction as a whole:
In my younger days I also (in Arcadia) made out grandiose schemes
in order that the world might be made safe for the ai ts. It will never be
safe for the altist. Labour will always desire to kill him and the
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plutocracy will always want to turn him into a performing buffoon.
(NA 23-10.1919423)
In the samearticle, Pound calls for economic measuresto be takenby 'organised
societies' for the protection of artists, by which he meanshe meansa tradeunion of
the working intelligentsia. While he had believed at one point that 'organised
societies' or guilds could protect the arts, this article indicates that Poundcameto
believe that the fundamentalorganization of labour and the plutocracy neededto be
changed:trade unions and industrial activism would remain necessaryas a meansof
249
financial
industry,
but
had
be
the
centre of production
to reformed.
organizing
Social Credit gavePound a new languageto critique the structureof
corporatelabour. In particular, Pound was deeply concernedabout the way modem
organizationsconcealedthe motives of its directors. Specifically, Pound detestedthe
moral 'veil' corporationscreated,and in an article for TheNew Age directly
confronted the way 'holding companies' and shell companiesveil directors' control
of policy (NA 19-3.19203 19). This focus was part of a larger critique of bureaucratic
organizationalstructure.In a promotional view of Douglas's EconondcDentocracy
Poundcriticized corporationsas 'abstract competitive bodies' and trade unions as
conspiratorialorganizations(Pound, SelectedProse 298-209). Thesecritiques were
the result of Pound's modernist epistemology,which privileged the categoryof the
individual and attackedthe modem trend toward interpretive abstractionof large
bodies of people, whether thesewere the theoretical fictions of sociology or the legal
fictions of the corporation.For New Age thinkers like Pound,Eliot, Orage,and
Douglas, such abstractionscould produce events,but meaningful moral action was
250
individual.
the result of an
Eliot's criticism also beganto reflect the Social Credit critique of corporate
labour. When Eliot arrived in London, both Pound (his primary aestheticcontact)
andBertrand Russell (his primary philosophical contact) were both Guild Socialists,
influencing his perceptionof the London political climate.251As we have seen,Eliot
Pound's
poetry along the guild line of labour and craft in 1917and also
advocated
249A] so seePound, SelectedProse 288.
250There is a sizeableliterature concerningthe crowd and crowd psychologyin 77ieNewAge and
Pound and Eliot were both interestedin such theories,primarily as a meansto antithetically show the
value of their own wilful creation.
251Russell was very interestedin Orages Guild Socialism around 1916(when he was in closest
C,
more
contactwith Eliot), committed to guild socialism in Political Ideals (1917) and was growing
C,
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positioned himself as a Labourite in the same period. Not long after the formation of
Social Credit and The'Waste Land's publication, Eliot advocated a radical critique of
corporate capital, while at the same time distancing himself from a Marxist
interpretation of private property:

the 'evils' of capitalism are not primarily due to the concentrationof
ownership.-On the contrary the multiplication of small securityholders placesmore power in the handsof the few directors who have
the knowledge; diffusion of ownership diffuses their responsibility.
(Eliot, 'Political Theorists' 72-3)
As Social Credit had observed,the modem systemof corporateproduction used
financial instrumentsto consolidatepower in the handsof corporateCEOS while
eliminating owners' 'responsibility' or moral agency.In the samearticle, Eliot
expressed'much sympathywith the Belloc-Chestertongospel of Distributive
Property', 252endorsingthe generalNew Age claim that a distribution of econon-de
responsibility and power would come through more generalizedownership as well as
the idea that it would lend agencyto individual workers. At the sametime, Eliot
demandeda 'way' for sucha distribution to be realized, which Social Credit
provided.
The New Age view of corporatelabour also conditioned Eliot's description of
the critical industry. Characteristically,Eliot saw corporatelabour as a questionof
disorder and freedom Reviewing Hulme's translation of Sorel, Eliot was ambivalent:
But the scepticismof the present,the scepticismof Sorel, is a
torturing vacuity which hasdevelopedthe craving for belief. And thus
Sorel, disgustedwith modem civilization, hopes "that a new culture
might spring fi-om the struggleof the revolutionary tradesunions
253
againstthe employersand the state.
Although Sorel usefully views 'revolutionary tradesunions' as the basisof a new
lead
is
Sorel's
culture
and
myth,
productive
scepticism vacuousand will ultimately
interestedin economicquestionsat this point. Eliot and Vivienne also lived with Russell during this
Feriod (Monk 477,484).
52
. in Pie New Age in the early 1910s,this pair of political theoristswas referred to as Ibe
Chesterbelloc'.Eliot's citation of them togethershowshis familiarity with the history of NeIvAge
political thought.
2-13
Eliot, 'Reflectionson Violence' 478-479. Schuchardhaspositively identified the essayas Eliot's
(66) and demonstratedthat 'Eliot knew Hulme, taught his poetry and philosophy in his Extension
courses,reviewed his edition of Sorel, and praisedhim in early critical writings, all from 1916to
1920' (69).
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to a society that is 'creative' but also 'narrow' and 'intolerant'. This suggeststhat
Eliot would not ultimately turn to anarchismto resolve 'the political and economic
anarchyof the presenttime' though he would remain interestedin Sorel's attemptto
2-54

foster myth and thought amongstconservatives(Eliot, 'Political Theorists' 69).

Eliot's criticism was basedon the union of labourersin direct contrastto anarchistic
and competitive systemsof production:
When we find that quite the contrary prevails, we begin to suspectthat
the critic owes his livelihood to the violence and extremity of his
opposition to other critics, or elseto sometrifling oddities of his own
with which he contrives to seasonthe opinions which men already
hold, and which out of vanity or sloth they prefer to maintain. We are
temptedto expel the lot. (Eliot, SelectedEssays25)
In an uncooperativesystemof production, Eliot diagnosedthe results as either
inflated livelihoods due to false competition or parasitism,both of which were the
direct chargesadvancedby Douglas againstthe capitalist system.Eliot's desire 'to
expel the lot' included not just the liberal economic systemof 'whigs' but also
255
like
Hulme
he
had
that
anarchistic,violent critics
previously endorsed. In contrast,
Eliot describedthe critical industry in collaborative terms. His canonical statement,
The Function of Criticisin, invokes through its title de Macztu's functional view of
industry, describingproduction in terms of the organsor functions it provided for
society.De Maeztu's notion of 'function' criticized the model of competitive,
profitable industry, replacing it with social utility as the ultimate measureof value.
Accordingly Eliot beganto describecriticism as a collaborative process,urging the
critic to 'composehis differenceswith asmany of his fellows as possible, in the
judgment'
(SelectedEssays25). Eliot recognizedthe
true
pursuit
common
of
inherent
in this functionalist order. In terms of artists and critics, he went
radicalism
to great lengths to describethe 'labour' and 'fi-ightftll toil' inherent in creation and
denial
the
of this labour 'wWggery' (SelectedEssays'30).In describing
called
Pound's labour, he found this claim particularly characteristic:
2-'ý4
As early as 1913,Eliot criticized Sorel and called him a confusion of metaphysicaland political
(Eliot, T. S. Eliot PapersbMS 1691 (25) page 15), suggesting,that frequent identifications
thought
=1
C
C,
betweenthe two might be more problematic thanhas beencommonly understood.
25,5
in a letter to the Tiines
By 1920,Eliot had begunto reject Hulmes critical utility, su,(,,,
(,,esting
0
Literary Supplementthat 'it would perhapsbe beneficial if we employedboth terms [classic and
romantic] as little aspossible' (Eliot, Letters 416-417).PeterDale Scott has also commentedon
Eliot's 'critique of complacentliberalisrW (20).
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Any work of art is a compound of freedom and order. It is perfectly
obvious that art hangs between chaos on the. one side and mechanics
on the other... A firm hold on major form makes for a freedom of
detail

An attempt to restore this sense is branded as revolution. It is
...
revolution in the philological sense of the term. (Eliot, Ezra Pound
15)256

Both Pound and Eliot's political and artistic sensibility compoundedfreedomand
order. Social Creditors recognizedthe impossibility of modem production without
economicorder, but at the sametime soughtfreedom for the individual producer,
who could fulfill the details of production ashe liked. As such, Social Credit sought
to blend the best featuresof plannedand spontaneouse(ýonomies.For this reason,
Eliot saw Pound's craft asrevolutionary, but in a technical senseof the word: by
focusing on their own literary industry, Eliot and Pound soughtto exemplify a
radical order for productive society. Social Creditors commonly describedtheir
revolution as 'technical'-by restructuringproduction and consumption,society
could be savedwithout bloodshed.Eliot andPound's collaborative craft exemplified
this radical production.
For both Eliot and Pound,radical production was rooted in self-conscious
labour. As we have.seen,Pound's New Age translationsand Vorticist poems
politicized the self-reflexive text as an alternativeto the alienatedcon-unodityof
moderncapitalism. Following Pound, Eliot's criticism privileged self-reflexive art.
In 'The Function of Criticism', Eliot claimed that the work of art's autotelic status
was axiomatic (30). Sirnilarly, in ...Rhetoric" andPoetic Drama' Eliot praised
situations 'where a characterin the play seeshiniself in a dramatic light' as fine
rhetoric, invoking both Shakespeareand Kyd's SpanishTragedy (39), both of which
show up in The WasteLand. Eliot saw theseauthorsas counterexamplesof realism's
rejection of rhetoric (40-1). Eliot's defenseof rhetoric in this context privileges selfit
subjectivity
which
recognizes
social
conscious
position, reconstructing around the
speaker.In short, in Eliot's 'rhetorical' speech,the characterbecomesa political
subject,a luminous detail that reconstitutesthe political order. This inalienable
is
Eliot's
Pound
in
his
dramatic
exactly
monologues.
what
consciousness
politicized

256Tellingly, the passagge
originally camefrom a New Age article in the Affirmations series(discussed
in the Vorticism chapter) NA 7.1.1915246-7.
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wholehearted endorsement of this aesthetic guaranteed a politicized, discourse-driven
basis for poetry.

For Pound, Social Credit's critique of organizationalstructurebecamea
crucial meansof interpreting political forin In Vhat America Has to Live Down'
Pound analysedpossibleinterpretationsof democracy:
The term Democracymeansnothing more than governmentby the
people; it is describedalso, by certain optimists, asfor the
people... Democracyis also called governmentof the people,perhaps
with justice, since there is, so far asI know, no record of the peoples
ever having governedtheir officers, aristocracy,plutocrats, artists,or
other obtruding features.(NA 22.8.1918266-7)
Pound's analysis traces the slippage involved in democracy by locating the agents
with power: wl-dle citizens may vote, this does not necessarily result in powerholders acting on behalf of the people. As Pound rightly points out, democracy also
has not proved particularly successful at controlling those in positions of power.
Rather sneakily, Pound includes artists in his list of the society's 'obtruding
features'. Beneath this passage is a Nietzschean idea (filtered through The New Age)
that power can only be actively claimed by an individual; it cannot be passively
attributed to him or her. Pound's critique reveals a vision for society in which strong
personalities contribute to a harmonious order; the society grows more equitable as
more individuals participate in their own governance. This perspective on industrial
organization also conditioned Pound's response to the League of Nations: 'The
league of nations appears to me about as safe and as inviting for the individual as
does a combine of large companies for the employee'. For Pound, the nation, like
the corporation, was largely a structure through which the few could oppress the
many. Accordingly, Pound called for 'a non-national future, in which no man will be
compelled to fight for any other man, organization or oil company'"(NA 18.12.1919
106-7). Pound's vision for a 'non-national future' was a kind of cosmopolitan
individualism, in which the individuals' visionary energy combined in capital
Vortices that transcended boundarieS.257

" Seealso Vorticism. chapter.While this antinational vision of the populace's active participation is
far from the realities of fascism,Pound seemsto have mistakenMussolini as the personality Who
might createsuch an opensociety of strong individuals. Certainly, the fascist guilds provided a
tempting lure for a devot6of Social Credit guilds. Of course,the questionof Pound, Social Credit and
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Perhaps more importantly, Social Credit's epistemic analysis of the
corporation began to determine Pound's understanding of artistic production. As
early as 1915, Pound attacked art critics and editorial writers 'of the orthodox press'
bankers'
(NA 21.1.1915 311). For
'sculpture
to
that
seems made rather
please
and of
Pound, art and civilisation was necessarily against such profit-driven materialism:
The function of civilization is to depreciate material values and to build up values of
intelligence' or 'immaterial values' (NA 11.3.1920 301). By its very nature, art was a
revolutionary economic force, undermining and 'depreciating' material society. This
antipathy for capitalist production led him to describe a familiar process of artistic
fame: 'you make for the market, you become rich; being rich you are irresistible,
honours are showered upon you' (NA 4.2.1915 382). During the war, Pound became
convinced that this process was not merely the result of flawed artistic integrity, but
the result of a much more fundamental problem with the operation of the market. The
climate of The New Age led Pound to try to understand the systematic forces behind
the 'market' and the way these shaped artistic production. This search would
Social
lead
Creditors to analyze modem consumption.
naturally

Demand-Side Value and the Figure of the Consumer

For both orthodox economistslike Clay and Marshall and radicals like Orage
and Douglas, modem consumption patterns were reshaping the economy. These
patterns represented a new class of consumable objects and identity through
consumption. In the period leading up to the Great War, '... Within the ranks of
manufacturers the greatest wealth was not found among the owners of heavy industry
but among those producing consumer goods for new mass retail outlets: the brewers,
distillers, cigarette manufacturers, and producers of packaged foods' (Harris 108).
Public inquiries and social surveys of working-class homes found them crowded with
an immense variety of apparently superfluous consumer goods, such as pianos (the
luxury
object), banjos, sewing machines, bicycles, gramophones, gold
most coveted
lockets, watches, chairs, fireside objects in brass and copper, and even in the poorest
houses, photographs, vases and ornaments in abundance. These goods were
increasingly being purchased through credit, first from the 'tally"man', and then
fascismin the 1930shas beenwell coveredby Surette,Casillo, and others, and the historical
framework of this project predatesEuropeanfascism.
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'through the rapidly developing system of hire purchase' (Harris 114-115). Harris, a
social historian, finds that despite the fact these goods were often purchased at the
expense of wholesome food, house repairs, and saving for the future, these goods
gwereoften the outward and visible signs of inner dignity and self-respect' (115).
The rapid evolution of the consumer system was unfurling along the lines of a new
industry of mass identity.
Clay and Marshall both observed that modem consumption was transforming

the nation of small shopkeepersinto a nation of consolidatedmajor retailers.Already
Marshall was noticing that tradesconnectedwith clothing and food were being taken
over by big business,a trend we now recognizeas the driving force of global
consumptionand cultural imperialism. For Marshall, big business'sconsolidationof
the retail trade madecompetitive sense:they could buy on better ten-ns,get goods
carried more cheaply,offer more variety, and the headsof major businessescould
devotethemselvesentirely to businessstrategy(Marshall 297). Also, new
transportationsystemslargely benefited bigger businessbecausecustomerscould
travel to centralizedshopsmore efficiently. Marshall noted that consolidationwas
having a significant effect on the way commercewas conducted:the relationship
betweenthe small shopkeeperand his customerswas disappearing(288). Marshall
was ambivalent about this trend, occasionallywaxing nostalgic but also claiming it
was due to an increasing 'self-respect' amongstthe wealthier classes,who found they
no longer neededsuch 'subservient' personalattention (288). In any event, the power
relationship betweenbuyer and seller was growing ever more distinct.
Orthodox economistsrecognizedthat big businesses'market consolidation
intensified the commodification of goods. Due to the rationale of the division of
labour, the goods that were now being distributed were almost exclusively made in
factories; by this time cottage industries and hand-made goods had all but
disappeared (Marshall 289). Ready-made, machine-made goods simultaneously
meant an increasing commodification. of all kinds of goods, and an increasing
centralization of general knowledge about consumers. Marshall was particularly
interested in the trend toward 'Interchangeable Parts', by which even the parts of
products were made to be interchangeable and replaceable. This allowed for a
tremendous penetration of markets, because those who lived remotely from a good
mechanic's shop could use complicated machinery with confidence, since by
telegraphing for a part it could be fixed quickly and cheaply (Marshall 256-7). This
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parts was the logical conclusion of a manufacturingsystemin which standardization,
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Marshall and Clay also recognizedfashion as a meansto consolidateand
intensify modem consumption.Surprisingly, Marshall takesa somewhatcritical
tone:
But in many tradesthe ever-growing variety of commodities,and
those rapid changesof fashion which now extend their baneful
influence through almost every rank of society, weight the balance
even more heavily againstthe small dealer, for he cannotkeep a
sufficient stock to offer much variety of choice, and if he tries to
follow any movementof fashion closely, a larger proportion of his
stock will be left strandedby the recedingtide than in the caseof a
large shopkeeper.(Marshall 288)
Marshall understoodfashion and variety as a strategythrough which the large
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tastespreadthrough ahnostevery rank of society, larger and larger businessesbegan
to monopolize the market. The exceptionsto this were the very poor and the very
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Marshall, suggeststhat there was a suspicionof and resistanceto the aestheticsof the
modern market even amongsteconomists,and that thosewith the meanstried to
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inevitable. Self-definition and self-differentiation via fashion was merely a special
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of society, like the division of labour, consolidated
case
commercial power.

253Marshall retells a beautiful story involving the spreadof interchangeableparts: '... at the Inventions
Exhibition held in London in 1885,the representativeof an American watch factory took to pieces
fifty watchesbefore someEnglish representativesof the older systemof manufacture[which involved
hand-fitting piecestogether),and after throwing the different parts into different heaps,askedthem to
t,
V
from
for
him
piece
eachheap in succession;he then set thesepiecesup in one of the watchone
select
back
handed
them
a watch in perfect order' (258).
casesand
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Increasingly, economistswere beginning to recognizethat the real issuesof
expansionhad less to do with the goods tbemselves,and more to do with marketingIn Marshall, marketing (as distinct from advertising) is understoodasthe creationof
a market, an organizationof homogenizedtaste,desireand consumption,while
advertising was of coursethe linguistic force that would win consumersover. The
rise of advertising campaignswas directly tied to the rise of big retail: only major
businessescould afford the large sumsneededto support commercialtravelersand
other methodsof mass-demandfor its products (282). Perhapsmore fundamentally,
production itself was starting to be understoodasmore of an issueof how to createa
market group than the inherent qualities of the product:
But many commodities with regard to which the tendencyto
increasingreturn acts strongly are,more or less,specialties:someof
them aim at creating a new want, or at meeting a new want in an old
way. Someof them are adaptedto specialtastes,and can never have a
very large market; and somehave merits that are not easily tested,and
must win their way to the generalfavour slowly- In all suchcasesthe
salesof eachbusinessare limited, more or less according to
circumstances,to the particular market which it has slowly and
expensivelýacquired; and though the production itself might be
economically increasedvery fast, the salecould not. (Marshall 287)
What dominatedthe economywere not the goods,but the wants, tastes,knowledge,
and favour of the market. Efficiency of the cost of production matteredmuch less. Of
course,the.very idea of the demographic,the market as a group loyal to a
homogenizedproduct, as distinguishedfi-ornmarket as a sphereof competition, is
traceableto the rise of adveitising. For big business,large groups of people could be
organizedby the expressionof their repeatabledesiresWhile the marketing of fashion actedasthe day-to-dayexpressionof
consumersociety,Marshall was a critical ideologue,of its underlying theory. As a
demand-sideaccount,the marginal utility theory of value sought to describehow
buyers actedin a market, arguing that value dependson the 'increment of satiety'
that anotherunit of the particular product will provide. For example,a starving man
might be.willing to trade everything he had for a loaf, but in an economy where most
are alreadyrelatively well fed, the price for anotherincrementof breadwill be low,
becauseanotherloaf will not make them much more content.This value must be
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consideredrelative to the entire amount of money available, so that for a poor man,
the choice to buy a secondpound of tea may representa significantly greaterarriount
of satisfactionrelative to his total wages,and so be relatively costly (the exampleis
Clay's). To a rich man for whom all material concernsare alreadyprovided, a show
dog costing E100might both offer a good margin of satisfaction(whether for the
beauty of the dog or pride of ownership) and be relatively inexpensivecomparedto
the poor man buying tea.The theory also showswhy society might be more
concernedwith providing for the rich man's dog than a poor man who will pay E100
to buy educationfor his child, despitethe fact that the educationwould representa
much larger incrementof satiety to the poor man than a show dog to the rich man
(Clay 284-290). In orthodox economics,the marginal utility theory of value offered a
meansto describemarket demand.
One of Marshall's founding innovations was to reconcile supply-side
descriptionsof valuation with marginal utility, creating an integrated accountof
price. Marshall's integration of thesetheoriesdescribedan automatic, self-regulating
systemthat could be scientifically studied.By the publication of Clay's Econonlics:
An Introductionfor the GeneralReader, Marshall's value theory was acceptedas
standard.However, both Marshall and Clay sketchedout the mythical figure behind
the disembodied'invisible hand' of economics.As Clay conceded,consumerswere
not polled on the amount they would prefer to spendfor certain products,but in'the
modem market the price makersmust have a knowledge of the desiresand
satisfactionof their clients coupled with how much of their total spendingpower they
can likely command.To be successful,a modem business'leader' must be able to
either 'dictate' or 'anticipate' theseinternal qualities for a large population. What
seemsto make this theory modem for Clay is the way that it understandsthe
surveillance,knowledge and control of the consumer,and the way consumersmay be
groupedaspopulationsfor the purposesof market maximization and expansion.In
the early twentieth century, a social imperative was emerging in which private
desiresshapeda society of consumers,creating a model of selfhood that was
by
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For orthodox economists,underlying the control of market demandwas a
'psychology'.
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direct othersto individuated tasks. Perhapswe should note the faint underlying
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bodily metaphor,where the organizer is the brain or soul which directs and controls
the other organs.It is the Organizer who must be able to both respondto demandand
also anticipateit (Clay 69). Here Clay is beginning to develop a portrait of the
mercantilist superman,the personality at the top of the bourgeoispyramid of social
and material privilege. Theseare the 'leaders', 'a few prominent personalities'that
are defined by their ability to create,to inake 'big fortunes' in trade and industry.
Clay's highest admiration and praise are for thosewho can make and create.What he
meansby this is certainly not the crafting of an object, nor the ability to comer an old
market, but the ability to build new empiresout of new needsor products.The
greatestfortune doesnot have to be taken and it is not subject to the non-nallaws of
the conservationof matter which translatein economic terms to a1 to 1, win/lose
relationship. True fortunes are createdoutright, from nothing, by marshallinghuman
power and human desire in an entirely new and unforeseeableway. Indeed,it is not
primarily characteror morality or ruthlessnessor economythat makesa 'prominent
personality'. It is the ability to 'foresee' (Clay 97). By looking into the future and
controlling it, the great organizer can do what ordinary men cannot-he can createa
matrix of money, goods,people, and power from nothing and subject that creationto
his control.
The basisof Clay's discussionsof futurity and the economic systemis a
languagedevelopedfrom the register of spirituality. Again and again, 'faith' in the
future comesup as the single most necessaryingredient for the continuanceof the
economicsystem.This emphasison faith becomeseven more marked when the
discussionfocuseson the stateof the ftitures and stock markets, so that thesemarkets
are actually, fundamentallybarometersof the stateof faith amongstthe speculator
class.Moreover, the constructionof futurity is understoodthrough the idea of
'prophecy': the ability to 'foresee', 'predict', and 'forecast' are central to the
speculatorand organizer.It is not that thesewords are simply hyperbolic description,
becausethey designatea difference in kind betweenthe Organizer and the average
man, who must dependon reasoned,scientific assumption.This opposition spreads
to the level of the entire market. Of course,a particular commodity may be
influencedby inimediate factors (a blight on a particular crop), but Clay observes
that the movementsof markets far overreachthe rational impact that any such event
could have. Where market fluctuations shouldbe 'scientific', which is to say
governedby direct, material causes,the interconnectionbetweendiversetradesin
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major market movements is shown to far exceed scientific (material) cause. For
Clay, the real 'connexion [between trades] seems to be psychological' (253).
Although predictions about the future should be scientific, 'A market is a crowd, and
has the psychological characteristics of a crowd, that the general opinion imposts
itself on individual members with extraordinary force and rapidity' (253). This is a
far cry from the intensely rational forces that Smith and classical economists
understood to operate for individuals in the making of economic transactions. Clay's
description links the language of spiritual reality with the newly emerging crowd
psychology to understand the true nature of the market. Considering the way in
which the futurity of markets encodes an irrationality, an unknowing into the process
of the economy, we should hardly be surprised to see it emerge here in the agents
that make up its movement. Nevertheless, its presence in contemporary description is
liberal
it
from
in
deep
the
that
classic
shows
a
separation
striking, particularly
way
thought on the nature of human motive. The curious word 'imposts' bears heavy
meaning here. Through the prefix 'im-', it shows penetration into the interiority of
the agent from outside. 'Post' shows the compulsory remaking of that interiority
toward industrial uniformity. The force that Clay describes is explicitly not related to
physical cause and does not follow material-based models in its course, is stronger
than individual rationality, and goes beyond the epistemological Iiinits of the
individual. Moreover, such forces are invisible to most, but can be seen through the
prophets of business. Nevertheless, these prophets are not outsiders. The
'the
leading
forces
the
originate
actually
with
men of all
of
market
psychological
trades' (Clay 253). Clay goes on to argue that bankers are more responsible for the
trade fluctuations than any other group (256). In effect, the psychology of the leading
men is the psychology of the market. Thus it follows that when Social Creditors (and
Pound in particular) said that the entire economy was controlled by the personalities
of a limited unified group and connected this to the superconscious shaping of
in
in
they
that
saying
wasn't
admitted
orthodox
quarters
weren't
anything
society,
other discourses. This understanding of market forces shows an interweaving of a
religious tradition of prophecy with a post-industrial sense of psychology is at the
heart of the economic mechanism of price.
Although part of Marshall's great revolution in economics was the result of
his attention to consumption, orthodox economists ironically described consumption
from the point of view of organizers, as a means to profit through social
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differentiation. On the other hand, Social Creditors saw in the figure of the consumer
a meansto constructa unified view of society. In Social Credit literature, the figure
of the consumertranscendedthe divide betweenworking and managingclasses.
'Consumer' stressedthe common needof all humanbeings to be fed, clothed, and
housedby the productive system,and that no one could obtain thesethings without
someform of cooperation.All were needy, and thus all were subservientto the
'system'. This reinforced the critique of divided, corporateidentity to the corporate
will. The 'body corporate's' interest was alwaysprofit making, the financial
inflation of prices to consolidatepower in the groups.This led to a situation in which
only major institutions could buy important things for the public, and they would
only do this if it somehowallowed them to further consolidatetheir power in the
form of profit: 'Where competition is restricted by Trusts, price is cost plus whatever
profit the Trust considersit politic to charge' (Douglas,Econoinic Dentocracy57).
Consumerswere continually paying the costsof the product and the plant, never
receiving control over the plant. Douglas arguedthat this situation was worse than if
individuals held the purchasingpower, becausethey would tend to disburseit more
(Douglas, Social Credit 173-174).This was the basis of Social Credit's calls for a
consumer-basedproduction system
With Social Credit's privileging of the consumercame a radical rethinking of
value and price theory. The philosophical basisof this arosewith the A+B theorem,
which claimed that modem meansof production ensuredthat society was actually
constantlyoverproducingbut did not effectively distribute the purchasingpower to
distribute the goods.In ternasof value, Social Creditors followed a long line of
English underconsumptionistwriters beginning with Ruskin and Unto This Last who
arguedthat value was the sameas wealth, and using the etymological root of
4wealth',found that value was inseparablefi-ornwell-being.259Despite Ruskin's
foundationalpopularity for New Age radicals, Clay doesn't even mention thesetexts
in the discussionof value, pointing to the intensecanonicity of the economic
orthodoxy. Douglas was deeply disturbedby any systemthat could value war's utter
destructionof humanwell-being through profit, or value shoddy or unnecessary
" Alec Marsh tracesPound and Williams's interestin Social Credit to American Jeffersonian
challengesto currency,value and debt, but the Social Credit movementitself has, so far as I have been
in the American political scene.Therefore, a genealoggical
able to find, no clear origins
consideration
a
Zý
of the radical political scenein Britain in the modernistperiod, for which Vie New Age was so
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distributed
goods
only because someone would pay for them. Douglas summed up
that value should be a measure of 'well-being, not cost-accounting' (Douglas,
Econoinic Deinocracy 70). The goal of the productive system should be to provide
consumers with as much as it possibly could, rather than encouraging them to save
for the sake of the paper-gain of 'cost-accounting', which produced no real wellbeing at all. Douglas followed this idea to its natural conclusion, seeking to create a
system that severed the relationship between cost of production and value, and
therefore cost and price. The relationship of cost and price is fundamental to any
fixing of price in capitalist tenris, because profit is calculated as the degree to which
price is greater than cost. In both the labour theory and the cost of production theory,
cost is the ultimate assessmentof value, and even with Clay's acceptance of the
marginal utility theory of value, Clay is unprepared to say that price ought to have no
relationship to cost. Douglas also observed that the present capitalist system of wages
is still consistent with the labour model of value. The reward system of labour
apparently distributes the right to consume goods in the form of wages based on how
much apparent work was done. Production and distribution were tied together. For
Douglas, this was illogical because an individual's needs had no necessary
relationship to that individual's ability to produce. In this way, Social Creditors
wholly dissociated value from production.
Rightly viewed, production was not so much a function of an individual's
labour or the cost of property controlled by capitalists (as the above theories
claimed), but was rather a function of 'cultural inheritance'. For Douglas, cultural
inheritance was two things, both of which should be understood as the property of
the community. First, it was the knowledge of processes, technology and tools which
made modem production possible. Because this cultural knowledge was accumulated
over centuries, mostly by people long since dead and by far too many people to trace,
this repository was the collective produce of human ingenuity and should not be
controlled by the few. Second, cultural inheritance was the capital tools of modem
industry. Douglas reasoned that, like the intellectual legacy, the extra work of
been
had
necessary to build up these tools, a point which was conceded
generations
by Clay and others. He argued that the community had constantly paid for the entire
in
the price of products, and had done so many times over, but
of
production
costs
be
tracedmore directly to the English origins of Ruskin and other British
must
responsible,
underconsumptionists.
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had only ever received control of the consurnables rather than the consumable and
capital goods. By this argument, Douglas reasoned that the community's taking over
of the capital goods was hardly violent appropriation because it had bought them
many times over and so should be allowed to reap the benefits (Hutchinson and
Burkitt 59-60). Nevertheless, Social Credit's proposals were no less than a
revolutionary shift in the division of property, to be accomplished through systematic
changes rather than violent force.
In order to affect this redistribution, Douglas suggested a national dividend
and a way of fixing prices at the 'just price'. The national dividend was to be a
payment to all citizens that would be sufficient for basic survival, irrespective of
class, status, or work (though all citizens would be expected to work a certain, much
lower amount, perhaps 15-20 hours per week). This made sense at a moral level
because it reflected the fact that all citizens should be the beneficiaries of the '95%'
of wealth produced through cultural inheritance. 'Just price' also recognized that the
capital goods were owned by the community and already in existence, so did not
just
be
in
Accordingly,
be
fixed
be
to
to
reflected again price.
prices would
need
enough to cover depreciation (Douglas, Econonzic Deniocracy 135). This second
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an
proposal was
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lead
inflation.
Together, these proposals represented a
to
money supply would not
system that would begin to produce the effect of equity and non-servility in society
by making as many goods available as possible for the lowest possible amount of
work.
Social Credit's rejection of work sharply distinguished it from earlier New

Age movements.As we have seen,earlier New Age radicals heroized workers and
craft as the primary contribution to society and used this celebrationas a meansto
justify a radical reordering of society accordingto the logic of labour. Like followers
of Marx and Sorel, National Guildsmen had seenin the figure of the proletariat a
profound meansto unify society. Social Creditors agreedthat the proletariat was
awakening(Douglas,Econoinic Deniocracy 3)), but believed that the proletariat was
destroy
likely
to
everything through violence than create any productive
more
change.This attitude was due to the belief that the identity of the proletariat qua
impoverished:
seriously
accordingto the corporatelogic which formed
worker was
260Surettemissesthis point in his analysisof Social Credit (44), one of severalrrýistakeswhich lead
him to concludeSocial Credit was more conservativethan it actually was.
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it, the identity of the proletariat denied the possibility of agencyand planning, and
kept the worker from becoming a coherentindividual. Moreover, the figure of the
proletariat encodeda systemof over-production that was a significant part of the
problen-LUsing the identity of workers, labour leaderstendedto actually act as an
assetto the financial controllers of industry, since they both agreedthat more work
was needed(Douglas, Social Credit 130). '17hisrecognition amountedto a severe
break with National Guilds' values in production.
Fundamentally,Social Creditors were againstwork, and sought asmuch
unemploymentaspossible(Douglas, Social Credit 9). What was the yield of
technology,they reasoned,if it did not actually enableless obligatory work for
society?Technology and machines"shouldbe usedas much as possible,but the
current ordering principles associatedwith them should be discarded.They also
violently objected to the idea of work for a 'moral' end, as the meansof assigning
levels of distribution (Douglas, Social Credit 20-21). Instead,they claimed that the
highest efficiency would be found through a systemof volunteerism.Pointing out the
tremendoussocial work that had beendone during the war effort, they reasonedthat
if people were freed from compulsion, society and the individual would both benefit.
By stressingthe figure of the consumerover the proletariat, Social Creditors claimed
that thosewith an evenhigher needwere invoked, including the unemployed,the
sick, the elderly, and the young (see,for instance,Douglas, Social Credit 129).
Moreover, their model of the National Dividend was an incredibly inclusive
proposal,allocating the samefunds to all membersof society regardlessof age,
261
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or religious affiliation . In short, they arguedthat modern
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benefits for consumers.
Aesthetically, Pound and Eliot's critical interestsreflected TheNew Age's
shift from supply to demand-sideaccountsof value. As we have seenin previous
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preoccupationwith a craft-basedreconstructionof the self and production as a means
to rejuvenatingsociety.In this model, artistic craftsmanshipbecamean aesthetic
261Douglas was extremely ariti-religious and particularly anti-Semitic, though hi obj ction to both
0Se
was basedon their modelsof collectivism: "it shouldin any casebe emphasisedthat it is the Jewsas
a group, andnot as individuals, who are on trial, and that the remedy, if one is required, is to break up
the group activity" (Douglas,Social Credit 33). Nevertheless,membersof such groups were still to
receivethe National Dividend: seeHutchinson and Burkitt.
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strategy with radical aims of economic reorganization and aesthetic renaissance.
When Eliot arrived in London, he finmediately started promoting Pound and other
critical works on the same grounds of technical craft and tradition as an antidote to
lazy, moribund poetry of emotional expressionists. Both radical arts organizations
like Vorticism and Pound and Eliot's critical attention to the artist's product (or text)
was the result of a political context which radicalised supply-side economics. But as
The New Age's'attention shifted to demand and consumption, Pound and Eliot shifted
the epistemology of their criticism to include detailed analysis of the effects of
consurning literature. In short, attention to the reader became the basis for a radical
262
Pound and Eliot's elaboration of this critical paradigm was
critical methodology.
to have lasting implications for critical and compositional practice.

This critical transformationcan most clearly be traced through Pound's
writing for The New Age. As early as 1913, Pound was seeking literary strategies for
describing the mass. His series, The Approach to Paris, catalogued a number of
French attempts to poetically represent crowdS.263In particular, Pound sought the
ideological centre of society, invoking the 'vortex', or 'God, or nature, or the
Unanim, or whoever or whatever is responsible for the,existence of the race... ' (NA
25.9.1913 631,633). Pound's truncated invocation of the spiritual, the material, the
theoretical, the agent, and the empty signifier suggests his impatience with each
theory and a longing for a phenomenological description of society that was not
divided by class. For New Age writers, the consumer became a way to perform this
intellectual work. By 1915, Pound was exploring the degeneracy of modem literature
(a favourite theme for New Age writers) in ten-nsof the reading public. Distancing
himself from the 'subsidized professor' who complains that 'the audience is at fault',
Pound traced literature's unpopularity to intellectuals' 'having never tried to interest
the intelligent' and then blaming 'cheaper periodicals' (NA 16.9.1915 47 1). In
another article from the same period, Pound was inclined to trust that most
contemporary readers would see through similar accusations that had oppressed free
thinkers like Shelley in a different period, but wondered if 'there still exists a
-numerous and powerful body of people who ... maintain a strangle hold on a good
262Orage's
t,
tý to trace the economic issuesof literature
0
criticism also shifted in a similar way, beginning
in the sameperiod through tasteand demandand exploring the price level of literature (NA 2.10.1919
377). Unlike earlier NewAge projects for improving writers' style or craft, both of Orage's proposals
seekchangethrough distribution.
263The seriesstartson 4.9.1913.
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portion of English and American letters' (NA 8.7.1915 299). Both passagesreveal
Pound's trust in the non-academic, intelligent reader and a suspicion that
bureaucratic powers are responsible for the stifling of good literature. By this time,
Pound's position was connected to underconsumptionist economists that consumers
were being failed by the productive systern
Between 1917 and 1918, Pound developed this economic position into critical
The New Age column, Studies in
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invoked Frazer's formal analysis of ritual as the ideal method to understand culture,
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Pound's 'studies' provide a rich field for understanding the emergence of
high modernist critical practice precisely because of the way they reveal intellectual
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sources at the same time as they develop a critical analysis of economic society.
Specifically,

Pound used Eliot's

epistemology

to conflate the anthropological

method

with economic analysis. Treating an issue of each series as an exemplar of the title's
form, Pound analysed the periodicals'

econoirfic position.

interested in the same data as contemporary

Often, Pound was

scholars of print culture, analysing

changing cover prices (NA 30.8.1917 385), individuals

and institutions'

purchasing

266

patterns,

the effect of advertising on the content ofjournals (see NA 13.9-1917

425-6; NA 25.10.1917 545), the economic range of subscribers (NA 20.9.1917 446),
how this influenced the characters depicted (NA 11.10.19 17 506), and fundamentally
to all of these aspects, how business managers shape periodicals (NA 13.9.1917
426). 267Not only did these criteria provide Pound with tools to understand the
journals, but they also allowed him to reach explicitly economic conclusions about
their meaning. Thus Pound traced the way that conservative papers like The
Spectator created conservative conformity (NA 6.9.1917 406-407) and attacked the
ideological climate that kept 'a vast number of people within the borders and purlieus
of, if not slavery, at least something near it' (NA 27.12.1917 18). The New Age's
in
Guild
Socialist
have
Pound's
this
readers
recognized
attack on
politicized
would
Cwageslavery'. Pound also explored subtle attacks on New Age ideas and examined
the political ideology underpinning innocuous stories (NA 11.10.1917 505-6). Thus
for Pound the mainstream press was most often a means of creating conforinity, with
journalists who were 'obviously and undeniably stupid' writing 'what ought to be
thought' 'without thought ... of their own' (NA 30.8.1917 385). In other columns
Pound became even more explicit, calling most papers 'camouflage over the
economic situation' (NA 10.1.1918 209) and demanding that the economic question
be brought into more clear definition (NA 3.1.1918 13). Pound's methodology of
anthropological and economic analysis showed how social positions were proscribed
by the different ideological strands of the media, leading him to claim that 'There is a
social deteim-iinisrif which is connected to styles of reading (NA 8.11.1917 29). In
... In terms of the former, seehis contemptuouscuriosity about thosewho read working classpapers,
C,
NA 27.9.1917464-5.
266As when he claims Blackito od's is targetedto libraries rather than individuals (NA 23.8.1917369C
70).
267Pound's private correspondencewith Quinn repeatstheseinterestsand adds more (such aspaper
quality, size, and how cover price influenced readers' perceptionsof value), particularly as they
Poundrejectedthe idea of having a businessmanagerfor the
planneda new journal. Interestingly,
b
C,
0
journal becausehe was concernedthat the manager's
tý
concernwith profit would distract from the real
purposeof the journal (Pound,Leiters to Quinn 46-7).
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this way, Pound understoodthe consumptionof media to shapethe political form of
society.
Specifically, Studiesin ConteinporatyMentality traceshow modem
consumptionshapesconsumersinto ideological classes.For Pound, almost all papers
were ideologically inflected, whether they were designedas distractions from the
econoinic,situation ('the 'harmlessamusementof the poor') or 'papersdefinitely
malignant, definitely run to maintain certain superstitions,oppressions,monopolies'
(NA 3.1.1918 193). Conflating anthropological superstition and economic
oppression,Pound's analysisfinds that the structureof media inevitably revealsthe
ideological power of the economic order. Pound's categorizationof different
periodicals expandshis ideological diagnosis:five kinds of periodical are designedto
keep thought in safechannels,inculcate mercantilist virtues in the middle and lower
journals
themselves,crank papersand religious periodicals'268
trade
middle classes,
and 'papersand parts of papersdesignedto stop thought altogether' (NA 20.9.1917
446). Iinportantly, Pound developedthesecategoriesthrough close readingof
instance
by
One
the
clearer
give
a
sense
of
methodology:
articles.
may
particular
describing an article in which the radical ideasof Shaw and Nietzsche.are not really
analysedbut insteadusedby the author as a marker for a socially undesirableclassof
young people who read suchthings, Poundusesthis situation as a shorthandfor the
rest of the seriesto denotea classof reading consumerswho are comfortable in their
ignorant refusal to engagewith new (and not so new) ideas (NA 11.10.1917505-6
and subsequentnumbers).Such analysisof the reading position of the periodical
consumerallowed Pound.to define a critical project that was economically engaged,
in contrastto the establishmentcritic who had never 'looked upon literature, or
painting, or even politics, for himself' (NA 27.12.1917 167). In. this way, Pound
261
chargedthe analysisof print culture as a radical critical method.
Importantly, Pound's economic and anthropological analysis led him to
demandrevolutionary change,but along idiosyncratic New Age lines. Pound was
dissatisfiedwith the constrainedsubjectpositions of both classes:
Sincepresumably"Capitar' in the abstractdesiresthe enslavementof
"labour" in the abstract,the docile, ductile enslavement;since
263This category bearsthe influence of Eliot and Pound's episternicrejection of overarching
'theories'.
269In a way that standsat a perpendicularrelation to the historical politicisation of the presentstudy.
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"Labour" in the abstractdesiresthe annihilation of capitalists; is there
any reasonwhy the intellectual, if he exists, should not discussthe
two forces cleanly and clearly, seeingpresumablynothing but his own
destructionin the uncontrolled reign either of capital or of labourwith-its-present-mentality?(NA 10.1.1918209)
In characteristically New Age fashion, Pound rejects the viability of both capital and
labour, going on to distinguish his radicalism from both the bolshevism of Russia
and pandering to capitalists. Neither model had borne intellectual fruit. Pound's
careful delineation of this collective struggle underriiines past critical approaches that
have tried to situate his work in terms of leftist ideology or specifically capitalist
patronage, while at the same time deepening his New Age political credentials. For
Pound, to think was to demand a free press and identify with 71teNew Age's attempts
to create it. At the same time, Pound recognized the newness of his analysis. Running
27()
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alongside the colurtin that would
Pound claimed that the 'economic reality' under discussion was the basis of 'the
future struggle' (NA 10.1.1918 209). This 'future struggle' stands in complex
relation to Pound's 1930s politics, inveighing against both Semitic and Teutonic
culture as representatives of despotic monotheism. Both of these are extremely
problematic: while the former would develop into the well-documented antiSenýiitismof the 1930s, the latter was connected to the easy and constant attack on
the 'Huns' as a race in British wartime journalism. On the other hand, Pound's
rejection of 'monotheism' was more than religious bigotry, insofar as Orage, Eliot
and Pound sought a clear ideological alternative through their polytheistically
informed critical project. 271Pound's anti-Teutonism is also related to The New Age's
consistent rejection of the bureaucratic despotism that would culminate in fascism. In
the same series, Pound also directly distanced himself from the 'revolutions' which
inaugurated fascist and communist states, describing himself as a proponent of
democracy (NA 1.11.1917 11). Before Douglas had at-rived on the scene and written
Econoinic Deniocracy, Pound saw that consumption was the most important
economic activity, claiming that children should be consumers and attacking the
basic capitalist view of humans as wealth or a superior form of livestock (NA

270Orage'snotes on economicterms was running at the sametime as Pound's Studies,and at times
V.
7
they would be on adjoinin pages.
271For TheNew Age's relation to polytheisrn, seechapteron Orage.For Eliot, seeappendix.
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1.11.191711). This surely laudableanalysisof economic exploitation dependedon
an economic epistemologythat distinguishedbetweenconsumersas a resourceto be
exploited and value in consumptionas the fundamentalend of the productive
economy. By siding with the latter, Pound adopteda radical, humanist position to
economicswhich at times veeredtoward prejudicial contempt for larger human
organization.
While Studiesin ConteinporayyMentality is useful for documentingPound's
political allegiancewith other New Age economic theorists,it is most interestingin
the way that it showsPoundreconstructinghis critical project. Before his Studies,
Pound was most interestedin reading high art forms producedby mastercraftsmen.
Studiesmarks a turning point in Pound's critical practice, when his interest shifts to
the social effects of literature and with that, an opening of the critical lens to include
all forms of reading matter. In this project, both high and low literature are criticized
basedon their ideological relationship to the political economy of the society M
luxury,
framework
in which
This
the
of
novel
allowed
a
political
critique
of
question.
Pound comparesit to Greekmyths of 'disguised fire-worship' and the 'sylvan
imagination' (NA 13.12.1917129).-By employing the anthropological strategyof
comparing irrational belief structures,Poundbecomesable to critique the ideological
invokes
descriptions
form.
Pound
Thus
the
of
and
ridicules
of the police as
content
'guardiansof the law, divine messengers'for their mere protection of wealth (NA
12.12.1917130) and criticizes the cynical ideological utility of the foriWs suggestion
that readerswill eventually find economic attainment.Pound's new critical strategy
suggeststhe position of the readerembeddedin a particular form while resisting
counter-argumentby refusing larger theory. On the other hand, Pound praisesradical
literature: 'The realist novelists let out the cats of modernity, many forms of many
just
tyrannies',
tyrannies,
personal
and
group
as Shakespeare's
oppressions,
'Histories' 'give away the show of absolutemonarchy' (NA 18.10.1917528). By
combining anthropologicaland economic analysis,Pound discovereda critical mode
that allowed for the ideological examinationof literary forms.
This would becomePound's dominant voice in subsequentNew Age critical
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272In this article Poundusedthe nom-de-plumeof B. H. Dias, one of severalPound used as an art and
music critic at 77zeNew Age.
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value and the writer whosemain temptation is to reacha larger audience.In this way,
Pound arguesthat literature's form naturally leadsto popular literature; aristocratic
literature is an aberration(NA 12.2.1920238). This article is important for the way it
underminesthe binary opposition betweenluxury and massgoods and that often
drives contemporaryscholarly debateaboutmodernist Writing,273demonstratingthat
Pound seesa third alternativein quality goods distributed to many. Pound's
perspectiveis directly traceableto his economic Studiesin ContentporalyMentality,
Age
it
The
New
againsttrade and fashion papers(which he
as
particularly
positions
implies are in the pocket of advertising interests). In anotherarticle, Pound argued
that literature did not follow the general supply and demandmodels of economics,
insofar as they were simultaneouslya material commodity (producedby the printing
trade) and a spiritual or 'intellectual' constructionproducedby authors(NA
26.9-1918349). Thus Pound describesliterature asnaturally radical, immaterial, and
for the larger populace,in direct contrastto the way he has often beenportrayed as
interest
in
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the antithird
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elitist and
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possible, a
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gift ...
remuneration' (NA 23.10.1919424). For Pound, literature was a specialcaseof what
Douglas was observing at large, that in a market with full distribution the cost of
in
At
be
the sametime, the value of
recovered
price.
almost
never
production would
the goods,whetherfor material survival or intellectual and spiritual nourishment,
outweighedthe importanceof the profit 'motive'. Before EconondcDeniocracy was
A+B
literature
Pound
in
theorem
the
to
position
as a
print,
was
employing
even
radically engagedgood.
In the sameperiod, Eliot contributed to this critical shift by theorizing
literature's relation to the reader.While continuing to privilege the artist's craft,
essayslike Tan-flet and His Problems' theorize the text's meaningbasedon the
relationsMpbetweenthe text and reader.As such, the 'objective correlative' becomes
a meansfor the artist to produce a predictableeffect on carefully consideredreaders
(seeEliot, SacredWood 92). In other essays,Eliot described_
critical reading as the
most basic human activity in literature, claiming it 'is as inevitable as breathing, and
that we should be none the worse for articulating what passesin our minds when we
273SeeRainers histititfions on Pound and Eliot's attemptsto createluxury goods; there is of coursea
much Nviderdebateabout the popularity of modernist forms.
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read a book and feel an emotion about it' (Eliot, SacredWood 43). In The Function
of Criticisin, Eliot reversesthe focus on craft to claim that active consumptionis
eventhe basisof literary production: '... the larger part of the labour of an author in
composinghis work is critical labour' (SelectedEssays30). By claiming critical
consumptionenabledthe production of literary value, Eliot followed radical
economistsin seeinghuman consumptionas the most basic end of the economic
system Like Social Creditors, Eliot thought tastehad to be cultivated for peopleto
desirewhat was actually useful as opposedto cheapgoodsonly createdto circulate
money, and much of his critical practice is devotedto instructing the cultivation of
274
this taste. At the sametime, Eliot's criticism repeatedlydenounceselitist writing.
Reviewing a contemporaryproduction of Euripides, Eliot wrote,
All this contributed toward the highbrow effect which is so
depressing;and we imagine that the actorsof Athens, who had to
speakclearly enough for 20,000 auditorsto be able to criticize the
had
figs
have
been
they
olives
with
and
pelted
versification, would
mumbled so unintelligibly as most of this troupe. (SacredWood 65)
Although he is often accusedof cultivating this 'highbrow effect', Eliot privileges a
dramatic craft for a huge, critically engagedpopulation of auditors. Ultimately, good
literature had to engagewith the population. This was even more the casein
translation,when Eliot demandednot just a scholarly 'eye which can seethe past in
its place with its definite differences from the present' but one that could also show
how the literature is caspresentto us asthe present' (SacredWood 70). For Eliot, the
mark of a literary craftsmanwas his ability to presentmaterial that could be
consumedby society at large.
Perhapseven more strikingly, Eliot's constructionof an artist's tradition
allies it with the conservatismand radicalism of New Age politics. As early as 19133,
Eliot had describedhis politics in this way. In a paper that was most likely read
before the PhilosophicalSociety of Harvard, Eliot tracedthe rise of political theories
in
his
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socialism
same
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he
he
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27-'Often Eliot writes of levels of discrimination, with an obviousprivileging of the more rare. See,for
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exampleTradition IS.
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this model of radical conservatisrYLBoth temporally and geographically, the 'mind of
Europe' was based on a conservative consciousness:
He must be aware that the mind of Europe-the
country-a

mind of his own

important
he
learns
be
in
time
to
more
mind which
much

than his own private mind-is

a mind which changes, and that this

change is a development which abandons nothing en route, which
does not superannuate either Shakespeare, or Homer, or the rock
drawing of the Magdalenian draughtsmen. (Eliot, Sacred Wood 46)
Not only does this sense of tradition present itself as an ideal order underlying all of
Europe, but it supersedesindividual consciousness. At the same time, Eliot described
tradition in terms of its radical qualities. In the opening lines of 'Tradition and the
Individual Talent', Eliot describes how tradition was opposed to the values of the
time: 'Seldori-4 perhaps, does the word appear except in a phrase of censure' (Sacred
Wood 42). Thus tradition conserved values that were radical in the present.
Moreover, Eliot sharply distinguished tradition as for workers rather than capital,
claiming '[Tradition] cannot be inherited, and if you want it you must obtain it by
great labour' (43). More subtly, Eliot's description of the class alliance of tradition is
allied to Pound's, siding with both organizers and workers who add to society
through invention and production against its financial controllers. In fact, tradition
leads to a kind of perpetual revolution:
The existing monuments form an ideal order among themselves,
which is modified by the introduction of the new (the, really new)
work of art among them. The existing order is complete before the
new work arrives; for order to persist after the supervention of
novelty, the w1iole existing order must be, if ever so slightly,
altered ... (44)

In this passage,Eliot describesa processin which 'the really new' not only
distinguishesitself from the old but also changesits order so that the past is altered
by the present(45). In this way, Eliot's theorizationof tradition allies it with the New
Age political stanceof radical conservatism.
Eliot's politicized senseof tradition is ideologically connectedto the Social
Credit argumentof 'cultural inheritance'. As we have seen,Social Creditors claimed
that the intellectual and material capacity to producewas primarily a function of the
historical labour of the entire culture, an argumentthat was usedto undermineboth
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labour and capital's claim on goods in favour of all consumers. Eliot's concern with
'the whole existing order' reveals a comparable shift in his own thinking: while at
is
he
texts
meaning
whose
one point
as objects
privileged an understanding of
located in the historical act of production, Eliot's ideal order is based on texts that are
continually remade through the act of reading. Even great authors are valued most
for their method of consurning. Eliot made this even more explicit in 'The Function
labour
he
described
in
CriticisrW,
the
of writing in terms of critical reading
which
of
(see above). In 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', the continual reconsumption of
traditional texts allows the conservation of values and radical revision to occur
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The Sacred Wood,Eliot repeatedlyemphasizesthe needto employ 'traditional' literature in the
to
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in
Ben
Jonson:
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get
to
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all,
commenting
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(148). Thus, the desireto consumeJonsonin the presentshapesEliot's senseof tradition.
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(43). In Us way, tradition obligates,reminding the poet of heavy 'responsibilities' to
the past and present(45). This obligation was the sameone Social Creditors invoked
when they arguedthat all labourersshould provide for the collective needsof
society. By consciouslyand overtly employing tradition, Eliot arguedthat the
technically impoverishedwriter expropriatedthis capital for the good of the ideal
order.
As in Social Credit literature, Eliot's tradition createsa radical basisof value.
In 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', Eliot arguesthat individual works should be
valued according to an evolving 'ideal order' which forms the cultural heritage.This
ideal order is distinctly spiritual. In a passagefollowing occult accountsof the.
philosopher's stone,Eliot comparesthe 'continual surrender' of the artist's self 'to
somethingwhich is more valuable'. Eliot calls this process 'science', employing an
fmcly
bit
filiated platinum is
'the
takes
of
a
action which
place when
analogy of
introduced into a chambercontaining oxygen and sulphur dioxide' (47). In this
'process', the mind of the artist is not the scientistbut 'the shredof platinuiW which
acts as a catalystwhile remaining wholly inert itself (49). As I have argued
277
elsewhere, Eliot's 'science' in this caseis the scienceof alchemy, in which the
alchemist's mind acts as the philosopher's stone, 'transmuting' gold in the exoteric
description of the myth and mystical enlightenmentin the esotericformulation. This
argumentis further bolsteredby Eliot's anthropologicalconstructionsof tradition
which describeculture asorganizedby magical beliefs. But the metaphoris still
more complex: by invoking the production of value and gold, Eliot siiggestsan
economic argumentin which the creative mind, rather than labour, ultimately allows
Credit's
from
Social
inert
This
to
senseof
emerge
matter.
not
only
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value
cultural inheritancebut also revealsthe spiritual epistemologywhich underlies it. In
Eliot's metaphor,the alchemicalprocessis powerfully critical: as the chemical
in
leads
'sulphorous
the
tradition
the
to social
produces
acid',
mind
of
poet
process
criticism. Sh-nilarly,Eliot's translation of the alchemicalsymbol to chemicaltern-is
doesimportant intellectual work, making clear that Eliot is discussingthe scientific
technology of modem material production. For Eliot, tradition acts as an alchemical
gold standardassuringcontemporarysociety of meaningful goods to consume,while
276Eliot's euro-centric construction of tradition in this essay is problematic, though his clear
invocation of Asian literature in other essays and 77zeWaste Land is mitigating.
277See appendix.
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simultaneously creating radical innovation and critically rejecting goods produced
for fashion and private profit. In this way, 'Tradition and the Individual Talent'

theorizesa higher spiritual order capableof radically reconstructingeconornic
valuation.
Theseessaysbegin to suggestEliot's suddenimportanceto NeIvAge writers.
While in earlier writing Oragehad remainedambivalent to Eliot's criticisn-4in 1921,
he heavily promoted Eliot's essays,'commend[ing] Mr. Eliot, s essaysto my readers'
notice' (NA 31.3.1921259). Soon after Herbert Readhad taken over the colun-m
Readersand Writers, he wrote a full article analyzing the relationship between
literary style and 'a changein the spiritual fund of a nation', a formulation with overt
links to TheNew Age's political and spiritual programs.After tracing the argument
betweendistinctly left and right wing theorists (his formulation), ReadgaveEliot the
final conunent (NA 8.9.1921222). A third article, 'The Will to Value' (NA
12.5.192121), exploredEliot's epistemologyof criticism in the context of Lewis,
valuation and Nietzsche,praising Eliot's opposition to the 'age' but wishing he was
278
in
his
more outspoken
radicalism This New Age valuation of Eliot's work created
a context for Eliot and Pound's most overt Social Credit project.
In recognition of the economic radicalism of literature, Eliot and Pound
sought to create a Social Credit scheme for literary production. Pound had long been
interested in radical strategies of financing artists. In 1913, 'The Chancellor' (a title
with financial resonances) proposed to found the 'Angel Club' in The New
Freeivoinan. This was to be a Platonic society of geniuses devoted to an ideal or
'sovereign' order that would serve true democracy through true aristocracy, while
paradoxically renouncing political ambition and decrying the prohibitive influence of
financial interests (NA 1.10.1913 144-5). The next week, Pound eagerly wrote to
'The Chancellor', asking the place of artists in his republic and claiming that an order
279
cUtility;.
This scheme does not
that subsidized artists was an absolute good and a
seem to have progressed, but Pound's excitement would lead to future experiments.
Through the war, friends of Pound's depended on the subsidy of patrons Re Quinn
in order to survive, but after the war Pound was eager to consolidate this funding into
dependable financial assistance. In 1920, Pound proposed a scheme to Quinn in
278Specifically, the article exploredhow Eliot's criticism was basedon 'just and acuteobservations'
and refusing generalization.
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which Eliot would be guaranteed; ESOOa year for three years by wealthy patrons.
Quinn agreed it was a crime for Eliot to work at the bank but refused to finance the
scheme and asked Pound not to give him f5O per year either (Quinn, John Quinn
Papers 24.9.1920). In subsequent letters, Quinn showed that he was deeply
sympathetic to the Social Credit cause, claiming that if he were twenty years younger
he would go into politics in England or Italy 'where [he] thought the most promising
political experiments were likely to be made' (21.10.20) and angrily calling for an
international 'economics conference' to replace the Disarmament Conference
(29.11.2 1). But when Quinn heard of the Bel Esprit scheme, he recognized the strong
radicalism behind it, begging Pound not to advertise it in The New Age for the sake
of its success and also Pound's own reputation (28.4.1922). In spite of Quinn's
exhortations, on March 30,1922, Pound announced the Bel Esprit scheme to the
English speaking world through The New Age, promoting it in an article entitled
'Credit and the Fine Arts' (NA 30.3.1922 284). In the article, Pound describes the
scheme as 'a practical application' of Douglas's theories, directly citing Douglas's
call for the "Release of more energy for invention and design" and sharply
distinguishing it from 'Manchester Liberalisniý and charity. Invoking the idea of
wage slavery, Pound calls for donors to pledge f-10 per year to a specific artist, with
ten to thirty donors creating a reasonable income. At the same time, the scheme was
designed to inculcate a more free press, guaranteeing that no single patron would try
to coerce the artist into following a particular line of development. In this way, the
quality of output would be improved and Pound reasoned that there would be an
economic incentive to suppress inferior books because earned income would offset
the pledges. Pound proposed Eliot as the first recipient of the fund (supposedly
without consultation) and called his work at the bank 'a fairly clear proof of the
restriction of output. In short, Pound's scheme was to set up a radical artist fund
based on Douglas's national dividend, leading to the creation 'permanent value.
Eliot's correspondence with Pound demonstrates his ideological attachment

to the Social Credit dimensionof Bel Esprit. Publicly, Eliot and Pound maintaineda
studiousfalsehoodthat Eliot was unawareof the scheme.Eliot had a good reasonin
that Poundstruggledto find enough subscribersto guaranteea decentlifestyle,for
Eliot and Vivienne, and in light of Vivienne's precarioushealth Eliot was desperate
2791 am grateful to SuzanneHobson for this reference.Shesuggeststhat "Ibe Chancellor' was most
CýC,
likely Allen Upward.
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for the long term f mancial security Lloyds offered.

In the face of a revolutionary

financial scheme,Eliot had real concernsaboutLloyds' opinion, nearly begging
Pound to deletemention to the bank in Bel Esprit advertisements:
If this Circular has not gone out, will you pleasedeleteLloyd's Bank,
to the mention of which I strongly object. If it is statedso positively
that Lloyds Bank interfered with literature, Lloyds Bank would have a
perfect right to infer that literature interfered with Lloyds Bank.
(Eliot, Letters 28.7.1922553)
This strong objection precededthe soft letter concerningVivienne by 31/2months,
suggestingthat the former was an emotional plea that was assistedby Eliot's
allegianceto Ns banking colleagues.In fact, Eliot was very involved with the
scheme,reviewing the content of the notes,negotiating the terms of paymentwith
Pound and Flint, and telling Ottoline Morrell of his simultaneousgratitude andneed
to pretendto know nothing of the scheme(Eliot, Letters 554-5). But when the
Liveipool Daily Post and Mercury ran a gossipcolumn stating that Eliot had
acceptedE800from the scheme(Letters 599), Elio t swung into immediate,violent
denial, hiring expensivelegal counsel,firing off litigiously-minded disavowalsto
Pound and Aldington and demandinga public apology from the paper (599-600).
Eliot's letter to the editor of the Liverpool Post claimed he had never receivedany
sum from 'Bel Esprit' and that the schemewas 'not in existencewith my consentor
281
(603),
drew
finally
lukewarm
from
the paper.
approval'
apology
which
a
However, Eliot was well awareof the Social Credit origins of the scheme:he had
alreadyread Douglas's Ecoliondc Deniocracy and could not have failed to notice this
dimensionin Pound's New Age piece, even if by some strangeoccuiTencethey had
failed to discussit. Moreover, Eliot's correspondencewith Pound demonstratesa
radical senseof finance:
[Aldington] evidently regardsBel Esprit as entirely a personalfavour
toward me, I don't want personalfavours, I want it to be purely a

280Seeespecially Eliot's letter to Pound (Eliot, Letters 15.11.19222
597).
281There is someevidenceEliot received financial assistancefrom the schemeafter the fact; Eliot sent
Poundreceiptsfor monthly disbursementsin June and July of 1923 (Pound,Ezra PoundPapersbox
15).
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question of the production of verse, a small, a very small, but still a
public utility of work. (Letters 19.7.1922 549)282

For Pound,Eliot and other social creditors, charity and the dole were attackedas
servile, but public utilities (such as water, electricity and railroads) were powerful
examplesof projects whose cost could only be recoupedin price over a very long
time but were of enormousbenefit to society.Bel Esprit was a meansto finance the
good art Poundhad called 'a gift to society' that could never provide remuneration
(NA 23.10.1919424). In this sense,Bel Esprit directly correspondedto Eliot's
politicized senseof tradition: literature requiredenormouslabour to form but
enduredaspermanentutilities for society,requiring only minor critical upkeepto
keep them in service.As we will see,The Cantosand The WasteLand were designed
as exactly thesekinds of radically traditional texts, conceivedas gifts to the public.
Scarcity, Underconsumption and the Lie of the Land
Although Social Credit is commonly (and correctly) described as a particular
manifestation of underconsumptionist economics, attacking the premise of scarcity in
the economy, the larger significance of this position has not been fully explored. For
orthodox economists, scarcity is the fundamental fact of human experience that
makes the science of economics possible. As we have seen, basic econornics relies
on the algebraic relatedness between economic agents, whose relationships
automatically adjust based on the motivation of both buyers and sellers to compete
and minimize -their costs. For the economic orthodoxy, competition informed all
economic exchange, whether between stages of manufacture, different methods of
production, a balancing competition between land, labour and capital for the cheapest
means of production, workers' and managers' competition for wages and profits,
retail distribution or the bidding between consumers for goods (Clay 114-117).
Similarly, Marshall's theory of value as a reconciliation between supply and demand
was an analysis of that competition. Underlying all of these forms of competition
was a fundamental epistemic belief in the scarcity of all goods, whether cultivated
land, labour, resources or products. The centrality of scarcity can be seen as early as
Adam Smith's Vie Wealth of Nations, which argues that unlimited individual desire
expands the economy, and was heightened by Ricardo and then Malthus, both of
282In the sameletter, Eliot told Pound that he had met Orageand liked him, further demonstrating
0
Eliot's associationbetweenBel Esprit and Vie NeivAge (Leiters 550).
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whom Offered 'proofs' that any increasein the standardof living would lead to a
population boom, stressingresourcesto the breaking point when famine or disease
would restore society to a bare subsistencelevel once again,ensuring a permanent
283
be
in
human
The
stateof scarcity
can
also
of
scarcity
quality
affairs.
axiomatic
seenin Say's Law, which claimed that all goodsbrought to market would be
demanded,taking for grantedthat there was no real saturationpoint for any type of
goods (though the price for them could decrease).Scarcity is even a fundamental
featureof Clay's definition of 'wealth' as 'anything that satisfies,directly or
indirectly, a human want, and is thnited hi quantity' (Clay 228, emphasismine). Not
only did the orthodox definition of wealth encodescarcity, but Marshall's basic
structureof motivation did as well. Marshall's economic measurementof motivation
suggeststhat every economic transactionservesas an index of the force of motive,
the force of desire.By its very structure this desireis characterizedby a lack, a
specific expressionof the universal stateof economic scarcity. For all of these
economists,scarcity was perhapsthe most basic theoretical feature of economics,
driving the forces of the discipline.
At a more empirical level, orthodox economistsused the conceptof scarcity
to diagnose the state of human life. From Malthus's to Clay's time of writing, the
standard of life in Britain had increased significantly but many urban and rural
families were still threatened with destitution. While Clay observed the fundamental
assumption of Malthus was wrong, he found that progress was racing to outdistance
population increases and that such a relatively high standard of living (which was
284
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indeed)
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and post-war Britain, one of the most fundamental features of life was the apparent
scarcity of all things necessary to survival, from employment and living wages to
rationed foodstuffs. While such dire circumstances might have been produced by the
war, orthodox economists believed scarcity was endemic due to the limits of the
material world and the unlimited desire of human nature. ln this way the observation
helped
assure economists that their discipline was founded on a universal
of scarcity
human condition.
283Thesemathematicalproofs were intended to be more decisivethan argumentsdesigaedfor
C
historical precedence.For instance,Malthus arauedthat population growth increasedexponentially,
while food production only increasedlinearly. Thus, uncheckedpopulation --rowth would always
outruri food supplies.
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By denying that scarcity was a necessary feature of the economic system,

underconsumptionistwriters definitively positioned themselvesoutside of orthodox
economics.For earlier underconsumptionistwriters like Ruskin, not enoughgoods
were distributed due to the substitution of use value, which privileged the needsof
humanbeings, for exchangevalue, which privileged moneymakingand the market.
Instead,underconsumptionistsgenerally claimed that more goods could be.
distributed if people were lessconcernedwith money making and the production of
frivolous, shoddyand luxury goods associatedwith it and more concernedwith only
creating goods that advancedhuman life. More specifically, by changingthe
economy's value systemto be fundamentallyconcernedwith human utility, the
systemcould recognizethat there was a finite limit to real humans' needfor food,
clothing and shelterand could seekto adequatelydischargetheseneedsand then
increasethe quality of what was provided. New Age political thought had long been
associatedwith underconsumptionisn-4
and Oragewas directly describing
overproduction and the lack of purchasingpower in An Alphabet ofEconoinics (978). Social Credit emphatically iterated this critique of scarcity and modem
production and supplementedit with an analysisof the underlying financial system
responsiblefor it.
Social Credit's focus on money led it to becomewhat might be describedas a
discursive underconsumptionistsystern.Social Creditors agreedthat scarcity was
required for goodsto be sold at a profitable level, but attackedthe necessityof this
situation: 'The capitalistic systemis basedfundamentallyon the financial perversion
of the law of supply and demand,which involves a claim that there exists an intrinsic
relation betweenneedor requirement, and legitimate price or exchangevalue'
(Douglas,EcononticDeniocracy 29-30). Echoing earlier underconsumptionist
critiques of exchangevalue, Douglas attackedthe way in which private corporations
were forced to inflate pricesby artificially maintainirig scarcity, all in the nameof
profit. The nation could produce more, not lessthan it could consume,and so had to
find innovative ways of disburdeningthe unnecessarygoods, which included
'sabotage'(destroying 'surplus' goods alreadyproduced),producing shoddygoods
in order to keep prices high, or purposelyrestricting the production of goods in the
first place.Thesephenomenawere well-known in radical economic circles; New Age
284SeeClay 303-310. Contemporaryeconomiststheorize that increasesto quality of life generally
decrease,not increase,birthrates-an exampleof the failure of the theory of the rational maximizer.
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writers frequently treated them and Orageexplored the issuein his Alphabet of
Econondcs(34). A secondmethod was advertising,which createdan artificial
demandfor productsthe public didn't othenviseneed (Douglas, Social Credit 5152). Douglasclassedexport as a third method, arguing that it was a clear exampleof
clearing overproducedgoods from the national market. Following Marx, Douglas
arguedthat when all industrialized countrieswere competing for export markets(as
they must), the natural result would be destabilizedinternational relations and
ultintiatelywar (Hutchinson and Burkitt 69). War then becameanothermassiveway
of sabotagingthe productive capacity of societyby wasting huge amountsof
industrial products. The A+B theorem arguedthat thesestrategieswere endemicto
modernprofit-making corporations,becausethe interlocking of supply and demand
ensuredthere would be more goods than purchasingpower. For Social Creditors,
both the problem and solution of scarcity lay in the flawed financial system:by
repairing the way in which money symbolizedgoods and called them into being,
equitabledistribution could be ensured.
Social Creditors also provided severalexamplesof productive systemswhich
were operatedat a loss to the benefit of society.For Social Creditors, thereis no
necessaryrelationship betweenconsumerneedand price. Light, water, andtransport
were alreadybeing provided by public utility companiesat a price that never
recoupedthe costsof the initial outlay, unlessconsideredover a ridiculously long
period (Douglas,Econwitic Deniocracy 30). Another critical example was the
wartime effort, which massively increasedthe output of society, managedto feed the
country (albeit with rations), and found that domesticproduction was actually easier
than in peacetimebecausecapital funding was so easyto come by. The wartime
situation was a direct result of the Bank of England's failure and the suspensionof
28-5
demand
in
between
the normal relationship
supply and
military production.
Douglas also pointed to the contradictory post-war situation in which there was a
push for greaterexport at the sametime asmassunemploymentas an exampleof the
overproductionof the nation. For Social Creditors, there were plenty of goodsin the
immediatepost-war period and meansto make many more, but no meansto
distribute them. Theseexamplesdemonstratedthat consumerprices could indeedbe

285For more details, see monetary section above.
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less than the cost of production, circumventing scarcity and providing a radically
improved standardof living to society.
Developing Orage'sNietzscheaiamethod of criticizing moral ideology, the
Social Credit movementemployed this critique of scarcity to arguethat economics
was not a science,but a systemof unnatural compulsion. Douglas and Orage
describedartificial scarcity as the basis for a systemof rewards and punishmentsthat
Similarly,
be
to
effects.
and
pretended
scientific causes
crime and punishmentwere
impossiblewhen there is no incentive, and rewardswere impossiblewhen man had
enough(Douglas,SocialCredii 90). To Douglas, the legal and financial systems
conspireto keep individuals in a situation where they must work and not threaten
convention in order to survive. Even if the trade-off of productivity for morality was
acceptable,the systemonly elaboratesa moral structurefor judgment and
punishment;it is unsuccessfulat producing good behaviour: Douglas quips that one
can't find enoughsaintsto run a factory (Douglas,SocialCredit 14-15).Instead,
Douglas proposedthat every man, woman and child should be naturally entitled to
food, no individual should be compelled to labour or decried for leisure, that every
individual should be free to have knowledge of the endsof the productive systemand
protest thoseendswhich were immoral by the refusal to work, and finally that people
should be encouragedto make beautiful things and innovate new productive
techniqueswithout being worried about the consequencesto other workers and their
families. 'Mis would be ensuredby reconstructingthefinancial systemso that
businessescould operateat a loss by being supplied with nationally distributed
credit, and a correspondingnational dividend distributed to every citizen. Driven by
their financial difficulties and the scarcity of publishers,Eliot and Pound's Bel Esprit
schemewas a natural extensionof this proposal for the freedom to produce social
utility for society.
Social Credit's attack on scarcity also reiteratesPound and Eliot's radical
We
have
already seenhow both orthodox economics(with roots in
epistemology.
liberal social theory) andNew Age ideology rejected the theory of collectivism on the
groundsthat it turned the human subject into an object, an implement of mechanical
production and consumption.In contrast, scarcity describesa complete subject-object
relationship,portraying the individual's experienceof uninet desireand suggesting
increment)
bridge
(unearned
the
to
the gap. In liberal tradition, this
as
means
profit
theory is centredon the individual as perceiverand agent,eradicatingany construct
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outsideof it. Like Leibniz's monads,the yearning individual experiencesonly itself,
lacking windows to the universeof monads.Social Credit acceptedthe liberal
critique of collectivism but attackedthe idea that individuals were wholly subjects:
insofar as they were shapedby a cultural inheritanceand performed as functions in
the econornicengine, they acted as objects as well, and this allowed for systematic
critique of profit's effects: 'It follows that generalimprovement of conditions based
on personality is a confusion of ideas.Changedpersonality will only become
effectivethrough changedsocial structure' (Douglas,EconondcDetnocracy 100-1).
By recognizing sharedsocial structure, the systemcould be reconstructedto
minimize the needfor objectification through labour and n-laxin-dzeindividual
subjectivity. In this way, Social Credit's ideal was simultaneouslyliberal and radical:
'The correct objective of any changeis to give individuality maximum control over
environment' (Douglas,Econoinic Deniocracy 100-1). By restructuring the monetary
system,individuals would gain magical power over their objective environment.At
its most basic, Social Credit was an attemptto remoralize what was insistedto be an
amoral system.In this way, Social Credit was simultaneouslya critical system,
attacking the basic valuesof orthodox economics,and a utopian system,seekingto
end the cycle of scarcity that characterizedhuman experience.And by locating
economics' flaws and solutions in the symbolic operationof money, it suggestedthat
human experienceand society could be reconstructedthrough fundamentallyliterary
means.
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Chapter 6
An Economic Epistemology of Modernism:
Pound's Cantos and Eliot's The WasteLand
In the previous two chapters, we have traced a number of related ways in
which Social Credit's radical economic theories were connected to literary theories.
Orage and Douglas's analysis connected economics to literary modernism in its basic
epistemology, treatment of economics as a discourse through its analysis of money,
and interrogation of character as the basis of the discipline's claim to science. At the
same time, economics's theorization of value fundamentally invoked the fragmented
model of self implied by the modern corporation and the endlessly desiring self of
the modem consumer. While these.theories were deeply important to New Age
readers and writers, they would bold little interest for contemporary readers without a
sense as to how they affected the course of literary modernism. However, Pound and
Eliot's careful and collective engagement with economic theory shaped the
development of two of the monuments of their movement, Pound's Cantos and
Eliot's The Waste LaW. By closely reading these works with these economic
theories (which have been reconstructed through comparative intellectual history), a
deeper senseof their plan and purpose becomes possible.

The Economic LEpistemologyof The Cantos
This studyhassoughtto providea new accountof how modernistwriters
blend
be
idiosyncratic
to
of spirituality, economic
came
preoccupiedwith an
radicalism and formal concernsof poetry. Pound servesas a key figure in these
interestsfor severalreasons:the constantdocumentationof his concernsthrough
criticism, his centrality to a number of modernistwebs of influence, and the
subsequentimpact of his formal experiments.Perhapsdue to the difficulty of making
senseof TizeCantos,the last twenty yearshas producedquite a bit of criticism
286
form
Pound's
of
master project. In terms
exploring the spiriluality, economicsand
like
Th.
Surette,
Leon
Peter
M. G. Leibregts, DemetresP.
critics
of spirituality,
`6 'Ibere is of coursea whole other literature engagingxvith the economicsof Pound's Afatiberley
C,
(and less on Hoinage to SextusPropertius). Due to the misdating of Pound's political thought this
material is often deficient. The quality of Pound's Cawos and its scholarshipmakesthis the more
interesting questionfor the presentstudy, but thesepoemswill be treatedin a forthcoming article.
0
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Tryphonopoulosand JamesLongenbachhave closely analyzedthe occult and neoPlatonic implications of Pound's writing

287

documentingthe influential New Age

7
Other
have
formed
Pound's
that
critics
relationships
a spiritual perspectiveof
work.
failed to explain the rapport betweenSocial Credit and Pound's spirituality, largely
due to the near impossibility of broachingboth subjectsin the spaceof an article.288
There is an even.greaterliterature exploring the relationship betweenThe
Cantosand economics.In the 1970sand '80s, severalcritics preparedthe ground for
the presentstudy by exploring Pound's connectionsto other New Age political
theorists.Perhapsthe first to be mentionedshould be Hugh Kenner's ThePolind Era,
inspired
Social
Credit
and
a generationof Pound scholars,but
on
which conunents
was not designedto explore specific economic theoriesin any kind of detail. William
Chace'sThe Political Identities ofEzra Pound and T. S.Eliot in many ways laid the
foundation for work on Pound's politics, finding that many of Pound's political
predilectionswere fon-nedby the time of his writing the New Age series,Patria Mia,
Like
Italian
his
interest
in
Social
Credit
FascisrrL
tracing
the
and
many
of
and
rise
studiesfrom this period, Chacepainted Pound's affiliations in large brushstrokes,
leaving a blurry form that was substantiallycorrect but required two generationsof
Not
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details
fill
to
to
the
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analyze
relationship
poetry.
criticism
dissimilarly, Coyle documentedPound's receptionof Social Credit through
intellectual contactswith Orage and Ruskin, centeringPound's interestson theorists
this study arguesare at least as important asDouglas, but lacked a very sophisticated
Similarly,
Reznowski
Social
Credit's
traced the
of
proposals.
understanding
ideological relationship betweenPound, G. K. Chestertonand Hilaire Belloc, finding
Vie
New
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link
bit
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common
writers
not
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a
of
ground
quite
very far. Another important early study was Surette's 'Ezra Pound and British
Radicalism' (1983), which discussedPound's ideological conversion to Social Credit
in 1919,claiming Pound first delivered an economic opinion in print on the 15
January,1920.This article would becomethe basisof Surette's work on Pound and
Social Credit, finding Douglas at the centreof a movementthat could be situatedin
tem-isof a left/right political continuum and the history of economic thought. In a
for
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Surette's
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critical way,
287For surette, see The Birth ofModendsm and The Ligh, of Ejeusis. For Tryphonopoulos, see 'Ezra
Pound's occult Education'. For Longenbach, see Slone Collage. Also see Materer's Alodenlist
Alchemy.
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gratitude for his careful, conscientiousintellectual histories. On the other hand, the
occasionfor this study hasbeena fundamentaldisagreement:I arguethat in 1911
Pound engageda political movement organizedby Orage that precededthe simple
left/right affliations of the 1930sand perhapsmore importantly, cannotbe simply
289
in
homogenous
developmentof 'economics'. Both
situated terms the supposedly
Pound and Orage's thinking was far too organic and related for such an approachto
trace the implications of Social Credit. With the exceptionof Kenner's study, all of
theseworks provided important early documentationof Pound's relationship to
political thinkers but were not nearly detailed enoughto map the intricate
connectionsto his aestheticthought and poetic praxis.
More recently, critical interest hascenteredon the 1930sand 1940s,
particularly as a meansof judging Pound's turn to anti-Semitismand Italian fascisIn
Casillo, Pearlman,Redmanand Surettehave contributed to this debate,and Earle
Davis's early work, Vision Fugitive: Ezra Pound and Economics,also falls into this
290
category. Similarly, Alec Marsh's excellent Money andModemity: Powid,
Williains wid the Spirit ofJefferson makesa useful addition to the presentstudy by
reading Pound's econonidcsin terms of American economicradicalism, but also
implicitly centersitself in the 1930sthrough its reading of Jeffersoilian politics,
which only becomeprominent in Pound's thought at this time. Other studiesseekthe
relationship betweenPound's economic preoccupationsand aesthetics.A number of
theseare flawed by a poor senseof Social Credit's proposals,such asEl Moncef's
'Gold, Representation,and the ReversibleDynamic of SymptomaticReturn in Ezra
Pound', which searchesfor irrationality through a Deffidean framework and finds it
through a meagerattempt to understandPound's thinking. Similarly, Charles
Ferrall's Modentist Writing wid ReactioizaryPolitics claims Social Credit is
reactionary and paranoid(61), claiming it attacks 'the wealth-generatingcapacity of
financial capital' and tries to leave 'the realm of industrial capital and its labour
divisions intact' (53), when, as we have seen,Social Credit dependedon the radical
financial
of
capital's creative power to remakethe hierarchical systemof
control
industrial capital. Unfortunately, this debatehasoften provided a poor framework
288See,for example,Sawler's 'Vis Naturm'.

289For an even more sustained engagement with this question of disciplinary boundaries and Surette's
description of modernism, see Appendix. To be fair, Surette's situation of Social Credit in terms of the
economic orthodoxy engages this question by demonstrating the existence of an acadernic discipline,
though this privileges unorthodox 'economic' texts and under-represents the rest of New Age theory.
Zý
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for understanding the earlier politics of Pound's creation of The Cantos. However,
these projects play an important role in the way the academy positions itself with
regard to fascism and prejudice. At another remove, I suspect that the passionate,
engaged scholarship provoked by this debate is fed by a desire to make poetry seem
important in the context of a social order that consistently affirms it is not, by
engaging with two of the most powerful discourses of the late twentieth century,
anti-Semitism and fascism. While Pound certainly chose the wrong side of both
issues, I remain unconvinced this is the best route to argue for poetry's social and
political importance. The present study is an attempt to suggest other ways in which
linguistic form embeds malleable orders of power that can be manipulated through
poetry.
There has also been quite a bit of work that attempts to bridge Pound's
economic and poetic theories with reference to The Catitos. Valile, this discussion
continues to be centred in Pound's most overtly economic cantos of the 1930s, a
number of critics in the 1980s observed key aspects of Pound's reception of Social
Credit, such as Laughlin's analysis of Orage's contribution to the social philosophy
and Sieburth's discovery of evidence for a metaphorical link between Imagisn-4
Vorticism and economics. More fundamentally, Sieburth analyzes the conceptual
link between money and language in Pound's thought, finding a contradiction in
Pound's monetary and poetic theories of representation (156). A much more
complete study of 7lie Cantos economic and political work is Nicholls's PoIIII&
Politics, Econondcs and Writing, which agrees that Pound's thought in different
areas is mutual and overlapping and argues for a formal transition in The Catitos
from openness to closure as Pound approached fascism (1
As
with other critics,
-2).
Nicholls's primary concern was to connect Pound's theory of money and theory of
language in the later cantos (1-3). However, Nicholls's understanding of Social
Credit as resting 'on an opposition of money and avarice to goods and consumer
demands' is similar to the argument advanced here that Social Credit represented the
New Age's epistemic shift fi-orn.productive to consumer value, though this study
offers a qualified disagreement that Pound preserved a distance between the aesthetic
and the economic (24-5) or that Pound 'had not yet given any attention to the relation
between the requirements of individual freedom and the structure of actual

290For a critique of Davis's ahistorical approach to Pound, see Surette, Eleusis 82.
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institutions' (27). (The previous chapters are a consideration of just these issues.)
Nicholls also notes Pound's absorption of Douglas's critique of bureaucracy that
reduces individuals to 'units', although his focus is on the units' social division (27)
where this analysis stressesSocial Credit's portrait of an economic system shaping
tunits' into productive yet incomplete subjectivities. In terms of Pound's philosophy,
Nicholls's description of Pound's theory of language as 'sensuous Platonism' and
reference to paganism (16-17) can be harmoniously integrated with Surette's and
others' studies and is in substantial agreement with the argument here (6). VAIile all
of these studies have usefully explored Pound's economics, they tend to be most
interested in the relationship between financial and artistic representation as a means
of reading Pound's linguistic experiments. Of equal importance, there is a general
critical consensus that Pound's interest in economics develops rather late in The
Cantos, only emerging in Pound's second run in Canto 7 and that Pound only
definitively commits himself to an economic position in Cantos 14 and 15 291This
.
would suggest that either Pound's conception of The Cantos was not economic, or
292
later,
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The presentstudy has resistedthe urge to provide a full accountof the New
Agq genesisof The Caiaos. In no small part this is becauseof the quality of the
abovescholarship,which taken as a whole provides an excellent intellectual context
for Pound's writing and rendersthe utility of a new 'key' doubtful. On the other
hand, I am not convinced that all the architecturaloutlines for Pound's Calltos have
beentraced,partly due to Pound's own insistencethat a unity ought to be
discoverable.293There is significant circumstantialevidencethat Pound's original
conceptionof Vie Cantosfailed with National Guilds and that the secondround of
'drafts and fragments' were conceivedwith Social Credit in mind. The first draft of
Pound's Cantoswas startedin 1915, andPound published the first three in 1917.At
this point they were intendedas Pound's monumental,defining work: Eliot carefully
Pound's
'move to the epic' in the conclusion of his study on
them
as
promoted
...
Pound (Eliot, Ezra Pound 28). But at the end of 1919Pound stalled and switchedhis
291SeeNicholls 22,34 both for this analysisand his agreementwith Kenner. The other critics
discussedare in substantialagreement.
292Rainey arguesthat the Malatestacantos:are the decisive moment when the project crystallized,
tp
causingPound to redraft the earlier cantos(Monument 4). This argumentmay be consistentwith the
presentone, although Canto 11is usually read without referenceto the economic theme.
293Pound's claim is remarkably similar to Blavatsky and Frazer's similar insistenceon a disciplinary
hero who would read the hidden unity in their constructions.Seeappendix.
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intereststo Hugh SehVn Mauberley, which has documentedreferencesto
294
economicS. In 1922,with no previous mention, Pound published the eighth canto
of the original seriesand then scrappedthe whole, restarting the project directly after
his absorptionof Social Credit. The eighth canto becamethe secondcanto of the new
serieswith certain modifications, bearing the episten-licmark of Pound's transition
from guild politics to Social Credit's radical economics.295nis epistemicconcern
includesPound's vision of money and languagebut also runs far deeper,just as
monetary theory is just one aspectof economics.While reading The Cantosas a
whole is beyond the capacity of the presentstudy, Canto 11'seconomic vision offers
a meansto complete the arc of Pound's New Age political involvement.
Canto 11openswith an allusion to the first version of Canto 1. In the original,
The Cantosopenedwith a long dramatic monologue in which Pound addressed
Robert Browning, pondering Sordello as a template for his own epic. 'Hang it all,
there can be but one SordelloY But say I want to, say I take your whole bag of tricks,
Let in your quirks and tweeks, and say the thing's an art-forrre (Pound, Personae
229). )AThileSordello is an idiosyncratic work, Pound's bombastic tone demands
spacefor. his one great work, The Cantos.Pound's reading of Sordello echoeshis
own method of the 'luminous detail' explicated in I Gadier tile Linibs of Osiris,
relying on troubadoursand a historical method that relies on important
consciousnesses
rather than dates.Most importantly, it describespersonaeas a
vehicle for self-revelation.Pound writes:
You had your business:
To set out so much thought, so much emotion;
To paint, more real than any dead Sordello,
The half or third of your intensest life
And call that third Sordello;
And you'll say, "No, not your life,
He never showed himself"
Is't worth the evasion, what were the use
Of setting figures up and breathing life upon them
Were 't not our life, your life, my life, extended? (Personae 229-30)

29' For example, see Witerneyer.
29-5
This dating is from Surette, Elcusis 15,4142,
interpretation.

though Surette does not pursue the economic
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In this passage,Pound firmly rejects an aestheticof impersonality except as it is
directly tied to the historical speaker.The speakerhere is emphatically Pound, and
Pound's emphasison 'our' even suggeststhe importanceof unalienated,engaged
reading. Of course,we have seenthis techniquebefore, and Pound thoughtfully
includes a direct referenceto the strategyof the envoi: 'Arnaut's that trick/Of the
unfinished address'.In Pound's politicized reading of Amaut Daniel, the unalienated
labourer is indistinguishablefrom the techniqueof the open dramatic monologue
which continually refers to the historical speaker.In the context of the National
Guild movement,this rhetorical strategyhad a radical edge,refusing alienated
production through politicized craft. Pound's cry to Browning carries this economic
knowledge, describinghis craft as 'your business'and charactersas 'figures'.
Interestingly, the latter is a preciseeconomic doubling: without Browning they are
empty financial figures, but when attachedto the unalienatedcraftsmanthey become
readableas consciousbeings.In this reading, Pound's Cantoswere first conceivedas
epic through the heroic act of unalienated,artistic creation. In 1911, this had beenthe
basis of Pound's political entr6einto 77zeNew Age, but by 1917,Pound registered
doubt in the feasibility of this political project. The possibility of creating through
personaeis still available to Pound,but the modem period had left corporate
fragmentsof the self where unified producerswere once available:
You had one whole man?
And I havemany fragments,lessworth? Less worth?
Ah, had you quite my age,quite such a beastly and cantankerousage?
You had somebasis,had someset belief
Am I let to preach?Has it a place in music? (Personae230)
Pound pitches the heroic struggle of the first cantosas an interrelatedproblem of
'belief, 'worth', and 'music', or of spirituality, economicvalue, and art. By
attempting to constructa 'whole man' in the poetic and historical subject of Pound,
Pound sought a new foundation to 'preach in music'. Even at this early stage,Vie
...
Cantoswere designedto createa new social and political reality. In this first draft,
Pound's radical model was intensely individualistic: '(Confucius later taught the
/Started
manners,
world good
with himself, built out perfection.) (Personae233). By
starting with the individual subject,Pound could build a perfect, unalienatedart that
would reconstructthe subjectivity in a new society.Not only was this project
Confucian, but it was also Platonic in the most Orageansense:even the Republic was
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intendedas a reflection of the perfectly ordered self. But early on Poundhad
misgivings about this project and whether it was possibleto createsuch a society out
of the fragmentedindividuals of modem production. In the sameyear that Pound
published this canto, Oragereturned to economics,starting the processof intellectual
inquiry that would lead to Social Credit. In 1922when Pound rewrote the first
it
'Hang
he
his
final
all,
the
cantos, registered
rejection of
self-centredguild method:
Robert Browning,/There can be but the one "Sordello... (Pound, Cantos116) 296In
.
this revision, 'the one' reversesthe meaningof the original, youthful statement,
slowing the original force and implying that Browning's method is finally
uninclusive: there can only be Browning's Sordello, and evenPound cannotusefully
297While Pound would expandhis Confucian senseof selffollow in his footstepS.
perfection in later cantos,the new secondCanto registersfrustration with the politics
of the first method: its focus on a radically self-centredproducing subject yields a
fractured, incoherentsociety rather than a useful political order.
In the new first Canto, Pound echoesHomer's Odyssey(through the
translationof AndreusDivus) in a healing ritual for society.In Pound's retelling,
Tiresias's prophecy is marked by occultism: '... then Tiresias Theban
(came],/Holding his golden wand' (Cantos 14). Not only does the wand signal
Tiresias's statusasmage,but it also carries with it a history of magic that includes
the wandssuit of the tarot deck and the more obvious trappings of 191hcentury
showmanshipmadeauthenticthrough gold. The final line of the first canto gives
anothercitation, with Aphrodite 'Bearing the goldenbough of Argicida... ' (5). For
Pound's readers,this was an unmistakablereferenceto Frazer, signalling both a
collection of the primary data of the discipline and the anthropological systemof
reading that Pound andEliot had been promoting. Taken together,Pound setsup a
reading processof The Cantosthat locatesthe meaningof objects in the complex
stateof the soul (occultism) and the intellectual organizationof society
(anthropology).While the primary incident of the new Canto I was originally in
Canto III, in that version it was strongly framed by thirteen lines exploring the
linguistic receptionof Homer to 'my [Pound's) edition' (Pound,Personae242-3)), as
a parableof individual craft. But in the new Canto, the form of the rite is privileged
by the direct, in inedia res narration, 'And then went down to the ship' (Pound,
296Subsequentreferencesto the completed Cantoswill refer to the relevant pagenumber.
0
297Another possibility is that the meaning further intensifiesSordello as the historical troubadour.
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Cantos13). Odysseusand his men sacrifice sterile bulls, 'A sheepto Tiresiasonly'
and pour libations of mead and sweet wine to the dead(Cawos 13). Readthrough an
occult and anthropologicalframework, Homer's narration is a ritual for the war-torn
society to heal itself, which locatesPound's meaning in the sinful failure of the
Trojan war as a luminous detail illuminating immediatepost-war Europe.Homer's
ritual suggeststhe first stepto healing society: Odysseusencountershis dead
comrade,Elpenor, who begs,
"But thou, 0 King, I bid rememberme, unwept, unburied,
"Heap up mine arms,be tomb by sea-bord,and inscribed:
"A man of nofortioze; and ivith a name to come.
"And set my oar up, that I swungmid fellows." (Cantos 14)
Elpenor transcendsnot just deathbut classto beg individual recognition from the
headof state.If Odysseusis to return, he must seethe fallen not as units in a strategic
war but rather as individuals who servedascomrades'nlid fellows'. Elpenor's plea
invokes the vision of political comradeshipof Pound's 'The Seafarer' that openedI
Gatlier the Linibs of Osiris, in which the competitive achievementsof fame and
in
desire
for
homosocial
favour
the
collaboration, 'that
of
sailor's
are
rejected
wealth
I swungrnid fellows'. At a self-reflexive level, Elpenor's speechlocatesPound's
project in terms of killed artists like Gaudier-Brzeskaand also the broader
framework of artistic tradition (in this casea history of rewriting the Odyssey,which
even faintly includesJoyce). In this sense,Pound's invocation dependson an
anthropologicalreconstructionof ancestorworship as the basis of tradition.
Proceedingfrom cultural heritage and a desirefor unity, this tradition offers a
from
is
fundamentally
different
that
the productive individualism of
political vision
Pound's first drafts.
The basisof this new political vision was the sameepistemologythat led to
The New Age's creation of Social Credit and reconstructed Pound and Eliot's critical
project. The 39 lines that open the second canto conflate a series of literary projects
that fail to reorder society: just as there can be only 'the one "Sordello"', So-shu
chums the sea, failing to create ordered waves of poetry, and 'Homer, blind, blind as
a bat' (Pound, Cantos 116) begs soldiers to avoid the broad 'curse cursed on our
Perhaps
for
interesting
from
lust
Helen.
the
that
result
conflation
will
most
children'
is of 'Eleanor, Wvctuý and 9M7croXiq!' (6) a pun that conflates objectified women of
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three literary traditions298and invokes the catastrophicsocial failure that results.This
conflation of literary objects suggeststhe epistemicmethod The Cantoswill employ,
seekingobjective harmony through multiple 'street-doorviews' as Clay would write.
While the first version of The Cantos was a ftindamentally individualist project, for
Pound to write his Sordello, the new Cantosimmediately position themselvesas a
socially engagedproject, yearning for political unity.
The main action of the secondCanto centreson a rather obscure
metamorphosisfrom Ovid. The metamorphosisitself is told as a dramatic
monologue, with Ovid taking the voice of Acmtes,warning King Pentheusof the
ruin that will result if he continuesto refuse to worship Dionysus. Much more
famous (though elided by Pound) are Ovid and Aeschylus's narration of Pentheus's
refusal to acknowledgeDionysus and his vicious destruction at the handsof the
Bacchaeand his mother. Pound's selectionof Accetes'smonologue recreatesa
moment of political prophecy that is the oppositeof the Old Testamentmodel. While
prophetslike Isaiah standabovethe people and dernandthat they reform themselves
or be ruined, Acwtes standsas a representativeof the people,begging the headof
stateto acknowledgetheir spiritual will and take part in egalitarian spiritual ritual, at
the sametime warning that this divine vision has the power to remake the human
order of politics. Tiresias, who figures in both the first and secondcanto, standsas
anotherrepresentativeof this bottom-up form of prophecy, famously warning
Oedipusof his downfall. In retelling this story, Pound appropriatesa Greektradition
of democraticprophecy that emergesfrom the will of the people and radically upsets
the hierarchical order of politics.
Accetes'swarning to Pentheusis particularly useful for Pound in the way that
its political prophecy acts as a parable of economicsystemsof value. In the previous
Canto, Pound suggestedthe ship as an exampleof masculinecollaboration, with
Elpenor only wanting to be rememberedashaving 'swung mid fellows'. More
faintly, Elpenor andAcwtes's exploits conjure a tradition of corporationsin which
sailors sharedin profits (whether fi-om military plunder or mercantilist) and were
bound through a famously loose and functional organization.However, on Elpenor's
ship, greedreversesthe harmoniousorder:
And the whole twenty againstme,

298See Teffell

5.
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Mad for a little slave money.
And they took her out of Scios
And off her course... (Pound, Cantos117)
Kidnapping a boy, the 'twenty' inexorably reconstructthe order of the ship in terms
of slavery and a desire for profit. This conjunction would have been instantly
recognizableto Social Creditors (and even the broaderreadershipof Belloc's The
Set-vileState) as a critical moment in which economic organizationmakesthe
transition from voluntary membershipto the compulsory order of servility. As in the
Social Credit analysis,the profit motive is seenas the 'mad' disruptive force. In
Pound's retelling, the econornicimplications of this profit motive are swift,
irrevocable, and inevitable. In thefirst instance,labour is seenas naturally exploiting
children, a clear moral point for a British readership.As we have seen,as early as
1917Pound was attackingjust this capitalist constructionof children as actual and
potential producersand pushing the point by society viewed them as a superiorform
of livestock; the samearticle anticipatesSocial Credit by arguing that they should be
seenas consumers(NA 1.11.1917 11). Just as importantly, the sailors' profit motive
imiriediately disrupts the equality of the ship, necessarilyinstituting a penal system
that perverselypunishesthe moral: 'And an ex-convict out of Italy/knocked me into
the fore-stays,/(He was wantedfor manslaughterin Tuscany)' (Pound, Cantos117).
Suddenly,there is a needfor a makeshift prison, while Accetestars the abduction
with the acceptedcrime of killing men. Interestingly, Pound elides Accetes's
religious warning that the boy is a god to lend addedemphasisto his plea for
corporateethics.After they lie to the boy claiming they are headedto Naxos, Accetes
objects, 'It's a straight ship'. Here Accetes'suse of 'straight' is laden with moral
meaning, claiming that the ship is held togetherby verbal honesty, sails for a
charteredcourserather than being derailed by circumstanceand similarly that it has a
known, defined function that should not be twisted by the profit motive. In this way,
Pound's Acwtes conflateslinguistic and economicmorality while simultaneously
privileging the verbal richnessof the honest speaker,in contrast to the lying men
who are forced into the empty repetition of assertingthey are headedfor Naxos, This
last argumentwas at the centreof late National Guild theory as expoundedby de
Maeztu and signalsthe start of The New Age's turn to more systemicaccountsof
econornicproduction as functions to be fulfilled for consurniDgsociety. In this way,
Pound's denserecitation of Accetes'sdramatic monologueemergesaspolitical
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discourseattacking the effects of the labour theory of value on children, the penal
system,productive organization,linguistic morality and society's productive
capacity.Read in juxtaposition to Pound's first drafts, Canto II continuesa general
New Age political concernbut radically reconfiguresthe position of labour in The
Cantosat the sametime Social Credit was undermining the labour theory of value.
Of course,both Pound's method of politicizing classicaltexts and thesespecific
economiccritiques were immediately available to the modem, politicized readership
of TheNew Age.
But what makesCanto II particularly revolutionary is the way metamorphosis
is employed to theorize a catastrophicequilibrium effect. This equilibrium is
renderedin vibrant detail as the sailors' profit motive (representedby the direction of
their ship) is checkedby Dionysus's will:
Ship stock fast in sea-swirl
Water cutting under the keel,
Sea-breakfrom stem forrards,
wake running off from the bow
And the s1liplike a keel in sbip-yaid,
Slung like an ox in smith's sling,
Ribs stuck fast in the ways (Pound, Cantos117-9)
In three separatemomentsPound's retelling emphasizesthe strangenessof the still
ship, its great weight abovethe water, its powerful driving force renderedas
vulnerable as an ox in a sling (with the ox and ship's ribs again demonstratingthe
polysemouswealth of Accetes'stongue).From the ontological point of view of the
sailois, it seemsimpossiblethat the boat should stop: their slave-holding
consdiousnessfigures themselvesas the only subjectsin a passive,exploitable,
ob ective world. But the metamorphosissuggeststhat their violent attemptsto
obj ectify the natural world necessarilycreatea limiting counterforceto their actions.
In short, they are forced to perceive wills where there were none. First, the ocean,a
passivesurfacefor travel, checks their progress.Even more interestingly, lynxes,
leopardsandpanthersappear'out of nothing, 'eye-glitter out of black air', 'void air
taking pelt,' 'Lifeless air becomesinewed', and the beautiful, 'BeastsMe shadowsin
glass'. The repetition servesan important point: it is not that thesebeastsappearto
2.39

come from nothing. The repetition of their origination from nothing suggests that
they originate from the sailors, a reality that is necessitated by their own epistemic
position, from the sailors' own efforts at exploitation. Where the sailors had
perceived nothing, they find a violent, threatening counterforce to their own will to
exploit. As in any economic system, the panthers' malice is directly opposed to the
sailors-they

'sniff,

are fed grapes, and are characterized by their 'feline leisure'.

This is natural for Dionysus' creatures: as the god of leisure, he and his creatures
resist labour. At the syntactic level, the metamorphosis replaces the action verbs of
human movement with revelation characterized by nouns.299In this way, Pound
theorizes an economic equation between labour and nature: as humans seek to
exploit an objectified world, that world is filled with malicious subjects seeking an
end to labour. This theory is only fantastical from the firnited epistemology that
figures the other or nature as wholly inert: both post-colonial theory and
300
have
environmental science
charted parallel actions. As we have seen, New Age
theorists like Belloc, Orage and Douglas similarly theorized that as the owning
classes tried to consolidate their wealth they would precipitate violent, catastrophic
retribution from the dehumanized proletariat. In Canto 11,Pound uses metamorphosis
as a means to harmonize these observations on human labour and exploitation into a
revolutionary theory of nature.
This theory of nature stands in radical opposition to the orthodox economic

accountof the.natural state.Dionysus's realm is characterizedby idlenessand plenty:
he is 'a young boy loggy with vine must' (and usually fat and laughing in popular
depictions),which is heightenedby the sailors' hardenedbodies. In direct contrastto
the agrarianorder, the natural world is intenselyfertile. Ivy and grapevines shoot up
and the'boat as a symbol of human design is brought to stasis.After Accetesis
initiated into the Dionysian order, he feedsplentiful grapesto the leopardsand the
rapaciousnessof nature is eliminated. The evengreaterexampleof plenitude is the
water turned to wine. This is foreshadowedin the first, Homeric passage:'There is a
wine-red glow in the shallows,/a tin flash in the sun-dazzle'(Pound, CantosR 7),
later
'of
the
a
year' 'in the wine-red algae' (9) and
andrepeatedafter
metamorphosis
2991owe this syntactic characterizationof the metamorphosisto Nicholls, Ezra Pound 36.
300In terms of post-colonial theory, I am thinking of writers like Frantz Fanon (or even Gandhi) who
to createsubjectsfrom the emasculatedservants
theorizecounter-struga
a
means
as
empire
e
against
CO C,
of the colonized.The boy the sailors kidnap would be an exampleof this subject.Similarly,
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again, 'Grey peak of the wave,/wave, colour of grape's pulp' (10). Theserepetitions
suggestthe permanenceof the transformation,that the force of Dionysus hasalways
beenwaiting to be seenbeneaththe surfaceof the ocean,and that poetsfrom Homer
to Ovid to So-Shuhave been tapping into to the objective reality of Dionysian
metamorphosis.As the most common object signaRingDionysian metamorphosis,
wine standsin opposition to the commodity order. VVWlethe sailors were first out for
spring-water(7), an inert, transparentbeveragethat can be possessedwithout
changingthe drinker, wine transformsthe subject,intoxicates Mm. Even in the
modem period wine acts as a counter commodity, with its value locatedin its date
and origins. Unlike capital, which leadsmen to work, wine inducesmen to labour.
Far from being a luxury good, wine in the canto is the egalitarian drink, flowing as
water in the seaand leading to the end of King Pentheus'shierarchical society.
Implicitly countering those who claim.wine is producedby land 'owners', Dionysus
declares'the vines grow in my homage' (9). TWspersonification of the vines is
precisely the point of Pound's revolutionary paganism:nature is a material order
with a will toward bounteous,free intoxication. As Ruskin and other
underconsumptionistshad claimed, its natural impulse was to overproduce,covering
301
iVy.
inch
in
This magical, Dionysian overproduction
every
of the ship grapesand
was an econorrficvision, but it was only possibleif spiritual consciousnessprecedes
mind and matter. In this way, the productive vision of Canto 11is foundedon The
New Age's model of divine, superconsciouseconornics.The alternativeof violent,
competitive scarcity is shown to be the result of a distinctly human nature.
The canto is yet more interestingas a scientifically- structuredexaminationof
exploitation. Pound invokes a number of instanceswhere the force of men's desire
destroystheir aim. The first instance(and bestknown) instancefrom the Iliad sets
the stage,acting as a templatein which the supposedlyprivate force of desire
devastatessociety. Interestingly, this is juxtaposedwith Tiresias and Aco:.
-tes's
prophecy to Pentheusof revolutionary downfall, with the implicit link that both
rulers destroy society through their desirefor control. A tMrd exampleis the
passivelyrelayed tale of Apollo andDaphnewhich focuseson resultant
environmentalscienceseesnature as a complex equilibrium of different forces, which capitalist
production readjustsat humanity's peril.
301Ivy is of coursea plant tied to Dionysus, but is also a lazy plant, resting in the shadeand not
Cý
tameableor productive in an agrariansystemof value. Similarly, the grapeshave 'no seedbut sea,
foam' (7); their genesisis divine and they are not exploitable
by humans.
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into
directly
Apollo's
Daphne's
leads
transformation
sea
to
metamorphosis:
pursuit
coral (in Pound's version). Formally, while Apollo seeksto objectify Daphne,when
302
Ms
is
is
desire
she actually renderedsubjectless
abandoned. In this context,
Pound's invocation of the myth is a parableof the structural failure of objectification,
insofar as its own necessaryfruits are undesirable.303By structuring all of these
myths'aroundAccetes'sdramaticmonologue,Pound situatesthem aspoliticized
examplesof the effects of masculineattemptsto exploit other humansandnature.
Moreover, this parablehas political teeth: not only are the men transformedinto
it
but
fish
Accetes's
is
bad
(and
to
also
this
a
slithering
responsemakesclear
way go)
is structuredas a warning and prophecy of King Pentheus'sown downfall. Taken
together,the canto can be read as a schematicdescription of objectification. By
force, the hierarchical desireto subjugateleadsto the downfall of political
organization,an oppositional stateto nature, the loss of the love object and the
irrevocable loss of the subjugator'shumanity. Accetesis left as sole survivor,
testifying to the possibility of a different spiritual and economic order.
The main point here is that this intellectual work would have beenimpossible
without a fundamentalepistemicshift from the first to secondversion of Tile Cantos.
Pound's first version, exemplified by Browning's Sordello, privileges the labouring
subject as an artist capableof creating new worlds. As Pound recordedwith
fi-ustrationin Canto 1,thejuxtaposition of thesesubjectsnecessarilycreates'many
fragments' with 'less worth': the idiosyncratic point of view of eachlabourer could
In
by
its
be
harmonized
to
radical
opposition
corporate
organization.
virtue
of
not
contrast,the secondversion of The Cantosamountsto an economicstudy of the
different
kinds of objects: objects createsubjectsas they are
of
consumption
consumed.In Pound's New Age essayon Arnold Doln-letschhe had recordedthe
spiritual implications of this theory, claiming that myths of gods and goddesses
encodedan experienceof the objective world that recreatedthe subject(NA 7.1.1915
246-7).304This theory leadsto a kind of paganmaterialism:human subjectsare
fundamentallyrelated becausetheir experienceof an empirical world shapesthem
3021remain unsurehow to read the referenceto So-Shu.However, Surette's characterizationof
Cathay as court poetsdescribingthe emperorand his court failing to correspondto unstated
Confucian codesleads me to suspecta similar political content (Surette,Fleusis 25).
303There is, I believe, a provocative essayto be written on the tensionbetweenPound's misogyny and
feminism. The outline of the latter can be suggestedby this reading of Dafhe [sic), his open marriage
and his work at the New Freewonian.
30-1
This essayis also discussedin the Vorticism chapter.
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though this nature is, for the samereason,far from inert. This reversal of the
epistemicrelationship betweensubjectsand objects allowed Pound to theorizea
sharedsocial reality, making a concretepolitical poetry possible.For Pound,this
theorization was scientific, insofar as it collected and organizedluminous details
from other first-hand literary accountsof humanexperience,almost exactly asFrazer
collected and organized 'data' from first-hand accountsof 'primitive' belief and
classicaltexts, and as Clay, Marshall and other economistscollected and related
'street-doorviews' to build up a portrait of the economy.Similarly, Poundread a
tradition that passedthrough the renaissance,Ovid and Homer to an oral tradition
that was replenishedwith the experienceof eachgeneration,and in the process
constructeda 'cultural inheritance'. And just as Social Creditors usedthis as a
justify
to
the redistribution of ownership,Pound's use of Ovid
rhetorical strategy
to call for a vision in which panthersand humansrecline in
allows Acop-tes
abundance.For this vision to take place, Poundhad to exchangea systemof value
that privileged labour to one that radically rejectedit in favour of free consumption.
While a full interpretation of The Cantosis impossible,this short introduction
suggeststhat the inclusive fertility of the poem may best be found after we have
devaluedPound's 'work' and start to read the details of the poem that speakto us.

Coin of the KinRdom: The Economy of The WasteLand
In chapters four and five, we traced Eliot's reception of New Age economic
theory. With Pound, Eliot elaborated an episten& position that privileged
anthropology, mystical experience and economics. In The Waste Land, Eliot would
develop this epistemic position into a poetic means of representing social reality.
Despite an enormous body of scholarship on The Waste Laiid, there has been
surprisingly little written on its political or economic position. In part this is due to
the fact that Eliot became increasingly political over his career. This has led several
critics to the temptation of characterizing Eliot or The Waste Land in terms of his
later writings. William Chace's early The Political Idewities of Ezra Poulid alld T. S.
Eliot (1973), dwells heavily on his later writings, and Chris Miller's

Tiamants Elus'

Land
Waste
The
through Eliot's later political work, particularly After Strange
reads
Gods. Miller concludes that the poem is reactionary, situating itself against sexual
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andpolitical liberation and including 'the darkestpolitical tendenciesof its time'
(56). By presumingpolitical continuity acrossthis period, Miller's work begsthe
questionof Eliot's identical political views acrossover a decadeof personaland
political change.Severalother critics have taken an even longer view of the politics
at work in The WasteLaid, including Michael North and John Xiros Cooper.North's
The Political Aesthetic of Yeats,Eliot, and Pound analyzesthe questionof whether
Eliot's poem is fascist basedon Benjamin's criteria of aestheticizingpolitics. I have
found North's reading useful but his broad conceptionof politics is quite different
from the one explored here. Perhapsthe longestpolitical view can be attributedto
John Xiros Cooper's Modenzisniaid the Culture ofMarket Society,which ultimately
arguesthat modernist artistic communities and aestheticpractices annihilatehistory
and are the working out of capitalism's inherent and unstoppablelogic, despitethe
modernists' own allegianceto traditional values.While Cooper makesan important
argument,I find his notion of capitalism as a monolithic and all-conquering force to
be inadequatefor dealing with local struggleand historical contingency.To a varying
degree,all of thesestudiesposit a macro-political view that was unavailableto the
actorsin question,creating a historical myopia that ultimately misreadsthe
complexity of Eliot's politics in favour of predictableand easily dismissedpositions.
Another strandof criticism has soughtto locate The WasteLand in tenns of
continentalpolitical ideology. Both Ferrall and Asher read Eliot's 191Osand 1920s
politics asreactionary, anti-emancipatoryand anti-liberal, tracing thesepositions to
Eliot's reception of CharlesMaurras, Action Frangaiseand Sorel. Theseare useful
additions to the.discussion,but I think ultimately fail due to a lack of critical
sympathy.Ferrall's description of The WasteLand's 'lack of structure and political
slipperiness' (83) are infamous terms that 'classicists' like Pound, Hulme and Eliot
usedto reject romanticism. Still worse, Ferrall doesn't acknowledgethat Eliot was at
the sametime developing a critical distancefrom classicismat the time of The Waste
Land: 'And it would perhapsbe beneficial if we employedboth terms [classic and
romantic] as little as possible,if we even forgot theseterms altogether,and looked
steadily for the intelligence and sensibility which eachwork of art contains' (Eliot,
'A French Romantic' 703). By describingEliot's political position as 'reactionary,'
Ferrall never satisfactorily describeswhat Eliot is reacting against and why he night
hold thoseviews, when critique and rejection are, most likely, featuresof every
political position ever invented. Asher more closely roots Eliot's political position in
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the Frenchreactionary tradition, claiming that this representsthe key to Eliot's
political thought from Eliot's first trip to Paris in 1910-11 and his meetingwith
Hulme in 1916.However, Asher's study neglectsthe British context of Eliot's
writing and how theseideasmight be positioned in London. This leadshim to
strongly misreadcritical elementsof Eliot's thought, as in his claims that 'Ritual and
myth are, then, essentiallyfiaictional for Eliot. They are guarantorsof civic order'
(Asher 43) 305Any political reading of The WasteLand will needto characterize
.
Eliot's senseof tradition, ritual and myth, but Asher's account seemsto confuse
mechanicalffiriction with Eliot's call for a formal interpretation of ritual. In fact,
Eliot's emphasison the form of ritual was precisely to enablea spacefor individual,
mystical experience;without this it was not religion.

306

Similarly, Eliot's

preoccupationwith French 'theory' was far from an unqualified acceptance,asAsher
argues(38): such an interpretationmissesEliot's expressattack on sociological
theory and privileging of the English epistemologyof Bradley and Frazer.In this
way, both Ferrall and Asher overemphasizeand distort an important elementof
Eliot's political landscapethrough an unawarenessof his other intellectual projects.
There is anotherthreadof criticism which ultimately seeksto developthe
politics of The WasteLand through closereading. Tratner has found,that The Waste
Land is informed by a relationship betweendegeneratemassesand defunct political
leadership,and that the poem tries to restoreboth Cook's study considersthe
relationship betweenLondon and Rome as centresof empire and finds Eliot
sympatheticto both. Finally, Levenson'srecent article, 'Does The WasteLand have a
Politics?' developsa compelling reading of the political momentsof the poem and
its
distinct use of economic discourse.All of thesecritics have
begins
to
suggest
also
proved useful to the presentstudy, gesturingtoward important elementsof The Waste
Land's politics that becomestill more developedin the context of TheNew Age.
The Plan and Foundation: the Epistemic Development of The Waste Land
While all of the above criticism contributes to an understanding of The Waste
Land's intellectual context, another strand in some sense opposes these and suggests
that any ideological reading of the poem is misguided. Eliot's first footnote cited

"" The large body of criticism on Eliot's relationship to anthropologywould disagreewith this
statement.Seeappendix.
306See appendix.
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Weston as a sourcefor 'the plan and a good deal of the incidental symbolismof the
poem', further recommendingFrazer for 'elucidation' of the poem. This note
resultedin a fifty year goose-chasefor 'incidental symbolism' and sincethe
publication of the drafts of the poem in 1971, a thirty year reactionwhich claims the
futility of searchingfor the poem's 'plan' in thesesourcesor indeedat all. Lawrence
Rainey's Revisiting The WasteLand is perhapsthe most recent exampleof an
extremescholarly position that the poem is only characterizedby its structural
incoherence:
It is not, in other words, an order being achievedas the realization of a
plan or progran-4dictated by somepredeterminednotion of mythic
structureor ritual pattern; what The WasteLand achievesare always
relative and incrementalorders of coherencethat are local, contingent,
and retrospectivein nature. (Rainey,Revisiting 43)
For Rainey, Eliot's poem is characterizedby a style of composition in which
isolated, solipsistic fragmentsare composedapart from eachother. Accordingly, his
fails
The
Waste
Land
to achieveorder, niftning
the
that
readingprivileges
ways
insteadthe experienceof a cracked surfaceof languageand the horror of nonrecognition, and at a deeperlevel, the alienation and incoherencethat characterize
modem society. This reading is extremely compelling in the sensethat it seeksto
accountfor the experienceof reading the poem in a way that makesmost ideological
be
The
Waste
Land
the
though
of
crude,
as
can
poem
seem
rather
reducedto
readings
a rather simplistic disciplinary or political schema.At the sametime, the fragmentary
it
is
far
from
In
first
theorizesa compositional style that
the
case,
sufficient.
position
doesnot fit with the evidence.Rainey's position is that the typescript concealsan
implausible number of manuscriptfragments, 'betweenforty or fifty' in Rainey's
estimate(40), despitethe fact that Eliot even kept the original manuscriptsof poems
fi-om sevenyearsbefore and was so fastidious in his collection as to include
manuscriptsof the separatepoems.Moreover, it jars with existing accountsof Eliot's
composition: 'WI[AleI madesomerevisions and chiefly a great many excisionsas a
result of Pound's criticisms of this draft, the final sectionof the poem remained
exactly as I first wrote it' (Eliot, TWLFT 129). In short, Eliot composedthe
fragmented,pastichestyle ftom a unitary mind. Just asimportantly, Rainey's thesis
erroneouslysuggeststhat the fragmentsare unitary in and of themselves,when some
in
difficulties
the
the
of
greatest
poem
are
understandingthe coherenceof
of
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individual sections,rather than their relationship to the whole. But perhapsthe most
important objection to the thesisof The WasteLand's intractable fragmentationis
that it enforcesa solipsistic rejection of any structural reading of the poem This
assignsThe WasteLand the rather adolescentrole of confusing diversity and
difference with the impossibility of communication.Rainey finds the frustration of
narrative cohesionamazingand wonderful (Rainey,Revisiting 126,128), but I find
the refusal to push past this initial experiencea 'terrible' censorshipof that which
The WasteLand seeksto confront.
The solipsistic reading of The WasteLand depends,in the first instance,on
thejettisoning of Eliot's footnotes.This move is customarily madeby citing Eliot's
indifference to them and claiming they are a scholarly farce, and then dismissing
Weston: 'But the core of Vie WasteLand is not to be found in the turgid speculations
of JessieWeston, or in the pseudo-arcanaof vegetationrituals' (Rainey, Revisiting
49).307Surette'srevelation of Weston's occult statusgave scholarsanotherreasonto
reject the seriousnessof the note: SurettereadsEliot's use of Weston as an example
of the 'implausible', credulousscholarshipthat is a major 'symptom! contributing to
the irrecoverability of a viable spiritual tradition (Surette,Birth 278). However,
he
for
Eliot's
Frazer
these
of
earnest
citation
of
critics
can
account
whom
neither
repeatedlyand unequivocally praised as a sourcefor the modernist project: not only
doesthe note clearly associateFrazer and Weston,but Eliot repeatedthe association
in a laudatory article two years after The WasteLand was written 308The third
.
argumentagainstWeston's importance to the poem is that Eliot found out about the
book only rather late in the poenYscomposition, suggestingthat the grail material
supplies 'incidental symbolism' but not a 'plan'. This argumentis genealogically
flawed at severallevels: Eliot had beenclosely studying Frazer since his studentdays
at Harvard, madethe link betweengrail legendand the volume by Frazerby 1917,
and could have had Front Ritual to Roinanceas early as 1920,before he composed
309
first
impeccable
by
Rainey's
dating.
two major sectionsof the poem
the
own
More importantly, Rainey's jettisoning of Frazer and Weston's influence
disguisesthe epistemiccritique of solipsism that animatedThe WasteLand from its
307Surettealso makesthis move.
308SeeGray 129 and Eliot's article, 'A Prediction in Regardto Three Eng ish Authors, Writers Who,
Zý
J:
Dl
Mastersof Thought, Are likewise Mastersof Art'.
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a
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310In 'I am the,Resurrection', Eliot
first fragmentS.
exploresholy subjectivity by
juxtaposing Hindu and Christian deities. Just as Christ says, 'I am the Resurrection
311
Life',
Krishna
fire,
is
'the
111).
This
butter
(7WLFT
and the
and the
also'
juxtaposition has anthropological overtones,suggestinga unity betweenthe two
cultures. In both cases,the deity is held in the ideal form of the world: the
resurrectionand life of humans,the essenceof both pain and pleasure, 'the victim
and the sacrificial knife'. By reconstructingthe Sanscritpoem in the first person,
Eliot suggeststhat this unity is to be found at a personal,mystical experienceof
transcendentconsciousnessthat overwhelmsbinaries like husbandand wife, and
victim and knife. This latter instantiation is particularly important in the way that it
reversesthe expectedrelationship betweensubject and object. The knife createsthe
sacrificial victim; the object createsthe subject.By inverting theseterms, Eliot
suggeststhat mystical consciousnessis rooted in the interdependentexperience
which precedesand createsthe subject/objectdifferentiation, a themewhich would
preoccupyhis philosophical writings: 'for I am not satisfied merely that the
distinction [betweenreal and ideal] shouldbe finally transcended,but wish to
enquireinto its validity as a starting point' (Eliot, Knowledge 35). Eliot's doctoral
dissertationalso ridicules 'physical theories' for the way they attribute interiority to
objects(Eliot, Knowledge 158), and concludesthat both are inextricable from one
another: 'If you will find the mechanicalanywhere,you will find it in the workings
of the mind; and to inspect the living mind, you must look nowherebut the world
outside' (Eliot, Knowledge 154). This interdependenceof subject and object would
detem-iineEliot's early mystical poetics.
Eliot developsthis mystical position in two other fragments fi-om the first
period. The first, 'So through the evening' (7WLFT 113), was the sourcefor much of
The WasteLand's horror imagery, invoking bats,a woman playing her hair like a
fiddle, and the contortedman who crept 'headdownward down a wall' (TWL 37784). Thesevisions arise when 'one tortured meditation draggedme on', and bear the
mark of self-reflection: after perceiving the man who crawls down a wall, he views
inverted towers through his eyes.Similarly, after he perceiveshis impulsesas
309In the following discussion,I will rely on Rainey's dating sequencefor the composition of The
C,
t,
WasteLand. I-lis methodologyof matching paper and typewriter samplesseemsimpeccable,though
00
there arereasonsto disagreeNviththe interpretationhe associateswith the dating.
310For the sakeof simplicity, I have at times suppressedediting marks, emendationsand variations
from cited drafts of 71VLFT(113).
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feverish, his double appears prostrated. This 'dead' double situates the horror of the
poern: 'Do not report me to the established world/It has seen strange revolutions
since I died'. This framework locates the speaker's horror in the disconnection
between his own thoughts and the political instability of the establishment. In the
final draft, Eliot inserted a reference to 'hooded hordes' (7-`WL
that even more
-368)
overtly figured repressive revolution. In this way, 'So through the evening' develops
a theme of horror and alienation from the power of political conformity. 'So through
the evening' also demonstrates the original use of drought imagery, describing
'sullen sunbaked houses' and experimenting with calling both trees and the road
'withered' (lines 6,9) as well as invoking the 'chanting voices out of cisterns and
wells', that would become an important element of the overt grail references in
'What the Tlunder Said. Similarly, 'After the Turning' (TWLF-T 109) employs the
anthropological imagination to reconstruct the experience of ritual 'the torches and
the faces and the shouting', but also holds an esoteric meanings suggested by
'inspiration' and 'living and dying'. 312Of course, Eliot's concept of ritual was even
more powerfully charged in 1913 as he was studying the epistemology of
anthropology than in the 1920s when he cited Froni Ritual to Ronlance. Interestingly,
the fragment is a very early engagement with fertility, with the 'withered gardens'
(line 4) invoking a central trope of the grail legend. Equally important, 'After the
turning' invokes the juridical structure of judges, advocates and wardens (6-9) as a
component of ritual that stands out as particularly modem in contrast to 'the
torchlight red on sweaty faces'. Overall, Eliot's speaker follows Frazer and occultists
like Weston, finding a tremendous decline from mystical ritual to modem, religious
experience: Me world seemed fatile-like

a Sunday outing'. For our purposes, the

most important element of both fragments is the way that they register a concern
between
the
relationship
mystical experience and the form of society that would
with
go on to characterize the texture of The Waste Land.
Another early fragment, 'The Death of Saint Narcissus', explores this
mystical position as a response to solipsism- In the poem, St. Narcissus transforms
himself into different beings to try to understand his own consciousness, starting as a

311Specifically the poemreferencesDie Bhagavad-Gita, ix. 16 (Valerie Eliot, 71VLFT230).
312Surettehas discussedthe relevanceof this living and dying, or psychic death and birth under the
Surette,Birth 15-16.
see
rubric of palingenesis:
C)
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tree that twists its branches and roots trying to feel itself. The next stanza follows a
similar shifting consciousness:
Then he knew that he had been a fish
With slippery white belly held tight in his own fingers
Writhing in his own clutch, his ancient beauty
Caught fast in the pink tips of his new beauty. (YWLFT 97)

In a similar techniqueto passagesof The WasteLaiid, a consciousnessis shared
between fish and fishermanthrough the implied unity of 'lie' and 'his'; grammatical
conjunction and violent experiencecreate a mystical experiencewhich includesboth
subject and object. '17hisform createsa pattern for subsequentstanzasin which Saint
Narcissusis transformedinto the sharedconsciousnessof a young girl and the old
man who victimizes her and then into a 'dancerto God', achieving apotheosis
through his ritual martyrdom. This experiencehas an epistemic importancefor Eliot,
demonstratinga meansto haveknowledge through the form of experience,as
opposedto a descriptionor 'interpretation', which turns the subject into an object. In
this sense,St. Narcissus'sslippery consciousnessbecomesthe poetic techniquefor
Eliot's epistemologyof 'facts'. 313At the sametime, St. Narcissus'sexperience
reftises solipsismbecauseit precedesthe existenceof a subject: experiencecannot be
owned becausethe delineationof a self is only a subsequentand limited
interpretationof that experience.314In this way, 'The Death of Saint Narcissus'
developedthe basic techniqueof a single voice overflowing the divided positions
implied by a discreteworld of objects. Through his epistemology,Eliot createdthe
poetic teclmiqueof crafting a mystical unitary consciousnessthat would inform the
'plan' of The WasteLaizd.
Even at this point, Eliot's method of creatingthis subjective slippagebears
the mark of anthropology, mysticism and political awakening. As in 'I am the
Resurrection', Eliot continues the Frazerian project of seeking the model of
consciousness that informs different cultural positions, this time conflating Christian
Ovidean
with
metamorphosis. For Pound and other occultists of the
mysticism
period, Ovid's metamorphoses explored the magical basis of reality and suggested
that consciousness arose in the interplay between humans and the natural world.

313Although 'slippage' jars Nvith'classical' injunctions, I find it useful to describetheseshifts in
consciousness.
314For an extendedversion of this argument,seeappendix.
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According to Rainey, Eliot wrote the poem in Oxford, just around the time he met
Pound and Pound was writing the New Age seriesAffinnations, which describedthis
Ovideanexperienceof gods in the modem world. At the sametime, Eliot's position
suggeststhe beginning of a political position. Saint Narcissus'snon-differentiation
fi-ornothers compelshim to the mystical path:
He could not live mens' ways, but becamea dancerbefore God.
If he walked in city streets
He seemedto tread on faces,convulsive thighs and knees.(7WLFT
95)
Ordinary human society is created based on an episternic distinction: men's ways
depend on the theory that they are discreet beings acting on their own. But St.
Narcissus's epistemology commits him to a position in which any personal action
necessarily treads on another, objectifying a consciousness. It is in this sense that
Saint Narcissus is both narcissistic, in that he recognizes no division between self
and other, and a saint, in that he seeks to privilege all consciousness equally. As early
as 1915, Eliot painfully recognized the condemnation of self-interested motivation
implicit in his epistemic position. In this way, the episten-fic technique of a
transcendent consciousness already bears the mark of anthropology, occultism and
economics that infonn Vie Waste Land.
Eliot's careful episternic construction of Saint Narcissus would become the
basis of Tiresias. Critics who have tried to suggest a solipsistic reading of the poem
cannot adequately deal with Eliot's note:

218. Tiresias, although a mere spectatorand not indeed a 'character',
is yet the most important personagein the poen-ýuniting all the rest.
Just as the one-eyedmerchant,seller of currants,melts into the
PhoenicianSailor, and the latter is not wholly distinct from Ferdinand
Prince of Naples, so all the women are one woman, and the two sexes
meet in Tiresias. What Tiresias sees,in fact, is the substanceof the
poen-LThe whole passagefi-om Ovid is of great anthropological
interest.... (71VLFT 148)
Although this note has been almost endlessly cited and there is an abundance of
readings that centralize Tiresias, too often the distinct intellectual overtones of the
been
have
neglected. Eliot's emphasis on Tiresias's point of view and
passage
'substance' are technical terms that directly reference Eliot's philosophical work. In
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Eliot's studiesof Bradley and Leibniz, 'experience' and point of view are 'the true
atomsof nature' that precedeperceiver andperceived,the experiencingsubjectand
the experiencedobject. 'Substance',in this context, is the experiential basisof
reality. This position allowed Eliot to undermineone of the most basic binary
oppositionsin modem, post-Cartesianphilosophical thought: "for I am not satisfied
merely that the distinction [betweenreal and ideal] should be finally transcended,but
wish to enquire into its validity as a starting point" (Eliot, Knowledge35). Also
Eliot's description of Tiresias is strongly indebtedto an occult modification. For
Leibniz, such a view of substanceresulted in discretemonadsthat famouslyhave no
windows, which is to say that points of view find no basis for real communication,
only understandingthemselvesin a solipsistic microcosn-LHowever, Eliot followed
Blavatsky in claiming that all knowledge, including the Absolute's, is 'Subjective',
arising in 'substance'(Blavatsky 628-629). For this reason,Eliot arguedthat
'monadsare not wholly distinct, and that the subjective self is continuouswith the
self asobject... We may think provisionally of finite centresas the units of soul life;
be
however,
drawn with any precision' (Eliot, Knowledge
limits
cannot
units,
whose
147).Eliot found yet anotherphilosophical ally in Weston, who stressed'the
imperative necessityfor treating the symbols as a connectedwhole' (62). These
...
passagesand 'Saint Narcissus' fundamentally sharethis continuity betweensubject
and object. Just as importantly, Eliot's insistencethat 'monads are not wholly
distinct' directly mirrors the Tiresias footnote in which the PhoenicianSailor 'is not
wholly distinct' from Ferdinandand all characters'melt' into Tiresias. In Eliot's
epistemology,Tiresias's suffering amountsto a spiritual transcendence:
life of a soul does not consist in the contemplation of one
the
...
consistent world but the painftil task of unifying (to a greater or lesser
extent) jarring or incompatible ones, and passing, when possible, from
two or more discordant viewpoints to a higher which shall somehow
include and transmute then-L(Eliot, Knowledge 147-8)
Eliot's use of transmutation to describe this process references the alchemical
in
'Tradition and the Individual Talent'
transcendence,
of
which
resurfaces
process
jarring
the
the
the
as
painful process of
poet acquiring
and incompatible fragments of
tradition. At a more general level, Eliot's ontology of the soul necessitates a view in
is
knowledge
which all
prophetic because it emerges from a subjective experience.
Both Blavatsky and Leibniz recognized the prophetic implications of their theory of
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315
substance, and Eliot acknowledgedthe samewhen he claimed that all
consciousnesses
are unified becausethey sharethe sameconstituent functions (Eliot,
Knowledge 17). This suggestedthat the best anthropologicalmethodology
(referencedby the 'great anthropologicalinterest' of Ovid's passage)would be
subjective: 'such study of primitive consciousnessseemsfutile; for we find in our
own knowing exactly the sameconstituents,in a clearer and more apprehensible
form' (17). As a result, Eliot privileges Tiresias's prophetic point of view which
includes and transmutesaUviewpoints asthe indistinct prophecy of substantial
316
reality.
For Eliot, this structureis referencedin severalways in The WasteLand.
First, Frazer's anthropologicalmethod of assemblingformal accountsof ritual is an
exampleof this 'painful task of unifying' jarring and incompatible points of view.
Similarly, the tarot deck is an example of a non-sequentialbook that can be endlessly
rearrangedand then unified through the scientific point of view of the fortune-teller.
Rainey's accountof the rise of 'interchangeableparts' in the office gives yet more
examples:the typewriter, card indexing, the loose-leafledger and the vertical file
(Rainey, Revisiting 54-5). All of theseare examplesof 'objects' that can be
rearrangedthrough an inclusive consciousness.The WasteLand's own 'plan' is
modem in the way that it echoesthesesystematicrelationshipsbetweenmaterial
disorder and a labouring, ordering subject, and evenmore so as it bearsthe marks of
anthropology,occultism and the modem economyinto the poern.
'The Death of the Duchess' was written in September1916,317
just after
Eliot's philosophical thesisand 'Saint Narcissus'. As the last major fragment before
the main drafts of The WasteLand,31Sthe poem revealsEliot beginning to explore
the social and political implications of tl-& epistemology.The poem is broken into
two sectionswith no apparentrelationship betweenthem, but there is a relationship
basedon the epistemologyabove.The secondsectioninvokes the Victorian trope of
the murderousman's dramatic monologues,and specifically the duchessof 'My Last
Duchess' and the animatehair of 'Porphyria's Lover'. In both poems,the meaning
315SeeLeibniz 275-276.For Blavatsky, man is a microcosmof the universesuch that there is an exact
match between 'the SeptenaryConstitution of Our Planet' and 'the SeptenaryNature of Man' which
0Rens the door to prophetic knowledge attained through subjectiveawareness.
31 This material is a condensedversion of argumentsrehearsedin the appendix.
317SeeRainey, Revisifing 34.
318According to Rainey, the short 'Song for the Opherion' (TIVLFT 98-99) was written after 'The
r.ý
0
Death of the Duchess'.
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emerges from the careful construction of the epistemic limits of the speaker and his
relationship to the (literally) objectified victirn. This technique allows for the dense
suggestion of the male subject's consciousness, creating a strong senseof 'character.
In 'The Death of the Duchess', Eliot conflates this model with a scene from The
Duchess of Mayl in which the Duchess brushes her hair and speaks to her lover
Antonio, who slips away unnoticed. In the interirn, her brother and enemy slips in to
listen to her, but is only discovered when the Duchess finally turns (YWLFT 130). In
Eliot's version, Ferdinand speaks the dramatic monologue in the intense space when
she does not realize he is present. Unlike in Browning's poems, the Duchess's
consciousness shapes Ferdinand's because he perceives her 'little fiery points of will'
and active love for Antonio, loving him before he ever asked. The formal innovation
of Eliot's version emerges as Ferdinand finds his own subjectivity rearranged in the
tension between his own malevolence and the loving subjectivity the Duchess
(mis)perceives, discovering his 'thoughts in a tangled bunch of heads and tails' (107)
and wondering if he will say 'I love you' and reconsti uct the relationship according
to the Duchess's experience. The power of Eliot's rewriting is that it undermines the
safe objectifying relationship between a man and a woman, registering the instability
of both subjects as they are experienced by each other. Again Eliot registers this
complexity through the slippage of a pronominal subjects: in a single stanza,
Ferdinand is T, then joined with the Duchess in the conditional future tense as a
possible 'we, and then his thoughts become a distinct we in their own right: 'When
we open the door/could we address her or should we be afi-aidT While Ferdinand
listens, he melts into Antonio, bearing the knowledge of both characters and even
pondering romantic outings to 'Hear music, go a-hunting, as beforeT Ferdinand
experiences this doubling as a swarm, 'a crowd of beaks' and becomes horrified by
the possibility of other characters further transmuting his consciousness, obsessing
over the return of the chambermaid and claiming 'it is sordid with one more'. In this
way, Ferdinand is thrust into the ontological slippage that Tiresias experiences,
horrifically eliminating the boundaries between love and bate and the objectification
that enables subjectivity. Although Eliot rewrote Ferdinand's soliloquy to reference
Tiresias's preoccupations, the same basic structure informs the first half of 'A Game
of Chess'.
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The first part of 'The Death of the Duchess' is an attempt to rendersocial
consciousnessthrough the objectified world. The opening stanzais geographically
and historically rooted in Eliot's present:
The inhabitantsof Hampsteadhave silk hats
On Sundayafternoon go out to tea
On Saturdayhave tennis on the lawn, and tea
On Monday to the city, and then tea.
They know what they are to feel and what to think,
They know it with the morning printer's ink
They have anotherSundaywhen the last is gone
They know what to think and what to feel
The inhabitantsof Hampsteadare bound forever on the wheel.
(TWLFT 105)
In one of the first artistic attackson suburbanliving, Eliot registershow the
homogenousculture denotesan entirely stablepoint of view: 'They know what they
are to feel and what to think'. While all previous fragmentswere concernedwith
ritual, mystical experience,'The Death of the Duchess'registers a new attemptto
Like Tiresias, Saint Narcissusand
construct contemporaryconsciousnesses.
Ferdinand, 'the inhabitants' are not discretesubjects;they are constructedthrough
the geographyand social rituals of Hampstead,wealth, and the news media.When
the prophetic Voicerises, 'The inhabitantsof Hampsteadare bound forever on the
wheel', it invokes the predictablemystical meaningthat they are chainedto a cycle
of suffering reincarnation(samsara)without transcendenceand prophesyingthe tarot
card that depictsthe wheel in 'The Burial of the Dead'. However, the modem context
of the wheel reshapesit through the persistenteconomicmetaphorsof the endless
cycles of labour with the inhabitants' lives shapedby the work week, aswell as the
forms
that
the pattern of circulation and causesthem to
of
money
wheel
conspicuouslydisplay their wealth. Theseancientand modem interpretationsof the
implied
both
by Eliot's epistemology,becauseattachn-lentto particular
are
wheel
3
19
invariably
form
constructsa
objects
of consciousnesS. As a result, the ageless
prophetic warning againstnarrow materialism only finds meaning through
engagementwith the particular forins of the prophet's culture: exclusive
319That is to say, this epistemologynecessitatesthe objective correlative. For a more detailed
C,
discussionof 'Hamlet and His Problems', seeappendix.
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communities,financial displays that masqueradeas social entertainment,a
dependenceon media insteadof individual thought, and the cycle of labour and
profligate spending.From a different angle,Eliot's charactersonly becomereal
insofar as they perceive real objects. In this way, satire is replacedby the direct
reporting of the objective world on the one hand, and the elevated,prophetic
consciousnesson the other. Through the conflation of thesetwo modes,Eliot found a
meansto representthe consciousnessof modern society.
The epistemicunity of the prophetic and reporterly modesbeginsto account
for the 'plan' of large parts of Eliot's original draft of The WasteLalld320in eThe
Burial of the Dead' (TWLFT7), the prophetic mode recurs in the voice that speaks
from the 'dead land' (lines 55-60), the voice that calls from. 'under the shadowthis
red rock' (80) and MadameSosostris's fortunetelling, before emerging so clearly in
the final stanza:
Unreal City, I have sometimesseenand see
Under the brown fog of your winter dawn
A crowd flow over London Bridge, so many,
I had not thought death had undoneso many... (114-117)
As hasbeen observedagain and again, the passageeerily blends the undeadreturning
from the war and the working stiffs marching to the City. What makesthis possible
is an epistemologythat privileges the reality of objective experienceandrejects
discreteconsciousnesses;
the inhabitantsare ghostly 'unreal' but the formal
experienceof the City is prophetically substantial.The voice recurs evenmore
insistently in drafts of 'The Fire Sermon', when Tiresias calls like a refrain to the
city, 'Unreal City, I have seenand see' (TWLFT 3 1, line 93), '0 City, City, I have
heardand hear' (TWLFT 37, line 11)and then in a reprisal of 'The Death of the
Duchess', directly invokes
London, the swarming life you kill and breed...
Knowing neither how to think, nor how to feel,
But lives in the awareness[transfom-iations]of the observingeye.
London your people is bound upon the wheel! (7WLFT 31 lines 106119).

320Referencesto the publishedpoem correspondto the first edition of The WasteLand asreprinted in
71VLFT.
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Even more clearly than before, this modem, prophetic mode is located in the point of
view 'of the observingeye', which affects both awarenessand transformationsin
London's fluid people.This draft further bearsthe mark of Eliot's occult-influenced
epistemology,exploring the use of phantasmalgnomes,cryptograms,spellsand
curled meanings,and penumbralconsciousness,with this last a fair descriptionof
'what Tiresias sees,in fact'.
It would also appearthat Pound clearly understoodthe epistemicproject of
The WasteLand when he beganto edit it. Both poets seemto agreethat all points of
view should arise out of objective experience,a critical principle that makesmost of
Pound's excisionscomprehensible.In an important sense,this careftil epistemology
made satire impossible,becauseit invalidatesan external position to commenton the
subject. Certainly Pound and Eliot shareda hatred of the lazy, aristocratic and
pretentiouspatronagerepresentedby Fresca,but Poundvoided the passagesthat
describethe self-indulgent bodily rituals of her morning (7WLFT23), aswell as the
passagesthat directly inveigh againsther:
The sameeternal and consumingitch
Can make a martyr, or plain simple bitch);
Or prudent sly domestic pusspuss"cat... (TWLFT27, lines 46-48)
From such chaotic misch-maschpotpourri
What are we to expect but poetry?(lines 60-1)
In such a passageit is unclear what hostile viewer could be present to narrateher
actionsand createa violent, objectified interpretationof her character.Eliot had
complainedof exactly the sametendencyin the caseof sociological theoriesthat
interpreted 'primitives' by turning them into objects. Pound was able to seethis
technical,epistemicviolation and Eliot agreeddespitehis own enthusiasmfor the
material. The sameprinciple is at work in 'The Fire Sermon', when Poundeliminates
lines that interpret both characters,like 'Pride has not fired him with ambitious rage'
(7WLFT 45, line 149) and 'One of the low on whom assurancesits/As a silk hat on a
Bradford millionaire' (lines 160-1) and again 'And at the comer where the stable
is,/Delays only to urinate, and spit' (71VLFT47, lines 179-80).Pound's elimination
of thesebasepassages(and there are many more) seemvery different from other
excisions,as when Pound cuts the long prophetic passagethat begins, 'London, the
kill
life
and breed... ' (YWLFT 43')or the slightly more subtle,
you
swarming
'Knowing the mannerof thesecrawling bugs' (71VLFT45, line 143), but all of these
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passagespretend omniscience rather than being rooted in an experiencing
consciousness. Nevertheless, Pound approved of real prophecy. When Tiresias
parenthetically writes,
(And I Tiresias have foresuffered all
Enacted on this same divan or bed,
I who have sat by Thebes beneath the wall
And walked among the lowest of the dead. (7-IVLF-T47, lines 173-6)

Pound registersthat this foreknowledge is rooted in the experienceof distinctly
London characters,writing beside it 'Echt', or true. Similarly, when Tiresias's vision
comesunglued from the typist's point of view, Pound writes with mock irritation,
'make up yr. mind you Tiresias if you know know damn well or else you dont'
(TWLFT 47). For both Eliot and Pound, this carefully structuredknowledgelaid a
distinct plan for TIzeWasteLand.
Typically the anthropologicaldimension of The WasteLand has been
understoodas the sourceof its prophetic mode andritualistic imagery, but this was
only 'incidental symbolisnY.Often this understandinghas led readersto suspectthat
Eliot viewed the charactersof the poem with the samereductive contempt that Frazer
held for savages.In fact, Eliot's anthropology suggestedthe opposite stateof affairs:
the lowliest of charactersexist as the poet or anthropologist,who is only
distinguishedby his clarity. This epistemology led to a highly engagedpoetry: all
charactershave real, personalmeaning for the poet. As we have seen,this lack of
distinction led to innovative meansof formally implying multiple consciousnesses
as
well as a preciseengagementwith the real world of London in 1922.Taken together,
this human engagementwith coIlective structuresand the distribution of objective
matter formed the ideological basis of The WasteLand. In this way, the epistemology
of the poem 'unites' anthropologywith what can only be describedas a political
economy.
Econon& Fertility and The Waste Land

While Rainey and othershave claimed that the Fisher King material was only
a late addition to The IVasteLand, fertility in fact dominatedthe first main drafts of
the poen-LEvery stanzaof 'The Burial of the Dead' invokes the questionof the
land's fertility, with stanzasthree and four directly invoking the Fisher King and the
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fertility myth with the sprouting corpSP.321Traditionally, interpretations of Frazer
and Weston's research have centered on 'literary' aspects of anthropology: symbols,
myth, ritual, culture, satire, canonicity, superstition and the suspension of disbelief
While these topics have been extraordinarily generative in their own right, they do a
disservice to Frazer, Weston and the cultures in question by reproducing a very
modem dislocation between life and the literary. For both Frazer and Weston, these
myths were of interest specifically in the way they preserved a record of cultures'
relationship between consciousness and economic activity. For the agrarian societies
in question, sexual and vegetative fertility were the bases of survival, wealth and the
symbolic means in question were powerful precisely because they were viewed as
technology to affect the means of production. When Weston describes a living
tradition, she is most interested in literature's relation to a popular faith and practice,
viewing 'literature' as a degenerate category. Moreover, the grail. story was most
important as an initiation into the spiritual and physical sources of life. In a 1924
review, Eliot followed the same argument, claiming that literature could not survive
if it was separated from ritualized means to accomplish things in the world. 322

In The WasteLaizd,elementsof the fertility myth are directly tied to
economic ftinctions. Eliot's use of the tarot deck is particularly interesting. Weston
claims that the original purpose of the tarot deck was not to foretell the future in
general but the rising and falling of water, which closely corresponded to the fertility
of the land (Weston 76). In employing the tarot deck, Eliot selected the two figures
323
that were most clearly eConorniC. While there are four obvious 'kings' in the deck,
Eliot instead chose the Three of Wands, whose 'divinatory meaning' Waite describes
as 'strength, enterpiise, effort, trade, commerce, discovery; those are his ships,
bearing his merchandise, which are sailing over the sea' (192). In this light, Eliot
Fisher
King as a financial explorer, seeking new products and economic
the
positions
wealth. Similarly, the one eyed merchant is the Six of Pentacles, who reappears as
Mi. Eugenides, the Smyrna merchant of 'The Fire Sermon' (Gibbons 563). 324
Waite's depiction of this character is directly connected to money and distribution:

321The ornitted first section of the draft describesa scenein which a cavorting group of men visit a
fertility even earlier (71VLFT5).
the
theme
sexual
of
prostitute's business,introducing
C,
322SeeEliot's review of 7lie Growth of Civilisation, and Vie Origin of Magic and Religion.
323For details of Eliot's use of A. E. Waite, seeGibbons.
324The internationalpolitical implications of Mr. Eugenideshave also beendiscussedby Roessel,who
connectshim to an interpretationof the poem as mourning the disintegration of empire.
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A personin the guise of a merchantweighs money in a pair of scales
and distributes it to the needy and distressed.It is a testimony to his
own successin life, as well as to his goodnessof heart. Divinatory
Meanings. Presents,gifts, gratification; anotheraccountsays
attention, vigilance; now is the acceptedtime, presentprosperity, etc.
Reversed.desire,cupidity, envy, jealousy, illusion. (Waite 270)
In the merchant'snormal guise, he is the essayerof money, using it to aid the.needy.
For a readerof Social Credit, this would have had intenseresonance:money and
credit were seenas a meansto actuatejust thesespiritual qualities of prosperity and
the free distribution of neededgoods. And by any reading, the reversedspiritual
qualities of 'desire, cupidity, envy, jealousy and illusion' actuateboth the economic
world Social Credit describesand the stateof charactersin The WasteLand. This
economicinterpretationof the Smyrna merchantseemseven more accuratein light
of the way Eliot employs technical languageto demonstratethat this economic
function is not metaphorical, 'C. i. f. London: documentsat sight' (TWL 210), which
Eliot glossesas 'The currantswere quoted at a price "carriage and insurancefree to
London"; and the Bill of Lading, etc., were to be handedto the buyer upon payment
of the sight draft'. In fact, thesedocumentsare the origin of Lloyds and modem
banking: in port cities, merchantswould buy (discount) other merchants' debtsand
credits and cancel them againsteach other, so that only the difference would needto
be paid in gold and eliminating the need for the dangerousmovementof currency
acrossthe sea.Rich merchants'reputationsbecameestablishedand eventually
becameinstitutions that facilitated internationalexchangethrough trust and credit
documents.This systemgrew into the interdependentweb of banks whosereal basis
of credit was trust in eachother, the basic systemSocial Creditors attackedas
collusive and exploitative. Together, thesetwo charactersare emblematicof the
moderndegenerationof both natural and financial value explored in The WasteLand.
In the first instance,The WasteLand investigatesa natural theory of value.
The appearanceof the Fisher King suggestsa stateof scarcity brought on by the
infertility and drought of an agrarian society. In this reading, The WasteLand is a
lack
the
that
studies
of connection,the solipsistic infertility of modem society.
poem
However, sucha reading must overlook the constantincidenceof water, deathby
drowning, and floods. The poem openswith rain:
April is the cruellest month, breeding
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Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring

Dull roots and spring rain. (TWL lines 1-4)
In a true agrariansociety, rain brings fertility and wealth. In the openingof The
Canterbin-yTales, there is a natural relationship betweennature's capacityto
produce andhuman consumption:the rain is sweet. In this sense,Eliot referencesa
medieval period of natural value, when society was ordered aroundnatural
production and located value in human consumption.But Eliot's speakeris perverse,
hating natural production and finding it cruel. Siniflarly, the traderswho work in the
financial centerof London dreadthe sprouting and resurrectionof the sprouting
corpse,which underlies their conversationabout the upcoming year's fertility (6075). Such prophetic speculationis a common feature of traders' gossip,and hasbeen
sinceLloyds was an eighteenthcentury coffee housewhere merchantscameto talk
shopand exchangethe shipping news. However, 'The Burial of the Dead's' horror of
nature's capacity to produceonly makes sensein a modern systemof value that
privileges scarcity over production. According to a modem systemof value, new
goodsmust either be destroyed,depriving the hungry, or absorbedinto the market,
lowering prices. The economicsof this description were demonstrablyavailable to
Eliot through both Victorians like Ruskin and New Age politics: it is the essential
dilemma of under-consumptionistor over-production theories.
Other elementsof 'The Burial of the Dead' introduce the themeof failed
exchange.Lines 8 to 42 vacillate betweenGermanand English, but critical lines are
not translated.During the war, Germanyand Teutonic culture had beenvilified, but
in the post-war climate, intellectuals were recognizing the importanceof cultural
exchange.Keynes's Econoinic Consequences
of the Peacearguedthat the economic
interdependenceof Britain, Franceand Germanymade Clemenceau'sstrategyof
economicwarfare suicidal, and contemporarycritics like Levensonhave recognized
the central importanceof this book to Eliot's poem. As we have seen,Eliot worked
on the Germandebts,"trying to elucidateknotty points in that appalling document
the PeaceTreaty" (Eliot, Letters 22.2.1920368) and strongly promoted Keynes's
book to his mother (Eliot, Letters 1.6.20353).325In the context of public discourse,
the mere inclusion of theselines was a powerful show of support for Keynes's thesis,
32SIn 'Does The WasteLand Have a PoliticsT Levensonalso arguesfor the importanceof Keynes and
YheEconoinic Consequences
of ihe Peace.
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extending it to the cultural field: while Chaucer finds a rooted Anglo-Saxon
language, in the contemporary world there is no commerce between German and
English. This becomes even more explicit in the lines quoted from Wagner, which
reproduce the British myth of Tristan and Isolde and introduce the theme of naval
commerce between countries (71VL lines 31-34). Similarly, in the speaker's visionary
exchange with the Hyacinth girl that conflates human and vegetative fertility, he
looks 'into the heart of light, the silence' but the epiphany is concealed in German
(42). This theme of failed exchange is reinforced by the speaker's description of
Stetson as 'You who were with me in the ships at Mylae! ' (70).

326

Through the

famous trade war, Eliot invoked the radical economic theory that World War I was
caused by a policy of competitive trade, which Social Creditors expanded by
describing it as a means to unleash the productive forces of both nations for the sake
of radical, destructive discharge, in contrast to the orthodox interpretation of German
'hostility'. In the original draft for this section, Eliot's German sympathies are
rendered the more forcefully when his Germanic pseudonym, Gus Krutzsch, is
included as a character (TWLFT 5) 32711,
this way, war becomes another example of
.
the failure of productive exchange and the cruelty of overproduction.
By referencing exchange in terms of German and English, 'The Burial of the

Dead' draws attention to the discursive side of the economy.As we have seen,
orthodox economistshad a theory of money that it inevitably and transparently
referencedthe actualgoods available (the Quantity Theory and Say's Law), while
Social Creditors arguedthat modem money failed to accuratelydescribethe goods
that were produced.In this light, the modem economy's hatred of nature is
undergirdedby a failure to representand facilitate natural production:
What are the roots that clutch, what branchesgrow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannotsay, or guess,for you know only
A heapof broken images,where the sun beats,
And the deadtree gives no shelter,the cricket no relief,
326Ferrall has also noted that Mylae was a trade war with parallels to the Great War, though he offers
little senseof the political import of this beyond that it is reactionary(85).
327Pound was forcibly speakingout againstcoercive 'State theory' even during the war (NA
C,
C,
11.10.1917506), calling for more study of 'the nature and symptomsof their neighbours' basedon 'a
recognition of the unity of this planet' (NA 18.10.1917528). Pound's cornmitment to this antinationalist, cosmopolitanposition (as early as the Vorticist movement)and Eliot's accordwith that
their sharedpolitical ground.
project suggests
C;:.
ý
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And the dry stoneno soundof water (TWL lines 19-24)
...
but
This voice is clearly indebted to the prophetic voice that opens St. Narcissus
'328
instead of moving directly on to the hermaphroditic speaker it opens with a
description of infertility.

Usually these lines are read as connected, that the failed

language of 'broken images' is symbolically

connected to the drought, but close

reading of 'where' reveals that the location of the drought is in the broken images.
That is to say, the images are broken because they do not depict the beneficent
influence of water and figure man in a waste land. The passage describes the failure
of the son of man's epistemology

due to 'broken images': he is unable to speak or

know precisely because of the lirnits of failing representation.
man is unable to recognize the fertility

As a result, the son of

that grows in spite of the perceived waste

land: roots are growing and branches are clutching.

In the original draft, this was the

first step of St. Narcissus's apotheosis, as the tree's roots and branches came to know
itself. At an obvious level, this critique
son of man is all who follow
an infertile

earth- However,

is connected to the story of Original

Sin: the

after Adam, who are cursed with the need to labour in
Christian

theology suggests a solution to this fallen state

that is signaled in the poem A second hopeful context is suggested by the word
'image',

invoking

the power of the Imagist project to create a poetic language that is

involved with the real world. But a third context is needed to explain the importance
of the fertility

imagery.

Pound and Orage applied the same representational

argument to Social Credit's critique of money, which acted as a permissive force to
inhibit nature's natural fecundity.

'Son of man' suggests a liberal inheritance:

these

men inherit nothing from other men who are free agents and unconcerned for their
welfare. In an extreme form of the liberal economic view, man's heroism lay in his
subjugating response to the inanimate earth fi-om which he receives no assistance.
This passage suggests that this liberal epistemology
a perverse inability

leads only to scorched earth and

to recognize the true origins of production

in nature's bounty:

roots clutch and branches grow, despite men's ignorance. The speaker calls to the
liberal man, suggesting that if this liberal epistemology
restored by viewing

of 'broken images' can be

the real products of the economy, the drought of econornic

scarcity will end.

328Compare'Come in under the shadowof this red rock' in 71VLFT,line 80, page7 with line 1, page
85.
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'A Game of Chess' introduces the grail element of human fertility
politicize

the oppositional

structures of gender and class. Of course, for Egoist

writers and the suffragettes sexual fertility
particularly

to

had marked political

implications,

around the issue of birth control. By 1917, Pound was overtly exploring

sexual fertility

in radical economic terrns:

The.market value of the man per headdependssomewhatupon the
supply. It is to the advantageof the purchasersto keep this fairly low.
The populace,as the only producerof more populace,has a monopoly
of the production. This monopoly has never, so far as we know, been
gripped andusedby the populaceto its own special advantage.(NA
1.10.1918208)
Pound's argumentrecognizesthat humanlabour is subject to supply and demand,but
more importantly he useseconomic argumentto unearththe exploitative motives that
constructworking class 'morality'. In the context of Pound's Studiesill
ConteinporaryMentality, the criticism of romantic myths is turned to the serviceof
economicradicalism. Pound madethe point rather frequently, even going so far as to
conflate sexualpolitics and the wage 'slavery' of modem work, attacking 'the
author, who beseechesus to producewealth from our loins; no owner of slaves
could, indeed,be more fervent, personaland explicit' (NA 1.11.1917 11). In this
way, sexualfertility for Pound is simultaneouslya literary, romantic, and economic
problem.
In 'A Gameof Chess', the two primary subjectsare women, setting up a
feminist view of sex-relations.The first sectionis a revision of 'The Death of the
Duchess',but the Duchessis repositionedin terms of her plentiful wealth. In the long
descriptionof the room (TWL lines 77-110), 'she' only appearsas an adjectival
object to describethe wealth; the objects are 'hers' but shedoes not bear
representation.In the openingclause, 'The Chair she sat in', the 'burnished throne' is
evencapitalized while she is not. Eliot's rewriting of the passageheightensthe
similarity betweenthis Duchessand Browning's description as both are situatedas
art objects that are valued aspossessionsrather than texts. Eliot's examplesof art are
by
characterized the way they fail to communicate:Philomel's only words the ugly
'Jug Jug' and the paintings describedas 'withered stumpsof time'. The antique
mantel displaying Pfidlomelraisesthe hope of escape,'As though a window gave
upon the sylvan scene' (98). When the scenecloseswith a referenceto Bradley's
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this failed window directly echoesLeibniz's argument
that monadshave no windows,just as Bradley describesthe soul being locked in an

epistemology

Of SolipSiSM,

opaquesphere(TIVL note 411). In this way, the Duchess'sroom acts as an
indictment of the usual senseof 'traditional' art asvaluable antiquesthat are
instead
living
tradition,
to
existing primarily as a marker of class
unconnected a
divisions. According to this reading, the Duchessis objectified and madeopaqueby
her wealth.
Had Eliot left the critique at this, he would have createda deadinterpretation
of a character,but his epistemologysuggestedhumanbeings are connecteddespite
their will to solipsism.Despite the denseenjambinentof her wealth and the 'strange
syntheticperfumes... [that] drownedthe sensein odours' there is a real window
which stirs the perfume and smoke,fi-esheningthe room (TWL lines 87-90). As most
readersnotice, the depiction of Philomela remainsstrangelyproductive: both sheand
the Duchessare objectified women trapped and renderedspeechlessby the violent
order of patriarchal materialism. In this way, the 'inviolable voice(s]' of both women
are strengthenedthrough the interpretive act. While the antique value of both women
is nil, their power to speaklocatesthem in the living tradition. In the secondhalf of
the section,the descriptionof her pleasemphasizesthe sympatheticside of the
Duchess.Despite the deadeningwealth, her hair is an exampleof living beauty.
Unlike the inanimateart, her hair 'Glowed into words, then would be savagelystill'
(110). And when shebecomesfrustratedwith her brooding, absentinterlocutor, she
exclaims, 'I shall rush out asI am, and walk the street/With my hair down, so' (1323). While Weston enthusiastswould have read that hair is a sign of fertility (Weston
47), the recurrenceof hair at the moment of mystical vision meant that a sensitive
readercould have come to the sameconclusion. In contrastto the woman, the male
voice is deeply unsympathetic,failing to respondto her call as much ashe fails to
respondto the art, insisting on a gameof chess,'Pressinglidless eyesand waiting for
a knock upon the door' (TWL line 138). In this case,it is the man's passivefailure to
knock,
him
for
the
the
that
to
to
woman
as
condemns
continue
meet
an equal
wait
blindly ignoring the possibility of connection in front of him. This trope of failed and
real opportunities for vision becomeseven more productive in the thinker's selfThe
(125).
'I
his
connective
that
remember/those
are
were
eyes'
pearls
recognition:
329Iheir 'Nvaitingfor a knock upon the door' (138) presagesthe key turning in the door (411-414) that
Eliot refers to Bradley in the notes.
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capacityof the 'viewpoint' (or Bradley's 'experience') hasbeen traded for the gaze
that locateswealth in rare inanimate objects; the living eyesof 'The Burial of the
Dead' (39) havebeencalcified by the value systemof economic commodities.As a
(116).
Overall,
he
losing
his
both
and
spine
result, never appearsas a subject,
phallus
the first half of 'A Gameof Chess' describesa situation of plentiful material, artistic
and humanwealth that cannot be consumedbecauseit is objectified.
While the Duchessis characterizedby her wealth, Lil, Albert and the primary
speakerof the secondpart are distinctly working class.In the original draft of the
first two sections,the connectionbetweenworking classsexuality and production
was preparedby the opening passagedescribing the 'first profession':
C1 turned up an hour later down at Myrtle's place.
What d'y' mean, she says,at two o'clock in the morning,
I'm not in businesshere for guys like you;
We've only had a raid last week, I've beenwarned twice.
for
kept
decent
house
Pve
1-said-,
twenty
years, shesays
a
1SefgeaHt-,
There's three gents from the Buckingham Club upstairsnow,
I'm going to retire and live on a fann, shesays,
There's no money in it now... (TWLFT5, lines 19-26)
Curiously, the description of the brothel includes no lascivious erotica, displaying far
in
Myrtle
is
interested
interest
in
Myrtle's
the
a
of
economic
place.
more
position
her
back
land,
but
brothel
leads
failure
the
to
the
the
rather a noble
of
modest profit,
retirement for the madan-4especially in a poem that privileges agrarian production.
Myrtle's analysis is that the coercive force of the state (in the form of the police)
unjustly attacks her business, despite her professional standards and the complicity of
both the police and wealthy established patrons from the Buckingham Club. )AThile
readers might like to insist on the immorality of Myrtle's establishment, her dramatic
monologue suggests that it is her marginal status in a patriarchal and coercive
economy that leads to 'no money', rather than the lack of economic demand that a
liberal econonfist would claini. Myrtle's gynocentric business takes on pai ticular
Game
Unlike
light
'A
Chess'.
in
the
of
of
of
working
class
characters
resonance
traditional waste land myths, these characters are characterized by an excessive will
to production. Lil has had five children, but Albert is eager for more sex, if
indifferent to the consequences.Just as Pound and Social Creditors described,
in
that
a scarcity economy
want
more
not
work,
realizing
workers perversely
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production and excesslabour only cheapensthe value of their own. The passageis
particularly revealing in the way it describesthe disintegration of labour's necessary
function: the nameless,'unemployed' speakeris eagerto break Lil's strike due to her
own sexualpoverty, andLil engagesthe economic 'sabotage'of abortion to save
herself. Rather compellingly, Lil's abortion is positioned as the painfully necessary
yet regrettedact of a good woman, rather than a monstrousinfanticide. At the same
time, the destructivelogic of the war meansthat there is a tremendousscarcityfor
'the goods': both women do considerAlbert to be 'poor' and entitled to 'a good
time' (7WL lines 147-8). VyThile
all of theseobservationsabout the working class's
predicamenthad beenmadeby Social Creditors,Eliot's choice to embedthese
critiques in a recastingof romantic narrativesuniversalizesand humanizesall of the
characters'positions in a way that the abstractionand generalizationof economic
theory often failed to accomplish.
Read together, the Duchessand Lil's predicamentshumanizethe brutality of
an underconsumptionist,scarcity economy.In normal economic terms, both the
Duchessand Lil should be wealthy, with the Duchess'sfinancial and symbolic
wealth and Lil's repetitive 'labour, but both forms of wealth are severelyunderdistributed, leading to a real desperationon both women's part. The results of human
objectification, sabotage,cruel competition for labour, and the generalbreakdownof
society were particular featuresof Social Credit. By eschewingdescriptive 'theory'
and embeddingtheseinsights into female viewpoints, Eliot reconstructedSocial
Credit's economic critique in human terms, figuring the ultimate cost in a lack of
love and human connection.330
'The Fire Sermon' acts as the discursivecenter of the poem. In it are a
number of consummations,the most obvious of which is the intercoursebetweenthe
clerk and the typist. Rainey has already arguedthat Eliot's sympatheticdepiction of
the typist was profoundly subversivein the sameperiod (Rainey,Revisiting 53-70).
The samemight be said of 'the young man carbuncular', pimpled, arrogant,and
by
maligned Tiresias: 'A small houseagent'sclerk ... /One of the low onwhom
lines
Bradford
231-4). Despite
hat
(YWL
sits/As
a
silk
millionaire'
on
a
assurance
being one of the only momentsin The WasteLand when characterizationbecomes
1
is
description
While pity
Tiresias's
exteriorized
enormously
successful.
satirically
'33
330For a discussionOf Consumptionand female desirein Eliot's TheMarch Hare, seeSchaurn.
331Frescais a wholly satirized subject,but Eliot and Poundagreedshe should be cut.
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and interest in the typist's transformationto mechanismis often remarked,few
commentatorscan bear to rest on the clerk's delusional consciousness.Yet what is
horrifying about the clerk is that his consciousnessis the basic logic of atomized
economic agents:every individual should seekto maximize their own marginal
utility, trusting others to protect their own self-interest.The young, ugly clerk is
assuredthat he will be a Don-Juan and a self-mademillionaire, but Tiresias's sen-iiexternalizedview allows the readerto recognizethat his hubristic drive is delusional.
As economistsfrom Smith onward had noted, this youthful inflation of their
likelihood to succeedwas a fundamentalforce in the economy,persuadingmen to
jobs
otherwise
and submit to an exploitative hierarchy.Tiresias
perform
unthinkable.
strips away thesepretensions,exposing that the young man carbuncularonly
332
he
is
'unreproved
I.
succeedswhile
passively
In the exchangebetweenthe typist and the clerk, Tiresias's purgatorial
position enactsthe episternicrevelation of both characters'humanity. The power of
this vision emanatesfrom its impossibility in the modern economic system.'The Fire
Sermon' openswith a vision of the economy's negative space:
The river bearsno empty bottles, sandwichpapers,
Silk handkerchiefs,cardboardboxes,cigarette ends
Or other testimony of summernights. The nymphs are departed.
And their friends, the loitering heirs of city directors;
Departed,have left no addresses.(7WL lines 177-181)
Both the rubbish and the heirs are markedby a double absence.First, they are no
longer present,an absencethat interconnectsa decline in social intercoursewith
underconsumptionism.
and absenteecapitalism. At a deeperlevel, both the subjects
and objects are themselvesabsences.Tiresias's prophetic blindnessenableshim to
seepast the economicprivileging of commoditiesto their valuelessbyproducts.
Inevitably, such a systempollutes. Similarly, the vision of 'the loitering heirs of city
directors' takeson economists'preoccupationwith aristocratic inheritance.If, as
they claimed, the modem economywas a meritocracy, heirs frequently distinguished
themselvesby their weak characterand ability to squanderwhat the iron will of their
332The biographical sourceto the young man carbuncularmay be Mr. McKnight, a clerk with whom
ZZ,
Eliot sharedan office at Lloyds who cultivated a gardenin the suburbs(invoking both the banality of
t2
0
suburbsand fertility themesdiscussedabove) and who 'polisheshis silk hat with great care when he
In the sameletter, Eliot describesthe English middle classesas 'petrified in snobbismand
out'.
croes
C
Z,
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fathershad managedto create.Pound's retheorizationof classbetweenjustly
rewarded creators and parasitic conservers intensified the same logic. Tiresias's

externality to modem economic logic allows him to perceivetheseresults and setsup
for the central scenebetweenthe typist and clerk as enginesof the economicsystem.
As EHot's footnote argues,Tiresias operatesas the episterniccentre of the
poen-ýwith both sexesmelting into him. His cleareststatementof self occurs at the
consummatemoment betweenthe typist and clerk, privileging their exchangeas the
central one of the poern. Interestingly, the passageEliot cites from Ovid also
introducesthe questionof exchange,ascribing the logic of inequality to Jove and
Juno's wager over which sex receivesmore pleasure,and situatedin tenns of Jove's
wine-drinking and the birth of Bacchus(TWL note 218; Rainey,Annotated 107).
Repeatedly,Tiresias acts as the unitary consciousnessthat suffers through
exploitative exchange,primarily experiencingthe consequencesof both parties'
attemptsat rational maximization: '(And I Tiresias have foresuffered all/Enactedon
this samedivan or bed' (YWL lines 243-244). By uniting the consciousnessof both
actorsin the performance,Tiresias prophetically experiencesthe objectification of
both the typist and the clerk that results from the lovelesscoupling, while neither
characteralone can perceive the consequencesprecisely due to the natureof their
exploitation. Tiresias's indictment is effective precisely becauseof Eliot's
epistemology.The typist and clerk are defined not as subjects,but as the objectified
results of their economicposition, constantlyrooted asthe product of modem
London's financial district and the logic of their place within corporatebureaucracy.
By carefully undercutting readerly expectationsof their independentsubjecthood,
Tiresias enablesa systen-licview of London's economythat is rooted in concrete,
individual experience.And yet the fact remainsthat the systemis productive and
exchangehas taken place. After the typist and clerk finish their business,Tiresias
records anothervision of the collective society, invoking '0 City city' and then
conflating traditional music, the fertility of the 'fishmen' in a public houseand the
'inexplicable splendour' of a specific houseof worship in the financial district (259265). In this way, Tiresias's vision acts as an episternicfigure to catalogthe human
cost of this systemof economic exchange.

(Eliot,Letters169-9).
Valerie
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Thus, Tiresias organizesthe experiential labour of all the other charactersof
the poem 'The Fire Sermon, registersthe absenceof 'the loitering heirs of city
directors', in a way that closely parallels the absenceof not just the original king but
a suitable heir in the fisher king narrative. As we have seen,economic literatureof
the period persistentlydescribedthe 'organizers' of businessby using the degraded
spiritual languageof foresight, prophecy and creation.The absenceof thesechief
executivesfrom 77zeWasteLand clears the scenefor a prophetic vision of an
inclusive society.
After Tiresias's monologue, the ThamesDaughtersengagewith the idealized
forms of exchange.Their very existencesignalscultural exchange,as they are
borrowed from Wagner's Rhine-daughters,an evenmore striking emblemof the
cultural and economicrelatednessof England and Germany.Moreover, Weston (and
Nietzsche.in TheBirth of Tragedy) cited Wagner as the modern inheritor of the
living force of the fertility ritual (Weston 10). In the context of England's financial
centre,Wagner's mythic story of the daughtersprotecting gold in the Rhine becomes
a powerful financial metaphor.The parallel allusion of the lump of gold between
London and Germanysuggeststhe basic mechanismof the gold standard,in which
the value of either country's systemof exchangewas basedon a mytbic treasureto
secureit. The flow of the myth from the Rhine to the Thamessuggeststhe exact
movementof this gold from Germany and Austria to the Bank of England after the
war. On the other hand, the ThamesDaughters' singing prophetically presages
London's own loss of a basisfor currency to America, fulfilled in 'What the Thunder
Said': 'Falling towers Vienna London/Unreal' (TWL lines 373-6). At the same
...
time, the existenceof the ThamesDaughtersenactsthe Social Credit argumentabout
the true foundationfor money's statusas a systemof exchange.While orthodox
like
Clay demandeda gold standard,Douglas claimed money's real
economists
worth was basedon a mortgageof the nation's productive capacity. The first two
Thames
Daughters' songbrilliantly blend this vision of monetary
the
of
stanzas
value. In the first stanza,value is producedthrough exchangebecausethe natural
force of the river Thamesperforms work: 'The river sweats/Oiland tar' (266-7).
Properly seen,even the productive value of exchangeis lent by nature.The second
idealized
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both shores' lead to the matrimonial peal of bells from white towers (289-290).
Elizabeth and Leicester's exchangeis highly symbolic, but it doesnot require the
coercive instrumentsof church and state to achieveconsummationor offspring;
Elizabeth led England to immensefinancial and literary wealth while eschewing
marriage.Theseidealized forms of exchangetheorize the basis of English wealth in
humanexchangeand natural value.
In the three daughters' self-expression, they assume the role of working class
everymen and women. Eliot also privileges the Thames Daughters based on their
class position. In his correspondence, Eliot described himself as a Labourite and
wrote of his genuine enjoyment of 'working people', who were remarkable for their
'fundamental conservatism' and humility (Eliot, Letters 168-9). This last marks the
Thames Daughters as working class: 'The broken fingernails of dirty hands./My
people humble people who expect/Nothing' (TWL 303-5). Far from viewing them as
complacent peons, Eliot remarked on their natural taste in poetry (Browning aroused
great enthusiasm) and found some of them 'very intelligent' and radically engaged
(Eliot, Letters 168_9).333This admiration resounds in the second Thames Daughter's
description: 'He wept. He promised "a new start"A made no comment. What should
I resent?' (TWL lines 297-8). Despite men's weakness, these working class women
remain committed to their people and beautifully engaged with the realities of human
interaction and need. The basis of their compassion is a recognition of solidarity,
both amongst themselves ffhames

Daughters' can be read as all the women bom

near the Thames) and amongst their 'people'. Eliot diagnoses masculinity as more
likely to forget this solidarity. In 'Death by Water' Eliot describes how the
Phoenician sailor (who melts into the Smyrna merchant with his financial
documents) only forgets about 'profit and loss' when financial currents are replaced
by sea currents in his death, reentering the.cycle of reincarnation through the
whirlpool. In the final lines, the speaker invites direct comparison between Phlebas
and the reader, calling for social solidarity rather than the spiritual delusion of the
334
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to the human worth of the working class offers a direct parallel to Social Credit's
economic critique and proposals of value.

The titles of both 'The Fire Sermon' and 'What the Thunder Said' situate
themselvesas sermonsfrom enlightenedsources.The culmination of 'The Fire
Sermon' suggeststhe structureof 'What the Thunder Said', blending togetherSt.
Augustine and Buddha as 'two representativesof easternand western asceticism'
(YWL note 309). This 'collocation' is a distinctly theosophicalmove, unifying the
wisdom of two religions through the visionary consciousnessof Tiresias. At the same
time, it indicatesthat Eliot's senseof tradition is conceived as an ideal living force
that necessarilyunderminesthe political structureof identified self and opposed
other that informed the geograpMcaldivision betweenEuropeanand Asian
consciousness.Of course,there is a significant critique of Eliot's senseof tradition
that it is orientalist in its equationof East andWest, without properly appreciating
the unique culture which produced different lines of thought (for example,see
Manganaro,North and Cooper). I take issuewith this reading becauseof lines such
as 'ThesefragmentsI have shoredagainstmy ruins' (TWL 430), which seemto
recognizejust this critique and its attendantconsequencethat geographicalor
linguistic 'culture' becomesan insurmountablebarrier to the collective searchfor
human truth, an interpretationthat was availablelong before post-modemism.Such
interpretationsshould be seenas applicationsof Rainey's position, which tracesthe
335
limit
between
objective entities. However, Eliot's earnest
sameepisternic
theological researchat Harvard336and the theosophicalinfluences on his thinking
lead to anotherinterpretation,that Eliot strongly valued Buddhism and Hinduism as
philosoph.ical traditions in their own right which were far better appreciatedin
conversationwith other works than isolatedby specialistoriental scholars.In the
conclusionof 'The Fire Sermon', both possiblereadingscan be applied to its
Augustine
asceticisrn.
and Buddha's asceticismparadoxically catersto
purgatorial
the horror of materialistic interpretation: for thosewho locate their senseof self in
material well-being, asceticismamountsto nihilistic self-destruction.According to
Eliot's epistemicwork, such a reading takesfor grantedthe interpretationof the
subject into a semi-object(as in the exclamationof revulsion to asceticpractice:
`5 However, I believe thesecritics have a different understandingof intentionality: Rainey thinks
Eliot meansfor the 'fragments' of the poem to refuseunity, while post-modem critics generalattack
Eliot for desiring intercultural unity, reading
Z:1 the poem against 'Eliot's' interpretation.
0
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'How could he do that to himself/his body? '). Augustine recorded exactly this
revulsion in Confessions, when the dualistic Manicheans tried to protect the spiritual
self from material pollution but were ultimately enslaved and objectified by their
preoccupations. The other interpretation to the ascetic passage is that asceticism frees
the subject from the body and objectification by refusing to see material concerns as
more important than spirituality, while at the same time acknowledging that actions
in the material world have spiritual implications. The ironic tension between these
two interpretations of asceticism is at the centre of much religious writing, including
Buddha's 'Fire Sermon' and the Christian idea of purgatory: the fire destroys and
purifies, is painful and ecstatic. Similarly, Augustine's account of his spiritual path
describes his abandonment of Manichean thought for a Christian view of spirituality
that preceded matter and mind, and in the process freed the spirit from earthly
entanglements. 'I'liese two reading strategies of either reifying or undennining
opposition are present throughout 'What the Thunder Said'.

Even more importantly, this tension structuresthe economicdiscourseof
tradition in the final parts of the poem. If individual works in a tradition or canonare
taken to be the recordsof deadauthors,they are indeedfragmentsthat fonn nothing:
Christ and the people are 'now dyingAVith a little patience' (TWL line 330), 'there is
no water' (358), and 'the empty chapel [is] only the wind's home' (388). More
importantly, this Manichean vision underminesthe possibility of social
commonality: 'red sullen facessneerand snarl' from the private spaceof their
'mudcrackedhouses' (344-45), the deadare only 'Dry bones [that] can harm no one'
(390), and collective action inevitably becomesfaceless'hooded hordesswarming'
(368), a critique sharedby Hesse,Belloc, Orageand Eliot. 337Such a dualistic sense
of tradition precipitatesintellectual property evenbeyond the grave: authorsare
buried with the rights to their commoditized books. But the poem offers another
alternative,in which traditional works continue to speakbecausethey are 'living' or
spiritual, precedingthe opposition of author and text. Just as Social Creditors
believed that cultural capital, rather than the gold standard,continued to generate
in
Eliot
described
terms of spiritual alchemy,createdin
tradition
wealth,
persistently
a particular political and social moment and continually overwhelming political
objectification toward social inclusion. Tbus the sign of transmutationof
336It might be addedthat Eliot's teachersfor thesetexts were often native speakers.
337Hesseis Eliot's immediatesourcefor the passagein question.See71VLn. 366-76.
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individuated points of view reappears, appearing as the unknown Christ on the road
to Emmaus (the third who walks always beside you' (71VL 359)) and also like
Tiresias ('I do not know whether a man or a woman' (7'VVL364)). The same figure
also overwhelms the objectification of the natural world, so that 'voices [sing] out of
is
(384),
is
'the
(386)
there
wells'
grass
empty cisterns and exhausted
singing'
and
the 'Muri-ner of maternal lamentation' 'high in the air' (366-7). From a dualist
perspective, all of these are horrific in a similar way to a butcher who has a cow talk
back to him. Yet for the very different spiritualism of Augustine or Buddha, they
offer proof of the suffering but very alive world. The image of the Tower of Babel's
fall (depicted in Waite's 'Tower' tarot card) is horrific for the suffering couple who
are chastised by the lightning for their pride and intellect trying to interpret the
Mystery of God (135). However, its 'reversal' ('upside down in air' (382)), suggests
the positive interpretation, that the spiritual force of God or Nature directly manifests
itself in the form of lightning breaching the tower, connecting with humanity and
returning it to the land.

338

In the tarot card, this takes on political significance as it is

level
to
the
that
of the people
clearly
are
overthrown
and
returned
quite
royalty
(Waite 133). Thus, after the Fisher king's search for a spiritual solution, he wonders,
'Shall I at least set my lands in orderT (425). By this interpretation, the king's
attention has returned to the hummus, correctly concerned with the natural source of
value and his people. For Eliot, 'humble' and 'order' are the most privileged
concepts in his political lexicon.

In this way, 'What the'Ibunder Said' theorizesa political senseof tradition
that is both conservative and radical in a way that was recognizably linked to New
Age political theory. Eliot's sense of tradition is conservative in its inclusiveness,
encouraging multiple readings of similar experience and gesturing from different
cultures and historical periods toward a collective spiritual politics. We can perhaps
best understand this project in terms of Orage's Platonic inheritance: Eliot's attempts
to conceptualize the city through Augustine's Carthage, London's economics,
Bradley's collective experience, and anthropological constructions of collective
fertility rites all politicize objectified people and debased commodities as a failure
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`8 The first draft of Eliot's description of the tower precedesthe date of Weston's publication, but the
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calling for a return to poetic tradition and craft but also encouraging genuine political
disagreement as a means to understand the body politic. Eliot's attempt to render a
city and a society through multiple subjective points of view is firmly indebted to
this Platonic project.

At the sametime, Eliot's theory of tradition encapsulatesan Oragean
interpretationof Nietzsche.For both Eliot and Nietzsche,subjectiveexperienceis the
in
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Good and Evil, bureaucraticrules and externalizedmorality cannot ultimately save
people;political subjectsemergethrough their own will. This vision of radical
Waste
fragmented
Land in which no single voice
leads
The
the
to
surface
of
politics
is subsumedto an overall interpretation, while the will of eachshapesthe flow of the
intimately
deeper
Eliot's
is
At
level,
of
experience
connectedto
sense
whole. an even
Nietzsche'ssenseof value: for both thinkers, theseare the substanceof reality that
reconstructssubjectsand the material world. In The WasteLand, the debasedand
mystical experiencesof the objective world lead to a reorderedsystemof economic
valuesthat privileges nature's capacity for production and egalitarian human love
over the horror of capitalistic oppression.Eliot's privileging of experienceas the
basisof value leadshim into a radical attack on objectification. In 'Tradition and the
Individual Talent' this is describedby the individual artist's recognition of other
artists' importance,which leadsthe artist to abandonthe project of annihilating the
past in favour of recognizing a processthat is more important than himself. This is a
radical conservatism,becauseit encouragesthe individual talent's capacity to
fundamentallyshift the order of the tradition, just as Oragebelieved that individual
thinkers could shift an engagedbody politic. For Orage,the field of this heroic action
journal
in
discursive,
that privileged money and literature
a
resulting
was necessarily
as the debaseddiscursivefields to be healedby the self-nominatedquestingknights
of TheNeiv Age. Readershave long seenThe WasteLand as a similarly fragmented
collection of points of view glimpsing an ideal order that cannotbe forced by any
single readerwithout rudely silencing a host of others.If all of theseviewpoints
gesturefrom their respectiveconcern toward order and connection,it is unsurprising
that we shouldhave to recover the historical context of the poem to read its politics
asradically engaged,rather than anachronisticallyout of toucl-L
'The Burial of the Dead'. In any event, this interpretationof Babel informs a wide swath of mystical
literature.
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Despite previous readings that have found in the poem a vague and troubling

.
sense of politicized aesthetics (North), complicity with capitalism (Cooper and

Rainey), or oppressive colonialism (Manganaro), a historicized reading of The Waste
Land suggests a formal model for radical political discourse. Through their own
points of view, characters in the poem express their concerns with monetary policy,
gender oppression, social representation, corporate power, oppressive nationalism,
and finally economic objectification of both people and the natural world. The Waste
Land's understanding of all of these phenomena is that they are ultimately
phenomena of underconsumptionist economics, examples of a value system that
privileges the production of commoditized goods at the expense of human
experience. In place of the modern economic order, 'What the Thunder Said'
theorizes a radical and conservative political praxis. It should perhaps not be
surprising that the poem ends with the Upanishads, since after Orage had spent seven
years studying Plato and Nietzsche, he turned to the same text as the basis for a
political New Age, avidly promoting them in his column Readers and Writers. When
the citizens of the waste land hear the thunder's repetitive 'Da', they interpret it as
'Give, sympathize, control' (TWL note 401). 'Give' suggests a political practice of
charitable works, connected to Eliot and Pound's sense of literary composition as a
contribution to society whose cost could never be recovered in cover price or left
'under seals broken by the lean solicitor' (7`WL line 408), but would stand as a public
utility. 'Sympathize' suggests that political order is recovered through compassion
and inclusion: 'We think of the key, each in his prison' (413). Compassion allows the
political subject to recognize the way every human is trapped by their belief of their
exclusive circumstances, and yet one's own experience of that suffering compels one
to the politically inclusive 'We. 'Control' suggests a political practice of engaged
action. This exhortation might be seen as a fascistic attempt to steer the s1iip of state,
but the passagereplies rather differently: 'The boat responded/Gaily, to the hand
expert with sail and oar' (419-420). Real control of the ship is in the hands of those
that run its economy, the workers whose hands are engaged in labour. With each
worker responsible for their own hands, individuals become dignified through their
own authority: 'your heart would have responded/Gaily, when invited, beating
obedient/To controlling hands' (420-422). The body politic is created by individual
action, which creates emotional order due to each individual's authority. Ultimately,
this self-control leads to inclusion, as Hieronyrno promises to fit every actor into the
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Conclusion
This study has made a number of new contributions to knowledge.The first
half of the thesis theorizedthe relationship betweenOrage'screation of TheNew Age
and the developmentof a politicized mode of poetry by Pound and his peers.By
exploring the relationshipbetweenOrage's philosophical positions, the print culture
and The New Age's literary and political projects, the first chapterproposeda field
theory to understandthe ideological direction of the journal and accountfor its
dialectical complexity, which will be of significant utility for subsequentscholars
using The New Age for lesscomprehensivestudies.The secondchapter significantly
revised the date of Pound's political and economic activism from 1919to 1911by
connectinghis scholarly method of the luminous detail to Tile New Age's pbilo sophy
of history. This revision and the richer understandingof the New Age political
context enableda reinterpretationof Pound's translationsof Amaut Daniel and 'The
Seafarer'. In particular, the self-reflexivity of Arnaut Daniel's poetry provided Pound
with a meansto politicize self-reflexive poetry as a form of unalienated
craftsmanshipthat encodedthe historical producer within the poem, which was a
formal meansto develop TheNew Age's Guild Socialist proposalsto undermine
capitalism's alienatedlabour. Similarly, 'The Seafarer' stood as a luminous detail of
anotherhistorical period in which the value of social solidarity through labour
supersededmodem capitalistic plutocracy, suggestingthat a similar value system
could be radically reconstructedto form a new age.The third chapter arguedthat
Pound and Lewis constructedVorticism as a radical organization that, like The New
Age's National Guilds movement,recognizedthe power of modem industrial
production and was self-consciouslyopposedto both capitalist materialism and the
bankrupt medieval models of production proposedby Morris and Fry. The second
half of the Vorticism chapterconsideredscholarly approachesto modernist poetry
that employ a capitalist theory of commodities to understandtheir production and
consumption.In stark contrast,the presentstudy found that Lewis and Pound
elaboratedthe form of the Vorticist manifesto as a meansto interrupt capitalistic
Pound
that
and
consumption,
and
usedtheseformal methodsto
modesof reading
developVorticist poetry. By reading Pound's Lustra and contributions to BLAST in
light of this development,we cameto understandhow Pound modernizedthe
medieval craft of Daniel's voice to operateas a meta-commodityin thesepoemsthat
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was designedto reconstructthe capitalist order. Taken together, thesethree chapters
tracedthe relationship between TheNew Age's early political philosophy and the
developmentof a politicized modernist poetry.
The secondhalf of the dissertation
tracedthe ideological elaboration of TheNew Age's radical economic theory and
connectedit to Pound and Eliot's developmentof The Cantosand The WasteLand.
At a basic level, chaptersfour and five theorizedthe interdisciplinary relationship
betweenliterature and economics,arguing that there are fundamentallinkages
betweenthe two disciplines. The fourth chapterexplored the epistemologicalshift
from political economy to the rise of modem economics,arguing this epistemology
was fundamentallyconcernedwith the representationof human characterand a set of
linguistic assumptionsabout the way money signifies and represents.The chapter
further arguedthat The New Age soughtto employ an economic epistemologyto
develop a collective and yet uncoercivemodel of society, while offering fundamental
critiques of economics'smethod of tracing the relationship between supply and
demandand theoriesabout money in sucha way that it heightenedthe literary and
creativedimensionof economic theory. The fifth chapter enactedsimilar arguments
about economicaccountsof value. In the first part of the chapter, economictheories
of value as connectedto production were explored, tracing their developmentfrom a
natural theory of value to modem corporateproduction. Mainstream andNew Age
economiststheorizedthesecorporationsas structuresto produce modem character,
with important results for the literary depiction of selfhood.The chapterwent on to
analyzemoderneconomic theoriesof consumptionand the prophetic 'Organizer' of
human desire,reading thesetheories in terms of their literary and spiritual
assumptions.Social Credit's theorization of consumptionalso becamea meansto
underminethe jtistice of financial and productive claims to goods.Pound developed
TheNew Age's attention to consumptionto theoiize the conceptuallife of the nation
through its consumptionof periodicals, connectingliterary and print analysiswith
economicsand anthropology and allowing him to interpret the ideological
implications of modem consumption.At the sametime, this shifted Pound and
Eliot's critical focus from authorial production to readers' consumption,and the
implications of this shift, allowing us to reconstructthe radical political proposals
embeddedin Pound and Eliot's criticism from the period, as well as the Social Credit
schemeof Bel Esprit. Finally, Social Credit's attack on economic scarcity was
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explored as an attempt to remoralize and politicize what orthodox economists
insistedwas an amoral, automaticsystem,with the necessaryimplication that
literature was neededto reconstructa healthy economy.The final chapter
reconsideredthe role of economicsin 77ieCantosthrough the lens of Pound's 'Canto
11',arguing that economicepistemologyinforms the canto's basic structureand
demonstratesthe transition betweenPound's National Guild and Social Credit
modelsof politicized poetic speakers.The analysisof 'Canto IF also revealeda
radical narrative in which capitalistic labour and exploitation is overturnedby a
pagan,naturalistic understandingof production and consumption.The chapterwent
on to read Eliot's The WasteLand throughNew Age economic theory. Taking issue.
with the most recent accountsof the poem's development,the chapter arguedthat the
poem grew from its first fragmentsto main drafts with a consistentepistemological
order that was informed by Eliot's philosophical considerationof anthropologyand
economicsas methodologiesto reach a prophetic vision of the polls. In the second
part of the analysis,fertility was employed as a trope to analyzeand harmonizethe
overall structureof The WasteLand and its characters.This structure unified
membersof London's economy in a radical economicmodel of society that
employedNew Age understandingsof overproduction,human objectification,
debasedcommodities, underconsumption,class,money, cross-cultural exchangeand
iradition. Overall, chapterfour and five's robust examinationof the interdisciplinary
spacebetweenliterature and econornicsenableda historically-grounded radical
interpretation of the political economyof the Cantosand The WasteLand.
Taken as a whole, this study developsthe,discipline of literary modernismin
severalways. In tern-isof individual author studies,it suggestsfundamentallynew
ternis through which both Eliot and Pound'spoetry and criticism can be read. At the
sametime, it provides groundeddata that significantly shifts our understandingof the
politics, economicsand aestheticsof literary modernism.Theoretically, this study
demonstratesthe successof a hybrid methodologyin which tools from intellectual
history are used to develop a historically sensitivetheoretical model that can enrich
models of print culture and the close reading and formal analysisof poetry. At a
nietadiscursivelevel, this study has soughtto describethe ways in which poetry and
criticism might provide useful lensesto view the contemporarypolitical and
economiccontext, in which the problemsof corporate,alienatedlabour, modem
consumption,monetarypolicy, wealth distribution, the value of ideology and
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polJtical proposal, social representation,and production's relationship to the natural
world continue to be vexed issues.Rather surprisingly, all of theseissueswere
contestedin the pagesof 7he New Age, but the relative freshnessof their concerns
and the historical distancefrom the presentsuggestsnew insights to the seemingly
insurmountableproblems at hand.
The results of this project also suggesta number of different areasfor further
study. The generaltheoriesof New Age philo sophy, print culture, political economy
and literature could be used to understanda number of other writers with ties to The
New Age. This includesEdwardian writers like Shaw, Arnold Bennett, H. G. Wells
and Hilaire Belloc, and the Imagistic Forgotten School of 1909 (which included
Hulme and Flint). Other important thinkers expressedsolidarity with TheNew Age's
political proposals,including Ford Madox Ford and Bertrand Russell, suggestingthat
the theoretical backgroundof the journal could shed interesting light on their 191Os
politics and textual production. Moreover, a number of other writers like Katherine
Mansfield andHerbert Readwere nurtured by Orage, and with a more complete
understandingof the connectionsbetweenhis literary and political ideology their
work may be read in innovative ways. Similarly, it is possible that, when read
through The NewAge episteme,other New Age poetry might prove to be of
significant interest.Also, a number of American modernistslike Storm Jameson,
William Carlos Williams and the patron John Quinn expressedsignificant interest in
thejournal; with more biographical work theserelationshipscould be developed.
Tliis project also suggeststhat significant modernist works could be rereadin light of
this study's findings, including Pound's Hoinage to SextitsPropertitts, Hugh Selwyn
Mauberley and other early Cantos,as well asEliot's miscellaneouspoetry from the
late 1910s.More subtly, the increasedsophisticationof Social Credit and its
relationship to modernistphilosophy could be applied to both poets' work in the
latter 1920s,1930sand beyond. Furthermore,this dissertationsuggeststhat a
sensitivereadingof the interaction betweenpolitical theory, philosophy, aesthetics
and literary praxis may have interesting results for broaderprojects exploring
modernism's ideological context, for instancein studiesof Yeats and other Irish
writers, Bloomsbury's polarized reaction to New Age radicalism, the polarized
political poetry of the 1930s,andjournals like the New Freeivoinan and Egoist that
seemto havebeenmodeledon The New Age. A final areaof continuedresearch
would be an exploration of the way that Orage,Pound,Lewis and Eliot's politicized
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critical and poetic methods might have maintained their political resonance or
become depoliticized through a study of their influence on later generations of poets.
At its most basic level, this dissertation suggests ways in which a simultaneously
is
historicized
possible.
of
reading
method
engaged and
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Appendix
Veiled Theory: The Transmutation of Anthropology in
T. S. Eliot's

Critical

Method

Article accepted for publication by Paragraph
(style consistent with Paragraph house style)
As a disciplinary method of reading, critical theory is generally situated against
'criticism', which conjures armchair critics who appreciate and exclude texts without
considering their own bases of preference. Criticism is bound up with the 'modemist'
fared
in
S.
Eliot's
has
T.
the post-modem
criticism
well
paradigm and as a result
not
institution. However, Eliot was extremely vocal in his attacks on unreflective critical
practice. In 'The Function of Criticism' (1923), Eliot 'expels the lot' of critics who
follow their 'inner voice, ' claiming such work is 'remarkably like an old principle
which has been formulated by an elder critic in the now familiar phrase of "doing as
339
likes"'.
In contrast, Eliot called for 'principles' and 'methods' in criticism
one
(25), which allow the critic to 'compose his differences with as many of his fellows
judgement'
(25). These principles bridge
in
the
true
as possible,
common pursuit of
the relationship between philosophy and critical practice, creating 'a scheme into
which ( ...) [truth, or fact, or reality] will fit, if they exist' (34), while refusing to
define truth, fact, and reality themselveS.340In this way, Eliot understood his theory
of critical practice as a philosophically informed methodology of reading that was
designed to create a disciplinary and institutional framework. To reconstruct this
theory, it will be necessary to enrich our theoretical methodology with intellectual
and institutional histories. Only with such a composite approach will we be able to
just
the pastness of the modernist critical paradigm, but also its
understand not
341
presence.

Eliot's early theory of critical practice dependedon the paradigmsof two
disciplines, anthropologyand occultism. In the first footnote of The WasteLand
(1922), Eliot invokes Frazer's The Golden Bough and JessieWeston's 'book on
Grail legend: From Ritual to Romance' as texts uniquely situatedto 'elucidatethe
339T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays (London: Faber, 1934), 25,27. Hereafter 'SE'
" Similarly, in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', Eliot 'proposes to halt at the frontier of
metaphysics or mysticism, and confine itself to such practical conclusions as can be. applied
by the responsible person interested in poetry' (Sacred Wood, 49).
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difficulties of the poem' 342While a generationof clue-hunterstraced the 'incidental
.
symbolism' of the poem through thesetexts, their institutional position and
theoreticalparadigmsfor 'elucidation' have beenalmost unconsidered.Eliot had
repeatedlycited Frazer as a theoretical basisfor literary modernism, invoking him in
Joyce's 'mythic method'.343Eliot's esteemfor Frazer spannedfrom a graduatestudy
044
him
described
'the
of anthropology,which
as
greatestmaster to a 1924article
which describedhim as the chief proponentof the scientific methodology for
studying humanbelief (Gray 131). Rather strangely,Eliot's footnote pairs Frazer's
methodologywith Weston's occultisrn.
From Ritual to Romanceis a clearly occult

teXt,

345

arguing that a living but

hidden practice unified early. vegetation religions (described in Frazer's Golden
Eough) and romance Grail literature; and that the exoteric surface of canonical Grail
romance literature is therefore a sheRfor esoteric truths. Weston was first able to
346
her
'chain
because
from
'initiates'.
complete
of evidence'
of personal testimony
From Ritual to Romance is her attempt to verify an occult historical perspective with
written documentation. It is almost impossible to think that Eliot would not have
recognized Weston's occult status. Not only did Eliot know Weston's sources as
international occultists, 347and contemporary reviewers recognize From Ritual to
348but also the footnotes clearly link the occult element of
Romance as OCCUlt,
Madame Sosostris's tarot pack to Frazer (note 46). This connexion between the
occult tarot pack and Frazer is explored in From Ritual to Romance (Weston 74).

34' As Eliot argues in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', 'the historical sense involves a
perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence' (SW, 40)
342T. S. Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays of T. S. Eliot. (London: Faber and Faber,
1969), 76. Hereafter abbreviated as 'CPP'.
343T. S. Eliot, 'Ulysses, Order, and Myth'. The Dial, November, 1923, p. 177-8.
344Piers Gray, T. S. Eliot's Intellectual and Poetic Development 1909-1922 (Sussex: 'Me
Harvester Press, 1982), 129.
345See Leon Surette, 'I'lie Birth of Modernisrn. (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press,
1993) also Donald Childs, From Philosophy to Poetry: T. S. Eliot's Study of Knowledae and
Experience. (Now York: Palgrave, 2001). Both Childs and Surette offer comprehensive
documentation of Eliot's enoracrementwith occultism but do not describe occultism as central
C)I'D
to Eliot's critical method or seek to explain its relationship to anthropology.
346Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance. (1920. Reprint, New York: Peter Smith,
1941), 4.
347Westonmakes extensive use of GRS Mead and WB Yeats. Eliot attended s6ancespresided
in
interest
his
by
Yeats
and
recognized
psychical research (Letters, 169)
extensive
over
(March 1917).
"48See Gorham B. Munson, 'Ile Esotericism of T. S. Eliot', and F. L. Lucas' review in New
Statesman, both in T. S. Eliot The Critical Heritage, Vol. 1 edited by Michael Grant.
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Moreover,

Eliot had used Weston's thesis of an occult connexion between grail

legend and 'the myth of Atys' in his promotional

341In this
Pound
for
Ezra
pamphlet
.

way, anthropology and occultism as bases of modernist theory seem inextricably
bound together. To understand why this might be so, it will first be necessary to
reconstruct Eliot's theoretical preoccupations and then the institutional positions of
anthropology, occultism, and literary theory during the period in question.

Part 1: Eliot's Critical E12istemology and the Social Sciences
If Eliot's combination of anthropology and occultism as a basis for his modernist
reading methodology seems strange, it grows rather more peculiar given his own
theoretical training. Eliot's graduate work focused on the philosophy of the social
sciences, with a particular focus on epistemology, which provided a means to
analyze and critique the institutional bases of a number of social sciences. In
preparing for a PhD at Harvard, Eliot wrote extensively on the methodologies of
'Frazer, the Cambridge Ritualists, and the French school of sociologists exemplified
by Levy-Bruhl and Durkheirn. Eliot's research then culminated in a PhD thesis on
epistemology, particularly as it related to the objects of scientific study. Throughout
the 1910s, Eliot reviewed works of anthropology and other social sciences for The
New Statesman and The Monist. If anything, Eliot had more institutional authority to
comment on anthropological methodology than literature. In Eliot's early critical
writings, he repeatedly stressesthe scientific nature of the methods he proposes,
highlighting the interdependence between his epistemic training and the critical
method he would come to advocate.
In Eliot's philosophical work, he saw Leibniz as a crucial exemplar of

scientific methodology.Today, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) is
rememberedas the co-inventor (with Newton) of calculus and its notation, but he
also createdtheoriesof matter, motion and force in physics, and madesignificant
contributions to a numberof other sciences.At the turn of the century Leibniz was
experiencinga considerablerevival as a philosopher of science.Bertrand Russell,
Eliot's philosophical mentor, published a study of his logic in 1900350,
and the
349Eliot wrote Us at a point when earlier versions of Weston's argument had only been
published by occult presses. From Ritual to Romance was published by Cambridge
University press. See Eliot's Ezra Pound: His Metric and Poetry, Part II.
350Bertrand Russell. A Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of Leibniz. London: George
Allen & Unwin, Ltd. 1900.
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Autumn 1916 issue of The Monist (a premiere journal in the philo sophy of science)
was 'devoted to a commemoration of the scientific and philosophical work of
Leibniz and its influences on modem thought' (48 1). On the other hand, even writers
for The Monist recognized the occult dimension of his thought, tracing influences
from the Rosicrucians, magical chemistry, and alchemy. 351Eliot contributed two
articles, 'The Development of Leibniz's Monadism' and 'Leibniz's Monads and
Bradley's Finite Centres'. In the first of these articles, Eliot traced Leibniz's central
ideas to the Kabala, a primary text for mystics and theosophists, and went on to use
352'Elsewhere,
his
Bradley
179)
ideas
in
(Eliot,
DM,
Eliot makes
these
analysis of
.
353
he
Bradley
in
Leibniz,
terms of
quoting from Leibniz in the
clear that
understood
dissertation and acknowledging the debt in the latter article. 354Leibnizs philosophy
was also of considerable interest to modem occultists, based on the way it combined
materialistic science with a magical view of the world. In The Secret Doctrine, a
foundational text of modernist occultism, H. P. Blavatsky writes, 'Esoteric
Cosmology can be shown inseparably connected with both philosophy and modem
science. The gods of the ancients, the monads-from

Pythagoras down to Leibniz-

and the atoms of the present materialistic schools ... are only a compound unit' (613).
Leibniz is the key figure in Blavatsky's intellectual history, joining the gods of the
past with the modem 'materialistic schools'. For Eliot and Blavatsky, Leibniz is
important because he is the last moment at which a 'scientific' writer can still write
about theological ideas, and what allowed him to do this was his contact with the
sources of the modem occult.
Leibniz's argument turns on the epistemic question of 'substance', the most
basic element in the universe. 355Cartesian accounts of substance divided mental and
physical reality, describing matter as passive, reflective (having no energy of its

351C. Delisle Burns. 'Leibniz's Life. and Work'. From The Monist, 486-487.
352Specifically, emanationfrom a point and microcosm Eliot also praisedLeibniz with the
temporal structure of 'Tradition and the Individual Talent': 'Leibniz is nearerto the Middle
Ages, nearerto Greece,and yet nearerto us, than are men like Fichte and Hegel' (185), the
occult implications of which are discussedbelow.
353Pages188-189. Both of theseessaysare appendicesin T. S. Eliot, Knowledge and
ExReriencein the PhilosoRhyof F. H. Bradley (London: Faber and Faber, 1964). Hereafter,
the main thesis will be referred to as 'KE', 'The Developmentof Leibniz' Monadism' as
'DM', and 'Leibniz' Monads and Bradley's Finite Centres' as 'LB'.
354Seminarnotesfrom 1913-14 reveal Eliot alreadyreferencingLeibniz's Monadology and
the seminarleader advocatingBradley to Eliot for similar ideas.
355As Eliot describes,the questionwas inherited from Aristotle.
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own), unconscious, and unliving. By the 19'hcentury this account of the scientific
object had become the epistemic foundation for both physical and social sciences.
Leibniz undermined Descartes' binary opposition between matter and mind by
arguing that the true substance of the universe were 'monads, best understood as
356
perceptions or experience. For Leibniz, experience must be substance since it
precedes perceiver and perceived and is inexplicable by mechanical principles (270).
In Eliot's doctoral thesis, he employs Leibniz's argument to attack the validity of the
distinction between real and ideal as a starting point (KE 35), and then the supposed
independence of physical and psychological sciences: 'If you will find the
mechanical anywhere, you will find it in the workings of the mind; and to inspect the
living mind, you must look nowhere but the world outside' (154). In this way, Eliot
denied the objectivity of scientific study. Blavatsky followed the same line of
argument to propose that 'pantheism! was 'a science of consciousness' which would
study the gods of the ancients (629,634), which Eliot implicitly recognizes as 'pan357
(LB
200).
In this way, Eliot and Blavatsky's reading of Leibniz
psychicism'
suggested a spiritual theory of reality that undermined the epistemology of modem
science.
Leibniz's epistemology leads Eliot and Blavatsky to a theological description

of the universe.For Leibniz, an external God exists as the key monad, creating a
prearrangedharmony betweendiscretepoints of view, which accountsfor the laws of
nature.Here Blavatsky differs, arguing for a single substancethat is indivisible,
impersonal,and infinite. There can be no position outside of it: all knowledge,
including the Absolute's, is 'subjective', arizing in the 'substance' (SD 628-9). Eliot
follows Blavatsky, arguing monadsare aspectsof a single, subjective soul:
And the pre-establishedharmony [of the monads] is unnecessaryif we
recognizethat monadsare not wholly distinct, and that the subjective
self is continuouswith the self as object ( ... ) We may think
provisionally of finite centresas the units of soul life; units, however,
whoselimits cannot be drawn with any precision. (KE 147)
Had Blavatsky read Eliot's dissertation,shewould immediately have claimed it as
occult: shecalled this modification of Leibniz's theory 'the essenceand Spirit of
356,Experience' is the key term in Eliot's study of Bradley.
357While at Carnbridge,Russell was also interestedin pantheism SeeThe Autobiography o
I
BertrandRussell, London: Unwin Paperbacks,1978,p65.
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esoteric philosophy', largely because of its theological implications. While Leibniz
describes God as an external, objective power, Eliot and Blavatsky describe a
mystical eminentism. Importantly, this 'Absolute' is beyond categorical distinction:
'The Absolute, we find, does not fall within any of the classes of objects: it is neither
real nor unreal nor imaginary' (KE 169). Blavatsky's understanding of 'IT' or
'ParabrabmanV is the same, as one, absolute, featureless, neither existing nor not
358
both
existing,
absolute consciousness and unconSCiOUSneSS. Although Eliot's
philosophical work is regularly described as sceptical '359Eliot's refusal to
characterize or objectify the Absolute reveals the esoteric basis of his epistemology.
In rejecting the objective view of modem science, Leibniz's epistemology made
spiritual prophecy the basis of all knowledge. For Leibniz, each monad is a
microcosm of all reality: '... each simple substance has relationships which express
360
it
is
living
In
therefore a perpetual
all the others, and that
mirror of the universe'.
this system, each monad cannot have an experience outside it, limiting the monad to
a kind of solipsism. Prophetic knowledge offers an escape: 'He who seeseverything
could ( ... ) see in its present state what is distant both in space and in time, could read
also what has happened and what will happen' (Leibniz 61,276). Occultists like
Blavatsky followed Leibniz, arguing that man is a microcosm with an exact match
between the seven levels of man and the universe. This is the basis of Blavatsky's
epistemology, which is fundamentally intuitive and prophetic. Eliot's epistemology
followed the same argument, claiming that there was no window into the other's
consciousness, so that 'study of primitive consciousness seems futile'. This episternic
limitation forms the core of Eliot's attacks on social sciences which attribute
interiority or mechanism to the other. But by finding the elements of consciousness
in oneself, primitive consciousnesSeS361
can be understood: 'we find in our own
knowing exactly the same constituents, in a clearer and more apprehensible forie
(KE 17). This epistemology leads Eliot to privilege subjective experience as a
prophetic means to escape solipsism with subjective transcendence: the 'life of the
soul' consists in the 'the painful task of unifying ... discordant viewpoints to a higher
358Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, The Kev to Tbeosop
(1889. Reprint, Bombay:
Theosophical Company (India), 1987), 64-65.
359See above list of commentators
on Eliot's philosophy.
'60 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. Philosophical Texts. Trans. Richard Francks
and R. S.
Woolhouse (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 56,275.
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which shall somehowinclude and transmutetherif (KE 147-8). This movementis
not possiblein Leibniz's model, where monadscannot 'progress' becausethey are
wholly distinct, but is the basis of psychic evolution for Eliot and Blavatsky. Thus
Eliot and Blavatsky sharethe project of subjectiveprogressthrough the pantheistic
world toward the Absolute.
The senseof a single consciousness,combinedwith an antipathy toward
interpretation,becamethe episten-licbasisof Eliot's theory of the modernistproject.
In 'The Interpretationof Primitive Ritual', a paperwritten for JosiahRoyce's
362
seminar, Eliot analyzesdifferent methodologiesfor cultural analysisaccordingto
this epistemology.Eliot starts with an attack on French sociology for its attemptsto
reduce subjectiveconsciousnessto behaviour: 'We must translateit [purpose]into
behaviour; that is, into as-nearlymechanicalterms as we can. In other words,
consciouspurposemelts into behaviour, and behaviour into mechanism' (Gray, 127).
For Eliot, this is the fault of any 'interpretation, which will always try to take an
externalposition to subject-objectrelations in order to 'explain'. The result is that
subjectsare reducedto objects, and so can only be, at best, 'more or lesstrue'. Nor
can reports from the participants explain the origin of a ritual. 'For the meaningof a
seriesof acts is to the performers themselvesan interpretation; the sameritual
remaining practically unchangedmay assumedifferent meaningsfor different
generationsof performers; and the rite may have originated before "meaning" meant
anything at all' (Gray, 127). Had Eliot's epistemologybeendifferent, English literary
modernismrnight have followed French sociology, employing 'interpretations' to tap
into universal narratives.363Instead,Eliot was wary of the generalizationimplicit in
such a project, which led him to a formalist and empirical method of analysis.For
Eliot, Frazer is the most scientific of anthropologistsexactly to the degreethat he
sticks to facts and refrains from interpretation and explanation: 'Eliot concludesthat
the only fact that can be found in any past social behaviour is "the'actual rituar'. '
(Gray, 128) The key word is 'fact'. For Eliot, the actualritual encodesboth subject
and object in a single monad or point of view. This monad is simultaneously
361Here primitive is 'child,
or animal, or our own when least active', though inferior cultures
are implied by the context of the arg, ument.
362Unfortunately, this paper has not been
published, but Piers Gray prints major sections of it
in T. S. Eliot's Intellectual and Poetic Development 1909-1922. It is from Gray's work that I
quote.
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empirical, in that it doesnot demanda questionableinterpretation,and a kind of
spiritual formalism, in that it encodesmind and matter into a unified 'fact'. This
epistemicbasis, which was simultaneouslyscientific and spiritual, allowed Eliot to
position his theory of reading amongstanthropologicaland occult methodologies.
Part IT: Anthrol2glogy, Occultism and the Methodology of Modemism

While Eliot's modernisttheory was largely shapedby his philosophical training, the
institutional position of literary criticism also drove his theoretical concerns.In the
footnote to The Waste Land, Eliot invoked occultism and anthropology as critical
methods for the elucidation of modernist poetry. Similarly, in 'Ulysses, Order and
Myth', Eliot describedJoyce's 'mythic method' as a central theoretical strategyof
modernism, specifically in the way that it manipulates'a continuousparallel between
contemporaneityand antiquity'. At an obvious level, this is an earlier nod to Frazer
and anthropology,and consistentwith Eliot calling Joyce a 'scientist. But in the
sameparagraph,Eliot claims the (scientific) method was first adumbratedby
364

Yeats,

and then claims that 'it is a method for which the horoscopeis
365

auspicious'.

In The WasteLand, the horoscopeis specifically marked as an occult

tool by Madame Sosostris'sproficiency with it (CPP, p62 In.57). Thus Eliot
associatesJoyce, science,and occultism in elaboratingthe 'mytbic method' at the
heart of the modernist circle. And in 1924,Eliot reviewed an anthropologicalstudy,
'The Origin of Magic andReligion'. For Eliot, the most interesting questionraised
by the study was this: 'Is it possibleandjustifiable for art, the creation of beautiful
objects and of literature, to persist indefinitely without its primitive purposes',which
is to say, for the purposesof magic.366Ultimately Eliot is concluding that literary
practitioners, magic, anthropologyand art are inextricable. From our own academic
perspective,this collocation is strangeindeed.Even in the 1890s,acaden-Ac
anthropologistsandhardcoreoccultists publicly attackedeachother's discipline as
erroneousand misguided.In order to understandhow Eliot could have held them
together,it is necessaryto have a better understandingof the way the theoretical
363Indeed,Eliot's cultural project is often read in tl-ýsway, with predictable accusationsof
cultural totalitarianism resulting.

3'54Eliot thought of Yeats in occultist terms. See Letters, 169 (March 1917).
30 T. S. Eliot, 'Ulysses, Order, and Mydi'. The Dial. November 1923, p. 177-8.
366T. S. Eliot, '[A review of] Ile Growth of Civilisation, and Ile Origin of Magic and
Religion. By W. J. Perry' (Criterion, 11.8(July 1924)) 489-91.
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projects of anthropologyand occultism were constructedaround similar institutional
paradigms.
While earlier interpretationsof The WasteLand have dependedon the
opposition betweenacademicanthropology and the disreputability of the occult,
when J. G. Frazer's The Golden Boug andH. P. Blavatsky's The SecretDoctrine
were written, English anthropology and occult theosophywere both driven by open
public societiesoutside of the academy.When Frazer-wrotethe first edition of The
Golden Bough in 1892,it was still uncertain whether anthropology would becomean
acadernicdiscipline, or be dominatedby an amateuranthropological societybasedin
London;367the first chair of anthropology at Oxford had beenwon by Tylor only
eleven yearsbefore, and the London-basedAnthropological Society was far more
successfulat soliciting anthropologicalreports from missionaries,traders,and
imperial bureaucratsthan Oxford or Cambridgecould be.368Similarly, the
TheosophicalSociety operatedindependentlyfrom the academybut attracteda wide,
important rangeof intellectuals of the period, andby the early 1910shad grown
powerful enoughto retain the architect of the British viceroy's palace in India for its
London headquarters369Eliot envisageda similar position for literary criticism 'The
.
Function of Criticism' clearly defendsa place for the professionalcritic contributing
to the public, but as late as 1936 Eliot strongly discouragedthe study of one's own
languagein.university,370and much earlier ridiculed 'the highbrow effect which is so
depressing'(SelectedEssays60). While high modernistslike Eliot, Pound andJoyce
have often beentarred with just this brush, Eliot's critical prose suggestshe hoped
for occultism and anthropology's institutional position of professionalsinteracting
with a large public body.
Both Frazer's The Golden Bough and Blavatsky's The Secret Doctrine were
written with this institutional situation in mind, as texts designedto convert and
organizea non-specialistaudience.Superficially, this concerncan be seenin The
Golden Bough's famously literary style and the suppressionof footnotes in the last
edition (1922) to make it more readable.ne SecretDoctrine also was usedto stake
367JamesUrry. Before Social Anthropology. Essayson the History of British Anthropology.
(London: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1993), 102-105.
368In the 1920's this 'arm-chair' anthropolog shifted to a model in which the anthropologist
1--y
ID
immersedhimself in the other culture, in part spurredby MalinoNvski'sArgonauts of tile
WesternPacific.
369Sir Edwin Lutyens
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out a position for organized occultism: it spends at least as much time explaining the
relationship between orthodox material science, Orientalism, and the Society's
teacliing as it does explaining what the secret doctrine is. More fundamentally, both
texts explicitly promise to initiate their readers into the secrets of human existence.
When Frazer makes reference to exoteric and esoteric aspects of ritual, the members
of his readership and the priesthood are joined in their knowledge of the ritual's
meaning, with the general public of both societies viewing only an exoteric husk.
The Secret Doctrine. makes this relationship even more explicit, semantically joining
the knowledge-holders of both periods with the single term of 'initiates'. But this is
not the endpoint of knowledge: both Frazer and Blavatsky posit the possibility of a
disciplinary hero. Frazer frequently describes the project of anthropology as a quest,
assureshis readers that a future hero-scientist of anthropology will see the greater
cpattem' in his tentative arrangement of facts and join it in a single vision. 371
Similarly, Blavatsky positions herself at the edge of current human understanding,
but a 'humble recorder' well beneath the possibilities of ultimate ViSion.372For both
writers, this seer of the occulted logos gives shape to the massive project of their
disciplines. In this aim they were extremely successful: The Golden Bough attracted
masses of prospective informants as well as a new generation of anthropologists,
including Malinowski. Similarly, The Secret Doctrine existed as a central text of
Anglophone occultism, spanning from the faerie-minded Yeats to influential radical
editors such as A. R. Orage.

Eliot's theoretical writing is markedby a sirnilar function of constituting a
broaderdisciplinary project. Eliot fi-equentlydescribeshis critical method in terms of
its science,not just in describing Joyce as a scientist or using languageappropriated
from chemistry in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', but also in citing
anthropologyand occultism themselvesas parallel disciplines. In 'The Function of
Criticism', Eliot follows a similar institutional model when describing literary
researchersdiscovering seemingly meaninglessfacts which will be convertedinto a
massivepoint of view by a disciplinary hero:

370T. S. Eliot, EssaysAncient and Modem (London: Faber, 1936), 168.
371Marc Manganaro,MyLh. Rhetoric, and the Voice of Authority (London: Yale University
Press,1992),26,67.
372Helena PetrovnaBlavatsky, 'Me SecretDoctrine (1888. Reprint, Pasadena,California:
Theosopl&al University Press,1988), 23. Hereafterabbreviatedas 'SD'.
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We assume,of course,that we are mastersandnot servantsof facts,
bills
laundry
Shakespeare's
know
discovery
that
that
the
and
we
of
would not be of much use to us; but we must always reservefinal
judgement as to the futility of the researchwhich has discovered
then-4in the possibility that somegenius will appearwho will know of
a use to put then-L(SE 33)
Like Frazer and Blavatsky's theoreticalmodel, Eliot's theory employs both humble,
discoverersof fact andhigher theoreticiansin both the theoreticalmethodologyof
judgement
its
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His
final
insuresthat
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structure.
reservation
criticism and
all participants may contribute to researchwhile leaving spacefor a theoretical
373
discipline.
genius approachingthe absolutevision of the
Frazer and Blavatsky also employ evolution as a theoretical structureto
organize the world's cultures.Both authorsconstitute their disciplines as the study of
independent
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cultural progress
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linguistic change.374At times, thesemodelsbecometransparentlyracist, aswhen
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understanding
Doctrine makesuse of the samemodel of evolution in human history but her values
are inverted from Frazer's. For Blavatsky, 'The whole order of nature evincesa
progressivemarch towards a Meher life' (SD, 277ý76, but privileges magical,

373This -enius is also describedby Eliot as the 'traditional' author; see 'Tradition and the
Individual Talent'
374
SeeRichards,90.
375Basil Crump. Evolution as Outlined in the Archaic EasternRecords(London: Luzack &
Co. 1930) 102.
376Helena PetrovnaBlavatsky. Tle SecretDoctrine (1888. Reprint, Pasadena,California:
TheosophicalUniversity Press,1988) 277.
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377
dead
275).
(SD
psychic control of reality over the
materialism of scientific man
Blavatsky's privileging of magical consciousnessleadsto the basic difference in the
two disciplines' historical models: while Frazer seesmodem history as an upward
progressiontoward scientific consciousness,Blavatsky describesthe alienation and
decline of consciousnessfrom the pre-bistoric magical societiesto the decadent
378
scienceof the present. But in both disciplines, the theoretical model of cultural
evolution allows adeptsto exert dominion over all levels of human consciousness.
While Eliot eliminatesthe heavy-handedcultural absolutismof thesemodels
of evolution, his model of tradition is indebted to both anthropology and occultisrn.
In particular, Eliot criticizes other literary critics who gave racial explanations for
modes of culture, as when Middleton Murry opposed the English and Teutonic races
against the French, who were naturally classic (SE 28). At the same time, Eliot's
methodology demands the same comparative approach as Blavatsky and Frazer,
enjoining critics to think,

literature of the world, of the literature of Europe, of the
the
of
...
literature of a single country, not as a collection of the writings of
individuals, but as 'organic wholes', as systemsin relation to which,
and only in relation to which individual works of literary art, and the
works of individual artists, have their significance. (SE 23-4)
In Eliot's model of cultural criticisn-4theseorganic wholes offer the predominant
theoretical structurethrough which individual elementscan be organizedand
understood.As in Frazer and Blavatsky, texts are meansto understandthe
consciousnessattainedby cultures.
In 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', Eliot employs both anthropology's
and occultism's modelsof history as the basisof literary production. Eliot demands
that practitionersdevelop a historical sense,which 'involves a perception,not only of
the pastnessof the past,but of its presence'(SW 40). In this sense,Frazer's scientific
model representsthe pastnessof the past; previous historical epochsmay be studied
as data but are devaluedas inferior. On the other hand,Blavatsky's magical model
privileges the.mind of the past as a meansto salvagethe contemporarymind-a
living tradition. In The SacredWood, Eliot careftilly values the theosophicalmodel
'77 Interestingly, both disciplines are united in their attack on the middle evolutionary tern-4
religion.
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of history over the anthropological. In his essay on Ben Jonson (1919), he dismisses
scholarly approaches in favour of the living tradition: 'to see [Jonson] as a
contemporary does not so much require the power of putting ourselves into
seveuteenth-century London as it requires the power of setting Jonson in our
London' (Selected Essays 148). Eliot's insight is based on the theoretical model
which undermines causal sequence: 'in order to enjoy Win at all ( ... ) we must see
him unbiased by time, as a contemporary' (Selected Essays 148). Both occultism and
anthropology had lent Eliot epistemic models for this atemporal historical ViSio,ý1.379

Not only does 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' bear the theoretical
imprint of these historical markers, it also alludes to the disciplines of science and
occultism as means to situate the theoretical project of modernist criticism. For both
Eliot and occult writers, internal processes can be described only through the
language of objects: 'to inspect the living mind, you must look nowhere but the
world outside' (KE 154). Similarly, in occult circles the philosopher's stone was
interpreted to be the symbol of hidden knowledge, and the alchemical transmutation
of materials was the symbol of the transmutation of points of view or states of being.
'Alchemy took as its outer aim. the preparation of gold ( ) But when the true
...
alchemist spoke of the search for gold, he spoke of the search for gold in the soul of
380
While chemistry is the science of the interactive processes of matter,
man.
alchemy is the science of the interactive processes of occult, conscious substance. In
the passagefrom Eliot's doctoral dissertation in which he describes the soul's
progress toward the Absolute, he uses a term from alchemy, 'transmute'. In
'Tradition and the Individual Talent', Eliot describes a chemical reaction involving
platinum as a catalyst, and then compares the catalyst to the poet's mind which
creates a unity of the entire literary tradition of Europe (SW 54). In Eliot's analogy,
platinum is the philosopher's stone, Absolute, or 'Parabrahmam' in Blavatsky's
terms. This Absolute mind is the unchanging order and cannot be considered in
conjunction with 'the man who suffers' with 'great labour' to obtain 'the historical
sense' (SW 49). This should ren-find us of Blavatsky's adept, the only man who is
378In fact, Leibniz is the,key figure in Blavatsky's intellectual history,
connecting 'the gods
of the ancients' with the 'present materialistic schools' (SD 613).
379See also Eliot on translation: 'We need an eye which can see the
past in its place with its
definite differences from the present, and yet so lively that it shall be as present to us as the
present' (SE 64).
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able to '[keep] his two personalities-the spiritual and the physical-entirely
separated'(SID275). And as in Blavatsky, it is exactly this higher personality or
sensibility, the Absolute, which supersedesthe loss involved in history and
comprehendsthe entire order. Eliot's poet perceivesnot merely an awarenessof
tradition as the interpretationof objects, but a visionary senseof literature in eternity:
casimultaneousexistence' and 'a simultaneousorder'. With spiritual suffering, the
poet-alchemistcrafts a massivepoint of view which can take in and situatethe whole
of mankind. In this way, the poet approachesthe Absolute. The recurrenceof the
word 'transmute' to describechemical processeswhich mirror the interaction of the
Absolute, the suffering soul, and the world, showsthat Eliot was indeedreferring to
alchemy and therefore an occult senseof 'Tradition' and history.
Both anthropologistsand occultists conceivedtheir hierarchiesof cultural
consciousness as providing the methodological basis for reading texts. In his
epistemological work, Eliot privileged disciplines that started from facts, dispensing
with top-down interpretation. In The Golden Bough, as in the occult literature,
theories of universal culture are not understood as external interpretations of the
facts, but rather the facts are formed in such a way as to necessitate the theory 'from
within outwards' (SD, 274). In terms of interpreting symbols or iconography, Frazer
finds the identity of unknown gods through attributes, and then their function or
meaning based on their identity (GB, 99,104). Their very quality of being unknown,
however, allows Frazer to use other gods to fill in the gaps of understanding, creating
levels of irrationality. Each god becomes a 'fact': an account of irrationality (whether
actually irrational, misunderstood or culturally divergent) that can be concretely
located in a historical period and geographic location. It is precisely the
misunderstanding of the savage that is valuable-Frazer

is after 'superstition. 381

Similarly, Blavatsky assembles The Secret Doctrine according to her highest
principle, 'the intuitive omniscience of the Spiritual divine Soul' (SD 279), and
enjoins that it must be read with the same intuitive principles (278). Both Blavatsky's
method of composition and theory of reading are magical, using a spiritual force to

390P. D. Ouspensky.A New Model of the Universe. (1931. Reprint, London: Routledgeand
KeeganPaul Limited, 1967), 211.
391SeeFrazer's Questionson the Customs,Beliefs. and Languagesof Savages which is
,
apparentlya list of questionsabout the other's way of life, but in fact dispenseswith
technical details of diet, hunting, etc. in favour of magical rites and superstitionsassociated
with the tasks(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press,1907),24.
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382
In this way, 'Me Secret Doctrine privileges and reifies precisely
accomplish work.
the evolutionary moment Frazer seeks to disown through the scientific stage.
In bothMe

Golden Bouah and The Secret Doctrine, the facts that structure

the theory are occulted. In the volume cited by Eliot, Frazer fundamentally depends
on the distinction of 'exoteric' versus 'esoteric' ritual, always positioning himself
383

and authorial knowledge on the 'esoteric' or 'initiated' side.

This use of

irrationality as a scholarly measure draws him into ridiculous claims:

We are told that the [sacrificial] victims went willingly to their fate.
(179)

Such talesof virgin mothersare relics of an age of childish ignorance
when men had not yet recognizedthe intercourseof the sexesas the
true causeof offspring. (220)
Frazer's victims and virgins are a conflation of an historical account andhis own
sensibility. Frazer's 'victim' precludesthe possibility of a real belief in the afterlife,
and a virgin mother could not be celebratedas miraculous if a culture did not
recognize 'the true causeof offspring'. Both 'facts' combine a formal accountof
ritual with Frazer's assignmentof irrationality to the 'primitive' participants.
Conversely,either of these 'facts' could be usedby Blavatsky asproof that the
participants in questionwere consciousof a noumenalsourceof life beyond the
material plane, andher texts make constantreferencesto esotericaspectsof ritual
originally constructedby Orientalist accounts.In either case,the fact is a pairing of
historical detail with the anachronisticconsciousnessof the contemporaryreader.
Both Frazer and Blavatsky use an occult structureof facts for their scientific reading
methods.
In other theoretical essays,Eliot describessuch 'facts' as the basisfor his
methodologyof reading. Both 'The Function of Criticism' and 'Harnlet and His
Problems' reject interpretation.In 'Han-get',Eliot reproduceshis philosophical attack
on interpretation;like 'the actual ritual' in anthropology, the work of art cannotbe
interpretedbecausethere can be no outsideposition separatefrom the reader(SW
382Or, as Weston describesit, 'The ultimate object of Magic in all ageswas, and is, to obtain
control of the sourcesof Life' (Weston 75).
393SeeThe Golden Bough, p. 107,155-6,199,228,251,323.
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82). 'Function' repeatsthe sameepisteme,arguing that 'interpreting an author, a
work' producesa new 'fiction' insteadof 'insight' (Eliot, SelectedEssays32).
Instead,the critic should employ facts as the substanceof Ms critical method.
'Function' further arguesthat any contribution to Notes and Queriesis significant;
even Shakespeare'slaundry bills could be crucial. 'Hanilet' further theorizesfacts
through the 'objective correlative', defining it as 'a set of objects, a chain of events
which shall be the formula of that particula emotion; such that when the external
facts, which must terminatein sensoryexperience,are given, the emotion is
immediately invoked' (SW 85-6). Here Eliot conflatesthe reading subjectand the
textual object as an artistic monad. 'FornY, like ritual, is the sum of the 'facts', which
the reading mind joins into a 'formula'. 'Formula' is particularly laden,
cornmunicatingboth artistic structure and the alchemicaltransmutationof 'Tradition
and the Individual Talent'. In 'Function', Eliot repeatsthis model of facts, arguing
that lay readerswill experiencefacts emotionally, but trained authors (like
Blavatsky's and Frazer's specialists)can createarrangementsof facts that develop a
new point of view (32-3). For Eliot, this factual theory of reading is a sciencein the
sensethat all parts of the work are 'facts'; external or ambiguousinterpretationis
impossiblebecausethe 'object' of art createsits reading subject. If we acceptthat a
perceiving subject usesthe terms of its objective world to constructitself, then
Eliot's theory of reading makesgood sense,though it fails to recognizethe way in
which the objects of a work of art are never fully containedby the text, which begins
to accountfor important differencesin interpretationbasedon the reader's
384
position. Certainly this method, which finds critical nodesof meaningand
fabricatesthe larger form of the text ft-omthem, has becomethe basic mode of
evidencefor literary and theoretical analysis.At the sametime, this paradigmis
fundamentallyoccult in the way that obscuresthe original subject and replacesit
with the reader's.For Eliot, this did not representa theoreticalproblem, because
there was no original subject; all were readersin the sameposition, encountering
texts or rituals whoseonly fact was form. In the presentinstitutional climate, the
capacity to read other subjectshas becomemuch more prized, though Eliot's concern
that we thereby objectify such subjectsdeservesfurther consideration.
M4Here I am thinking of the gender,class, culture, political, and geographicdifferencesthat
g
inform much of critical theory; Eliot would have disownedtheir relevance,preferring a
method in which the readingsubject employed no objects outsideof the text.
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After the successof The Waste Land and his critical method, Eliot began to
consolidate his institutional position. In the 1924 article, 'A Prediction in Regard to
Three English Authors'

Eliot prophesized Bradley, Frazer, and Henry James's
'385
permanent importance as disciplinary giants of philosophy, anthropology and
literature. Once again, Eliot praises Frazer's 'abstention from the attempt to explain'
and scientific 'statement of fact' as 'a positive ... point of view, a vision. After
similarly praising Bradley and James, he concludes by describing the authors' effect
'upon the sensibility' which is made '... more orderly; but throbbing at a higher rate
of vibration with the agony of spiritual life'. Predictably, Eliot's praise develops the
spiritual dimension of his scientific theory, echoing his philosophic vision of the
soul's 'transmutation' of discordant viewpoints into a higher one (KE 147-8). At its
most basic level, Eliot's theory of reading depends on this interpretation of hidden
moments in texts, when their intuitive meaning reveals an objective reality that
approaches the Absolute. Although Eliot continues to exert an ambivalent influence
over the literary canon, his institutional 'prediction' has fared less well. Frazer,
James and Bradley do not preside as geniuses over a larger public, having been
replaced by the academic industries Eliot found 'so depressing'. On the other hand,
Eliot's modern method of finding the present importance of past thinking continues
to underlie our critical practice, rather strangely preserving an occult epistemology of
reading.

385T. S. Eliot, 'A Prediction in Regard to Ibree English Authors, Writers Who, thou-S!
h
Masters of 'Fliought, Are likewise Masters of Art' (Vanity Fai XXI. 6, Feb. 1924), 29,98.
,
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